Report on
#askaconductor
#askaconductor was the first askthemusicians.com Twitter event. On December 8, 2010, more than 60
conductors from around the world—including former New York Philharmonic music director Lorin Maazel—
came together to engage with fans, first-timers and complete strangers. The event lasted a little over 30 hours
with nearly 500 participants garnering more than 4,000 tweets.
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connect arts
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their audiences
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Introduction
A short history: from #followamuseum to #operaplot
In February 2010, Jim Richardson, a museum marketer who blogs at the Museum
Next Blog, developed the idea of #followamuseum, encouraging people on
Twitter to tell their friends on the social networking site about a museum that
they enjoy following.
Following up on this successful idea, Jim then created #askacurator on
September 1, 2010, a “unique worldwide question and answer session which will
let interested members of the public put questions to museum and gallery
curators.”
Ask a Curator attracted a large number of questions on a whole range of subjects; the event hashtag (what is a
hashtag?) became the number 1 trending topic on Twitter; and the event was featured in press around the world.
The Ask a Curator and Follow a Museum events sparked other sectors to follow suit, including #followanarchive
and #followalibrary.
The world of classical music had already seen its own viral Twitter event in 2009 with Marcia Adair’s #operaplot,
where tweeting opera fans summarize an entire opera in just 140 characters or less. In its first incarnation,
Marcia purchased a $30 gift certificate to give out as a prize. The second time around in 2010, she had signed up
opera houses around the world to contribute to a tremendous prize pool and she even enticed opera star
Danielle De Niese to sign up as a guest judge. When asked about it on Dutch Perspective, Marcia wrote: “I think
the chance to explore the possibilities of Twitter in a no-risk way was appealing.”
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In all the examples above, the central defining feature of the events was engagement. Marcia insightfully wrote:
“I’d say they are the type of people that are looking for a new kind of relationship with performing arts
institutions….one that is more transparent and honest rather than the traditional cursive script, lush images and
WE ARE AWESOME AT EVERYTHING attitude.”
Social media theory: free agents and abundance
Beth Kanter and Allison Fine’s 2010 book The Networked Nonprofit sets the stage
with the rise of Millennials who no longer owe allegiance to any particular
organizations, but rather pick out particular causes. A “networked nonprofit” will
engage and leverage the social networks of these so-called “free agents.” People like
Jim Richardson and Marcia Adair are just two examples of free agents at work.
Rather than thinking in terms of scarcity, nonprofits should then choose abundance;
the abundance of goodwill, energy, and eager hands of free agents that are out
there. “If you want to be an organization that chooses abundance,” writes Marnie
Webb, co-CEO of TechSoup Global, “you have to really be able to support good work
that’s happening somewhere else.”
The museums that signed up for Ask a Curator and the opera houses that contributed to the Opera Plot prize pool
are just two examples of nonprofits leveraging this abundance.
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The event: #askaconductor
Seeing the success of Ask a Curator, a Twitter conversation between Lacey
Huszcza, Director of Operations & Promotions at the Los Angeles Chamber
Orchestra and Marc van Bree, consultant and blogger at Dutch
Perspective, led to the creation of askthemusicians.com.
#askaconductor was the first Ask the Musicians Twitter event. On
December 8, 2010, more than 60 conductors from around the world came
together to engage with fans, first-timers and complete strangers. The
concept was simple: conductors made some time available to answer
questions; Twitter followers asked their burning questions, and the
conductors answered the questions. All in one day.
It was billed as an opportunity for classical music organizations and the conductors that lead them to connect to
their community and share their stories, love and passion, one tweet at a time; an opportunity to really engage
meaningfully with the public and to go beyond the cut-and-paste news release headlines streaming from many
accounts; and an opportunity to have some fun on Twitter and debunk some of those stubborn classical music
myths.
The success of the Ask a Conductor event depended on the participation from organizations and conductors.
Rather than just relying on Twitter to spread the word, we reached out to many orchestras to see if their music
directors or other resident conductors would be interested in participating. The League of American Orchestras,
Chorus America, Conductor’s Guild and the Association of California Symphony Orchestras pledged their support
in promoting the event to their respective members.
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The other ingredient for success was the ability to draw in an audience asking questions. Several participating
conductors and organizations carried custom-made Web site banners and more than 25 organizations and more
than 100 individuals shared the event on their Facebook pages.
On December 8, more than 60 conductors around the world participated—including former New York
Philharmonic music director Lorin Maazel, Vancouver Opera and Duisburg Philharmonic music director Jonathan
Darlington, San Francisco Symphony resident conductor Donato Cabrera, and Sydney Symphony Orchestra
principal conductor Vladimir Ashkenazy. See the full list of participating conductors in Appendix A.
The more than 30-hour marathon event kicked off at 8:30 am Australian Eastern Standard Time with conductor
Warwick Potter answering questions for the Queensland Symphony Orchestra in Brisbane and it more or less
ended shortly after midnight Eastern Standard Time in the United States. Between those hours, there were 3,458
tweets with the hashtag #askaconductor.
In the following pages, we will look in greater detail at the numbers and figures.
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Dissecting the event
The event by the numbers

30.5

3,458

• Number of tweets within those 30.5 hours

4,084

• Number of tweets from November 15 to December 15

60
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• Hours of tweeting on December 8: from 8:30 a.m. in
Brisbane, Australia to midnight in New York City

• Conductors on the official participant list

+500

• Number of people tweeting

1,776

• Number of visitors to askthemusicians.com from
November 15 to December 15
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Use of #askaconductor hashtag on Twitter Nov. 15 – Dec. 15
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The 200 most frequently used words during Ask a Conductor

You can find this Wordle online at http://www.wordle.net/show/wrdl/2909729/%23askaconductor
You can read the entire transcript of all #askaconductor tweets in the 30.5 hour window in Appendix B.
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Some observations: Q&A or conversation?
Although this event was modeled after Ask a Curator, it took on a life of its own with a distinct dynamic. First, it
was somewhat smaller in scale, but the content was different in nature as well. A narrower (even relatively) base
of people asked questions, but with a higher frequency. Conductors would also communicate amongst
themselves. With a few exceptions, the dynamic of the event resembled an enormous conversation, rather than a
straightforward question-and-answer session.
This was likely partly a result of the guidelines that instructed people to ask general questions to all conductors by
simply using the hashtag and optionally direct specific inquiries to a conductor of choice by including the
conductor’s Twitter handle. Foreseeing an unequal division of direct questions between lesser-known and betterknown conductors, tweaking the format to allow for general questions created an inclusive event. Indeed, betterknown conductors such as Lorin Maazel received the lion’s share of direct questions.
Another difference between Ask a Curator and Ask a Conductor was a larger emphasis on individual accounts,
rather than an event focused on institutions. Many conductors—more than anticipated—tweeted from their own
accounts and not from an affiliated orchestra or institution. This also contributed to the conversational nature of
the event.
One area for future improvement is establishing a broader base of people asking questions; to go outside the
world of classical music and include those who might only have a marginal interest in classical music. After all, the
aim was to engage “fans, first-timers and complete strangers” and to “bust some of those stubborn classical
music myths” and not to preach to the choir.
All that said, the reactions were overwhelmingly positive. It cannot be forgotten to mention that the event was
just plain fun. Here are just a few of the comments:
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Trending Topics
It was not an objective, but the hashtag #askaconductor did not become a trending topic. Seeing the spam
problems that plagued Ask a Curator when it became a trending topic, it was perhaps for the better.
Looking at the sheer volume, Ask a Conductor was close to par with some of the trending topics that day. Twitter
offered a little glimpse into the algorithm that determines what topics are trending:
We track the volume of terms mentioned on Twitter on an ongoing basis. Topics break into the Trends list
when the volume of Tweets about that topic at a given moment dramatically increases.
Sometimes a topic doesn’t break into the Trends list because its popularity isn’t as widespread as people
believe. And, sometimes, popular terms don’t make the Trends list because the velocity of conversation
isn’t increasing quickly enough, relative to the baseline level of conversation happening on an average day.
The Ask a Conductor effort didn’t see this dramatic increase in number of tweets; it was a regular, sustained
amount throughout the day. In addition, trending topics also typically see a broader base with less than 10% of
the tweets stemming from the top 10 users, whereas Ask a Conductor saw a fairly narrow base with more than
30% of the tweets stemming from the top 10 users.
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Building the Web site
Communicating the complexity of the event was not suited to Twitter
and we set out with a Web site. The Web site had three main
functions:
 Provide a platform to explain the details of the event;
 Provide a listing of all participating conductors; and
 Provide a sign up form for interested conductors.
In addition, the event was always seen as the start of a possible series
of events. As a result, the URL askthemusicians.com was chosen to
allow for future growth and expansion of the site.
Visitors
In the month between November 15 and December 15, the site saw 1,776 unique visitors. They visited 2,620
times with 5,635 page views.
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Most visits clustered around the event and the visitor count peaked on December 8—the day of the event—with
451 visitors. Although visits came from 46 different countries across the globe, nearly 70% of the visits originated
from within the United States, followed by Germany, the United Kingdom, Australia and Canada, each hovering
around 5%. In the United States, you can see heavy clusters on both coasts, in Chicago, and in Denver.
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Twitter is very well suited for mobile devices and increasingly Web sites are visited from smart phones. Nearly
10% of all visits came from a mobile device, including nearly 6% with an iPhone. Unfortunately, most traffic from
the iPhone was categorized under the nondescript direct traffic. Traffic from Android phones mostly came from
Facebook.
Perhaps another sign of a tech-savvy audience can be found in the browser statistics. Mozilla Firefox led the way,
claiming nearly 35% of the total visits. Surprisingly, Safari came in second with 21%. Internet Explorer was only
the 3rd most used browser—with 20% of the traffic it only slightly edged out Chrome’s share of 18%.
Traffic sources
You have caught a glimpse of who visited the site, but perhaps the more important questions remains: how did
these visitors find the site?
Direct Traffic
Direct traffic was the largest single source of traffic, driving nearly 35% of the traffic total. However, there is no
way of identifying the differences within this categorization. Direct traffic will have included traffic from e-mail
newsletters from organizations such as the League of American Orchestra and Chorus America, as well as traffic
from applications and JavaScript links and other untraceable means.
For next iterations of the event, we should attempt to encourage the use of Google URL Builder where we can. It
would certainly be interesting to differentiate between several newsletters and other promotion venues.
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Search Engines
Not entirely surprising, search
engines brought in only roughly
100 visitors, which represents
slightly less than 4% of all traffic to
the site. About a third of those
search queries happened on
December 8, the day of the event.
Google sent 100 visitors with 23
different key words, all but 4 of
those were specifically related to
ask a conductor or ask the
musicians.
The newness and the specificity of
the Web site perhaps explain the
limited range of key words and the
small number of visitors driven by
search engines.
This all suggests very specific, targeted search for people who needed more information about the event. It
would be interesting to learn what prompted those searches; where did they learn about the event?
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Referring Sites
As a category, referring sites drove a little over 57% of all site traffic. More than half of the referring site traffic
came from just two sources: facebook.com and twitter.com.
Facebook.com edged out twitter.com by about 10 visitors. Still, it is noteworthy that a Twitter event was
promoted so heavily on Facebook. On Facebook, there were promotional pushes from classical music institutions
and service organization such as the League of American Orchestras and Facebook indicated that 118 people
shared a link to the site. On Twitter, there were a total of 291 tweets with a link to the site.
There were some interesting and noticeable differences between traffic from Twitter and Facebook:

% New Visits
Bounce rate
Pages per visit
Avg. Time on Site

Facebook
73.30%
54.61%
1.94
01:47

Twitter
53.98%
47.26%
2.27
02:32

Referring Site Avg.
66.69%
51.00%
2.14
02:08

In other words, it seems Facebook was more effective in sending traffic to the site, but Twitter sent a more
engaged visitor than Facebook. The visibility on Facebook is of course much greater than on Twitter, where a
single tweet gets lost in the stream quickly.
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Looking beyond Facebook and Twitter, it is interesting to note that although the event was reported around the
blogosphere, it didn’t necessarily drive much traffic. There are only three blogs in the top 10 referring sites: my
blog, Dutch Perspective; Beth Kanter’s widely-read blog on social media for nonprofits (I wrote a guest post on
the event); and NPR’s relatively new blog Deceptive Cadence. The latter mentioned the event among a myriad of
other items, but seeing the reach of a national organization such as NPR, I would have certainly expected more
traffic.
Forums, still an integral part of the classical music scene online, were represented in the top 10 as well:
trumpetherald.com and myauditions.org delivered just over 12% of the total referral traffic.
Other traffic
Through Google URL Builder I did learn the impact
of promotional banners that were made available
for participants. Several conductors placed a
banner on their Web site. Sites include: Donato
Cabrera, American Philharmonic, Stephen P.
Brown, Alessandro Crudele. These banners drove
about 4% of the total traffic to the site.
Interestingly, they drove very few new visitors,
only 12% were new visits.
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Social Mentions
Social mentions by the numbers

118
28

42,059
21
291
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Facebook
The event was promoted by a myriad of organizations on Facebook. Here below a list of those organizations,
followed by their fan numbers. In addition, Facebook indicated that 118 people shared a link to
askthemusicians.com.
Association of California Symphony Orchestras (221)
Bellevue Philharmonic Orchestra (276)
Beth Kanter (7,178)
Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra (6,309)
Cabrillo Festival of Contemporary Music (599)
California Arts Council (3,314)
CIM Robinson Music Library (80)
Donato Cabrera (700)
Dutch Perspective (95)
Friends of the Jacksonville Symphony (242)
Georgia Made Georgia Grown (3,018)
League of American Orchestra (2,256)
Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra (830)
Maryland Classics Youth Orchestra (265)
netzwerk junge ohren (322)
Queensland Symphony Orchestra (871)
Sydney Symphony Orchestra (2,801)
Symphony Services International (109)
Technology in the Arts (1,774)

The Cleveland Orchestra (1,984)
The Hub (LAO) (180)
University Musical Society (2,557)
Vancouver Opera (2,135)
Verband Münchener Tonkünstler e.V (107)
Virginia Symphony Orchestra (1,464)
West Australian Symphony Orchestra (1,941)
WOSU Classical Music (127)
Zenph Sound Innovations, Inc. (304)

Total Facebook Page fans: 42,059
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Twitter
We set up a Twilert for the hashtag.
According to those tallies, the hashtag
was tweeted more than 300 times up to
December 6. In addition, we kept track
of links from Twitter via
backtweets.com. Up to December 8,
there were 291 tweets with links back to
askthemusicians.com.
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Blog posts
More than twenty bloggers posted an article about #askaconductor in advance of the event. Here are the blogs
we were able to track down (in no particular order):
Stephen P. Brown
Art Voice
Ceci Creative
Kultur 2.0
Dutch Perspective
Dutch Perspective
Tucson Symphony

Vancouver Opera
Performing Arts Convention
Adaptistration
Arts Management
Beth Kanter
The Cleveland Orchestra
Duisburg Philharmoniker

Jonathan Darlington
Kitchen and Residential Design
Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra
NPR: Deceptive Cadence
Season Tickets
Sequenza21
Smarts & Culture

In addition, there were several post-event reports and reviews:
Opern Haus
Sasha Makila

Audience Development
Stephen P. Brown

New Music Box

YouTube user ClassicalChops created a series of videos that capture some of the #askaconductor interactions.
Find the videos here: part 1, part 2, and part 3.
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Newsletters
The largest referrer to askthemusicians.com was
the very nondescript “direct traffic.” This includes
newsletters from organizations and people emailing links to the site to each other (each link
opens a new browser window or tab).
Newsletters that we have been able to track
include:
Association of California Symphony Orchestras
Chorus America
Conductors Guild
League of American Orchestras
Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra
You’ve Cott Mail
Others
Other mentions of #askaconductor appeared in forums, including Trumpet Herald, Double Reed, and
MyAuditions, as well as news sites, including Buffalo News and xtranews.
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Next steps
Online polling
Shortly after the event, participants were polled to see what
the next topic for Ask the Musicians should be. Voting was
open a little over a week and we received 86 responses.
With 50% of the votes, #askacomposer was overwhelmingly
chosen as the next topic. The event will take place in March,
2011.
Future events
The success of Ask a Conductor assured the interest and
motivation to continue with more such events. We will be
looking to broaden the base of participants and build on the
success of the inaugural event.
New Web site
A new Web site is currently being developed to allow for
greater flexibility in posting content, including blog posts
leading up to future events, and leave the door open for
additional features.
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Thank You
First and foremost, a big thank you to the 60 participating conductors and the more than 500 participants!
We would also like to thank the following organizations for providing promotional support:
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Conductor Name | Twitter Handle | Available Time
(Note: all times in Eastern Standard Time (UTC/GMT
-5 hours), unless indicated otherwise) | Conductor
or Institution Website | Current Affiliations

Brown, Stephen P. | @Stephen_P_Brown | 12 noon 5pm | Website | Jubilee Symphony Orchestra,
Jacksonville Chapel Concert Band
Burns, Miriam | @tallysymphony | 2 pm - 4 pm |
Website | Tallahassee Symphony

Abelin, Etienne | @etienneabelin | 5 am - 6 am, 4
pm - 5 pm | 12 noon - 1 pm, 10 pm - 11 pm (Central
European Time / GMT +1) | Webiste | Lucerne
Festival Orchestra, Orchestra Mozart Bologna,
Festspielhaus St.Pölten
Asbill, Miller | @millerasbill | 11 am - 1 pm, 4 pm - 5
pm | Website | Texas Tech University
Ashkenazy, Vladimir | @sydsymph | 12 am - 1 am |
4pm - 5pm (Australian Eastern Standard time |
Website | Sydney Symphony
Batjer, Margaret | @LACOtweets | 6 pm - 8 pm |
Website | Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra
Breiner, Peter | @symphoo | 9 am - 12 noon, 3 pm 5pm | Website

Butterman, Michael | @SuperRPO | 3 pm - 5 pm |
Website | Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra
Cabrera, Donato | @DonatoCabrera | 12 noon am 10:30 pm | Website | San Francisco Symphony, San
Francisco Symphony Youth Orchestra
Cannon, Gary | @SingCascadian | 1 pm - 7 pm |
Website | Cascadian Chorale
Christie, Michael | @MC_Conductor | 4:30 pm - 6:30
pm | Website | Phoenix Symphony, Brooklyn
Philharmonic, Colorado Music Festival
Crudele, Alessandro | @AleCrudele 10 am - 2 pm |
Website | Orchestra dell’Università degli Studi di
Milano
Darlington, Jonathan | @j_darlington | 1 pm - 3 pm,
5 pm - 7 pm | Website | Vancouver Opera, Duisburg
Philharmonic Orchestra

Falletta, JoAnn | @BPOrchestra / @VASymphony | 2
pm - 4 pm | Website / Website | Buffalo
Philharmonic Orchestra, Virginia Symphony
Orchestra
Feltner, David | @DavidFeltner | 10 am - 11 am, 4
pm - 5 pm | Website | The Chamber Orchestra of
Boston
Gambill, Paul | @OrchestraRemix | 10 am - 1 pm |
Website | Nashville Ballet, Montpelier Chamber
Orchestra, Champlain Philharmonic

Hanson, George | @tucsonsymphony | 3 pm - 4 pm |
Website | Tucson Symphony Orchestra
Harrison, Jacob | @isusym | flexible | Website |
Iowa State University
Hazlewood, Charles | @charliehazlewoo | 5 am - 11
am | 10 am - 4 pm (UTC/GMT) | Website | Excellent
Device!, Army of Generals, Play the Field, BBC Radio 2
Hicks, Sarah | @chefdorch | 11 am - 1:30 pm, 11 pm
- 12 am | Website | Minnesota Orchestra, North
Carolina Symphony, Curtis Institute of Music

Gekoski, Andrew | @winorch | 6:30 pm - 7:30 pm |
Website | Winchester Orchestra

Kanayama, Takao | @takk0214 | TBA |

Green, Marisa | @marisagreen | TBA |

Lees, Christopher | @ShapingSound | 10:30 am 5:30 pm | Website |

Griffiths, Andrew | @colla_voce | 7 am - 9 am | 12
noon - 2 pm (UTC/GMT) | Website | Kingston Choral
Society

Llewellyn, Grant | @ncsymphony | 2 pm - 3 pm |
Website | North Carolina Symphony

Guerrero, Giancarlo | @nashvillesymph | TBA |
Website | Nashville Symphony

Maazel, Lorin | @MaestroMaazel | TBA | Website |
Palau de les Arts "Reina Sofia", Castleton Festival,
Munich Philharmonic, Châteauville Foundation

Hangen, Bruce | @BHangen | 12 noon - 6 pm |
Website | Indian Hill Music School

MacLeod, Fergus | @fergusmacleod | 3 am - 5 am |
9 am - 11 am (Central European Time / GMT +1) |
Website
Madsen, Nathan | @N8Ma | 5 am - 6 am, 2 pm - 3
pm, 8pm - 10 pm | Website | Rensselaer Symphony
Orchestra
Makila, Sasha | @sashamakila | flexible | Website |
The Cleveland Orchestra
Matthews, Brandon Stephen | @brandosm | flexible
| Website | Metropolitan State Symphony Orchestra
McGuire, Kathleen | @KathleenMcGuire | 7 pm - 9
pm | Website | San Francisco Gay Men's Chorus,
Community Women's Orchestra, Singers Of The
Street
Miropolsky, Michael | @BellevuePhil | 1 pm - 1:3 pm
| Website | Bellevue Philharmonic
Mitchell, Brett | @MaestroMitchell | 1:30 pm - 5 pm
| Website | Houston Symphony, Saginaw Bay
Symphony Orchestra
Moon, Gene H. | @genemoon93 | flexible | Website
| Stephen F. Austin State University

Morehead, Philip | @philmorehead | 10 am - 10 pm
| Website | Lyric Opera of Chicago
Myers, Timothy | @motmyers | flexible | Website |
North Carolina Opera
Oak, Ellen | @singingoak | 8 am - 10 am | | Three
Rivers Chorus
Outwater, Edwin | @eoutwater | 1 pm - 3 pm |
Website | Kitchener-Waterloo Symphony
de la Parra, Alondra | @alondradlp | 9 am - 10 am |
Website | Philharmonic Orchestra of the Americas,
Music Festival of the Americas
Peterson, Jennifer | @gaspsiagore | 9 pm - 12 am |
website | Opera Mission
Potter, Warwick | @QSOrchestra | 4:30 pm - 6:30
pm (Dec 7) | 8:30 am - 10:30 am (Australian Eastern
Standard time) | Website | Queensland Symphony
Orchestra
Powles, Jonathan | @Jon Powles | 4 pm - 5 am (Dec
7) | 8 am - 9 pm (Australian Eastern Standard time) |
Website | Australian National University

Rountree, Christopher | @orionrountree | 12 noon 12 am | Website | wild Up

Wheatley, Michael | @Maestrodsch | 10 am - 6 pm |
Website | Seven Hills Sinfonieta

Sakakeeny, Gabriel | @Sakakeeny | 4 pm - 6 pm |
Website | American Philharmonic- Sonoma County

White, William | @willcwhite | 10 am - 7 pm, after
10 pm | Website |

Silberstein, Ezequiel | @ezesilber | 11 am - 2 pm |
Website | Sinfónica Juvenil Libertador SanMartín

Wilson, Amy | @MMSYO | 10 pm - 11 pm | Website
| Mercer / Macon Symphony Youth Orchestra,
Macon Symphony Orchestra, Mercer University
Orchestra

Sims, Stuart | @stuartsimes | flexible | Website |
The Loose Filter Project
Sinclair, James | @orchestraneweng | 12 noon - 3
pm | Website | Orchestra New England
Stare, Ward | @wardstare | 11 am - 1 pm | Website
| Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra, Saint Louis
Symphony Youth Orchestra
Weinberger, Jason | @wnbrgr | afternoon | Website
| Waterloo-Cedar Falls Symphony Orchestra,
Louisville Orchestra
Westover, Chris David | @CDWestover | 10:30 am 11 pm | Website | OU Civic Orchestra, Sound and
Silence

Witte, Peter | @peterwitte | 7 am - 9 am, 3 pm - 6
pm | Website | Conservatory of Music and Dance at
the University of Missouri-Kansas City
Woods, Kenneth | @kennethwoods | 6 am - 9 am |
11 am - 2 pm (UTC/GMT) | Website | Orchestra of
the Swan, Surrey Mozart Players, Rose City Chamber
Orchestra, Lancashire Chamber Orchestra
Young, Joseph | @YOUNGConductor | 4 pm - 7 pm,
10 pm- 3 am | Website | Phoenix Symphony
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All times are UTC/GM T
Official start: 8:30 am (Australian Eastern Standard Time UTC+10)
Official close: 11:59 pm (Eastern Standard Time (USA & Canada) UTC-5)

December 7, 2010
10:44
pm
10:47
pm
10:49
pm
10:51
pm
10:52
pm

KirbyLeadle: @QSOrchestra Hi Warwick!! What has been your favourite piece to conduct?
#askaconductor
QSOrchestra: RT @KirbyLeadle: @QSOrchestra Hi Warwick!! What has been your favourite piece to
conduct? #askaconductor
slso: Resident Conductor @WardStare will participate in #askaconductor day tomorrow
10am-Noon CST. Tweet him Qs | more info: http://ow.ly/3lyDQ
QSOrchestra: @kirbyleadle I would like 2 conduct #Elgar Symphony No.1 @ some point
#askaconductor
askthemusicians: Great question for all conductors! RT @kirbyleadle: What has been your favourite piece
to conduct? #askaconductor

10:54
pm

fergusmacleod: @askthemusicians it has to be Rite of Spring by Stravinsky - it has everything and is
really hard to do amazingly #askaconductor

10:55
pm

fergusmacleod: @kirbyleadle @askthemusicians has to be Rite of Spring by Stravinsky - it has
everything and is really hard to do amazingly #askaconductor

11:05
pm

KirbyLeadle: Great answers! Thanks conductors! #askaconductor

11:06
pm

QSOrchestra: RT @KirbyLeadle: Great answers! Thanks conductors! #askaconductor

11:06
pm

QSOrchestra: Factoid: Warwick approaches each performance similarly but the rehearsal techniques
vary according 2 the ensemble conducted #askaconductor

11:07
pm

fergusmacleod: @LaceyH for me it is a discussion with orch and me - depending on occasion and orch
we have more or less of a choice... #askaconductor

11:09
pm

fergusmacleod: @LaceyH something new, something they have heard once'ish and something they
know (hopefully) - its a journey and an entity #askaconductor

11:09
pm

QSOrchestra: RT @LaceyH: Hi participating conductors on the other side of the globe! - Do you chose
your repertoire? If so - how do you decide? #askaconductor

11:10
pm

CleveOrchestra: Have a question you've always wanted to ask a conductor? Ask @sashamakila on
#AskAConductor Day! http://bit.ly/hWIKyI

11:11
pm

QSOrchestra: @LaceyH 4 youth & community groups I choose all repertoire. Prof orch ed show
repertoire is chosen in liaison w/ artist staff #askaconductor

11:11
pm
11:12
pm
11:12
pm
11:15
pm

askthemusicians.com

slso: @LaceyH @mcmvanbree Sorry we were late to sign up but @WardStare will participate
in #askaconductor day tomorrow from 10am-Noon CST. Thanks!
QSOrchestra: @LaceyH it's 9am and the sun is shining in Brisbane Australia! Thx 4 ur question
#askaconductor
LaceyH: Love it! RT @fergusmacleod: something new, something they have heard once'ish &
something they know- a journey & an entity #askaconductor
civetta: So tomorrow's twitter #askaconductor day. Hoping @AlbertinaPdC might have an
awkward question or two! http://askthemusicians.com/index.htm
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11:18
pm

LaceyH: #askaconductor is starting on the other side of the globe! Welcome to current
participants @QSOrchestra @fergusmacleod anyone else?

11:18
pm

askthemusicians: #askaconductor is starting on the other side of the globe! Welcome to current
participants @QSOrchestra @fergusmacleod anyone else?

11:18
pm

LACOtweets: RT @QSOrchestra: Warwick will be in from 8.30am (AEST) this morning ready for your
#askaconductor questions http://askthemusicians.com/

11:18
pm

LACOtweets: RT @SuperRPO: Psyched for #askaconductor tomorrow. @SuperRPO will be featured
with Michael Butterman from 3:00-5:00!

11:19
pm

LACOtweets: RT @BPOrchestra: Ask a Conductor! Music Director JoAnn Falletta answers YOUR
questions on Twitter tomorrow from 2-4pm! #askaconductor

11:19
pm

LACOtweets: RT @MaestroMitchell: Participating in #askaconductor tomorrow! Got questions? Ask
me anytime between 1:30 and 5 p.m. EST! More info here: http://ow.ly/3ltJN

11:19
pm

LaceyH: Do you have a LEAST favorite piece to conduct? #askaconductor

11:19
pm

LACOtweets: RT @sashamakila: Soon leaving to the concert hall - but at the rehearsal break I am
ready for #askaconductor questions from Asia and Australia! ;-)

11:19
pm

LACOtweets: RT @KathleenMcGuire: Wonder how I spend my days? #askaconductor http://t.co
/c30ScRj

11:20
pm

LACOtweets: RT @wnbrgr: i'll be checking in on #askaconductor questions tmrw noon-7pm est. many
good folks participating - get more info via @askthemusicians.

11:20
pm
11:21
pm
11:21
pm

QSOrchestra: RT @askthemusicians: #askaconductor is starting on the other side of the globe!
Welcome to current participants @QSOrchestra @fergusmacleod anyone else?
LACOtweets: RT @LaceyH: #askaconductor is starting on the other side of the globe! Welcome to
current participants @QSOrchestra @fergusmacleod anyone else?
QSOrchestra: RT @LaceyH: Do you have a LEAST favorite piece to conduct? #askaconductor

11:21
pm

twORCHESTRAS: LACOtweets: RT @LaceyH: #askaconductor is starting on the other side of the globe!
Welcome to current parti... http://snipurl.com/1lrwib

11:21
pm

twORCHESTRAS: LACOtweets: RT @wnbrgr: i'll be checking in on #askaconductor questions tmrw
noon-7pm est. many good folks ... http://snipurl.com/1lrwie

11:21
pm

twORCHESTRAS: LACOtweets: RT @KathleenMcGuire: Wonder how I spend my days? #askaconductor
http://t.co/c30ScRj http://snipurl.com/1lrwih

11:21
pm

twORCHESTRAS: LACOtweets: RT @MaestroMitchell: Participating in #askaconductor tomorrow! Got
questions? Ask me anytime be... http://snipurl.com/1lrwil

11:21
pm
11:23
pm
11:23
pm
11:24
pm
11:24
pm
11:26
pm
11:26
pm

QSOrchestra: @LaceyH No I always see conducting as a privilege #askaconductor
LACOtweets: #askaconductor what are the challenges of guest conducting an orch whose native
language is not yours? @askthemusicians
suiteforsix: To look forward to today? #askaconductor sessions worldwide, yes.
fergusmacleod: @LaceyH well in theory no - but there is this piece - Krommer double clarinet concerto...
enough said! #askaconductor
QSOrchestra: RT @LACOtweets: #askaconductor what are the challenges of guest conducting an
orch whose native language is not yours? @askthemusicians
imageair_chikap: RT @askthemusicians: #askaconductor is starting on the other side of the globe!
Welcome to current participants @QSOrchestra @fergusmacleod anyone else?
fergusmacleod: @LACOtweets Luckily 1st language is English, I speak French + learning German but
it's not a problem apart from in new muisc #askaconductor

11:28
pm

Gigmag: #askaconductor Which young composers will we still be listening to in 100 years' time?
:o)

11:32
pm

LACOtweets: #askaconductor @QSOrchestra is there something that stands out to you in a work that
makes you want to conduct it more than others? @LaceyH

askthemusicians.com
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11:33
pm

LACOtweets: #askaconductor @fergusmacleod what exactly makes it "that" piece?! @LaceyH

11:34
pm

LACOtweets: @QSOrchestra do you think conducting an orchestra outside of your native language is
important for all conductors to do once? #askaconductor

11:35
pm
11:35
pm
11:37
pm

QSOrchestra: RT @LACOtweets: @QSOrchestra do you think conducting an orchestra outside of
your native language is important for all conductors to do once? #askaconductor
LACOtweets: @fergusmacleod do you think it's important for conductors to learn as many languages
as possible? #askaconductor
QSOrchestra: @LACOtweets Conducting an orch outside ur native language puts a premium on
technical & non-spoken expressive skills..so, yes #askaconductor

11:37
pm

LACOtweets: join in the #askaconductor Q & A fun! http://bit.ly/askmus @askthemusicians

11:38
pm

sashamakila: @askthemusicians It's a one hour rehearsal break so I am here as well for
#askaconductor

11:38
pm

fergusmacleod: RT @sashamakila: @askthemusicians It's a one hour rehearsal break so I am here as
well for #askaconductor

11:38
pm

anselmonadir: RT @CleveOrchestra: Have a question you've always wanted to ask a conductor? Ask
@sashamakila on #AskAConductor Day! http://bit.ly/hWIKyI

11:38
pm

anselmonadir: RT @sashamakila: Soon leaving to the concert hall - but at the rehearsal break I am
ready for #askaconductor questions from Asia and Australia! ;-)

11:39
pm

anselmonadir: RT @sashamakila: @askthemusicians It's a one hour rehearsal break so I am here as
well for #askaconductor

11:39
pm

QSOrchestra: 1 hour left to send your #askaconductor questions through! Thx for all your questions so
far, keep them coming http://askthemusicians.com

11:40
pm

QSOrchestra: RT @Gigmag: #askaconductor Which young composers will we still be listening to in
100 years' time? :o)

11:42
pm

LACOtweets: RT @QSOrchestra: 1 hour left to send your #askaconductor questions through! Thx for
all your questions so far, keep them coming http://askthemusicians.com

11:42
pm

sashamakila: @LaceyH #askaconductor Here's the result: http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=dMvro_-d78c

11:42
pm

AleCrudele: Hi @LaceyH , wish you a good start with #askaconductor, going to bed here in Europe. I
look forward to partecipating! 10 am - 2 pm UTC

11:42
pm

QSOrchestra: @Gigmag At the moment Thomas Ades - he's doing very well. Brett Dean is also
prolific in contemporary music #askaconductor

11:43
pm

sashamakila: @LACOtweets @askthemusicians #askaconductor I always try to learn the minimum of
the foreign language to run a rehearsal, numbers, letters

11:44
pm

JohnofOz: @ElissaMilne Perhaps we should ask @SydSymph for a comment on http://bit.ly
/gwvWhd from Maestro A. #askaconductor

11:46
pm

LACOtweets: @sashamakila haha but you are totally GROOVING!!! :) #askaconductor @LaceyH

11:49
pm

pandaspen: Do you have a specific rehearsal technique? How did you develop it? @DonatoCabrera
#askaconductor

11:51
pm

QSOrchestra: RT @pandaspen: Do you have a specific rehearsal technique? How did you develop it?
@DonatoCabrera #askaconductor

11:51
pm

sashamakila: I'm here still for the next 40 minutes for #askaconductor, then I have to sneak back in
the concert hall for a couple of hours...

11:51
pm

QSOrchestra: @pandaspen Rehearsal techniques vary from group to group and project to project
#askaconductor

11:52
pm
11:52
pm

askthemusicians.com

anselmonadir: RT @sashamakila: I'm here still for the next 40 minutes for #askaconductor, then I have
to sneak back in the concert hall for a couple of hours...
Gigmag: #askaconductor What do you worry about most, just before going on stage?
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11:53
pm

anselmonadir: RT @sashamakila: @LaceyH #askaconductor Here's the result: http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=dMvro_-d78c

11:54
pm

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor I don't worry about music at that stage, but everything else is
making me sweat. Like speaking to the audience.

11:54
pm

QSOrchestra: RT @Gigmag: #askaconductor What do you worry about most, just before going on
stage?

11:55
pm

LACOtweets: @QSOrchestra #askaconductor do you have a signature non-spoken expression that
you are known for? ;)

11:55
pm

LACOtweets: @AleCrudele looking forward to chatting with you tomorrow! #askaconductor

11:56
pm

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor Also, remembering which orchestra solos and sections to
thank after the performance. Forgot that in my debut. :D

11:57
pm

LACOtweets: great question! RT @Gigmag #askaconductor What do you worry about most, just
before going on stage?

11:57
pm

sashamakila: @LACOtweets @fergusmacleod #askaconductor I have just one experience like this,
but let's say that clear and expressive technique helps.

11:58
pm

QSOrchestra: @Gigmag Worry? No! I always remember 2 have a good time, cause if I'm not, the
players r unlikely to either #askaconductor

11:58
pm

Novemberbeetle: #askaconductor @sydsymph @sashamakila @MaestroMaazel Looking back, what was
special about your education? Or is there something you regret?

11:58
pm

QSOrchestra: RT @LACOtweets: @QSOrchestra #askaconductor do you have a signature
non-spoken expression that you are known for? ;)

December 8, 2010
sashamakila: @Novemberbeetle #askaconductor I was lucky to study at two very different schools,
the St Petersburg Conservatory and Sibelius Academy.
LACOtweets: @sashamakila bust! you should have asked to want to play the piece... reverse
psychology? maybe? @fergusmacleod #askaconductor
QSOrchestra: @LACOtweets No, but how about this http://bit.ly/gD5QWw #askaconductor
12:01
am

sashamakila: @Novemberbeetle #askaconductor I had an amazing teacher in Russia, Leonid
Korchmar, and still I would say 90% of what I know comes from him.

12:02
am

QSOrchestra: RT @Novemberbeetle: #askaconductor @sydsymph @sashamakila @MaestroMaazel
Looking back, what was special about your education? Or is there something you
regret?

12:02
am

LACOtweets: LOVE IT! hahaha RT @QSOrchestra No, but how about this http://bit.ly/gD5QWw
#askaconductor

12:03
am

QSOrchestra: @Novemberbeetle I regret never passing chemistry yr 11 exam! #askaconductor

12:03
am

Gigmag: #askaconductor What do you do when the musicians just don't get what you're trying to
get them to do? (Examples please!!)

12:05
am

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor 1) you give them several chances, by pretending to rehearse
other sections while they are struggling with their part

12:06
am

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor 2) You call it a break and walk to that section and have a chat
or a mini-sectional

12:09
am

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor 3) if all explanations fail just call it a day. you should not
make players frustrated. have realistic aims.

12:10
am

QSOrchestra: RT @Gigmag: #askaconductor What do you do when the musicians just don't get what
you're trying to get them to do? (Examples please!!)

12:11
am

LACOtweets: it seems like @QSOrchestra & @fergusmacleod have different viewpoints of using/not
using a score. anybody else? #askaconductor

askthemusicians.com
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12:12
am

QSOrchestra: @Gigmag I find that players will approach conductors if things aren't clear, it's a team
effort afterall #askaconductor

12:12
am

sashamakila: @mhtetzel #askaconductor Each symphony has a different unique form so there is no
one way to describe it.

12:13
am

LACOtweets: @sashamakila do you feel this is challenge bc the orchestra is not prepared b4
rehearsal or that it's just one of those days?#askaconductor

12:13
am

sashamakila: @LACOtweets #askaconductor I use score most of the time. You really have to know it
thoroughly, otherwise musicians get nervous...

12:15
am

Gigmag: Hey! Some people are using #asktheconductor , some #askaconductor . Which is it???
askthemusicians

12:17
am

QSOrchestra: Only, 15 mins left in our #askaconductor Q&A session today. Get your questions in
quick!

12:17
am

sashamakila: @LACOtweets #askaconductor I always give the benefit of the doubt and try to stay
positive Only once had problem with totally unprepared plr

12:18
am

GCComposer: @QSOrchestra What makes a conductor choose some new music and not other new
music? Is there value in playing unknown works? #askaconductor

12:18
am

sashamakila: @QSOrchestra #askaconductor The musicians first and foremost want to be led by
someone they can trust!

12:19
am

askthemusicians: Hi Everyone! The official hashtag is #askaconductor. Glad to see it taking off! Keep
tweeting!

12:19
am

Gigmag: Do open rehearsals make the experience more accessible for the public? Or do they
'destroy the mystique'? #askaconductor #asktheconductor

12:20
am

QSOrchestra: RT @GCComposer: @QSOrchestra What makes a conductor choose some new
music and not other new music? Is there value in playing unknown works?
#askaconductor

12:21
am

LaceyH: RT @askthemusicians & @mayagrazia: Hi Everyone! The official hashtag is
#askaconductor. Glad to see it taking off! Keep tweeting!

12:21
am
12:22
am

LACOtweets: @Gigmag the hashtag should be #askaconductor - @LaceyH just explained it to me...
Thanks! #asktheconductor #askthemusicians
askthemusicians: @Gigmag Thanks for asking! Let's stick with #askaconductor. Fun so far!!

12:22
am

QSOrchestra: @GCComposer There may be incentives to play works native to the country you are
working in #askaconductor

12:22
am

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor Open rehearsals are great for all parties involved. They also
force conductors and players try harder.

12:22
am

LACOtweets: great question! RT @GCComposer What makes a conductor choose some new music
and not other new music? #askaconductor

12:23
am

sashamakila: RT @askthemusicians: Hi Everyone! The official hashtag is #askaconductor. Glad to
see it taking off! Keep tweeting!

12:23
am

QSOrchestra: @GCComposer There is always value in playing unknown works, you never know what
or who you might discover #askaconductor

12:24
am

GCComposer: @QSOrchestra That makes some sense. Govt's might consider dolling out grant money
to groups that play local compositions. #askaconductor

12:24
am

Gigmag: 'I'm not going to pick the double bass apart in front of [the crowd]. Secondly, there
needs to be a kind of magic preserved' #askaconductor

12:24
am

QSOrchestra: RT @Gigmag: Do open rehearsals make the experience more accessible for the
public? Or do they 'destroy the mystique'? #askaconductor #asktheconductor

12:24
am

GCComposer: @QSOrchestra Great. But most composer will tell you they can't get conductors to look
at their work seriously. Why's that? #askaconductor

12:25
am

Gigmag: ...said a certain conductor in Gig Vol 6 No 20 ;o) #askaconductor #shamelessplug

askthemusicians.com
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12:25
am

sashamakila: @LACOtweets @GCComposer #askaconductor I hope to conduct good quality
modern music :D but you don't find it always

12:25
am

LACOtweets: @QSOrchestra do you feel like you HAVE to program new music or is more of a want to
program new music? @GCComposer #askaconductor

12:27
am

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor The magic of the concert is always there. It cannot be
destroyed by watching a rehearsal.

12:28
am

QSOrchestra: @Gigmag Open Rehearsals & performances r very different. Many audience mbrs
enjoy the rehearsal process #askaconductor

12:28
am

QSOrchestra: RT @GCComposer: @QSOrchestra Great. But most composer will tell you they can't
get conductors to look at their work seriously. Why's that? #askaconductor

12:29
am

QSOrchestra: @GCComposer There are so many factors to be considered when programming
musical and otherwise #askaconductor

12:29
am

sashamakila: #askaconductor Have to get back to the concert hall, but I'll be glad to answer more
questions in a couple of hours.

12:29
am

QSOrchestra: RT @LACOtweets: @QSOrchestra do you feel like you HAVE to program new music or
is more of a want to program new music? @GCComposer #askaconductor

12:30
am

LaceyH: Many of you conduct in several different countries - are there differences in the
experience? If so, what? #askaconductor

12:32
am

QSOrchestra: @LACOtweets There r a no. of factors 2 consider when programming. Each target
audience is diff in diff parts of the world #askaconductor

12:34
am

Gigmag: Who's the most difficult composer to get your head around? Mahler? Henze?
Stockhausen? And why? #askaconductor

12:34
am

LACOtweets: @QSOrchestra how do you forecast the type of audience so far in advance?
#askaconductor

12:35
am

ClassicalChops: @QSOrchestra do you have words of encouragement for young musicians?
#askaconductor

12:35
am

GCComposer: Nice question. RT @Gigmag: Who's the most difficult composer to get your head
around? Mahler? Henze? Stockhausen? And why? #askaconductor

12:36
am

DaleTrumbore: @sashamakila How do you go about finding good quality modern music to conduct?
@LACOtweets @GCComposer #askaconductor

12:37
am

klassikakzente: RT @sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor The magic of the concert is always there.
It cannot be destroyed by watching a rehearsal.

12:38
am

klassikakzente: RT @QSOrchestra: @GCComposer There is always value in playing unknown works,
you never know what or who you might discover #askaconductor

12:39
am

Gigmag: #askaconductor What's the best piece of advice you've ever had from a fellow
conductor?

12:40
am

klassikakzente: RT @sashamakila: @Novemberbeetle #askaconductor I had an amazing teacher in
Russia, Leonid Korchmar, and still I would say 90% of what I know comes from him.

12:40
am

klassikakzente: RT @sashamakila: @Novemberbeetle #askaconductor I was lucky to study at two very
different schools, the St Petersburg Conservatory and Sibelius Academy.

12:43
am

jmgerraughty: I really wish I had a good question to #askaconductor, but they all just end up coming
back to "how do I get you to perform my piece?" Ugh?

12:47
am
12:48
am
12:48
am
12:53
am
12:55
am

askthemusicians.com

klassikakzente: Heute ist weltweiter #AskAConductor-Day auf Twitter. Stellt eure Fragen http://is.gd
/imITA
QSOrchestra: Sorry all. Warwick has headed off to Perth to conduct @_waso_'s Symphony in the City
#WASOSITC. Thx 4 all ur Qs #askaconductor
Gigmag: #askaconductor Should the music director have the final say over the choice of guest
conductors? #cough #thielemann #luisi
breizh2008: RT @klassikakzente: Heute ist weltweiter #AskAConductor-Day auf Twitter. Stellt eure
Fragen http://is.gd/imITA
askthemusicians: @sashamakila @fergusmacleod Check the #askaconductor search - some general
questions there. http://bit.ly/gga3ft
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12:56
am

QSOrchestra: RT @LACOtweets: @QSOrchestra how do you forecast the type of audience so far in
advance? #askaconductor

12:58
am

QSOrchestra: @LACOtweets Our awesome marketing & artistic departments!! ;) #askaconductor

1:00
am

LACOtweets: @QSOrchestra :P good answer!!!! #askaconductor

1:00
am

QSOrchestra: @askthemusicians @LaceyH TY. It was great fun! Hope the Qs keep coming 4 the
other conductors #askaconductor http://askthemusicians.com/

1:01
am

QSOrchestra: RT @LACOtweets: @QSOrchestra :P good answer!!!! #askaconductor

1:08
am
1:10
am
1:17
am
1:21
am

sydsymph: Have you thought of your question for Vladimir Ashkenazy? It's #askaconductor at 4pm
Sydney time.
KirbyLeadle: RT @QSOrchestra: @kirbyleadle I would like 2 conduct #Elgar Symphony No.1 @
some point #askaconductor
cim_edu: Have a question for a conductor? Now's your chance to #askaconductor! @sashamakila
from @CleveOrchestra is participating. Use the hashtag!
A_M_E_B: #askaconductor Is there something authentic about conducting music from your own
country? Does a Russian conduct Russian music best?

1:23
am

LACOtweets: RT @sydsymph: Have you thought of your question for Vladimir Ashkenazy? It's
#askaconductor at 4pm Sydney time.

1:23
am

LACOtweets: RT @cim_edu: Have a question for a conductor? Now's your chance to
#askaconductor! @sashamakila from @CleveOrchestra is participating. Use the
hashtag!

1:24
am

youngconductor: @GigmagBruckner Symphonies-massive, Relatively few tempo indications, pacing is so
important. He requires some soul searching #askaconductor

1:24
am

twORCHESTRAS: LACOtweets: @QSOrchestra how do you forecast the type of audience so far in
advance? #askaconductor http://snipurl.com/1lsnck

1:24
am

DonatoCabrera: @pandaspen #askaconductor My rehearsal technique is piece-specific. New pieces are
generally given detail-oriented rehearsals from the start

1:27
am

DonatoCabrera: @pandaspen #askaconductor standard repertoire is macro-micro-macro, i.e big picture,
then detail work, leading back to big picture.

1:30
am

ClassicalChops: #askaconductor what words of encouragement can you/do you give to young
musicians?

1:34
am

DonatoCabrera: @pandaspen #askaconductor rehearsal technique is also dependent on how much
rehearsal time one has. I often will only have one rehearsal!

1:35
am

VancouverOpera: Join us for #askaconductor day tomorrow! Maestro j_darlington will be on hand to
answer your questions! http://bit.ly/fQtkdZ

1:41
am

pandaspen: @QSOrchestra thanks for the reply! :) #askaconductor

1:46
am

pandaspen: @DonatoCabrera what an awesome response! Love the idea of macro-micromacro...seems like great way to maximize limited time! #askaconductor

1:50
am

QSOrchestra: RT @pandaspen: @QSOrchestra thanks for the reply! :) #askaconductor

1:50
am

sashamakila: @FuturePilotAmy #askaconductor In a lucky case that might help, but not many
conductors are willing to audition soloists.

1:51
am

sashamakila: @FuturePilotAmy #askaconductor Every conductor has unique body language. You can
learn the basics but then it is best to follow instinct.

1:51
am

QSOrchestra: @pandaspen Thx for your great question! #askaconductor

1:52
am

askthemusicians.com

CornoDiBassetto: #AskaConductor How often is your orchestra prepared well enough to perform without
you?
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1:52
am

LACOtweets: going home for the evening, but will be back tomorrow for #askaconductor! happy
tweeting :)

1:53
am

sashamakila: @FuturePilotAmy #askaconductor Most conductors don't want you to follow every
gesture - you should go with the flow, listen to your section.

1:54
am

sashamakila: @FuturePilotAmy #askaconductor The skills required are different. Section player
needs to blend in, be rhythmical, do things TOGETHER

1:54
am

sashamakila: @FuturePilotAmy #askaconductor It is actually more difficult to be a good section
player. Anyone can play solo and follow their own whims ;)

1:55
am

twORCHESTRAS: LACOtweets: going home for the evening, but will be back tomorrow for
#askaconductor! happy tweeting :) http://snipurl.com/1lsv38

1:55
am

twORCHESTRAS: LACOtweets: RT @cim_edu: Have a question for a conductor? Now's your chance to
#askaconductor! @sashamakila... http://snipurl.com/1lsv3b

1:55
am

twORCHESTRAS: LACOtweets: RT @sydsymph: Have you thought of your question for Vladimir
Ashkenazy? It's #askaconductor at ... http://snipurl.com/1lsv3f

1:55
am

twORCHESTRAS: LACOtweets: @QSOrchestra :P good answer!!!! #askaconductor http://snipurl.com
/1lsv3n

1:55
am

sashamakila: @A_M_E_B #askaconductor I disagree. Some Finns conduct horrible Sibelius, but Sir
Colin Davis does it beautifully.

1:56
am

sashamakila: @A_M_E_B #askaconductor Great composers are great personalities more than
representatives of their nationality. U must understand the person

1:58
am

sashamakila: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor Being a musician is a way of life not a profession per
se. If you are passionate about it, never give up.

1:58
am

Gigmag: #askaconductor @sashamakila How distinctive is each conductor's style? Can you
close your eyes and tell which conductor you're listening to?

2:00
am

sashamakila: #askaconductor Back to the rehearsal but in two hours I'll be tweeting more. Hope to get
good questions meanwhile! :)

2:08
am

ClassicalChops: @sashamakila Thanks for the response! #askaconductor

2:09
am

ClassicalChops: RT @sashamakila: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor Being a musician is a way of life
not a profession per se. If you are passionate about it, never give up.

2:10
am

NZOpera: it's #askaconductor day! yay!

2:41
am

_waso_: RT @QSOrchestra: @GCComposer There is always value in playing unknown works,
you never know what or who you might discover #askaconductor

2:41
am

_waso_: RT @Gigmag: Do open rehearsals make the experience more accessible for the
public? Or do they 'destroy the mystique'? #askaconductor #asktheconductor

2:42
am

_waso_: RT @sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor Open rehearsals are great for all parties
involved. They also force conductors and players try harder.

2:47
am

MaryAmadeusKerr: Will you please give me an orchestra job? #askaconductor

3:03
am

suiteforsix: Busy now, but I hope I'm not too busy later at 1pm-2pm (GMT+8); I don't want to miss
out on @sydsymph's #askaconductor session!

3:12
am

jmgerraughty: @LACOtweets What's the best way for a young composer to get noticed by ensembles
looking for new music to perform? #askaconductor

3:16
am

VASymphony: Got your questions ready for #askaconductor day? JoAnn Falletta is looking forward to
answering your questions from 2-4 tomorrow afternoon!

3:37
am

sashamakila: I'm back for #askaconductor if anyone has questions ready! :)

3:40
am

sashamakila: @MaryAmadeusKerr #askaconductor You better make a good audition tape first... ;-)

3:41
am

askthemusicians.com

anselmonadir: RT @sashamakila: I'm back for #askaconductor if anyone has questions ready! :)
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sashamakila: @jmgerraughty #askaconductor Actually for composers it is good to get to know the
conductors who sometimes have a say on the programming.
anselmonadir: RT @sashamakila: #askaconductor Back to the rehearsal but in two hours I'll be
tweeting more. Hope to get good questions meanwhile! :)

3:43
am

Gigmag: @sashamakila Did you see this one? #askaconductor What's the best piece of advice
you've ever had from a fellow conductor?

3:45
am

anselmonadir: RT @klassikakzente: Heute ist weltweiter #AskAConductor-Day auf Twitter. Stellt eure
Fragen http://is.gd/imITA

3:45
am

anselmonadir: RT @sashamakila: @Novemberbeetle #askaconductor I was lucky to study at two very
different schools, the St Petersburg Conservatory and Sibelius Academy.

3:45
am

anselmonadir: RT @sashamakila: @Novemberbeetle #askaconductor I had an amazing teacher in
Russia, Leonid Korchmar, and still I would say 90% of what I know comes from him.

3:45
am

anselmonadir: RT @QSOrchestra: @GCComposer There is always value in playing unknown works,
you never know what or who you might discover #askaconductor

3:46
am
3:46
am

FOTJS: Woot! Do you have your questions ready for #askaconductor tomorrow? Check out
www.askthemusicians.com for more info. Go Michael Butterman!
anselmonadir: RT @sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor The magic of the concert is always there.
It cannot be destroyed by watching a rehearsal.

3:46
am

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor This is kinda big question... I got so many good advices
from my teachers but I guess this is more about my peers...

3:46
am

anselmonadir: RT @askthemusicians: Hi Everyone! The official hashtag is #askaconductor. Glad to
see it taking off! Keep tweeting!

3:47
am

Gigmag: #askaconductor 'Dissonant music has had its day.' True? Partly true? Not at all true?

3:48
am

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor I am very grateful to one colleague who prepared me
mentally for a Kurt Masur master class...

3:49
am

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor He urged me to study all historical background of the pieces
before going to him. It was worth it.

3:50
am

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor Then another colleague gave me advice how to work with
Kurt Masur when I was his assistant. Forever grateful.

3:51
am

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor But to single out something short enough for a tweet,
impossible. I can quote some great things from my teachers tho.

3:51
am

Gigmag: #askaconductor Do you mean it's true of Kurt Masur, or it's a principle you should hold to
always?

3:52
am

Gigmag: #askaconductor Lots of new composers tend to say 'the work should speak for itself' would you still research the background?

3:54
am

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor To work as assistant to some big name is always a sensitive
issue. You need to learn how to communicate...

3:55
am

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor ...without stepping on those big toes. If you want to learn
something you better be proactive. Asks for courage.

3:57
am

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor If I have access to the composer I always ask directly. But
some don't want that and then it's time for research.

3:58
am

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor A work of music rarely exists in a vacuum. You can compare
it to the other pieces of the same composer, for example.

4:01
am

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor Dissonant music in some sense has had its day. It will never
become mainstream but it will be part of new expression.

4:02
am
4:02
am
4:03
am

askthemusicians.com

Gigmag: #askaconductor Do you think it's possible to do something genuinely new and
dangerous with music anymore, or are audiences too timid?
askthemusicians: Last minute #askaconductor sign ups! @WardStare, @brandosm, @winorch,
@philmorehead, @CDWestover, @MC_Conductor, @MMSYO, @MaestroMitchell
Gigmag: @sashamakila Good answer (re dissonance), but I expect this'll lead to some
discussion when the rest of the world wakes up! #askaconductor
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MaestroMaazel: I'll be participating in #askaconductor Dec 8th from 10AM to 12PM eastern time zone!
Get your questions ready!!
sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor I think the problem lies elsewhere. Since post-modern there
is no set of rules that the composers can break!
askthemusicians: Just got word that @MaestroMaazel will be tweeting 10 am - 12 pm EST tomorrow!
#askaconductor

4:10
am

Gigmag: #askaconductor Should audiences be encouraged to clap between movements? #not
#that #old #chestnut #again :o)

4:11
am

Gigmag: #askaconductor ...and generally break with all the standard conventions of the classical
concert to make it more 'accessible'?

4:12
am
4:13
am
4:13
am

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor I wouldn't encourage it but I don't mind it either in most
cases. In Tchaikovsky 6th symphony I do mind...
Gigmag: #askaconductor Or are we heading for a kind of two-tier system, 'easy classical' and
'serious classical'?
CornoDiBassetto: RT @MaestroMaazel: I'll be participating in #askaconductor Dec 8th from 10AM to
12PM eastern time zone! Get your questions ready!!

4:14
am

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor There cannot be general guidelines because it depends on
music. Listening to a Mahler symphony is a ritual of sorts.

4:15
am

askthemusicians: Vladimir Ashkenazy will be answering #askaconductor questions from Sydney Australia
in about 45 minutes or so via @sydsymph!

4:15
am

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor Some music is more entertaining, some for the deep thinker.
Some people need the "holiness" of the concert experience

4:15
am

Gigmag: #askaconductor 'In casual concerts, where the musicians turn up in civvies, people don't
cough!' (so Ingo Metzmacher told me)

4:17
am
4:20
am
4:20
am
4:21
am
4:21
am

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor Clever programming should go far further than that. We are
still learning how to reach out to all potential listeners
Gigmag: #askaconductor What kind of works get the best response in Cleveland?
busywriting: RT @MaestroMaazel: I'll be participating in #askaconductor Dec 8th from 10AM to
12PM eastern time zone! Get your questions ready!!
sashamakila: @askthemusicians @mayagrazia #askaconductor Jet Lag you need to learn to live with.
Flying west is always easier than flying east.
Gigmag: #askaconductor ...and in Helsinki? Any noticeable differences? Different response to
new work, maybe?

4:21
am

k_design_lab: RT @MaestroMaazel: I'll be participating in #askaconductor Dec 8th from 10AM to
12PM eastern time zone! Get your questions ready!!

4:22
am

askthemusicians: RT @MaestroMaazel: I'll be participating in #askaconductor Dec 8th from 10AM to
12PM eastern time zone! Get your questions ready!!

4:23
am
4:23
am

sashamakila: @askthemusicians @mayagrazia #askaconductor Best way to overcome Jet Lag is to
start working fresh from the plane and work until the evening
TheCigarChick: RT @MaestroMaazel: I'll be participating in #askaconductor Dec 8th from 10AM to
12PM eastern time zone! Get your questions ready!!

4:26
am

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor Cleveland is fairly conservative but there are also people
who want to hear a new piece every time they come.

4:27
am

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor But I would say the big romantic pieces are the biggest hit
here in Ohio.

4:28
am

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor Helsinki is a bit less conservative. Recently a premiere by
Arvo Pärt draw a full house.

4:30
am

Gigmag: #askaconductor Such as Symphonie fantastique?

4:32
am

y_ukina: RT @askthemusicians: Vladimir Ashkenazy will be answering #askaconductor questions
from Sydney Australia in about 45 minutes or so via @sydsymph!

askthemusicians.com
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Gigmag: #askaconductor Helsinki also has 'Klasari klubi' (classical clubs) for young people.
Anything like that in Ohio? eg. at CIM?

4:37
am

sashamakila: @wiseandprecious Is Korea following the #askaconductor Twitter event?
http://askthemusicians.com/

4:39
am

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor We try! There's the "Fridays@7" concert series (classical +
worldmus), and also chamber music at the "Happy Dog" bar.

4:42
am

Jennierach: #askaconductor What do you think about applause between movements?

4:43
am

Gigmag: #askaconductor That's good to know! Do they attract good audiences? Do they go on to
attend Cleveland Orch performances?

4:44
am

Gigmag: #askaconductor Some music students I know in the UK think 'I don't need to go to
concerts, I spend all my time playing music anyway'!!

4:45
am

Zaroshka: RT @MaestroMaazel: I'll be participating in #askaconductor Dec 8th from 10AM to
12PM eastern time zone! Get your questions ready!!

4:45
am

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor These events do bring new audience in, but it's yet to be
seen if the same people actually come to the subscriptions.

4:46
am

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor That's a mistake but on the other hand it's better to practice
than attend a BAD concert! :-)

4:47
am

chefdorch: RT @askthemusicians: Hi Everyone! The official hashtag is #askaconductor. Glad to
see it taking off! Keep tweeting!

4:49
am

chefdorch: make sure to #askaconductor tomorrow - i'm on in the morning from 10-12:30 CST.

4:49
am
4:50
am
4:51
am

Gigmag: #askaconductor Hee hee! But OTOH, you can learn as much from seeing how NOT to
do it as you can from a good gig!
askthemusicians: RT @chefdorch: make sure to #askaconductor tomorrow - i'm on in the morning from
10-12:30 CST.
sydsymph: Rehearsal is over for the day. #askaconductor soon to begin

4:56
am

CornoDiBassetto: RT @sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor Cleveland is fairly conservative but there
are also people who want to hear a new piece every time they come.

4:57
am

CornoDiBassetto: RT @sashamakila: @askthemusicians @mayagrazia #askaconductor Best way to
overcome Jet Lag is to start working fresh from the plane and work until the evening

4:58
am

CornoDiBassetto: RT @sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor I am very grateful to one colleague who
prepared me mentally for a Kurt Masur master class...

4:59
am

CornoDiBassetto: RT @sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor He urged me to study all historical
background of the pieces before going to him. It was worth it.

4:59
am

CornoDiBassetto: RT @sashamakila: @Novemberbeetle #askaconductor I had an amazing teacher in
Russia, Leonid Korchmar, and still I would say 90% of what I know comes from him.

5:01
am
5:01
am

sydsymph: My music education was quite long (15 years) & with very dedicated teachers and
devoted students. @Novemberbeetle #askaconductor
ingridktw: RT @askthemusicians: Vladimir Ashkenazy will be answering #askaconductor questions
from Sydney Australia in about 45 minutes or so via @sydsymph!

5:02
am

sydsymph: The conservatory was like an island of sanity. You couldn't interfere with great music.
@Novemberbeetle #askaconductor

5:02
am

ArtsCKern: RT @askthemusicians: Vladimir Ashkenazy will be answering #askaconductor questions
from Sydney Australia in about 45 minutes or so via @sydsymph!

5:03
am

ingridktw: RT @MaestroMaazel: I'll be participating in #askaconductor Dec 8th from 10AM to
12PM eastern time zone! Get your questions ready!!

5:03
am

sydsymph: #askaconductor Applause b/n movements: It all depends on the piece! You try to read
the mind of the composer, pay attention to the music.

5:04
am

suiteforsix: @sydsymph Hi Maestro, thanks for taking the time for #askaconductor. Curious; if it
wasn't the piano, which instrument would you've played?

askthemusicians.com
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5:04
am

sydsymph: Favourite composer? Fave pno concerto? These questions are impossible to answer! :)
@perniciouslies #askaconductor

5:05
am

sydsymph: I think I might have become a conductor earlier if I weren't a pianist. @suiteforsix
#askaconductor

5:05
am

Gigmag: @sydsymph How do you prepare for a 90-minute epic like Mahler's Third? What are the
first steps into such a complex work? #askaconductor

5:06
am

sydsymph: If it's a new piece, it's unpredictable how long it will take to learn a new major work.
@Gigmag #askaconductor

5:09
am

suiteforsix: @sydsymph Any particular memorable moment conducting the Sydney Symphony? Or
any funny ones to share? #askaconductor

5:09
am

sydsymph: Reviving a piece will take much less time. It can come back very vividly. @Gigmag
#askaconductor

5:10
am

Viides_Rooli: What is the most beautiful sound you´ve ever heard? This question is meant for all the
conductors. #askaconductor

5:10
am

sashamakila: @Viides_rooli #askaconductor I think all the major orchestras still have their personality.
Vienna is most sophisticated, Berlin powerful.

5:10
am

LaceyH: @sydsymph hi! Do you have a least favorite piece to perform? #askaconductor

5:11
am

Gigmag: @sydsymph #askaconductor I wonder - what do you do when the musicians just can't
get what you're trying to get them to do?

5:11
am
5:11
am
5:12
am

sydsymph: Playing Schumann pno cto in Montreal: opening chord caught me adjusting my stool.
Conductor thought I'd nodded @suiteforsix #askaconductor
sashamakila: @Viides_rooli #askaconductor Cleveland has virtuosity and style, Dresden
Staatskapelle has air of tradition around it.
cosmicdancer1: @sydsymph favourite composer? (to conduct & also as a pianist) #askaconductor

5:12
am

sashamakila: @Viides_rooli #askaconductor Then there's national differences, Americans virtuosic,
British fast, Germans tight ensemble, French soloistic.

5:13
am

mcmvanbree: @sydsymph are there any major differences between Europe, US and Australia in the
classical music scene? #askaconductor

5:13
am

sydsymph: Sibelius cycle w/SSO: in Tapiola(?) the orch saved me by not coming in early on my
cue. Sign of a good orchestra @suiteforsix #askaconductor

5:14
am

sydsymph: Sibelius 5 in US: many chords at the end. Arr @ cadence. Someone yells Bravo early.
Then "oops" after next chord @suiteforsix #askaconductor

5:14
am
5:14
am
5:15
am
5:15
am
5:16
am
5:16
am
5:16
am
5:17
am
5:18
am

askthemusicians.com

Viides_Rooli: @sashamakila That sounds truly interesting. Conductors must be flexible then.
#askaconductor (Sorry about my mistake with the hashtag.)
LaceyH: How do you study a score? Do you play piano, or just go through it in your head?
(question from my husband) :) @sydsymph #askaconductor
cmbrewster: Q to Mr Ashkenazy @sydsymph What inspires you? #askaconductor
sydsymph: You can only try again, another way. Do your best. A difficult one to answer. @Gigmag
#askaconductor
LaceyH: How do you study a score? Do you play piano, or just go through it in your head?
(question from my husband) :) #askaconductor @sashamakila
sydsymph: When I'm studying a score I'm learning it in my head, I don't play it on the piano.
@LaceyH #askaconductor
Viides_Rooli: RT @sashamakila @Viides_rooli Sound of a lake in a calm summer morning, far from
traffic... #askaconductor
sydsymph: The level of playing is so high all over the world, and there's no comparison of devotion
or ability. @mcmvanbree #askaconductor
sashamakila: @Viides_rooli #askaconductor There are also different orchestra working styles,
different learning curves. That really asks for flexibility.
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5:19
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iagobrothers: @sydsymph What is the logic behind the ordering of the Mahler cycle (1,8, etc.)? [I think
the ordering has been great, BTW!] #askaconductor
sydsymph: The differences are not great: ultimately the music dictates what we do. Schools of
playing aside, music unifies. @mcmvanbree #askaconductor

5:19
am

Gigmag: @sydsymph #askaconductor [re level of playing] Is that a good thing or a bad thing?
Regional/national differences are valuable, surely?

5:20
am

suiteforsix: @sydsymph You seem to have quite a few Sibelius-related incidents there, Maestro,
haha! Special connection with him? #askaconductor

5:21
am

sydsymph: Recordings have really levelled the playing field *and* raised standards. But yes, there
are still schools of playing @Gigmag #askaconductor

5:21
am

mcmvanbree: @sydsymph any differences in tastes between the continents then? Or attitudes toward
more adventurous programming? #askaconductor

5:22
am

sydsymph: Hard to remember the decision process. Some practical considerations. But 9th sym =
centenary of Mahler's death @iagobrothers #askaconductor

5:22
am

sashamakila: @LaceyH #askaconductor Depends, if it is standard work I want to hear many good
recordings. I also have a study diary to write down things.

5:23
am

Gigmag: @sydsymph #askaconductor Just wondered what your feelings were on the Opera
House renovation - or better to build a new concert hall?

5:23
am

sydsymph: We chose Mahler 1 & 8 in the same period because 1 is well known & 8 performed less
often. 4 & 3 give contrast @iagobrothers #askaconductor

5:23
am

sashamakila: @LaceyH #askaconductor Most important part is looking at score and imagining the
sound. Sometimes piano is needed to help with harmonies.

5:23
am

Viides_Rooli: Kapellimestarit eri puolilta maailmaa vastaavat kysymyksiin tänään Twitterissä. Kysy mitä
haluat! #askaconductor http://bit.ly/bhFi4b

5:24
am

sydsymph: And of course it made sense to begin with Mahler 1. @iagobrothers #askaconductor

5:24
am

LaceyH: @sashamakila um - forgot the #askaconductor on that last one... It's like I'm a rookie. :)

5:25
am

sydsymph: Brahms misjudged Mahler: saw his first symphony and told him he should give up.
Mahler was furious; Brahms was wrong! #askaconductor

5:25
am

doublereds: RT @sydsymph: Brahms misjudged Mahler: saw his first symphony and told him he
should give up. Mahler was furious; Brahms was wrong! #askaconductor

5:25
am
5:26
am
5:27
am
5:27
am
5:28
am

LaceyH: Great question. @sashamakila RT @cmbrewster: Q to Mr Ashkenazy @sydsymph What
inspires you? #askaconductor
cmbrewster: #askaconductor Of the 4 Mahler concerts performed by @sydsymph what was your
most memorable moment and why?
sydsymph: No not a good idea to build a new concert hall; too expensive and the Opera House is
so unique and special. @Gigmag #askaconductor
sashamakila: @LaceyH #askaconductor Lengths of the movements, instrumentation, metronome
markings, unusual musical terms, strange beating patterns etc.
MaestroMaazel: RT @askthemusicians: Hi Everyone! The official hashtag is #askaconductor. Glad to
see it taking off! Keep tweeting!

5:29
am

ingridktw: RT @sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor There's the "Fridays@7" concert
series..., and also chamber music at the "Happy Dog" bar.

5:29
am

scheimer: #askaconductor if you could only listen to one piece for the rest of your life, what would
it be?

5:29
am
5:30
am
5:30
am

askthemusicians.com

sydsymph: The music itself inspires me!!! Each time you do it it's unbelievable how great it is.
@LaceyH @cmbrewster #askaconductor
askthemusicians: RT @sydsymph: When I'm studying a score I'm learning it in my head, I don't play it on
the piano. @LaceyH #askaconductor
LaceyH: @sashamakila any doodles? :) Little pictures or anything? #askaconductor
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#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

5:30
am

Gigmag: @sydsymph #askaconductor Thanks! One more question (it's 5.30am here): what
prompted you to make the switch to conducting?

5:31
am

Viides_Rooli: A good question! Answer, pls! RT @scheimer #askaconductor if you could only listen to
one piece for the rest of your life, what would it be?

5:31
am

sashamakila: @LaceyH #askaconductor What inspires... A piece of music can tell the story of your
life with its joys and sorrows. It's a miracle.

5:31
am
5:31
am
5:31
am
5:32
am
5:32
am

Gigmag: @sydsymph #askaconductor Oh, and one more: what's the most useful piece of advice
you could give to a young graduate conductor?
OVMusicians: RT @NZOpera: it's #askaconductor day! yay!
sydsymph: I'd need to know a lot more to judge audience attitudes. But I do know the SSO has
played a *lot* of repertoire @mcmvanbree #askaconductor
OVMusicians: @BenNorthey Did you see #askaconductor better than being stuck in traffic
sashamakila: @scheimer #askaconductor. It has to be Bach. Maybe one of the Cello suites, or one of
the Brandenburg concertos.

5:33
am

mcgilliland: RT @askthemusicians: Hi Everyone! The official hashtag is #askaconductor. Glad to
see it taking off! Keep tweeting!

5:33
am

sydsymph: I enjoyed them all equally. But Mahler 8 stands out because there were so many people
involved & so rarely done. @cmbrewster #askaconductor

5:35
am

mcmvanbree: Some great Aussie #askaconductor tweeting this evening already. Promises an exciting
day tomorrow for #askaconductor in the US!

5:35
am

sydsymph: I don't have a preference. What is important is how harmonious the program is as a
whole, and the musical quality @mcmvanbree #askaconductor

5:38
am

sydsymph: It wasn't really a switch, more an expansion. My affection for orch'l music dates from
childhood & I still play piano @Gigmag #askaconductor

5:40
am

mcmvanbree: @sydsymph thank you for answering my #askaconductor questions! Good night! (I have
yet to start Dec. 8)

5:40
am

sydsymph: Young conductors: Decide what music is about and what you want to do, and have a
concept of what the music expresses. @Gigmag #askaconductor

5:40
am
5:41
am
5:41
am
5:42
am
5:42
am
5:43
am
5:43
am
5:43
am

MaestroDSCH: Looking forward to participating in #askaconductor tomorrow.
sashamakila: I am on Twitter right now answering questions at #askaconductor event.
alison_m_martin: Which artist are you most looking forward to working with in the 2011 @sydsymph
season and why? #askaconductor
dirigent: RT @sydsymph: Young conductors: Decide what music is about and what you want to
do, and have a concept of what the music expresses. @Gigmag #askaconductor
Viides_Rooli: RT @sashamakila: I am on Twitter right now answering questions at #askaconductor
event.
Gigmag: @sydsymph If I can RT a question from earlier: 'Dissonant music has had its day.'
True? Partly true? Or not at all true? #askaconductor
klbkultur: RT @mcmvanbree Some great Aussie #askaconductor tweeting this evening already.
Promises an exciting day for #askaconductor in the US!
LaceyH: #askaconductor Do you have a favorite conductor? One whose interpretations you take
ideas from? @sydsymph @sashamakila & anyone else!

5:43
am

askthemusicians: You're a machine! RT @sashamakila I am on Twitter right now answering questions at
#askaconductor event.

5:44
am

sydsymph: #askaconductor If I could listen to only 1 piece for the rest of my life? Some JS Bach
(but which piece?) Or perhaps the Alpine Symphony ;-)

5:44
am

suiteforsix: @sydsymph Any words for adult learners when it comes to music? #askaconductor

askthemusicians.com
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5:45
am
5:46
am
5:47
am

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

grizzwhit: RT @chefdorch: make sure to #askaconductor tomorrow - i'm on in the morning from
10-12:30 CST.
A_M_E_B: #askaconductor Why aren't there more female conductors?
sashamakila: @LaceyH #askaconductor In technical viewpoint my favorites are Karajan and Carlos
Kleiber. In rehearsing style, Ferenc Fricsay.

5:48
am

sydsymph: Adult learners? It's never too late to discover and learn music! Perhaps begin w music
that has stories. @suiteforsix #askaconductor

5:49
am

scheimer: RT @sashamakila: @scheimer #askaconductor. It has to be Bach. Maybe one of the
Cello suites, or one of the Brandenburg concertos.

5:49
am

sashamakila: @LaceyH #askaconductor In interpretations i have much more favorites, Mravinsky,
Böhm, Masur, Blomstedt, Davis... All of them have strengths

5:49
am

askthemusicians: Conductors coming up night/early moring (EST) @etienneabelin @charliehazlewoo
@fergusmacleod @N8Ma @kennethwoods @colla_voce #askaconductor

5:50
am

LaceyH: #askaconductor @MaestroDSCH: Bernard Haitink has always inspired me to no end, as
has my mentor, Christopher Zimmerman of @fairfaxsymphony.

5:51
am

Gigmag: @sydsymph Which of the next generation of conductors do you particularly admire?
And why? #askaconductor

5:51
am

suiteforsix: @sydsymph Thank you :) Have a restful evening & lovely to have you with the SSO - one
of the most amazing collaboration ever! #askaconductor

5:52
am

sydsymph: Time to finish up. So lovely to communicate with people who are so interested in music!
Thank you all. Time to practise piano #askaconductor

5:52
am

suiteforsix: RT @sydsymph: Adult learners? It's never too late to discover and learn music!
Perhaps begin w music that has stories. @suiteforsix #askaconductor

5:52
am

Gigmag: @sydsymph Also, are you aware of any kind of generational shift in conducting styles?
#askaconductor

5:52
am

sashamakila: @A_M_E_B #askaconductor It's a very old fashioned profession on a male dominated
field. Women don't fit the stereotype.

5:53
am

Viides_Rooli: RT @askthemusicians: Conductors coming up night/early moring (EST) @etienneabelin
@charliehazlewoo @fergusmacleod @N8Ma @kennethwoods @colla_voce
#askaconductor

5:54
am

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor I think we have now worse technical standard and less
substance than 30 years ago. More flashy moves though.

5:55
am

Gigmag: @sashamakila Why is it an 'old fashioned' profession? Surely the younger crop of
conductors (such as yourself) belie this! #askaconductor

5:55
am

Gigmag: @sashamakila [re 'worse technical standard'] Name names!! #askaconductor

5:56
am

keepitupdavid: #askaconductor @sashamakila Does your shirt-front ever roll up like a window shade,
like whenever Elmer Fudd conducts?

5:57
am

iagobrothers: @sydsymph Thanks! I love that the whole cycle will end with the Mahler 2 - great choice!
#askaconductor

5:57
am

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor Because it asks a very primitive form of leadership. You
stand in front of 80 people and have to win their hearts.

5:59
am
6:00
am
6:01
am
6:04
am

askthemusicians.com

jktv: RT @MaestroMaazel: On December 8th from 11AM-12PM eastern I'll be part of
#askaconductor on Twitter. Send your questions to @MeastroMaazel
sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor You see the rise and fall of conducting just by glancing at the
conductors of Berlin Phil, from Nikisch to Rattle...
Gigmag: @sashamakila By gad sir! Much more to be said on all these points, but I'm too tired.
Speak later #askaconductor
hotmifi: RT @klassikakzente: Heute ist weltweiter #AskAConductor-Day auf Twitter. Stellt eure
Fragen http://is.gd/imITA
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6:04
am
6:08
am
6:09
am
6:11
am
6:13
am
6:14
am

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

ezesilber: @sashamakila In which pieces you are working right now? #askaconductor
LaceyH: @keepitupdavid @sashamakila That kind of craziness only happens at the Hollywood
Bowl. :) Still fun though #askaconductor
sashamakila: @ezesilber #askaconductor I also have coming up pieces I have to "cover" like Ein
Heldenleben, Tchaikovsky Pathetique and so on.
BenNorthey: #askaconductor that was so great to read Maestro Ashkenazy's tweets!
keepitupdavid: I got plenty more for tomorrow! #askaconductor RT @laceyh You crack me up - nice
bugs bunny reference.
BenNorthey: @sashamakila Greetings from down under Sasha! Hope you're enjoying the states.
#askaconductor

6:15
am

sashamakila: @BenNorthey #askaconductor The official line is "I'm proud to be part of this great
organization" ;-)

6:16
am

angerot: ??????????????12?8?24:00?26:00(???????????) RT @MaestroMaazel: I'll be
participating in #askaconductor (?) Get your questions ready!!

6:17
am

BenNorthey: @sashamakila ha. That's what we had to say at the Sibelius Academy too right?
#askaconductor

6:17
am

LaceyH: #askaconductor - Who has been most exciting to collaborate with? @sashamakila &
other conductor friends.

6:19
am

anselmonadir: RT @sashamakila: I am on Twitter right now answering questions at #askaconductor
event.

6:21
am

LaceyH: @sashamakila Well - any, I guess. But I mostly meant soloists. I think the Orchestras
angle would also be really interesting #askaconductor

6:22
am

BenNorthey: @LaceyH #askaconductor I really enjoy accompanying soloists. Marc-andre Hamelin
was amazing, also Alban Gerhardt. & jazz singer Kurt Elling!

6:25
am

sashamakila: @LaceyH #askaconductor I haven't worked with big international names - mostly
Finnish, like the brilliant young clarinetist Olli Leppäniemi.

6:28
am

sashamakila: @LaceyH #askaconductor As assistant conductor you always learn from the big guys,
like Masur, Gatti, Blomstedt, Welser-Möst. It's exciting!

6:29
am

musikFabrik: RT @GCComposer: Nice question. RT @Gigmag: Who's the most difficult composer
to get your head around? Mahler? Henze? Stockhausen? And why? #askaconductor

6:31
am

sashamakila: @GCComposer #askaconductor. I had some trouble with Kalevi Aho, then with Isang
Yun, but the ultimately scariest is Sylvano Bussotti.

6:32
am

LaceyH: @BenNorthey Oooh! A Jazz Singer - fun. What rep did you do? Full Orchestra?
#askaconductor

6:35
am
6:36
am

sashamakila: @GCComposer @Gigmag #askaconductor Worst is if you need to learn a new notation
for the sake of just one piece. :P
deratlas: RT @MaestroMaazel On December 8th from 11AM-12PM eastern I'll be part of
#askaconductor on Twitter. Send your questions to @MeastroMaazel

6:41
am

LaceyH: RT @askthemusicians: Conductors coming up night/early moring (EST) @etienneabelin
@charliehazlewoo @fergusmacleod @N8Ma @kennethwoods @colla_voce
#askaconductor

6:42
am

sashamakila: It seems like #askaconductor discussion is dying down for the moment. We might need
more cowbell http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMvro_-d78c

6:44
am

terlinda: RT @askthemusicians: Hi Everyone! The official hashtag is #askaconductor. Glad to
see it taking off! Keep tweeting!

6:52
am

LaceyH: @fergusmacleod Good morning! Check out the #askaconductor stream for fun and
interesting questions to start your day with!

6:55
am

LaceyH: @colla_voce good morning! When you get started, check out the #askaconductor
stream for great questions posed earlier. Tweet you later!

askthemusicians.com
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6:56
am
6:57
am

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

LaceyH: @CharlieHazlewoo good morning! Looking forward to your tweets. When you get
started, check out the #askaconductor stream for great questions
soxyfleming: pretty fun & groovy conducting! @sashamakila #askaconductor We might need more
cowbell http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMvro_-d78c

6:58
am

LaceyH: @etienneabelin Good morning! As you get started - check out the #askaconductor
stream for great questions posed earlier! Tweet you later!

7:08
am

LaceyH: Good Question for @alondradlp, @KathleenMcGuire & @chefdorch RT: @A_M_E_B
#askaconductor Why aren't there more female conductors?

7:10
am

suiteforsix: is glad I took a little time-out to be part of @sydsymph's #askaconductor session. :) That
really made my day.

7:13
am
7:15
am
7:16
am
7:17
am
7:18
am
7:21
am
8:07
am

LaceyH: RT @Jennierach: #askaconductor What do you think about applause between
movements?
askthemusicians: RT @suiteforsix: is glad I took a little time-out to be part of @sydsymph's
#askaconductor session. :) That really made my day.
thorkon: RT @GCComposer: Nice question. RT @Gigmag: Who's the most difficult composer
to get your head around? Mahler? Henze? Stockhausen? And why? #askaconductor
lovepudge: it's #askaconductor day! get your questions ready - more info at http://bit.ly/askmus
@askthemusicians
thorkon: @sydsymph ruft den #askaconductor -Tag aus. Nice Idea.
sashamakila: #askaconductor I will fade out for good 7 to 8 hours. I hope the European based
conductors will soon appear online!
colla_voce: Looking forward to taking part in #askaconductor later - lots of interesting answers from
Ashkenazy from Sydney overnight!

8:14
am

fergusmacleod: Good Morning - running behind a bit here but am going to catch up on some
#askaconductor questions - use the hashtag to ask a conductor!!

8:19
am

fergusmacleod: @LaceyH #askaconductor fav. conductor - no as everyone is so different and says
something different say - love Paul Keltzki at the mo

8:20
am

petertjonker: @LaceyH Q for V Ashkenazy: when accompanying piano concertos you played
yourself, do you ofter have disagreements w. pianist #askaconductor

8:23
am

fergusmacleod: @LaceyH #askaconductor here is a really amazing clip of his Mahler 4 http://youtu.be
/COi1uPXT1is (also Beethoven with Czh Phil incredible.

8:25
am

fergusmacleod: @Gigmag #askaconductor it is incredible what experience can do (regarding 'old
fashioned' Q) its not fashion but experience.

8:28
am

fergusmacleod: @Jennierach (applause) I don't mind - if the audience feels like that then great (after all
it's historically correct!!) #askaconductor

8:31
am

fergusmacleod: @LaceyH #askaconductor I think there are starting to be many more - and it takes a long
time to become one! It was a thing of sexism.

8:32
am

fergusmacleod: @thorkon #askaconductor fo me the good composers aren't as hard as the one's who
don't say anything!! #askaconductor

8:37
am

EssenPhil: RT @askthemusicians: Just got word that @MaestroMaazel will be tweeting 10 am - 12
pm EST tomorrow! #askaconductor

8:37
am

EssenPhil: RT @MaestroMaazel: I'll be participating in #askaconductor Dec 8th from 10AM to
12PM eastern time zone! Get your questions ready!!

9:03
am

MusSolutions: RT @NZOpera it's #askaconductor day! yay! ask those musical questions you've been
storing up for ages :) http://bit.ly/hRWULO

9:25
am

kennethwoods: @LaceyH #askaconductor It is changing- at the conducting workshop I run, we have a
quite even balance of male/female conductors, and

9:26
am

kennethwoods: @LaceyH #askaconductor (cont) and there a lot of stars in the new generation (some of
them on this forum!). In 10 years, the balance will

9:27
am

kennethwoods: @LaceyH #askaconductor the balance will be totally different. There will be challenges,
but talent will find a way to the top
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#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

9:29
am

CharlieHazlewoo: @LaceyH I'm inspired by all conductors good & bad! Watching people make music is a
no-lose situation: always stuff to learn! #askaconductor

9:29
am

fergusmacleod: @CharlieHazlewoo #askaconductor it's amazing how much you can learn from watching
a bad conductor! Watching rehearsals = gold dust.

9:37
am

CharlieHazlewoo: @thorkon most difficult composer? The one who doesn't speak to you: if their music
ain't speaking to you, don't perform it! #askaconductor

9:41
am

Gigmag: @fergusmacleod #askaconductor Re 'old fashioned': Sasha said it was an 'old
fashioned profession' and I disagreed. It's not, is it?

9:43
am

fergusmacleod: @Gigmag #askaconductor you know when done right its 'above' old fashioned - no one
complains about Mozart or Matisse or Heifitz!!

9:46
am
9:48
am
10:07
am

Gigmag: What does the panel make of @sashamakila's: Americans [are] virtuosic, British fast,
Germans tight ensemble, French soloistic.#askaconductor
CharlieHazlewoo: @fergusmacleod Or listen to recordings. I LOVE Bernstein BECAUSE his records take
me to heaven OR make me ready to murder #askaconductor
BCMG: RT @askthemusicians: Conductors coming up @etienneabelin @charliehazlewoo
@fergusmacleod @N8Ma @kennethwoods @colla_voce #askaconductor

10:31
am

fergusmacleod: @CharlieHazlewoo Karajan : 'play when you can stand waiting no longer' response to a
Q of when should the orc musician play #askaconductor

10:31
am

WildKittenPR: RT @askthemusicians: Hi Everyone! The official hashtag is #askaconductor. Glad to
see it taking off! Keep tweeting!

10:33
am

Viides_Rooli: RT @Gigmag: What does the panel make of @sashamakila's: Americans [are] virtuosic,
British fast, Germans tight ensemble, French soloistic.#askaconductor

10:39
am

CharlieHazlewoo: @fergusmacleod My Fave remark about Karajan (by Mitsuko Uchida): "The greatest
thing since Hitler" #askaconductor

10:39
am

fergusmacleod: For those wondering how/what conductors do this video is a MUST watch (also so great
for conductors!). http://bit.ly/3rTuQs #askaconductor

10:42
am

MaestrosLover: A broadsheet recently questioned the necessity of conductors at a performance, should
they merely lead rehearsals? #askaconductor

10:43
am

CharlieHazlewoo: @Gigmag certainly with the old guard: Toscanini, Furtwangler, Klemperer
UNMISTAKEABLE #askaconductor

10:47
am

fergusmacleod: @MaestrosLover Um no - its about ensuring real communication between everyone
#askaconductor

10:47
am

fergusmacleod: @MaestrosLover rehearsing mit conductor and then without would cause a completely
dif. atmposphere and need a dif. approach! #askaconductor

10:50
am

N8Ma: Happy to celebrate #askaconductor day!

10:55
am

Gigmag: RT @CharlieHazlewoo: @fergusmacleod My Fave remark about Karajan (by Mitsuko
Uchida): "The greatest thing since Hitler" #askaconductor

10:58
am

Gigmag: @CharlieHazlewoo Aha, but not with the 'new guard' perhaps? A good thing or a bad
thing? #askaconductor

10:58
am

Novemberbeetle: RT @sydsymph: The conservatory was like an island of sanity. You couldn't interfere
with great music. @Novemberbeetle #askaconductor

11:00
am

N8Ma: @MaestrosLover No. "Traffic cop" needed even in performance (Rite of Spring) And
players always expect spontaneity in concert #askaconductor

11:02
am
11:02
am

Gigmag: @CharlieHazlewoo Chap I wrote about last night reckons we're heading for a
'homogenised' sound,where all orchs sound the same.#askaconductor
N8Ma: @fergusmacleod that's a great video from TED, perfect for #askaconductor day.

11:03
am

Novemberbeetle: #askaconductor what's the one important thing you would like to give as an advice to
aspiring musicians?

11:05
am

pschoenb: Are there any well-proven practices that help memorizing a complete score?
#askaconductor
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11:06
am
11:07
am
11:09
am
11:09
am
11:10
am
11:10
am
11:11
am
11:11
am
11:11
am
11:11
am

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

N8Ma: @Novemberbeetle My advice to an aspiring musician: Seek to serve music, rather than
expect to be served by it #askaconductor
CharlieHazlewoo: @Gigmag Certainly more performances are similar now, thanks to recordings &
people's expectations. Golden mean? Not good. #askaconductor
J_Loeckner: RT @lovepudge: it's #askaconductor day! get your questions ready - more info at
http://bit.ly/askmus @askthemusicians
N8Ma: @pschoenb copying, note for note, the pages of a score works well. I use Sibelius
software not a pencil. Recordings are BAD #askaconductor
CharlieHazlewoo: @Gigmag No way all orchs sound same (or r likely to) I played Haydn this year in
Sweden, Holland, UK for eg: chalk & cheese! #askaconductor
kennethwoods: @pschoenb I memorize through analysis. When I really understand something in the
score, it's memorized. #askaconductor
N8Ma: @pschoenb also, reducing the score at the piano and playing it through gives the
conductor a tactile connection to the notes #askaconductor
CharlieHazlewoo: @Gigmag Tchaikovsky in Russia - caviar, Tchaikovsky in US - champagne
#askaconductor
kennethwoods: @pschoenb I memorize both from big to small and from small to big. Start with "what is
the form of the whole" or #askaconductor
pschoenb: @N8Ma #askaconductor To what extend do you guys really memorize it? Could you
name any note of any instrument in any bar?

11:12
am

kennethwoods: @pschoenb or what are the first two notes and why? "Why" is the key to memorization
#askaconductor

11:14
am

kennethwoods: @pschoenb I'm not sure that's the best use of time. Some folks have incredible recall,
but that kind of memory #askaconductor

11:14
am

kennethwoods: @pschoenb isn't the same as deep understanding of what the music has to say.
#askaconductor

11:14
am

N8Ma: @pschoenb Yes. Some with photographic memory could say bar 57 trumpet II has
b-flat while eating breakfast (Ozawa) #askaconductor

11:16
am

N8Ma: @pschoenb but more important than "total recall" is a kind of tactile memory:a 4D
connection between music in the mind and RL #askaconductor

11:16
am

kennethwoods: @Novemberbeetle 1 Work on your rhythm. 2 Your colleagues are way less jaded than
they may seem. Respect their love of music #askaconductor

11:21
am

J_Loeckner: Heute! #askaconductor day @j_darlington ist ab 19 Uhr dabei! http://bit.ly/f5jeTl

11:21
am

teodosievski: #askaconductor @MeastroMaazel: How to raise the quality of an orchestra?One
conductor, many programs, many conductors, less programs, ...?

11:22
am
11:24
am

N8Ma: OK I'm off for the moment--will rejoin #askaconductor day later on! Ta!
J_Loeckner: Thanks to my new #follwers @whatiwi @conguild @OpernBlog @klassikakzente Join us
today for #askaconductor day!

11:25
am

CharlieHazlewoo: @Novemberbeetle Advice 2 new muso: tell yr story thru every piece, invest y/self in
every note, & believe in your validity! #askaconductor

11:32
am

fergusmacleod: @Gigmag 'homoginsied' sound - no way Halle CBSO LPO all have completely dif
sound and then Zurich Tonhalle or Berlin Phil... #askaconductor

11:36
am

fergusmacleod: @Novemberbeetle #askaconductor follow your instinct and never stop loving what you
do - as soon as you do its not music.

11:37
am

fergusmacleod: @Gigmag Dudamel, Boulez, Salonen, Rattle, Nelsons, Elder - all completely different!
#askaconductor

11:38
am

fergusmacleod: @pschoenb no!! dif. for everyone I think - of course practice! #askaconductor

11:40
am

fergusmacleod: @pschoenb Harnoncourt can do that for all the Beethoven Symphonies!
#askaconductor
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11:42
am
11:48
am
11:49
am

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

A_M_E_B: RT @fergusmacleod: For those wondering how/what conductors do this video is a
MUST watch (also so great for conductors!). http://bit.ly/3rTuQs #askaconductor
J_Loeckner: Zum Warmwerden für #askaconductor : @j_darlington über die Frage was einen guten
Taktstock ausmacht: http://bit.ly/aR2QMe
A_M_E_B: @sashamakila Surely that's a limitation of the stereotype. Should young talented female
musicians be encouraged to conduct? #askaconductor

11:53
am

NicholasCowall: RT @fergusmacleod: For those wondering how/what conductors do this video is a
MUST watch (also so great for conductors!). http://bit.ly/3rTuQs #askaconductor

11:55
am

NicholasCowall: RT @sydsymph: Adult learners? It's never too late to discover and learn music!
Perhaps begin w music that has stories. #askaconductor

11:56
am
11:57
am
12:00
pm
12:00
pm
12:01
pm
12:02
pm

J_Loeckner: Join #askaconductor today.Online now: @sashamakila @fergusmacleod
@CharlieHazlewood @kennethwoods
NicholasCowall: RT @sydsymph: When I'm studying a score I'm learning it in my head, I don't play it on
the piano. @LaceyH #askaconductor
colla_voce: Checking in for #askaconductor
NicholasCowall: RT @fergusmacleod: @LaceyH #askaconductor here is a really amazing clip of his
Mahler 4 http://youtu.be/COi1uPXT1is (also Beethoven with Czh Phil incredible.
Prinz_Rupi: RT @sydsymph: I think I might have become a conductor earlier if I weren't a pianist
#askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @Prinz_Rupi true but re piano conc's - the2 Brahms are pretty high up the list!!!
#askaconductor

12:03
pm

Prinz_Rupi: RT @sydsymph: The level of playing is so high all over the world, and there's no
comparison of devotion or ability. #askaconductor

12:03
pm

colla_voce: @N8Ma @pschoenb I also find it helpful to prepare at the piano; also to sing, to really
understand phrasing #askaconductor

12:05
pm

klassikakzente: RT @sydsymph: Favourite composer? Fave piano concerto? These questions are
impossible to answer! :) #askaconductor

12:06
pm

NicholasCowall: RT @klassikakzente: RT @sydsymph: Favourite composer? Fave piano concerto?
These questions are impossible to answer! :) #askaconductor

12:08
pm

klassikakzente: RT @sydsymph: I think I might have become a conductor earlier if I weren't a pianist
#askaconductor

12:08
pm

klassikakzente: RT @sydsymph: The level of playing is so high all over the world, and there's no
comparison of devotion or ability. #askaconductor

12:08
pm
12:12
pm

breizh2008: RT @klassikakzente: RT @sydsymph: Favourite composer? Fave piano concerto?
These questions are impossible to answer! :) #askaconductor
matthwrites: @colla_voce what are the biggest challenges when working with a huge orch (eg
Wagner) and a small one (eg Mozart) #askaconductor

12:13
pm

klassikakzente: RT @sydsymph: Young conductors: Decide what music is about + what you want to do
+ have a concept of what the music expresses #askaconductor

12:14
pm

klassikakzente: RT @sydsymph: #askaconductor If I could listen to only 1 piece for the rest of my life?
Some JS Bach ? Or perhaps the Alpine Symphony ;-)

12:15
pm

colla_voce: @matthwrites with big orchestration it's often harder for players to hear + understand
how a line contributes to the whole. #askaconductor

12:15
pm

MaestroMaazel: I'll be participating in #askaconductor TODAY from 11AM to 12PM eastern time zone!
Get your questions ready send to @MaestroMaazel

12:16
pm

breizh2008: RT @klassikakzente: RT @sydsymph: #askaconductor If I could listen to only 1 piece
for the rest of my life? Some JS Bach ? Or perhaps the Alpine Symphony ;-)

12:18
pm

BillNigh: RT @MaestroMaazel: I'll be participating in #askaconductor TODAY from 11AM to
12PM eastern time zone! Get your questions ready send to @MaestroMaazel

12:18
pm

askthemusicians.com

colla_voce: @matthwrites Mozart's much closer to chamber music. Could be competently
performed w/o conductor. Not poss in much Wagner! #askaconductor
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12:19
pm
12:20
pm
12:21
pm
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sydsymph: RT @suiteforsix: is glad I took a little time-out to be part of @sydsymph's
#askaconductor session. :) That really made my day.
klassikakzente: Zum Verständnis der letzten Zitate #askaconductor: unter @sydsymph twitterte heute
früh Vladimir Ashkenazy direkt aus Sydney
millerasbill: RT @mcmvanbree: Today promises to be an exciting day for #askaconductor in the
US!//looking forward, let's do this!

12:21
pm

J_Loeckner: @colla_voce @fergusmacleod How do you deal with stage fright (if you ever have any)?
#askaconductor

12:22
pm

matthwrites: RT @colla_voce: @matthwrites with big orchestration it's often harder for players to
hear + understand how a line contributes to the whole. #askaconductor

12:22
pm

matthwrites: RT @colla_voce: @matthwrites Mozart's much closer to chamber music. Could be
competently performed w/o conductor. Not poss in much Wagner! #askaconductor

12:22
pm
12:23
pm
12:23
pm
12:24
pm
12:25
pm
12:25
pm

fergusmacleod: @J_Loeckner you know I use to get v nervous when playing violin - but I never worry
when I conduct!! #askaconductor
matthwrites: @colla_voce presumably Mozart without a conductor doesn't apply to opera?
#askaconductor
guides_austria: RT @QSOrchestra: @GCComposer There is always value in playing unknown works,
you never know what or who you might discover #askaconductor
jktv: RT @MaestroMaazel: I'll be participating in #askaconductor TODAY from 11AM to
12PM eastern time zone! Get your questions ready send to @MaestroMaazel
fergusmacleod: @matthwrites because its so so natural so you really have to work out exactly what is
needed but let it happen naturally... #askaconductor
J_Loeckner: @fergusmacleod Funny! Why is that, you think? You're no less in the focus of attention,
though #askaconductor

12:25
pm

colla_voce: @matthwrites No, though I think I've heard of it being done with reduced orchestra
(single strings), onstage with the singers #askaconductor

12:26
pm

SocMediaMakers: RT @MaestroMaazel: I'll be participating in #askaconductor TODAY from 11AM to
12PM eastern time zone! Get your questions ready send to @MaestroMaazel

12:26
pm
12:27
pm

conguild: Hoping to see some #NPAC friends participating in #askaconductor today!
fergusmacleod: @J_Loeckner my back is turned, the lights are dark in audience so cant see them and
am there to make music with the players. #askaconductor

12:28
pm

Gigmag: #askaconductor Which young composers will we still be listening to in 100 years' time?
:o)

12:28
pm

Prinz_Rupi: RT @sashamakila #askaconductor You see rise and fall of conducting ? by glancing at
the conductors of Berlin Phil, from Nikisch to Rattle?

12:28
pm

colla_voce: RT @gigmag question from earlier: Which composers do you find it hardest to get your
head around? Mahler? Henze? Stockhausen? #askaconductor

12:28
pm

klassikakzente: RT @sashamakila #askaconductor You see rise and fall of conducting ? by glancing at
the conductors of Berlin Phil, from Nikisch to Rattle ?

12:29
pm

matthwrites: @fergusmacleod I presume it also leaves very little room to hide anything!
#askaconductor

12:29
pm

ronancollett: #askaconductor long haired maestri à la Rattle versus closely cropped maestri à la
Eschenbach?!

12:30
pm

classicalweta: RT @MaestroMaazel: I'll be participating in #askaconductor TODAY from 11AM to
12PM eastern time zone! Get your questions ready send to @MaestroMaazel

12:30
pm

jimallisondc: RT @MaestroMaazel: I'll be participating in #askaconductor TODAY from 11AM to
12PM eastern time zone! Get your questions ready send to @MaestroMaazel

12:30
pm

J_Loeckner: @ronancollett Good one! #askaconductor

12:31
pm

askthemusicians.com

colla_voce: @gigmag Music economical in its means often speaks to me the most. easily. I get
frustrated with complexity for its own sake. #askaconductor
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12:32
pm

klassikakzente: RT @BenNorthey: I really enjoy accompanying soloists. ? Hamelin was amazing, also
Alban Gerhardt. & jazz singer Kurt Elling! #askaconductor

12:32
pm

fergusmacleod: @ronancollett alhough I have always marveled how Karajan kept his wave at the front of
his hair...#askaconductor http://bit.ly/fSgwZL

12:34
pm
12:34
pm

colla_voce: @J_Loeckner breathe, and commit to the music. We're lucky - nerves don't have such a
big effect in the sound as for players! #askaconductor
klassikakzente: RT @sashamakila: I had some trouble with Kalevi Aho, then with Isang Yun, but the
ultimately scariest is Sylvano Bussotti. #askaconductor.

12:35
pm

colla_voce: @fergusmacleod @ronancollett maybe with Robin Ticciati and Nick Collon doing great
things, hair is the future. (gets growing) #askaconductor

12:36
pm

sandy_burnett: #askaconductor@colla_voce enjoying the debate! How abt recordings - do U avoid like
the plague or use them with discretion while studying?

12:38
pm

klassikakzente: RT @fergusmacleod: It is incredible what experience can do (regarding 'old fashioned'
Q) its not fashion but experience. #askaconductor

12:39
pm

J_Loeckner: #askaconductor @fergusmacleod @colla_voce ... talking hair. What abt the vanishing
tailcoat & white tie? Less popular? Change of image?

12:40
pm

klassikakzente: RT @CharlieHazlewoo: Watching people make music is a no-lose situation: always stuff
to learn! #askaconductor

12:41
pm

klassikakzente: RT @fergusmacleod: It's amazing how much you can learn from watching a bad
conductor! Watching rehearsals = gold dust. #askaconductor

12:41
pm

colla_voce: @sandy_burnett I like to listen to several early on (as different as possible) and then
study for myself. #askaconductor

12:41
pm

fergusmacleod: @fergusmacleod: @sandy_burnett I don't avoid recordings at all but try 2 listen 2 as
completely dif recordings as possible. #askaconductor

12:41
pm
12:41
pm
12:42
pm
12:43
pm
12:43
pm
12:43
pm
12:44
pm
12:45
pm

ronancollett: @fergusmacleod or maybe he was a keen wing walker in his spare time. He did have his
own airport after all. #askaconductor
klassikakzente: RT @CharlieHazlewoo: @fergusmacleod My Fave remark about Karajan (by Mitsuko
Uchida): "The greatest thing since Hitler" #askaconductor
ingridjmartin: @klassikakzente whose rehearsals have you found most inspiring? #askaconductor
colla_voce: @sandy_burnett I think recordings can help see things from another angle. No need for
every conductor to reinvent the wheel. #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @ingridjmartin That's prime thing, but to do it best u need to make musicians play as
well as possible - they communicate! #askaconductor
WildKittenPR: @CharlieHazlewoo is taking part in #askaconductor until 4pm today so get your
questions to him and the other musicians who are online
colla_voce: @J_Loeckner change of image, I think. I wear it sometimes, but I'm happier in a black
shirt. #askaconductor
klassikakzente: RT @fergusmacleod: For those wondering how/what conductors do this video is a
MUST watch. http://bit.ly/3rTuQs #askaconductor

12:45
pm

ingridjmartin: @fergusmacleod of course! Do you think about the audience when/just before
performing though? #askaconductor

12:46
pm

fergusmacleod: @ingridjmartin for me Rattle and Zinman and Muti and lots of others - for amazing
rehearsals. #askaconductor

12:46
pm

Wildkatpr: @CharlieHazlewoo is taking part in #askaconductor until 4pm today so get your
questions to him and the other musicians who are online

12:47
pm

fergusmacleod: @ingridjmartin #askaconductor not when I conduct am only thinking about best pos. perf
+ just before I want 2 give experience of their lives

12:48
pm

klassikakzente: RT @N8Ma (Nathan Madsen): My advice to an aspiring musician: Seek to serve music,
rather than expect to be served by it #askaconductor

12:48
pm

ingridjmartin: @klassikakzente I just showed this to my whole ensemble yesterday. Great video! Also
the Ben Zander one! #askaconductor
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12:48
pm

sandy_burnett: @fergusmacleod @colla_voce good thoughts. With Bach I avoid but would be
completely at sea with your Henzes and Schoenbergs! #askaconductor

12:50
pm

klassikakzente: @ingridjmartin Yep, that´s really a great vid! Greetings from Berlin! http://bit.ly/3rTuQs
#askaconductor

12:51
pm

sandy_burnett: @fergusmacleod @colla_voce #askaconductor the fixed nature of recordings can be
problematic-love picking up ideas from live performances tho

12:51
pm

klassikakzente: RT @kennethwoods: I memorize through analysis. When I really understand something
in the score, it's memorized. #askaconductor

12:52
pm

klassikakzente: RT @N8Ma: also, reducing the score at the piano and playing it through gives the
conductor a tactile connection to the notes #askaconductor

12:53
pm

klassikakzente: RT @N8Ma: more important than "total recall" is a kind of tactile memory:a 4D
connection between music in the mind and RL #askaconductor

12:53
pm

fleurchaffe: Did you know @CharlieHazlewoo is taking part in #askaconductor until 4pm today? so
get your questions to him soon!

12:54
pm

colla_voce: @sandy_burnett @fergusmacleod it's interesting how far away you can move from your
own recorded perf in subsequent live perfs #askaconductor

12:54
pm

ingridjmartin: #askaconductor How do you uncover the composer's intentions with regard to phrasing?

12:54
pm

klassikakzente: RT @CharlieHazlewoo: to new muso: tell yr story thru every piece, invest y/self in every
note, & believe in your validity! #askaconductor

12:55
pm

klassikakzente: RT @fergusmacleod: Follow your instinct and never stop loving what you do - as soon
as you do its not music. #askaconductor

12:56
pm

fergusmacleod: @ingridjmartin know the music really well - look at the harmony and the info in the score.
#askaconductor

12:56
pm
12:56
pm
12:57
pm
12:58
pm
12:59
pm
1:00
pm

colla_voce: @ingridjmartin sing; think harmonically as well as melodically; analyse; make choices;
accept there may be more than one way! #askaconductor
klassikakzente: RT @J_Loeckner: @j_darlington über die Frage, was einen guten Taktstock ausmacht:
http://bit.ly/aR2QMe #askaconductor
colla_voce: @ingridjmartin of course (particularly in C18 music and early C19) you can derive a lot
from playing style and treatises #askaconductor
mmerrill787: @alondradlp Where do you find/buy your concert attire -- as a female conductor - I
struggle to find the best style #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @mmerrill787 have an old lady in the village who makes my tops - am so lucky! She is a
genius. #askaconductor
ingridjmartin: @mmerrill787 so true! I can't wait to hear the answer to this one!...#askaconductor

1:00
pm

MaestrosLover: @fergusmacleod are there any circumstances in which Hans Keller's description of
'phoney professions' could be justified? #askaconductor

1:01
pm

klassikakzente: RT @colla_voce: I think recordings can help see things from another angle. No need for
every conductor to reinvent the wheel. #askaconductor

1:02
pm

OperaCreep: Do you think it's important for a conductor to be an accomplished instrumental player?
#askaconductor

1:02
pm

fergusmacleod: @MaestrosLover #askaconductor yes but getting less and less!

1:05
pm

fergusmacleod: @OperaCreep yes - when accomp. means understand what makes a great orchestral
player. #askaconductor

1:08
pm
1:08
pm
1:08
pm

askthemusicians.com

colla_voce: @ingridjmartin Score and books can give clues (along with many other things) as to what
it is the composer seeks to express #askaconductor
RachDminor: RT @MaestroMaazel: I'll be participating in #askaconductor TODAY from 11AM to
12PM eastern time zone! Get your questions ready send to @MaestroMaazel
Queenofthemorn: What questions do you hear most often from audiences? #AskAConductor
@SashaMakila
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colla_voce: @ingridjmartin that's the real question - once you've figure out your answer,, then you
find phrasing which best serves it #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @Queenofthemorn #askaconductor how do you understand contemporary music? A. I
dont always - it's about how it makes me feel.

1:10
pm

colla_voce: @ingridjmartin one of the reasons I love conducting opera is that the 'meaning' of the
music tends to be more explicit #askaconductor

1:13
pm

OpernBlog: RT @colla_voce: one of the reasons I love conducting opera is that the 'meaning' of the
music tends to be more explicit #askaconductor

1:13
pm

ingridjmartin: @colla_voce any good books you can recommend on meaning/emotion in music?
#askaconductor

1:14
pm

kennethwoods: @OperaCreep Yes. #askaconductor

1:14
pm

MaestrosLover: @fergusmacleod for example... #askaconductor

1:16
pm

klassikakzente: RT @fergusmacleod: How do you understand contemporary music? A. I dont always it's about how it makes me feel. #askaconductor

1:17
pm

fergusmacleod: @MaestrosLover now that would be telling ;-) #askaconductor

1:17
pm

colla_voce: @ingridjmartin I've never really searched, so can't recommend anything, though I've
heard talk of this: http://amzn.to/e66yuy #askaconductor

1:17
pm

wnbrgr: #askaconductor least favorite piece = any chart with whole pages obscured by
contradictory markings and post-its. #usuallyapopschart @LaceyH

1:18
pm

fergusmacleod: @ingridjmartin for understanding 18th-19th C rep Clive Brown book I think is a must
http://amzn.to/ia0SeS #askaconductor

1:18
pm

wnbrgr: #askaconductor using a score: seek the liberation of working without it but wary of
thinking i know everything that's in it. @LACOtweets

1:19
pm

wnbrgr: i go with the shaved dome. '@ronancollett: #askaconductor long haired maestri à la
Rattle versus closely cropped maestri à la Eschenbach?!'

1:20
pm
1:20
pm

colla_voce: @wnbrgr or scores written with the quaver as the basic unit of rhythm (much modern
music). Makes whole page black and scary. #askaconductor
wnbrgr: #askaconductor best collabos: yo-yo ma on dvorak, artist gary kelly on two projects &
@miguelatwdfrgsn on his unique arrangements. @LaceyH

1:22
pm

mmerrill787: to all conductors: what are some of the essential pieces a conductor needs to know for
auditions? #askaconductor

1:23
pm

fergusmacleod: @mmerrill787 Beethoven 3, Firebird 1919, Haydn 104 and Mozart 39. #askaconductor

1:25
pm

colla_voce: @mmerrill787 Magic Flute ov. Appalachian Spring. Brahms 2. #askaconductor

1:25
pm

KFreesen: Where did #askaconductor come from? Getting some great RTs this morning! #mpln

1:26
pm

colla_voce: @mmerrill787 though I've auditioned with Dvorak Symphonic Vars, Bartok Str,Perc,Cel,
Janacek Kat'a Kabanova... #askaconductor

1:37
pm

klassikakzente: RT @fergusmacleod: For understanding 18th-19th C rep Clive Brown book I think is a
must http://amzn.to/ia0SeS #askaconductor

1:42
pm

kennethwoods: @mmerrill787 Magic Flute Overture, Beethoven 5, L'Histoire du Soldat, Appalachian
Spring, Beethoven 2. #askaconductor

1:43
pm

KFreesen: Is there(or should there be) any major difference between great choral, orchestral, and
wind band conductors? #askaconductor

1:45
pm

RosemarieUmetsu: RT @MaestroMaazel: I'll be participating in #askaconductor TODAY from 11AM to
12PM eastern time zone! Get your questions ready send to @MaestroMaazel

1:47
pm

alondradlp: As part of #askaconductor , I will be answering your questions today 9-10 NY time,
looking forward
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SrValladares: RT @alondradlp: As part of #askaconductor , I will be answering your questions today
9-10 NY time, looking forward

1:48
pm

klassikakzente: To all conductors: Are there pieces, you refuse to play? #askaconductor

1:49
pm

fergusmacleod: @klassikakzente No! #askaconductor

1:58
pm

MaestrosLover: @fergusmacleod You can tell me, I'm VERY good at keeping secrets ;-)
#askaconductor

2:00
pm

PortalWisconsin: Have a burning question to ask of a musical conductor? Today's the day!
#askaconductor worldwide event Info: http://tinyurl.com/279an7h

2:02
pm

RACHAELBROOKEAJ: RT @PortalWisconsin: Have a burning question to ask of a musical conductor? Today's
the day! #askaconductor worldwide event Info: http://tinyurl.com/279an7h

2:02
pm
2:04
pm

mn_orchestra: It's #askaconductor day & our @chefdorch is taking part along w/ others around the
world. Learn how you can participate: http://ow.ly/3lQ7D
Gigmag: #askaconductor Should the music director have the final say over the choice of guest
conductors? #cough #thielemann #luisi

2:05
pm

BPOrchestra: Do you have your question ready? Music Director JoAnn Falletta answers YOUR
questions on Twitter today from 2-4pm! #askaconductor

2:08
pm

fergusmacleod: @Gigmag no the orchestra should but all should be on one side ;-) #askaconductor

2:08
pm

OperaCreep: As a Conductor,how do you know you've "arrived". Invite from:a)Berlin Phil,b)The Met,
c)LSO, d)primetime talkshow ? #askaconductor

2:09
pm

fergusmacleod: @OperaCreep for me it would be winning an RPS award #askaconductor

2:10
pm

fergusmacleod: @OperaCreep #askaconductor and to be asked back by LSO (if I get to conduct them a
first time!).

2:12
pm
2:14
pm
2:15
pm
2:16
pm
2:17
pm
2:18
pm
2:18
pm
2:19
pm

marisagreen: RT @N8Ma: Happy to celebrate #askaconductor day!
MaestroDSCH: @Gigmag Absolutely! Music Director is responsible for the artistic direction, & should
choose guests accordingly. #askaconductor
ArtsAdvocate_MD: It's #askaconductor day on twitter! Find out more at http://askthemusicians.com and
participate!
CMCNational: Thanks for following @pedersencraig @CabrilloFest @conguild @18mrm
@MacForFree! Help us celebrate #askaconductor day! http://bit.ly/cOi1xY
peterwitte: Do conductors matter apart from their ensembles? Do ensembles matter apart from
their communities? #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @peterwitte yes and no! #askaconductor
CleveOrchestra: RT @askthemusicians: Hi Everyone! The official hashtag is #askaconductor. Glad to
see it taking off! Keep tweeting!
jenkeavy: RT @mn_orchestra: It's #askaconductor day & our @chefdorch is taking part along w/
others around the world. Learn how you can participate: http://ow.ly/3lQ7D

2:19
pm

MaestroDSCH: @klassikakzente Ha! Anything from musicals (wld hire a guest), & in general, anything
that'll bore an audience or musicians. #askaconductor

2:20
pm

CleveOrchestra: #askaconductor @sashamakila Write Sasha a question today - he's answering all day...

2:21
pm

DugongAtheist: Do any conductors also play an instrument and if so, which one? #askaconductor

2:22
pm

sashamakila: It's a snowy morning in Ohio and I am on #askaconductor, ready for new questions!

2:22
pm

MaestroDSCH: @KFreesen #askaconductor Without being cheeky - yes! Winds, vocalists, & strings
need different techniques. I conduct all differently.
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2:22
pm
2:23
pm
2:24
pm
2:25
pm
2:25
pm
2:25
pm
2:25
pm
2:26
pm
2:26
pm
2:27
pm
2:27
pm
2:28
pm
2:28
pm
2:29
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

fergusmacleod: @DugongAtheist #askaconductor yes I think most of us do - for me - violin and I sing,
try and keep doing both things as connects u 2 music.
amy0802: #askaconductor your questions today! So far, the convo ranges from pieces they
love/hate to hair & wardrobe. What do you want to know?
marisagreen: @DugongAtheist absolutely, most do (some even maintain professional performing
careers as well!) #askaconductor
cherveny: @sashamakila have you ever regretted a decision to conduct a piece without a score?
#askaconductor
marisagreen: @DugongAtheist I would say that piano is the most common, but we're all over the map.
Me: piano, viola, and singing. #askaconductor
byperc: RT @KFreesen: Where did #askaconductor come from? Getting some great RTs this
morning! #mpln <~What a great Hashtag!
MaestroDSCH: @OperaCreep Absolutely - I once heard a member of Boston Symph say, "I don't trust
conductors who don't play." I agree. #askaconductor
sashamakila: @A_M_E_B #askaconductor I don't know if anyone should be _encouraged_ to
conduct, but if you have a passion for it, go for it!
MaestroDSCH: @OperaCreep I believe conductors really need to avoid distancing themselves, their
psyche, from what it's like to play. #askaconductor
marisagreen: @colla_voce I love your description of the whole page being "black and scary" - so true!
#askaconductor
peterwitte: Are conductors teachers? Are teachers conductors? #askaconductor #mpln #musiced
sashamakila: @Queenofthemorn #askaconductor Most often audiences want to know what is it I
exactly do - because to most the "choreography" makes no sense
londonsymphony: Got a burning question for a conductor? It's #askaconductor day on twitter! Find out
more here http://bit.ly/eAEwwc.
ShapingSound: Answering questions today from 9:30 - 11am! Love the conversation so far...
#askaconductor

2:29
pm

lovedrummin: RT @byperc: RT @KFreesen: Where did #askaconductor come from? Getting some
great RTs this morning! #mpln <~What a great Hashtag!

2:29
pm

sashamakila: @cherveny #askaconductor No, I only conduct without score when I am sure nothing
can go wrong. Once I did it because I hurt my eye though...

2:29
pm

lovedrummin: RT @londonsymphony: Got a burning question for a conductor? It's #askaconductor
day on twitter! Find out more here http://bit.ly/eAEwwc.

2:29
pm

y_ukina: RT @londonsymphony: Got a burning question for a conductor? It's #askaconductor
day on twitter! Find out more here http://bit.ly/eAEwwc.

2:29
pm

classicalkid: RT @londonsymphony: Got a burning question for a conductor? It's #askaconductor
day on twitter! Find out more here http://bit.ly/eAEwwc.

2:30
pm

MaestroDSCH: @Gigmag #askaconductor If they do, then, 1) they are not good music director choices,
& 2) are not putting the ensemble's interests first.

2:30
pm
2:31
pm

fimic_fi: It is #askaconductor day, and one of the participating conductors is Finnish Sasha
Mäkilä (@sashamakila). It's time to ask questions!
londonsymphony: Among the big names taking part in #askaconductor are Vladimir Ashkenazy, Michael
Christie, JoAnn Falletta & Lorin Maazel, so don't miss it!

2:31
pm

jmgerraughty: #askaconductor do you prefer more specific or more ambiguous directions in your
scores?

2:31
pm

MaestroDSCH: @Gigmag #askaconductor It may be a "danger", but boards nvrtheless shld be willing to
trust the vision of the dir. they hire - provisionally

2:31
pm
2:32
pm

askthemusicians.com

Bowers_Wilkins: RT @londonsymphony: Got a burning question for a conductor? It's #askaconductor
day on twitter! Find out more here http://bit.ly/eAEwwc.
sashamakila: @sandy_burnett @colla_voce #askaconductor recordings are valuable documents that
w should use.C.Kleiber used to know all possible recordings
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2:32
pm

ronancollett: @MaestroMaazel if you could select your dream cast, who would they be and which
opera would you choose to conduct them in? #askaconductor

2:32
pm

MaestroDSCH: RT @londonsymphony: Got a burning question for a conductor? It's #askaconductor
day on twitter! Find out more here http://bit.ly/eAEwwc.

2:33
pm

aborchestras: RT @londonsymphony: Got a burning question for a conductor? It's #askaconductor
day on twitter! Find out more here http://bit.ly/eAEwwc.

2:34
pm

Gigmag: @MaestroDSCH Quite so,which is why they shouldn't be given that authority - at least
not unless it's 50-50 with the intendant #askaconductor

2:34
pm
2:34
pm
2:35
pm

fergusmacleod: @jmgerraughty I prefer clear and concise directions #askaconductor
MaestroDSCH: Question for my fellow conductors: how do you go about memorizing scores for
performance? #askaconductor
findo: RT @londonsymphony: Got a burning question for a conductor? It's #askaconductor
day on twitter! Find out more here http://bit.ly/eAEwwc.

2:35
pm

ShapingSound: @Peterwitte Hans Graf said recently, "yes, both are true, but the conductor must never
be seen as a teacher" #askaconductor #mpln #musiced

2:35
pm

colla_voce: @marisagreen there's been steady shortening of the rhythmic unit since about 1600. A
'breve' of course was once a short note! #askaconductor

2:36
pm
2:36
pm
2:36
pm

Living_in_ATL: Does the conductor always "lead" the orchestra or does he/she also only
"accompanies" them through the musical piece? #askaconductor
sashamakila: @ingridjmartin #askaconductor Phrasing usually follows the laws of singing, sometimes
it's a dance, sometimes a motoric process or ostinato
fergusmacleod: @Living_in_ATL always leads the orch. #askaconductor

2:37
pm

sashamakila: @ingridjmartin #askaconductor When you understand the character of the music
phrasing can be found naturally.

2:37
pm

sashamakila: @ingridjmartin #askaconductor And when composer wants to fight against natural
tendency he inserts accents, cesuras etc. which you note

2:38
pm
2:38
pm
2:38
pm
2:38
pm
2:40
pm
2:40
pm
2:40
pm
2:40
pm
2:40
pm
2:41
pm

lincolnjkc: RT @askthemusicians: Hi Everyone! The official hashtag is #askaconductor. Glad to
see it taking off! Keep tweeting!
MaestroDSCH: @Gigmag If that's how the board, or intendant feels, it needs to be made clear at when
the Mus. Dir. is offered the position. #askaconductor
blackhorn36: @londonsymphony are viola players as bad as the rest of us make them out to be?
#askaconductor
Gigmag: @ anyone on #askaconductor : What's the worst story you've heard about a really
terrible conductor? (Mentioning no names!!)
fergusmacleod: @blackhorn36 of course not - often they are some of the most musical I find!
#askaconductor
sashamakila: @ChrisBailey83 #askaconductor I think there will be violin auditions next spring - but to
be invited to audition is the first problem...
millerasbill: @peterwitte ah man..The dean is on a roll right off the bat! #askaconductor
LSChorus: RT @londonsymphony: Got a burning question for a conductor? It's #askaconductor
day on twitter! Find out more here http://bit.ly/eAEwwc.
MaestroDSCH: @ShapingSound Re:teaching - that depends highly on the level of orchestra you're
leading. #askaconductor
sashamakila: @OperaCreep #askaconductor You don't need to be accomplished, but you need to
know how to play some instrument on a professional level.

2:41
pm

SpringboardArts: RT @mn_orchestra: It's #askaconductor day & our @chefdorch is taking part along w/
others around the world. Learn more: http://ow.ly/3lQ7D

2:41
pm

igorcorreia_com: RT @CMCNational: Thanks for following @pedersencraig @CabrilloFest @conguild
@18mrm @MacForFree! Help us celebrate #askaconductor day! http://bit.ly/cOi1xY

askthemusicians.com
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2:42
pm
2:42
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fergusmacleod: @_jojohnson_ never, ever rise to the bait as that is what they want, charm, politeness
and understanding is what is needed. #askaconductor
jmgerraughty: With the success of #askaconductor, we should hold an #askacomposer event!
askthemusicians: More than 600 #askaconductor Tweets today alone already!

2:43
pm

MarleneStringer: RT @londonsymphony: Got a burning question for a conductor? It's #askaconductor
day on twitter! Find out more here http://bit.ly/eAEwwc.

2:43
pm

Splendid_Pig: @londonsymphony Do you think the younger generation receive classical music?
#askaconductor

2:43
pm
2:43
pm
2:44
pm

mmerrill787: @alondradlp Where do you find/buy your concert attire -- as a female conductor - I
struggle to find the best style #askaconductor
marisagreen: @colla_voce right! There was a period of ~4 yrs where I was doing primarily early music
so I'm comfortable w/minim tactus... #askaconductor
peterwitte: @ShapingSound Did Graf mean in rehearsal or in any setting on the job?
#askaconductor #mpln #musiced

2:44
pm

marisagreen: @colla_voce ...but it can definitely trip people up, visually! #askaconductor

2:44
pm

sashamakila: @mmerrill787 #askaconductor Stravinsky ballets, Mozart overtures, Beethoven
symphonies, La Mer, some standard recitativos and arias.

2:44
pm
2:44
pm
2:45
pm

colla_voce: @_jojohnson @fergusmacleod And know that if they have crossed the line, many of
their colleagues will tacitly side with you. #askaconductor
Splendid_Pig: @MaestroMaazel Do you think the younger generation receive classical music?
#askaconductor
colla_voce: @marisagreen oh, I agree - I think it's gone too far. #askaconductor

2:45
pm

sashamakila: @KFreesen #askaconductor There is a lot of difference in training but the greatest have
the same qualities. Band conducting shouldnt be diff

2:46
pm

millerasbill: RT @millerasbill: @peterwitte conductor can & need 2 be both at diff. times depending
on ens. & where in the reh. process. #askaconductor

2:46
pm
2:46
pm
2:46
pm
2:47
pm

sashamakila: @klassikakzente #askaconductor I haven't refused any music so far, but a couple of
times I had second thoughts...
colla_voce: @marisagreen I think 'thorniness' on the page is almost a badge of honour for a certain
sort of composer #askaconductor
Splendid_Pig: @viennasymphony Do you think the younger generation receive classical music?
#askaconductor
sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor It's unfortunate that it is like that. Most MD's want to hire
people WORSE than themselves to guest conduct.

2:47
pm

Splendid_Pig: @BerlinPhil Do you think the younger generation receive classical music?
#askaconductor

2:48
pm

WimbledonSo: RT @londonsymphony: Got a burning question for a conductor? It's #askaconductor
day on twitter! Find out more here http://bit.ly/eAEwwc.

2:48
pm
2:48
pm

Gigmag: Gotta share this! #askaconductor @RichardBratby a maestro I played for lost the
orchestra's entire second half season funding at blackjack.
Splendid_Pig: @GustavoDudamel Do you think the younger generation receive classical music?
#askaconductor

2:48
pm

marisagreen: @colla_voce Yes, I agree. Feel like I knew a lot of those composers in grad school...
#askaconductor

2:48
pm

sashamakila: @OperaCreep #askaconductor Re-engagement with a quality orchestra is always a
good sign.

2:48
pm

askthemusicians.com

ShapingSound: @peterwitte we were speaking exclusively musically @MaestroDSCH absolutely,
though one must always lead #askaconductor
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2:49
pm

Splendid_Pig: @KCO_Amsterdam Do you think the younger generation receive classical music?
#askaconductor

2:49
pm

Splendid_Pig: @SimonRattle Do you think the younger generation receive classical music?
#askaconductor

2:49
pm
2:49
pm

fergusmacleod: @colla_voce But the really great composers e.g. Ades + Benjamin who have lots of
notes on page it really works + makes sense #askaconductor
carrollarts: RT @portalwisconsin: Have a question for a musical conductor? Today's the day!
#askaconductor worldwide event: http://tinyurl.com/279an7h

2:49
pm

mcmvanbree: #askaconductor is today! More than 50 conductors; more than 600 tweets already just
this morning; 221 different... http://fb.me/HHwSPyfH

2:49
pm

KFreesen: I agree with a dif in tech but the goal of musical experience should be the same I think.
Btw I'm a "band guy" #askaconductor

2:50
pm

sashamakila: @peterwitte #askaconductor Good question! Conductor is nothing without people
around him actually playing the music!

2:50
pm

GCComposer: @sashamakila I very much understand the notation issue. As a composer I always try
for notaional simplicty/clarity. @Gigmag #askaconductor

2:50
pm

colla_voce: @marisagreen the trouble is, it's hard to reverse the trend. But I can't see how it could
really go any further! #askaconductor

2:50
pm

OrchLeague: RT @askthemusicians: More than 600 #askaconductor Tweets today alone already!

2:51
pm

sashamakila: @DugongAtheist #askaconductor My main instrument is cello, I also studied voice and
saxophone, and I have tried all of the orch instruments

2:51
pm

music43ver: RT @londonsymphony: Got a burning question for a conductor? It's #askaconductor
day on twitter! Find out more here http://bit.ly/eAEwwc.

2:52
pm
2:52
pm

colla_voce: @blackhorn36 it's remarkable how many conductors I meet are, in fact, ex-viola players.
(Including me!) #askaconductor
Eyoki: RT @londonsymphony: Got a burning question for a conductor? It's #askaconductor
day on twitter! Find out more here http://bit.ly/eAEwwc.

2:52
pm

marisagreen: @KFreesen I've tried to straddle the choral/orchestral divide as long as I can. It's been
very fruitful. #askaconductor

2:53
pm

sashamakila: @peterwitte #askaconductor A good conductor always reveals new things from the
score to the musicians. He should not be a schulmeister thoug

2:54
pm

sashamakila: @jmgerraughty #askaconductor Specific without nitpicking is best. ;-)

2:54
pm
2:54
pm
2:54
pm
2:55
pm

KFreesen: @marisagreen as a masters student I'm trying to grab things from all branches.
#askaconductor
colla_voce: @fergusmacleod I'm not claiming it's bad music, only that often it would be far easier to
read if you doubled note values. #askaconductor
Splendid_Pig: ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
peterwitte: What part of being a conductor can only be learned "on the job"? #askaconductor

2:55
pm

sashamakila: @MaestroDSCH #askaconductor I rarel have memorizing as my goal but after a couple
of performances (with score) it starts to stick to my mind

2:55
pm

sashamakila: RT @ShapingSound: @Peterwitte Hans Graf said recently, "yes, both are true, but the
conductor must never be seen as a teacher" #askaconductor #mpln #musiced

2:55
pm

JordanEM: RT @londonsymphony: Got a burning question for a conductor? It's #askaconductor
day on twitter! Find out more here http://bit.ly/eAEwwc.

2:55
pm

VASymphony: Who has a question for JoAnn Falletta? She'll be available to answer your questions
from 2-4 today. Ask @VASymphony #askaconductor

2:56
pm

askthemusicians.com

Lissa_FMC: RT @TechInTheArts: First #askacurator, now #askaconductor is coming! What other
arts orgs could a event like this work for? http://bit.ly/hdluaz
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2:56
pm

sashamakila: @Living_in_ATL #askaconductor Lead, always!!! Even when it is a piece with a soloist,
then lead together with the soloist!

2:56
pm

VASymphony: RT @sashamakila: @peterwitte #askaconductor A good conductor always reveals new
things from the score to the musicians. He should not be a schulmeister thoug

2:57
pm
2:57
pm

LeeHartmanMusic: #askaconductor how often do you look beyond the first page of a new score?
artvoice: RT @BPOrchestra: Do you have your question ready? Music Director JoAnn Falletta
answers YOUR questions on Twitter today from 2-4pm! #askaconductor

2:58
pm

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor A major conductr went to sight read a score in a concert with
his ensmbl to prepare for a guest engagemnt. MAJOR name

2:59
pm

colla_voce: @peterwitte I think you can only truly learn the relationship between your gestures and
the musicians on the job. #askaconductor

2:59
pm

Splendid_Pig: @londonsymphony Thank you your answering.And do you have any idea for familiarizing
classical music to the young? #askaconductor

3:00
pm
3:00
pm
3:00
pm
3:00
pm
3:01
pm
3:01
pm
3:01
pm
3:02
pm
3:02
pm
3:02
pm
3:02
pm
3:02
pm

njpac: RT @CleveOrchestra: Have a question you've always wanted to ask a conductor? Ask
@sashamakila on #AskAConductor Day! http://bit.ly/hWIKyI
KFreesen: @marisagreen I think I've made a new friend :) thanks to #askaconductor
colla_voce: @peterwitte that's particularly due with full-time orchestras, which have a collective
'personality' and response. #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @LeeHartmanMusic I tend to turn directly to the middle of the score first as that's the
most difficult to be convincing #askaconductor
njpac: RT @askthemusicians: More than 600 #askaconductor Tweets today alone already!
cim_edu: Don't forget, you can still #askaconductor your music questions! 43 conductors
worldwide participating! Use the hashtag w/ your question!
peterwitte: How are composer/conductors different than performer/conductors? #askaconductor
AleCrudele: @askthemusicians good afternoon from Milan. I am now all yours! #askaconductor
sashamakila: @peterwitte #askaconductor Planning and pacing of rehearsals, the psychology of the
players, realism as to what u can accomplish in a week
askthemusicians: RT @AleCrudele: @askthemusicians good afternoon from Milan. I am now all yours!
#askaconductor
ShapingSound: @Gigmag One famous conductor tried to make a good first impression with a powerful
upbeat, ended up falling over backwards. #askaconductor
marisagreen: @KFreesen hooray! new friends are always a good thing. #askaconductor

3:02
pm

KFreesen: Wow #mpln check out #askaconductor I just added some GREAT musicians to my
feed! @MaestroMaazel anyone? Wow!

3:02
pm

peterwitte: Should conductors compose as part of their learning? #askaconductor

3:03
pm

ShapingSound: @Gigmag The next upbeat went up his nose & he started bleeding... #askaconductor

3:03
pm

sashamakila: @LeeHartmanMusic #askaconductor Almost always, but already the way the score is
laid out tells you if the composer knows his job

3:04
pm

sarahleigh_17: @MaestroMaazel what is your favorite classical piece? #askaconductor

3:04
pm

GCComposer: RT @sashamakila: @LeeHartmanMusic #askaconductor ...the way the score is laid out
tells you if the composer knows his job

3:04
pm

askthemusicians.com

Paul_Anater: What a great idea! Ask the Musicians | #askaconductor on December 8, 2010 http://ht.ly
/3lSPq
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ShapingSound: @peterwitte re: learning on the job - "The best way to learn how to conduct is to
conduct" - Max Rudolf #askaconductor

3:05
pm

sashamakila: @colla_voce @peterwitte #askaconductor I disagree - good training should give you
that, but of course orchestra response will have variation

3:05
pm

fergusmacleod: @peterwitte #askaconductor yes and they should do counterpoint, fugue, and be able to
sugest improv to score

3:05
pm

askthemusicians: Real time stats on #askaconductor, including total tweets, top contributors:
http://wthashtag.com/Askaconductor

3:05
pm

marisagreen: @peterwitte Dealing with all the different personalities you'll encounter. Unexpected
things. Diplomacy. #askaconductor

3:05
pm

WordplayGuild: What's the funniest event/mistake/train wreck you've ever witnessed during a concert?
#askaconductor

3:05
pm

ShapingSound: RT @sashamakila: @LeeHartmanMusic #askaconductor Almost always, but already the
way the score is laid out tells you if the composer knows his job

3:05
pm
3:06
pm
3:06
pm
3:06
pm

colla_voce: Heading off for a rehearsal! Great to chat with everyone. #askaconductor
Splendid_Pig: @GustavoDudamel Do you have any idea for familiarizing classical music to the young?
#askaconductor
slso: Ask our Resident Conductor @WardStare questions today for #askaconductor day,
10am-Noon CST. More info: http://ow.ly/3lSUa
sashamakila: @peterwitte #askaconductor In old times no difference, but these days... we're on thin
ice, but composers tend to only know their own pieces

3:06
pm

NPAConvention: RT @askthemusicians: Real time stats on #askaconductor, including total tweets, top
contributors: http://wthashtag.com/Askaconductor

3:07
pm

fergusmacleod: @GCComposer #askaconductor @sashamakila @LeeHartmanMusic if I get an A3
Landscape score - it makes me cross before I open up.

3:07
pm
3:07
pm
3:07
pm
3:07
pm

AleCrudele: @peterwitte absolutely yes! But sometimes it is better, that it remains a training ;-)
#askaconductor
Splendid_Pig: @djharding Do you have any idea for familiarizing classical music to the young?
#askaconductor
slso: RT @askthemusicians: Real time stats on #askaconductor, including total tweets, top
contributors: http://wthashtag.com/Askaconductor
sashamakila: @peterwitte #askaconductor Yes conductors should know how it feels to put black
spots on a paper. Everyone should give it a try.

3:07
pm

Splendid_Pig: @MaestroMaazel Do you have any idea for familiarizing classical music to the young?
#askaconductor

3:07
pm

ShapingSound: @Splendid_Pig The next generation will discover classical music if performances are
powerful enough to be worth discovering #askaconductor

3:08
pm

Splendid_Pig: @BerlinPhil Do you have any idea for familiarizing classical music to the young?
#askaconductor

3:08
pm

Splendid_Pig: @KCO_Amsterdam Do you have any idea for familiarizing classical music to the young?
#askaconductor

3:08
pm

bnweasel: RT @londonsymphony: Got a burning question for a conductor? It's #askaconductor
day on twitter! Find out more here http://bit.ly/eAEwwc.

3:08
pm
3:08
pm
3:10
pm

askthemusicians.com

WordplayGuild: @Splendid_Pig Alright, we get it! #askaconductor
sashamakila: RT @fergusmacleod: @GCComposer #askaconductor @sashamakila
@LeeHartmanMusic if I get an A3 Landscape score - it makes me cross before I open
up.
LeeHartmanMusic: #askaconductor do you feel concertos or concert openers are a better way to go for
emerging composers
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3:10
pm

GCComposer: @Splendid_Pig Here's my review of an article that shares some of
@GustavoDudamel's work w/ oung people: http://bit.ly/cfA1xY #askaconductor

3:10
pm

mcmvanbree: RT @askthemusicians: Real time stats on #askaconductor, including total tweets, top
contributors: http://wthashtag.com/Askaconductor

3:11
pm

peterwitte: RT @askthemusicians: Real time stats on #askaconductor, including total tweets, top
contributors: http://wthashtag.com/Askaconductor

3:11
pm

AleCrudele: @WordplayGuild Recently a poster of the radiostation that recorded the concert, felt on
the stage during a pianissimo. #askaconductor

3:11
pm

GCComposer: Good question. RT @LeeHartmanMusic: #askaconductor do you feel concertos or
concert openers are a better way to go for emerging composers

3:11
pm

fergusmacleod: @DanielBarkley Yes conducting Britten Sinfonietta + the score slipped off stand in lst
movt, seriosuly imp. guy in audience! #askaconductor

3:12
pm
3:12
pm
3:12
pm

BPOrchestra: Are you ready to ask Music Director JoAnn Falletta your question? Today from 2-4pm!
#askaconductor http://cot.ag/dT7J0T
sheafisher: RT @slso: Ask our Resident Conductor @WardStare questions today for
#askaconductor day, 10am-Noon CST. More info: http://ow.ly/3lSUa
DanielBarkley: RT @fergusmacleod: @DanielBarkley Yes conducting Britten Sinfonietta + the score
slipped off stand in lst movt, seriosuly imp. guy in audience! #askaconductor

3:13
pm

peterwitte: Conductors became "stars" in the 20thC. What will they become in the 21stC?
#askaconductor

3:13
pm

KFreesen: RT @ShapingSound re: learning on the job - "The best way to learn how to conduct is to
conduct" -Max Rudolf #askaconductor #mpln

3:13
pm

ShapingSound: @LeeHartmanMusic If your concert opener is a strong piece, an opportunity for a
concerto, symphony, or larger work may follow #askaconductor

3:13
pm

ShapingSound: RT @askthemusicians: Real time stats on #askaconductor, including total tweets, top
contributors: http://wthashtag.com/Askaconductor

3:14
pm

sashamakila: @WordplayGuild #askaconductor Then Anne-Sofie just tiptoed to him and told him
what's a good place to continue the performance.

3:14
pm

AudienceDevSpec: I'm a little late - you will see tweets from #askaconductor within the next couple of hours.

3:15
pm

AleCrudele: @DanielBarkley #askaconductor It always depends on the conductor and his
caracteristics.

3:15
pm

sashamakila: @LeeHartmanMusic #askaconductor Yes, a short piece for a relatively standard
ensemble is a best bet for inserting your music into programs.

3:16
pm
3:16
pm
3:16
pm

ShapingSound: @peterwitte Either social activists or evangelists #askaconductor
orchestraneweng: Jim will be on Twitter this afternoon from noon - 3pm to answer your questions!
@askthemusicians #askaconductor
GCComposer: RT @sashamakila: @LeeHartmanMusic #askaconductor Yes, a short piece for a
relatively standard ensemble is a best bet for inserting your music into programs.

3:17
pm

sashamakila: @DanielBarkley #askaconductor Haha, I am a tea person, like to keep my mind clear
while enjoying the music.

3:17
pm

DanielBarkley: @marisagreen Why is the standard concert format changed so rarely? #askaconductor

3:17
pm

allthingsjen: I'm a total social media/@BPOrchestra nerd (which just happens to be my job! ) So
excited for #askaconductor w/ JoAnn Falletta from 2-4pm!

3:18
pm

sashamakila: @peterwitte #askaconductor I hope they will again become hard workers and really
commit to a few ensembles. we cannot go on like this.

3:18
pm
3:18
pm

askthemusicians.com

Buffalogal: RT @allthingsjen: I'm a total social media/@BPOrchestra nerd (which just happens to
be my job! ) So excited for #askaconductor w/ JoAnn Falletta from 2-4pm!
LaceyH: RT @ShapingSound: @Splendid_Pig The next generation will discover classical music
if performances are powerful enough to be worth discovering #askaconductor
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3:18
pm
3:19
pm
3:19
pm
3:19
pm
3:19
pm
3:19
pm
3:20
pm
3:20
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

AudienceDevSpec: RT @DanielBarkley: @marisagreen Why is the standard concert format changed so
rarely? #askaconductor
ArtsGroupSales: Today is #askaconductor day!
AleCrudele: @DanielBarkley #askaconductor Something rythmically difficult could be simple for
some conductors who could have a hard time with "Rubato"
LeeHartmanMusic: #askaconductor transposed scores or C-scores :-)
Indian_Hill_Mus: Ever wonder what the conductor is thinking? Ask! It's ask a conductor day!
#askaconductor
AudienceDevSpec: RT @ShapingSound: @Splendid_Pig The next generation will discover classical music
if performances are powerful enough to be worth discovering #askaconductor
DanielBarkley: @ShapingSound Does your instrumental background bring a particular 'flavour' to the
way you conduct? #askaconductor
AudienceDevSpec: If you have a question for a conductor of a symphony orchestra. Today is
#askaconductor day. Use the hashtag and ask away!

3:21
pm

GCComposer: RT @AudienceDevSpec: If you have a question for a conductor of a symphony
orchestra. Today is #askaconductor day. Use the hashtag and ask away!

3:21
pm

MaestroDSCH: @sashamakila #askaconductor Agreed, but w/ certain scores, I feel the need to lead
w/out page trns & blueprints before me. Know what I mean?

3:21
pm

sashamakila: @LeeHartmanMusic #askaconductor I usually prefer transposed. I don't like to read
horns on alto clef.

3:22
pm
3:22
pm

AudienceDevSpec: Who are the conductors present right now? #askaconductor
Katebits: RT @allthingsjen: I'm a total social media/@BPOrchestra nerd (which just happens to
be my job! ) So excited for #askaconductor w/ JoAnn Falletta from 2-4pm!

3:22
pm

MaestroDSCH: RT @ShapingSound: @Splendid_Pig The next generation will discover classical music
if performances are powerful enough to be worth discovering #askaconductor

3:23
pm

MaestroDSCH: @sashamakila Agreed! It's terrible for orchestras. #askaconductor

3:23
pm
3:23
pm
3:24
pm
3:24
pm
3:24
pm
3:24
pm
3:25
pm
3:25
pm
3:26
pm

palmbeachopera: Today is #askaconductor day! If you have a question for a conductor, ask away and use
the hashtag. :-)
SchwarzesGold: RT @J_Loeckner: Heute! #askaconductor day @j_darlington ist ab 19 Uhr dabei!
http://bit.ly/f5jeTl
sashamakila: @MaestroDSCH #askaconductor I know exactly. Sometimes you need to find your way
around awkward page turn. And of course learn beginning, end
DanielBarkley: RT @sashamakila: @DanielBarkley #askaconductor Haha, I am a tea person, like to
keep my mind clear while enjoying the music.
ShapingSound: @DanielBarkley no matter what ones instrument is, the orchestra as a whole is a
uniquely complex sound to manage #askaconductor
sashamakila: @AudienceDevSpec #askaconductor Sasha Mäkilä from The Cleveland Orchestra is
here! www.sashamakila.com
Gigmag: #askaconductor Do you get different reactions in different countries when playing:
Wagner? Sibelius? Steve Reich?
jmgerraughty: RT @LeeHartmanMusic: #askaconductor transposed scores or C-scores :-) // Also a
good question!
Diggingpitt: Remember #askacurator ? Today ask a conductor #askaconductor .

3:26
pm

BellevuePhil: #askaconductor day has commenced over on Twitter. Check it out! http://fb.me/xjKJy9ie

3:26
pm

mmerrill787: @chefdorch do you intend to have children, and if so, how will you balance that with your
responsibilities as a condcutor? #askaconductor

askthemusicians.com
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3:26
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

LindsayMorelli: COOOOL! RT @KFreesen: Wow #mpln check out #askaconductor I just added some
GREAT musicians to my feed! @MaestroMaazel anyone? Wow!

3:27
pm

marisagreen: @sashamakila @MaestroDSCH It's amazing how pesky something like a page turn can
be... #askaconductor

3:27
pm

Prinz_Rupi: @ShapingSound You think they refuse Wagner cause of politicial (german history) or
musical reasons? #askaconductor

3:27
pm
3:27
pm
3:28
pm
3:28
pm

klassikakzente: @sashamakila When??? #askaconductor
AudienceDevSpec: RT @sashamakila: @AudienceDevSpec #askaconductor Sasha Mäkilä from The
Cleveland Orchestra is here! www.sashamakila.com
Gigmag: #askaconductor Has anyone from a pop background ever written anything worthwhile for
orchestra? e.g. Paul McCartney,Roger Waters,Billy Joel?
marisagreen: @DanielBarkley great question. Probably bc it allows for a mix of large and small-scale
works, as well as soloists. #askaconductor

3:28
pm

philharmoniker: RT @SchwarzesGold: RT @J_Loeckner: Heute! #askaconductor day @j_darlington ist
ab 19 Uhr dabei! http://bit.ly/f5jeTl

3:28
pm

ShapingSound: @sashamakila You're right! Historically, great music has frequently come from long
relationships, not speed dating #askaconductor

3:29
pm
3:29
pm
3:29
pm
3:29
pm
3:30
pm
3:30
pm
3:30
pm

marisagreen: @DanielBarkley A major symphony may not quite be "enough" for a full program, but it
would be tough to add ANOTHER one... #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @Gigmag yes Johnny Greenwood #askaconductor
AleCrudele: @LeeHartmanMusic #askaconductor I prefer not transposed: every instrument shows
better its identity if you "see" it in the right pitch
marisagreen: @DanielBarkley Plus, just pragmatically, it's "safe" to balance familiar/beloved works
with less known quantities. #askaconductor
LeeHartmanMusic: #askaconductor what instrument do you tend to look at first when perusing a score? Is it
your primary instrument/voice?
marisagreen: @DanielBarkley Personally, I LOVE programming - one of my favorite parts of the job.
And I try to be creative with it. #askaconductor
AleCrudele: @jmgerraughty @LeeHartmanMusic #askaconductor a very good question!

3:30
pm

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor Definitely. Germans and austrians dislike French music ;-)
Russians like Sibelius, modern goes down well in Finland

3:30
pm

ShapingSound: @jmgerraughty @LeeHartmanMusic I prefer transposed scores also #askaconductor

3:31
pm

MaestroDSCH: @marisagreen ;D Seriously, though, in fast passages where you're turning pages every
few secs, memorization is preferable. #askaconductor

3:31
pm

marisagreen: @LeeHartmanMusic I often look by families - what are the strings doing, where do you
get full brass, what perc is required... #askaconductor

3:31
pm

BellevuePhil: Hello from thundering Seattle. 2 1/2 more hours until Michael Miropolsky will be online to
answer your questions #askaconductor.

3:31
pm

GCComposer: How often do you play through open scores at the piano? Was the partiturspiel course
at conservatory worth it? ;-) #askaconductor

3:32
pm

marisagreen: @DanielBarkley as a violist, I always get particularly excited by counterpoint or great
secondary melodies! #askaconductor

3:32
pm
3:33
pm
3:33
pm

askthemusicians.com

GCComposer: @marisagreen In programming, how do you balance satisying an audience w/
challenging it w/ new, unusual works? #askaconductor
klassikakzente: @fergusmacleod ;) #askaconductor
AleCrudele: @AudienceDevSpec present at #askaconductor for the next 3 and a half hours ;-)
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3:34
pm
3:34
pm
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klassikakzente: RT @ShapingSound: next generation will discover classical music if performances are
powerful enough to be worth discovering #askaconductor
Paul_Anater: Kitchen and Residential Design: Conductors on Twitter, oh my! http://ht.ly/3lUav
#askaconductor

3:34
pm

GCComposer: RT @klassikakzente: RT @ShapingSound: next generation will discover classical music
if performances are powerful enough to be worth discovering #askaconductor

3:35
pm

DanielBarkley: RT @marisagreen: @DanielBarkley as a violist, I always get particularly excited by
counterpoint or great secondary melodies! #askaconductor

3:35
pm
3:35
pm
3:35
pm

klassikakzente: @sashamakila Sorry. When did you hesitate a couple of times? #askaconductor
MaestroDSCH: @DanielBarkley Affected rehearsal technique greatly. I alwys try to lead from w/in, nvr
forgetting what I wanted as a player. #askaconductor
AudienceDevSpec: I am curious to find: Since speaking with the audience is becoming more sought out for
conductors, do you like this trend? #askaconductor

3:35
pm

ClassicalMPR: RT @mn_orchestra: It's #askaconductor day & our @chefdorch is taking part along w/
others around the world. Learn how you can participate: http://ow.ly/3lQ7D

3:36
pm

GCComposer: Is there a significant difference between conducting as pedagogue (e.g. US school
band director) and conducting as artist? #askaconductor

3:36
pm

GCComposer: RT @AudienceDevSpec: I am curious to find: Since speaking with the audience is
becoming more sought out for conductors, do you like this trend? #askaconductor

3:36
pm
3:37
pm
3:37
pm
3:38
pm
3:38
pm
3:39
pm
3:39
pm
3:39
pm

motmyers: I'm around, ask away! #askaconductor
umlizzie: @shapingsound what was your first conducting gig? #askaconductor :-)
sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor Those are not so interesting but I personally know some
promising composers w pop background. Most keep quiet aboutit
josepheidson: #askaconductor What thing(s) immediately turn you off when seeing a new piece for the
first time?
AudienceDevSpec: RT @AleCrudele: present at #askaconductor for the next 3 and a half hours ;-)
FourArts: What fun! RT @palmbeachopera: Today is #askaconductor day! If you have a question
for a conductor, ask away and use the hashtag. :-)
Kingston_Grand: Ask a huge variety of conductors from across the globe your questions today. Use
hashtag #askaconductor.
marisagreen: @josepheidson Poorly prepared scores/parts - typos, incomprehensible marking, etc.
#askaconductor

3:39
pm

MaestroMaazel: TODAY at 11AM-12PM EST - I'll be taking questions via #askaconductor on Twitter.
Send questions to @MaestroMaazel

3:39
pm

klassikakzente: RT @ShapingSound: no matter what ones instrument is, the orchestra as a whole is a
uniquely complex sound to manage #askaconductor

3:39
pm

sashamakila: @LeeHartmanMusic #askaconductor Usually I browse thru score several times just
moving my eye from instrument t instrument without focus on 1

3:40
pm

SocMediaMakers: RT @MaestroMaazel: TODAY at 11AM-12PM EST - I'll be taking questions via
#askaconductor on Twitter. Send questions to @MaestroMaazel

3:40
pm

jktv: RT @MaestroMaazel: TODAY at 11AM-12PM EST - I'll be taking questions via
#askaconductor on Twitter. Send questions to @MaestroMaazel

3:40
pm

CastletonFest: RT @MaestroMaazel: TODAY at 11AM-12PM EST - I'll be taking questions via
#askaconductor on Twitter. Send questions to @MaestroMaazel

3:40
pm

GCComposer: FYI Composers. Bad scores hurt you. RT @marisagreen: Poorly prepared scores/parts
- typos, incomprehensible marking, etc. #askaconductor

3:40
pm

sashamakila: @LeeHartmanMusic #askaconductor When I REALLY start to study it I just pick a line to
start. Sometimes from the top, sometimes bottom.

askthemusicians.com
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3:41
pm

fergusmacleod: @GCComposer They completely hurt you - if I am going to take care
prep/rehearse/perf 'ing your score then take care in prep #askaconductor

3:42
pm

klassikakzente: RT @sashamakila: Germans and austrians dislike French music ;-) Russians like
Sibelius, modern goes down well in Finland #askaconductor

3:42
pm

gabeplayspiano: RT @marisagreen Personally, I LOVE programming - one of my favorite parts of the
job. And I try to be creative with it. #askaconductor

3:42
pm

willcwhite: Much prefer transposed - we've all been trained to read scores this way, so it's
disconcerting when they're not. #askaconductor

3:42
pm

tentama_mus: ????????????????????????? RT @maestromaazel: TODAY at 11AM-12PM EST I'll be taking questions via #askaconductor on Twitter. Send questions

3:42
pm

AudienceDevSpec: RT @GCComposer: @marisagreen In programming, how do you balance satisying an
audience w/ challenging it w/ new, unusual works? #askaconductor

3:43
pm

MaestroDSCH: @AudienceDevSpec I disliked/fought it for yrs. But audiences connect much more
when I do speak. Has convinced me to do so. #askaconductor

3:43
pm

sashamakila: @AudienceDevSpec #askaconductor I don't enjoy it much but it's just a sign of the
times. We need to get used to it to help bring in audience

3:44
pm

angerot: @MaestroMaazel Question:HARUKI MURAKAMI's "1Q84" Do you know?
#askaconductor

3:45
pm

JoshuaSManuel: #askaconductor what is a successful performance for you? Is it a moving performance,
or a technically perfect one?

3:45
pm

GCComposer: @sashamakila Would you support hiring someone to do the speaking, or maybe having
orch members do it? @AudienceDevSpec #askaconductor

3:45
pm

DavidFeltner: What difference can a conductor make? Discussed in this week's Hippo p.17 http://bit.ly
/5B5NyC #askaconductor

3:45
pm

sashamakila: @klassikakzente #askaconductor When making archive recordings of totally unknown
pieces. I realized sometimes there is a reason for that.

3:45
pm
3:45
pm
3:46
pm
3:46
pm
3:46
pm
3:46
pm
3:46
pm

ShapingSound: @umlizzie The Michigan Pops Orchestra: invaluable experience #askaconductor
AudienceDevSpec: Conductors present including @sashamakila @marisagreen @MaestroDSCH
@ShapingSound @AleCrudele - question for a conductor? #askaconductor!
marisagreen: The #askaconductor chat has been really fun and I look forward to returning to it. Right
now, it's off to teach a theory class. Back later!
fergusmacleod: @JoshuaSManuel def. moving perf. is by far the most important. #askaconductor
GCComposer: Time for a sensitive question... #askaconductor
sashamakila: @GCComposer @AudienceDevSpec #askaconductor Involving orchestra members
who are comfortable with public speaking would be best!
teniralCist: @MaestroDSCH @morihiko_naka @MaestroMitchell @gaspsiagore @wnbrgr why do
conductors so love heckling the woodwinds? #askaconductor

3:46
pm

POPMUNDIAL: RT @MaestroMaazel: TODAY at 11AM-12PM EST - I'll be taking questions via
#askaconductor on Twitter. Send questions to @MaestroMaazel

3:47
pm

AudienceDevSpec: RT @MaestroMaazel: TODAY at 11AM-12PM EST - I'll be taking questions via
#askaconductor on Twitter. Send questions to @MaestroMaazel

3:47
pm
3:47
pm
3:48
pm
3:48
pm

askthemusicians.com

sashamakila: @josepheidson #askaconductor A score which has a separate staff for each and every
instrument, like 1st flute, 2nd flute, 3rd flute, alto fl
ShapingSound: @AudienceDevSpec It seems crucial now for anyone involved in the arts to become
skilled at speaking engagingly about them #askaconductor
minkyunghot: RT @MaestroMaazel: TODAY at 11AM-12PM EST - I'll be taking questions via
#askaconductor on Twitter. Send questions to @MaestroMaazel
JoshuaSManuel: @fergusmacleod Is there a balance point between technical and emotional that needs
to be reached for it to be a success? #askaconductor
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3:48
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

rohandelivera: RT @londonsymphony: Got a burning question for a conductor? It's #askaconductor
day on twitter! Find out more here http://bit.ly/eAEwwc.

3:48
pm

teniralCist: @MaestroMaazel #askaconductor Which composers' music is the most difficult to put
together? Why?

3:48
pm

GCComposer: As pay at the top goes up, those below want more too, thus is high pay for conductors
why it costs more & more to run orchs? #askaconductor

3:49
pm

fergusmacleod: @JoshuaSManuel i think there needs to be a high level of precision to get an emotional
perf #askaconductor

3:50
pm

GCComposer: Agree. RT @fergusmacleod: @JoshuaSManuel i think there needs to be a high level of
precision to get an emotional perf #askaconductor

3:50
pm
3:50
pm

sashamakila: @klassikakzente #askaconductor Sometimes it feels like that when you meet a new
orchestra. It can also feel like a good date...
MaestroDSCH: .@teniralCist I nvr heckle my wdwinds exclusively! So sensitive! ;-) (In reality, my orch &
I tease each other all the time) #askaconductor

3:50
pm

AleCrudele: @gabeplayspiano @marisagreen #askaconductor You are right - programming is one of
the most exciting and creative parts of this job.

3:51
pm

sashamakila: @JoshuaSManuel #askaconductor I have learned to take risks instead of playing it safe.
Definitely a moving performance!

3:51
pm

fergusmacleod: @GCComposer is a lot 2 say for this + it does need 2 really be thought about seriously
espec. some of the ludicrous salaries #askaconductor

3:51
pm

askthemusicians: @AudienceDevSpec and don't forget @alondradlp! #askaconductor

3:52
pm

askthemusicians: RT @AudienceDevSpec: Conductors present including @sashamakila @marisagreen
@MaestroDSCH @ShapingSound @AleCrudele - question for a conductor?
#askaconductor!

3:52
pm

ShapingSound: @GCComposer re: programming, With much skepticism for new music in the US,
conductors first need the trust of our communities #askaconductor

3:52
pm

SchwarzesGold: Find more Information about @Philharmoniker GMD @J_Darlington on
www.dacapo-dp.de on our #duphil blog (ger) #askaconductor

3:52
pm

philharmoniker: Find more Information about @Philharmoniker GMD @J_Darlington on
www.dacapo-dp.de on our #duphil blog (ger) #askaconductor

3:52
pm
3:52
pm
3:52
pm
3:53
pm
3:53
pm
3:53
pm

sashamakila: @DavidFeltner #askaconductor The conductor can make all the difference in good and
bad. Only the top orchestras are more or less immune...
JoshuaSManuel: @fergusmacleod @GCComposer Thank you for your time. #askaconductor
motmyers: @gccomposer When exploring harmonies, architecture, etc., but not in general.
#askaconductor
GCComposer: @fergusmacleod It aligns w/ what I heard a Stanford economist explain as the cause of
the econ bubble in the states. #askaconductor
ericgewiz: Have you checked out #AskAConductor?
Gigmag: #askaconductor 'If a new piece were programmed into every concert, audiences soon
wouldn't be scared/turned off by them.' True? Not true?

3:53
pm

GCComposer: RT @ShapingSound: re: programming, W/ much skepticism 4 new music in USA,
conductors first need the trust of our communities #askaconductor

3:53
pm

MaestroDSCH: @GCComposer It is certainly a considerable contributing factor, as are guests artists @
$50k-$75k for one wkend. #askaconductor

3:53
pm

ShapingSound: @JoshuaSManuel Re: Apollonian vs. Dionysian dichotomy - there must always be a
balance! #askaconductor

3:54
pm

MaestrosLover: At recent @londonsymphony concert patrons were admitted late causing some
disruption. What are conductors views on this #askaconductor
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3:54
pm
3:55
pm
3:55
pm
3:55
pm
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AleCrudele: @JoshuaSManuel #askaconductor A moving performance with a high technical level is
better than a boring one with many technical problems :o)
mcmvanbree: Erm... #happyflaminhoday is a trending topic, yet #askaconductor is not?
OrchestraRemix: Now online -- any ballet conductor questions out there? #askaconductor
Gigmag: @GCComposer Great q, I so wanted to ask it myself! #askaconductor

3:56
pm

ShapingSound: @Gigmag If the conductor of the orchestra is trusted by their community, programming
new music becomes less of controversy #askaconductor

3:56
pm

fergusmacleod: @Gigmag I don't think new pieces should be added just for the sake of them being new
need 2 work in prog. But need to be more #askaconductor

3:56
pm

MaestroDSCH: @GCComposer However, conductor pay & guest soloists usually make up less than
15% of the budget - sometimes FAR less. #askaconductor

3:56
pm

JoshuaSManuel: @ShapingSound @GCComposer @fergusmacleod #askaconductor How do you find
this balance with limited rehearsal time?

3:56
pm

mcmvanbree: Interesting thought RT @Gigmag #askaconductor If new piece programmed into every
concert, audiences soon wouldn't be scared True? Not true?

3:57
pm

GCComposer: RT @ShapingSound: If the conductor/orchestra is trusted by their community,
programming new music becomes less of controversy #askaconductor

3:57
pm

motmyers: @audiencedevspec I don't mind and it can be nice to connect w/ the audience in that
way. What to say is the hard part. #askaconductor

3:57
pm

thefim: RT @mcmvanbree: Interesting thought RT @Gigmag #askaconductor If new piece
programmed into every concert, audiences soon wouldn't be scared True? Not true?

3:57
pm
3:58
pm
3:58
pm
4:00
pm
4:00
pm
4:00
pm

teniralCist: @MaestroDSCH Ha! Silly me, being a sensitive musician. (I, too, am just joking with you
lot). #askaconductor
JoshuaSManuel: @mcmvanbree @Gigmag As part of the masses who attend concerts, I would love to
hear a new piece on every program. #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @JoshuaSManuel in UK never have enough - but orch's are amazing sight-readers and
gives room for serious inspirational perf. #askaconductor
sashamakila: @GCComposer #askaconductor The conductor fee usually is just a fraction of the
budget, but I admit on the high end the salaries are too much
fergusmacleod: @JoshuaSManuel something that young composers really need to take into
consideration - a concert operner = 40mins rehearsal #askaconductor
Gigmag: #askaconductor Secondly,what if new works were co-commissioned by 50 orchs,
splitting the cost equally, tossing a coin for premiere rights?

4:00
pm

MaestroDSCH: @MaestrosLover Out of respct for those who came ontime, latecomers shld wait for
applause to enter. Noise is such disruption. #askaconductor

4:00
pm

OrchestraRemix: @GCComposer canned music for ballet is strictly a money issue, every ballet company
wants live music , not many can afford it #askaconductor

4:00
pm

DavidFeltner: RT @ShapingSound: If conductor of the orchestra is trusted by their community, new
music becomes less of controversy #askaconductor

4:01
pm

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor I don't think it's true. You can have a new piece in every
concert as long as you maintain balance

4:01
pm

ShapingSound: @JoshuaSManuel The conductor sets the context for the rehearsal, & the performance
towards which the orchestra strives. #askaconductor

4:01
pm

fergusmacleod: @Gigmag love this idea + something that orchs need 2 do more of - solves prob of
repeat performances - but loses exclusivity #askaconductor

4:02
pm
4:02
pm

askthemusicians.com

motmyers: @maestroslover It does bother me. If asked, I request that latecomers be seated only
when there is applause (btw pieces). #askaconductor
conguild: The Conductors Guild is checking in. Looking forward to participating in #askaconductor
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4:02
pm

Gigmag: @sashamakila So you DO think it's true, except you think we're already at the
'non-scared' stage? #askaconductor

4:03
pm

sashamakila: @MaestrosLover #askaconductor If it is a normal concert no big amount of people
should walk around during music. To let 1 or 2 sneak in isOK

4:03
pm

klassikakzente: RT @motmyers: If asked, I request that latecomers be seated only when there is
applause (btw pieces). #askaconductor

4:03
pm

ShapingSound: Now, off to rehearsal! Thanks for a great conversation, everyone. Feel free to contact
me separately as well #askaconductor

4:03
pm

AleCrudele: @Gigmag #askaconductor that's a good idea.

4:04
pm

sashamakila: RT @fergusmacleod: @JoshuaSManuel something that young composers really need
to take into consideration - a concert operner = 40mins rehearsal #askaconductor

4:04
pm

GCComposer: RT @Gigmag: #askaconductor What if new works were co-commissioned by 50 orchs,
splitting the cost equally, tossing a coin 4 premiere rights?

4:05
pm

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor I doubt you can find 50 orchestras but this kind of projects
are being done. If the piece is not good it's a risk tho

4:05
pm

JoshuaSManuel: @ShapingSound Thank you for your time. So really it comes down to the Conductor
knowing what they want. #askaconductor

4:05
pm

GCComposer: @Gigmag It woould take a driven and entrepeneurial composer to make that happen.
#askaconductor

4:05
pm

POPMUNDIAL: @JoshuaSManuel #askaconductor; I agree! A new piece in every concert! But this is
stress for the orchestras', isn't it? That 's the problem

4:06
pm

MaestroMaazel: @StudioGraphicae Feelings that the music arose in me, framed in knowledge of style,
subject to technical guidance. #askaconductor

4:06
pm

conguild: @Gigmag #askaconductor I think that idea has been done - the Ford Made in America
program.

4:07
pm
4:07
pm
4:07
pm
4:07
pm
4:07
pm
4:07
pm
4:08
pm
4:08
pm
4:08
pm
4:08
pm
4:08
pm
4:08
pm
4:09
pm

askthemusicians.com

ChrstinaJensen: Follow the conversation all day today at #askaconductor
mcmvanbree: @Gigmag then you might also be interested in @orpheusNYC's Project 440.
http://www.orpheusnyc.org/project440/support.html #askaconductor
JoshuaSManuel: @POPMUNDIAL I don't see the problem really. On the amateur and simi-pro level a
new work every time can be normal. #askaconductor
conguild: Conductors - as a professional organization, what can we do to best serve you?
#askaconductor
tprclassical: RT @ChrstinaJensen: Follow the conversation all day today at #askaconductor
MaestroMaazel: Question Time! Feel free to ask away via #askaconductor
AleCrudele: @POPMUNDIAL @JoshuaSManuel #askaconductor No stress, a good and intelligent
orchestra loves to play good new music!
altonthompson: What do they pack Styrofoam in? #askaconductor
DavidFeltner: @MaestroMaazel : Looking back on your long and full life in music, what is one thing you
wish you had known earlier? #askaconductor
klassikakzente: RT @MaestroMaazel: Feelings that the music arose in me, framed in knowledge of
style, subject to technical guidance. #askaconductor
teniralCist: @MaestroDSCH @GCComposer #askaconductor what then is the biggest component
of a typical orchestral budget?
CoachCMJ: @AudienceDevSpec how many people usually #askaconductor ?
cellogaki: RT @MaestroMaazel: Question Time! Feel free to ask away via #askaconductor
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pm
4:09
pm
4:09
pm
4:10
pm
4:10
pm
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fergusmacleod: @Gigmag I think it also works with commissioning with lots of people donating like with
bcmg Sound investment #askaconductor
WardStare: Good morning everyone! I'm Ward Stare- and I'll be participating in #askaconductor
from 10am-12pm today. What's on your mind??
tprclassical: RT @MaestroMaazel: Question Time! Feel free to ask away via #askaconductor
slso: RT @wardstare: Good morning everyone! I'm Ward Stare and I'll be participating in
#askaconductor from 10am-12pm today. What's on your mind?
GregMitch: @MaestroMaazel What is your favorite single movement of a Beethoven work?
#askaconductor

4:10
pm

MaestroMaazel: @teniralCist - interpretively: the Classics...Beethoven Brahms Verdi. Technically:
Schoenberg Boulez Ives #askaconductor

4:10
pm

mcmvanbree: RT @MaestroMaazel: Question Time! Feel free to ask away via #askaconductor

4:11
pm

sashamakila: @conguild #askaconductor I think the continuing education for conductors should be the
emphasis. Workshops, master classes, spreading ideas.

4:11
pm

POPMUNDIAL: @MaestroMaazel #askaconductor - you are 10 minutes laste - smile! Good Morning to
you !

4:11
pm

MaestroDSCH: @teniralCist Well, it's musician's pay and benefits, 60-80+ full-time employees. But that
SHOULD be the largest expense. :) #askaconductor

4:11
pm

askthemusicians: RT @MaestroMaazel: Question Time! Feel free to ask away via #askaconductor

4:11
pm

BandTogetherSTL: RT @slso: RT @wardstare: Good morning everyone! I'm Ward Stare and I'll be
participating in #askaconductor from 10am-12pm today. What's on your mind?

4:12
pm

askthemusicians: RT @conguild: The Conductors Guild is checking in. Looking forward to participating in
#askaconductor

4:13
pm

sashamakila: RT @MaestroDSCH: @teniralCist Well, it's musician's pay and benefits, 60-80+
full-time employees. But that SHOULD be the largest expense. :) #askaconductor

4:13
pm
4:13
pm
4:13
pm

Klezmerish: What's your biggest pet peeve in a rehearsal? What about a concert? #askaconductor
AudienceDevSpec: Would u risk reputation 4 something u strongly believe in?Applause, protests & Wagner
La Scala opener http://reut.rs/hkcYrn #askaconductor
POPMUNDIAL: @MaestroMaazel #askaconductor Maestro, a observation in ur radio, why is it still that
only Japanese/Chinese people listen 2 Classical Music

4:13
pm

typiod: @MaestroMaazel Which symphony do you like the best? and how do you think Han-na
Chang's future as a conductor? Answer me plz! #askaconductor

4:13
pm

klassikakzente: @MaestroMaazel As "Little Maazel" you started conducting in public with 9 years. How
did that work? #askaconductor

4:14
pm

askthemusicians: @AudienceDevSpec http://askthemusicians.com/partners.htm <-- to keep track of who
is on at what time #askaconductor

4:14
pm
4:14
pm
4:14
pm

sheafisher: RT @wardstare: Good morning everyone! I'm Ward Stare & I'll be participating in
#askaconductor 10am-12pm today. What's on your mind?
MaestroMaazel: @Splendid_Pig - Make the Young part of the experience from Day One. Interactive
concerts, learning to play an instrument. #askaconductor
sashamakila: @CharlieHazlewoo #askaconductor There are 3 "looks" that the Russian conductor can
give to his section. 1) The conductor is good, follow him

4:14
pm

askthemusicians: RT @slso: RT @wardstare: Good morning everyone! I'm Ward Stare and I'll be
participating in #askaconductor from 10am-12pm today. What's on your mind?

4:14
pm

twORCHESTRAS: philharmoniker: RT @SchwarzesGold: RT @J_Loeckner: Heute! #askaconductor day
@j_darlington ist ab 19 Uhr da... http://snipurl.com/1lxgnm

4:14
pm

chefdorch: @mmerrill787 it would require careful scheduling and a LOT of help. But in this age of
stay-@-home husbands it could work #askaconductor

askthemusicians.com
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sashamakila: @CharlieHazlewoo #askaconductor 2) He's bad but he is nice - follow me! ... 3) He's
bad and not nice either - play exactly as he conducts!

4:16
pm

AudienceDevSpec: Thank you! RT @askthemusicians: http://bit.ly/dW250D <-- to keep track of who is on at
what time #askaconductor

4:16
pm

MaestroMaazel: @DavidFeltner importance of music in forming char, attitudes. Youngsters abt the world
R playing Mozart & not pushing drugs. #askaconductor

4:17
pm

typiod: ????? ?? ??? 1?? ?? ??? ?? ????! ? ??????!!! RT @MaestroMaazel: Question Time!
Feel free to ask away via #askaconductor

4:17
pm

sashamakila: @Klezmerish #askaconductor Haha, it's always if the players are not listening to each
other....

4:17
pm

POPMUNDIAL: @MaestroMaazel #askaconductor Maestro, a observation, our Classical music section
is mostly listened by Japanese/Chinese people. Why !?

4:17
pm
4:18
pm
4:18
pm
4:19
pm
4:19
pm
4:19
pm

DonatoCabrera: Good morning everyone at #askaconductor! I have some time before the open dress
rehearsal of Harmonielehre with @sfsymphony.
jeonghayun: @MaestroMaazel Maetro! I miss you so much.I was a staff of Absolute Classic
Festival(in Korea). Can you remeber me? #askaconductor
MaestroMaazel: @GregMitch The slow movement of the Spring Sonata for Violin and Piano.
#askaconductor
chefdorch: connectivity issues solved! Sarah Hicks (chefdorch) is online for #askaconductor, catch
me until 12 pm CST.
Gigmag: @MaestroMaazel #askaconductor With so many world-class young conductors
emerging, do you see any generational shift in style/performance?
rollit98: If you're interested in the inner workings of a symphony, check out #askaconductor
today.

4:19
pm

sashamakila: @AudienceDevSpec #askaconductor It's getting philosophical, but yes, conductors
should lead by example, have convictions, not only in music

4:19
pm

CleveOrchestra: #askaconductor @MaestroMaazel How do you keep up with all the social media? You're
everywhere!

4:19
pm

Musicshosh: Special plug for our own Michael Christie @MC_Conductor 3 - 5 pm Phoenix
Symphony, Brooklyn Philharmonic, CO Music Festival #askaconductor

4:19
pm

AudienceDevSpec: Special plug for our own Michael Christie @MC_Conductor 3 - 5 pm Phoenix
Symphony, Brooklyn Philharmonic, CO Music Festival #askaconductor

4:19
pm

Novemberbeetle: @MaestroMaazel #askaconductor what's the one important thing you would like to give
as an advice to aspiring musicians?

4:19
pm

jmgerraughty: @MaestroMaazel #askaconductor Who would you say is/will be the most influential
composer of the 20th Century?

4:20
pm

BPOrchestra: @mmerrill787 "I unfortunately don't have children that would have made my life a little
more complicated!" #askaconductor

4:20
pm

BPOrchestra: @mmerrill787 "It is hard enough to get everything done now...." #askaconductor

4:20
pm
4:20
pm

AudienceDevSpec: @sashamakila it truly brings the role of the conductor to a new level. #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @jmgerraughty Has to be Stravinsky - do you mean 21st C? #askaconductor

4:20
pm

Gigmag: @MaestroMaazel #askaconductor What's the most valuable piece of advice you ever
had as a young conductor?And what would you tell a new grad?

4:21
pm

chefdorch: @Klezmerish rehearsal peeve: players asking questions they already know answers too,
just to hear their own voice. #askaconductor

4:21
pm
4:22
pm

askthemusicians.com

Katebits: @chefdorch Why are you so fabulous and pretty? #askaconductor
MagisterDixit: @MaestroMaazel #askaconductor maestro: what do you think just a few seconds before
start conducting?
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4:22
pm

MaestroDSCH: RT @MaestroMaazel: @DavidFeltner importance of music in forming char, attitudes.
Youngsters abt the world R playing Mozart & not pushing drugs. #askaconductor

4:22
pm

Musicshosh: Special plug for our own Michael Butterman @SuperRPO also at 3 -5 pm Rochester
Philharmonic Orch, Boulder Philharmonic Orch #askaconductor

4:22
pm

AudienceDevSpec: Special plug for our own Michael Butterman @SuperRPO also at 3 -5 pm Rochester
Philharmonic Orch, Boulder Philharmonic Orch #askaconductor

4:22
pm
4:22
pm
4:22
pm
4:22
pm
4:23
pm

WordplayGuild: Do you ever listen to music of any kind simply for pleasure? #askaconductor
DavidFeltner: @MaestroMaazel Yes, it does seem to have a great effect; more parents need to
recognize that! #askaconductor
J_Loeckner: Join us for #askaconductor day! Maestri @MaestroMaazel & @DonatoCabrera et al
online now, @j_darlington will be in 1 1/2 hrs
ClassicalChops: #askaconductor does technology play a role in how you work and how so?
Katebits: There is an ask-a-conductor-anything-you-want-a-thon occuring on twitter today. Now's
your chance! #askaconductor @chefdorch is a good one!

4:23
pm

sashamakila: RT @chefdorch: @Klezmerish rehearsal peeve: players asking questions they already
know answers too, just to hear their own voice. #askaconductor

4:23
pm

Gigmag: @MaestroMaazel #askaconductor How do you keep yourself in shape for a 6-hour
opera?

4:23
pm
4:24
pm

fergusmacleod: @WordplayGuild yes all the time from Eva Cassidy to Boulez to Queen to Monteverdi!
#askaconductor
chefdorch: @Katebits LOL, not as fabulous and pretty as you! When will I see you again?
#askaconductor

4:24
pm

Klezmerish: What do you consider to be the best conducting text, such as the Elizabeth Greene
book? #askaconductor

4:24
pm

PaigeEvelyn: RT @WardStare: Good morning everyone! I'm Ward Stare- and I'll be participating in
#askaconductor from 10am-12pm today. What's on your mind??

4:24
pm

MaestroDSCH: @Klezmerish Strings players not addressing their section leaders w/ questions first.
Wastes time - & time is everything! #askaconductor

4:24
pm

sashamakila: @WordplayGuild #askaconductor I have diverse taste in music. Except classical, pop
like Stevie Wonder, Prince, Queen, some prog rock bands..

4:25
pm

motmyers: @WordplayGuild Definitely, but not usually classical music. I've always thought that
good music is good music. #askaconductor

4:25
pm

POPMUNDIAL: RT @MaestroMaazel: @DavidFeltner importance of music in forming char, attitudes.
Youngsters abt the world R playing Mozart & not pushing drugs. #askaconductor

4:25
pm

mcmvanbree: RT @J_Loeckner: Join us for #askaconductor day! Maestri @MaestroMaazel &
@DonatoCabrera et al online now, @j_darlington will be in 1 1/2 hrs

4:25
pm

jmgerraughty: #askaconductor What is your process when it comes to score study?

4:25
pm

AMBabka: @wardstare When conducting, do you ever imagine yourself as Bugs Bunny in the
symphony episodes of Looney Tunes? #askaconductor @sheafisher

4:26
pm

fergusmacleod: @ClassicalChops ...and looking at new scores and recordings via email #askaconductor

4:26
pm
4:26
pm
4:26
pm
4:26
pm

askthemusicians.com

wnbrgr: #askaconductor i never harass the winds, @teniralCist ... i'm one of you!
sashamakila: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor Yes times have changed, we have CD's, DVD's,
Youtube, internet, we can find knowledge fast, communicate fast
Gigmag: @MaestroMaazel #askaconductor What's the hardest score you've ever perused? Or,
what composers do you find it hard to get your head around?
MaestroMaazel: @klassikakzente I knew my stuff & the musicians respected me. I gave few concerts 50
over 7 years so no psychological damage #askaconductor
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4:26
pm

fergusmacleod: @jmgerraughty what do you think re composer of 20th C music? #askaconductor

4:27
pm

MaestroMaazel: @typiod The one I'm conducting at the time! #askaconductor

4:27
pm

civetta: @sashamakila well done for answering & @A_M_E_B well done for asking! What can
be done to get more women into the profession? #askaconductor

4:28
pm

sashamakila: @Klezmerish #askaconductor there is a shortage of good texts, most books repeat all
the same things

4:28
pm

askthemusicians: RT @J_Loeckner: Join us for #askaconductor day! Maestri @MaestroMaazel &
@DonatoCabrera et al online now, @j_darlington will be in 1 1/2 hrs

4:28
pm

ncockburn: RT @MaestroMaazel: Question Time! Feel free to ask away via #askaconductor

4:28
pm

The_Billiken: RT @slso: RT @wardstare: Good morning everyone! I'm Ward Stare and I'll be
participating in #askaconductor from 10am-12pm today.

4:28
pm
4:28
pm
4:28
pm
4:28
pm
4:29
pm
4:29
pm

MaestroMaazel: @typiod re: Han-na Chang - Very promising. She has what it takes: technique
perfect-pitch memory passion. #askaconductor
NGC6544: RT @J_Loeckner: Join us for #askaconductor day! Maestri @MaestroMaazel &
@DonatoCabrera et al online now, @j_darlington will be in 1 1/2 hrs
GCComposer: How strong is the good-ol'-boys club in the conductors' world? We have a few women
now, but will that remain the exception? #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @sashamakila @Klezmerish conducting is so hard to teach let alone write down on
paper! #askaconductor
POPMUNDIAL: @MaestroMaazel #askaconductor Maestro, would you compile and may be present a
radio show for us appealing to a young audience !!??
sashamakila: @Klezmerish #askaconductor Benjamin Grosbayne "Techniques of Modern
Conducting" is a good one. There are also books you should avoid

4:29
pm

typiod: RT @MaestroMaazel: @typiod re: Han-na Chang - Very promising. She has what it
takes: technique perfect-pitch memory passion. #askaconductor

4:29
pm

typiod: RT @MaestroMaazel: @typiod The one I'm conducting at the time! #askaconductor

4:29
pm

chefdorch: @ClassicalChops composition software changes the way composers compose, which
in turn affects the new music I conduct #askaconductor

4:29
pm

wnbrgr: #askaconductor a conductor who inspires: for me it's been rené jacobs lately (via his
mozart recordings), tons of imagination there. @LaceyH

4:29
pm
4:29
pm
4:29
pm

jenniferwhatnot: @WardStare, are symphony musicians ever difficult/divas to work with, or generally
down-to-earth, even tho scary talented? #askaconductor
AleCrudele: @Klezmerish Herrigel: Zen in der Kunst des Bogenschiessens #askaconductor
KrannertCenter: What do conductors really do? #askaconductor http://t.co/Eyw2L4l

4:29
pm

sashamakila: @Klezmerish #askaconductor I really dislike McElheran book as well as the "Grammar
of Conducting" lots of nonsense there!

4:29
pm

jmgerraughty: @fergusmacleod It's a tough one! Stravinsky feels like too "safe" an answer for me. I'm
going with Cowell. #askaconductor

4:29
pm

fergusmacleod: @GCComposer yes many many more ladies coming through which is great!
#askaconductor

4:30
pm

josepheidson: RT @GCComposer: FYI Composers. Bad scores hurt you. RT @marisagreen: Poorly
prepared scores/parts - typos, incomprehensible marking, etc. #askaconductor

4:30
pm

GCComposer: @chefdorch Do you think it changes the music, or just the method of composing?
@ClassicalChops #askaconductor

4:30
pm

askthemusicians.com

klassikakzente: RT @MaestroMaazel:: Han-na Chang - Very promising. She has what it takes: technique
perfect-pitch memory passion. #askaconductor
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4:30
pm

jenniferwhatnot: Also, @WardStare, how do you structure performances to appeal to everyone from
noobs to lifelong fans/symphony nerds? #askaconductor

4:30
pm

MaestroMaazel: @jmgerraughty - The most influential Stravinsky. The two most gifted: Sibelius and
Britten #askaconductor

4:30
pm

MaestroDSCH: @jmgerraughty I follow Leinsdorf's "Radical Orthodoxy" - study the work, & many of the
composer's related wks as well. #askaconductor

4:30
pm

Klezmerish: @willcwhite as a WST alum, how do you feel that prepared you for your current career?
#askaconductor

4:30
pm

sashamakila: @Klezmerish #askaconductor Some good books only exist in Russian, by Musin and
Erzhemski. Oh, the Saito conducting method is awful as well

4:30
pm

TKO_TCO: RT @londonsymphony: Got a burning question for a conductor? It's #askaconductor
day on twitter! Find out more here http://bit.ly/eAEwwc.

4:30
pm

TKO_TCO: RT @londonsymphony: Among the big names taking part in #askaconductor are
Vladimir Ashkenazy, Michael Christie, JoAnn Falletta & Lorin Maazel, so don't miss it!

4:31
pm

WardStare: @Musicshosh @AMBabka @sheafisher :), no, Bugs Bunny has never crossed my mind
while on the podium, but it's a great cartoon! #askaconductor

4:31
pm

peterwitte: RT @MaestroMaazel: Make the Young part of the experience from Day One. Interactive
concerts, learning an instrument. #askaconductor

4:31
pm
4:31
pm
4:31
pm
4:31
pm
4:31
pm
4:31
pm

askthemusicians: We just passed the 1,000th #askaconductor Tweet of the day!
AudienceDevSpec: RT @fergusmacleod: @JoshuaSManuel i think there needs to be a high level of
precision to get an emotional perf #askaconductor
chefdorch: @GCComposer changes music. composers are less in tune with actual instruments,
also reliant on midi playback, dangerous! #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @jmgerraughty I just feel Stravinsky made 20th C, the C about rhythm - he changed the
most. #askaconductor
sashamakila: @Klezmerish #askaconductor I only hope at this age of multimedia someone makes a
good "book" with video examples. Maybe I'll do it myself ;)
rollit98: RT @londonsymphony: The big names taking part in #askaconductor are Vladimir
Ashkenazy, Michael Christie, JoAnn Falletta & Lorin Maazel.

4:32
pm

J_Loeckner: RT @askthemusicians We just passed the 1,000th #askaconductor Tweet of the day!

4:32
pm

chefdorch: @GCComposer changing, though slowly. how many female CEO's in Fortune 500?
Music world does reflect larger world...#askaconductor

4:32
pm

MaestroDSCH: @jmgerraughty Also, recently, I've begun doing Semiotic & Light-Schenkerian analysis
initially w/ my scores. #askaconductor

4:32
pm

AudienceDevSpec: RT @Gigmag: #askaconductor 'If a new piece were programmed into every concert,
audiences soon wouldn't be scared/turned off by them.' True? Not true?

4:32
pm

GCComposer: @chefdorch DO you think you'd be more receptive to a manuscript score then?
#askaconductor

4:32
pm

MRUOrgan: RT @CleveOrchestra: #askaconductor @MaestroMaazel How do you keep up with all
the social media? You're everywhere!

4:32
pm

sashamakila: @jmgerraughty #askaconductor Browse it thru several times noting big lines, focus
gradually on smaller details Good recordings can help.

4:33
pm

fergusmacleod: RT @chefdorch: @GCComposer changes music composers less in tune with actual
instruments, reliant on midi playback, dangerous! #askaconductor

4:33
pm

SeanMan87: @MaestroMaazel How do you feel about movement in the orchestra? Does it add an
xtra element or does it detract fr music? #askaconductor

4:34
pm

AudienceDevSpec: Some great questions being asked at #askaconductor. Join in the fun. Ask away and
use the hashtag!

4:34
pm

askthemusicians.com

J_Loeckner: Real time stats on #askaconductor, including total tweets, top contributors:
http://wthashtag.com/http://wthashtag.com/Askaconductor
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pm
4:34
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MaestrosLover: Apologies if this has been asked before today, but which young emerging conductors
should we listen out for? #askaconductor
jmgerraughty: @sashamakila Using recordings? Scandalous! ;-) #askaconductor
RizzoTees: RT @wardstare: Good morning everyone! I'm Ward Stare and I'll be participating in
#askaconductor from 10am-12pm today #STL

4:34
pm

fergusmacleod: @SeanMan87 orchestra has to move naturally! #askaconductor

4:34
pm

MaestroMaazel: @MagisterDixit I always say to myself before going out on stage: "listen to the music
and smile". #askaconductor

4:34
pm
4:35
pm
4:35
pm
4:35
pm

colinholter: #askaconductor Why do so many high-profile conductors of American orchestras come
from Europe?
sashamakila: @GCComposer #askaconductor I think still for quite a while women as conductors will
be the exception. Right now it is fashionable though...
chefdorch: @GCComposer not necessarily! I think the issue is with young composers who've only
known how to compose at a computer. #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @jmgerraughty Mark Elder once told me that a conductor who doesn't learn from a
recoding is a lyer! ;-) #askaconductor

4:35
pm

MadOpera: hey #Madison, today is #askaconductor day! follow the conversation and chime in with
any questions you may have for conductors world-wide

4:35
pm

motmyers: RT @fergusmacleod: @jmgerraughty Mark Elder once told me that a conductor who
doesn't learn from a recoding is a lyer! ;-) #askaconductor

4:35
pm

Canzonett: @MaestroMaazel How do you cope with situations feeling "dangerous" or "tilting
towards failure" during performances? #askaconductor

4:35
pm

WardStare: @jenniferwhatnot I find musicians fascinating to work w/ - since each one is completely
unique! I enjoy figuring out (1of2) #askaconductor

4:35
pm
4:35
pm
4:36
pm
4:36
pm
4:36
pm

J_Loeckner: RT @MaestroMaazel: I always say to myself before going out on stage: "listen to the
music and smile". #askaconductor
palmbchculture: RT @palmbeachopera: Today is #askaconductor day! If you have a question for a
conductor, ask away and use the hashtag. :-)
jmgerraughty: @fergusmacleod Also, @MaestroMaazel agrees with you. Who am I to disagree? :-)
#askaconductor
AMBabka: RT @WardStare: @AMBabka @sheafisher no, Bugs Bunny has never crossed my mind
while on the podium, but it's a great cartoon! #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @jmgerraughty - well because of you I am going to check him out - any good links for
info? #askaconductor

4:36
pm

Gigmag: #askaconductor 'New concertgoers aren't put off by the music, the formality etc., but by
the aloofness of their fellow patrons.' Thoughts?

4:36
pm

GCComposer: @chefdorch I often find when asked to listen to a midi realization, I can't say if it's good
or not w/o the score. #askaconductor

4:37
pm

sashamakila: RT @askthemusicians: We just passed the 1,000th #askaconductor Tweet of the day!

4:37
pm

POPMUNDIAL: RT @londonsymphony: Got a burning question for a conductor? It's #askaconductor
day on twitter! Find out more here http://bit.ly/eAEwwc.

4:37
pm

sashamakila: RT @chefdorch: @GCComposer changes music. composers are less in tune with
actual instruments, also reliant on midi playback, dangerous! #askaconductor

4:37
pm

POPMUNDIAL: RT @londonsymphony: Among the big names taking part in #askaconductor are
Vladimir Ashkenazy, Michael Christie, JoAnn Falletta & Lorin Maazel, so don't miss it!

4:37
pm

fergusmacleod: @Gigmag its a bit of everything - but it's amazing how many less are put off by a truly
incredible concert! #askaconductor

4:37
pm

askthemusicians.com

MaestroDSCH: @jmgerraughty Yes, but more Kofi Agawu. I study Shostakovich a great deal, &
semiotics is HIGHLY applicable. #askaconductor
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4:37
pm
4:37
pm
4:37
pm
4:38
pm
4:38
pm
4:38
pm
4:38
pm
4:39
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

GCComposer: @chefdorch The midi is lifeless but "real" enough to limit my imagination.
#askaconductor
WardStare: @jenniferwhatnot figuring out what makes artists tick and then interacting with that
energy in the live creation of music! #askaconductor
rollit98: #askaconductor - What is the most innovative or interesting outreach project you've
done? Why?
chefdorch: @sashamakila glad to be fashionable! #askaconductor
ArtsGroupSales: @motmyers What is one piece of advice you would give an emerging young conductor?
#askaconductor
sashamakila: @MaestrosLover #askaconductor Young is a tricky question, conducting is not for
babies. I count Daniele Gatti as an impressive young maestro
SeanMan87: @VASymphony Ms. Falletta, what are your thoughts on the direction instrumental music
is going in the iTunes and internet age? #askaconductor
AudienceDevSpec: RT @ShapingSound If the conductor of the orch is trusted by the community,
programming new music becomes less of controversy #askaconductor

4:39
pm

askthemusicians: @Gigmag If I'm not mistaken, the 1,000th #askaconductor Tweet today was a RT by
@POPMUNDIAL of @MaestroMaazel

4:39
pm

margoness: RT @MaestroMaazel: TODAY at 11AM-12PM EST - I'll be taking questions via
#askaconductor on Twitter. Send questions to @MaestroMaazel

4:39
pm
4:39
pm

MaestroMaazel: @CleveOrchestra Hello old friend! I use social media from iPhone & Tweetdeck.
#askaconductor
chefdorch: @GCComposer exactly, that's the danger, doesn't take into account true balance or
timbre, then composer is frustrated 1(2) #askaconductor

4:39
pm

wnbrgr: yes! but the audience needs to know it's encouraged. '@Jennierach: #askaconductor
What do you think about applause between movements?'

4:39
pm

ClassicalChops: RT @MaestroMaazel: I always say to myself before going out on stage: "listen to the
music and smile". #askaconductor

4:39
pm
4:39
pm
4:39
pm
4:40
pm
4:40
pm
4:40
pm
4:40
pm
4:40
pm
4:40
pm

fergusmacleod: @GCComposer @chefdorch you have to have the score i think but you can tell a
Sibelus composed score a mile off... #askaconductor
sashamakila: @jmgerraughty #askaconductor You should know as many recordings as possible. It is
arrogant to close your ears from what others are doing.
klassikakzente: @chefdorch Is it hard for you, to be accepted by an orchestra, that is used to male
conductors? #askaconductor
Juvavist: What do conductors really do? #askaconductor http://t.co/0kibaVz
ingridjmartin: @chefdorch @MaestroMaazel What do you perceive as the most difficult parts or tasks
of your role as a conductor? #askaconductor
chefdorch: @GCComposer during rehearsal when orchestra fails to "realize" their (incorrectly
assumed) "vision"/sound #askaconductor
AleCrudele: @AMBabka @wardstare @sheafisher Never on the podium but otherwise yes!
#askaconductor
motmyers: @artsgroupsales Learn the basics cold, because even at a higher level that's what you'll
rely on day in and day out. #askaconductor
sashamakila: @colinholter #askaconductor The best education is in Europe, also the longest
traditions in classical music. that's a fact.

4:40
pm

jmgerraughty: @sashamakila I agree with you, but I was under the impression that using recordings
was somehow taboo. #askaconductor

4:40
pm

MaestroMaazel: @SeanMan87 What is meant by movement? Musicians sway with the music. Anything
choreographed would be distracting #askaconductor

4:41
pm

askthemusicians.com

DUBIANBO: @MaestroMaazel #askaconductor Do U think China will be the next opera superpower ?
Actually even most Chinese musicians hesitate that.
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#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

4:41
pm

WardStare: @RizzoTees (1) every orchestra is different. I think it's more about chemistry between
orch & conductor-like dating-sometimes #askaconductor

4:41
pm

grizzwhit: RT @DonatoCabrera: Good morning everyone at #askaconductor! I have some time
before the open dress rehearsal of Harmonielehre with @sfsymphony.

4:41
pm
4:42
pm

motmyers: RT @sashamakila #askaconductor You should know as many recordings as possible. It
is arrogant to close your ears from what others are doing.
klassikakzente: RT @MaestroMaazel: The most influential (composer) Stravinsky. The two most gifted:
Sibelius and Britten #askaconductor

4:42
pm

GCComposer: @fergusmacleod @chefdorch I suppose some don't get that the computer is for
notation, not composition. #askaconductor

4:42
pm

MaestroMaazel: @Canzonett If one is well-prepared...knowing the music from the inside out, one is
ready for anything. #askaconductor

4:42
pm
4:42
pm
4:42
pm
4:43
pm

MaestroDSCH: @MaestrosLover Forgive me, but: None. Everyone's obsessed w/ these kids lately. I'm
far more interested in mature masters. #askaconductor
mgahn: Well played, slso. Resident conductor @WardStare answers questions in this morning's
#askaconductor cc: @msorchestra #artsliftus
chefdorch: @ingridjmartin taking a deeply internalized understanding of a piece of music and
making that vision clear to 90 individuals #askaconductor
conguild: @MaestroMaazel What do you consider the biggest challenge for conductors today?
#askaconductor

4:43
pm

chefdorch: @GCComposer "notation, not composition" - exactly! #askaconductor

4:43
pm

OperaNowPodcast: @motmyers how do you keep your lips moist enough to whistle the parts to the
instrumentalists? #AskAConductor

4:43
pm

jmgerraughty: RT @MaestroMaazel: @jmgerraughty - The most influential Stravinsky. The two most
gifted: Sibelius and Britten #askaconductor

4:43
pm

klassikakzente: RT @MaestroMaazel: I always say to myself before going out on stage: "listen to the
music and smile". #askaconductor

4:43
pm

DonatoCabrera: @rollit98 #askaconductor Conducting Dia de los Muertos concert with @sfsymphony
and premiering(!) Lucia di Lammermoor in Concepción, Chile

4:44
pm

OperaJoeLtd: RT @MadOpera: hey #Madison, today is #askaconductor day! follow the conversation
and chime in with any questions you may have for conductors world-wide

4:44
pm

sashamakila: @jmgerraughty #askaconductor Taboos are strenghtened by people who are afraid of
competition. Another one "never practice with a mirror"

4:44
pm

fergusmacleod: @SeanMan87 a case of being able to breathe, play with contact, relaxed, dosen't mean
it should be like a whirlwind on stage! #askaconductor

4:44
pm

SeanMan87: @MaestroMaazel Some musicians feel that any movement or sway detracts from the
music #askaconductor

4:44
pm
4:45
pm
4:45
pm
4:45
pm

WardStare: @RizzoTees (2) you just hit it off-or maybe there's no spark but orchestras are
professional even if the chemistry is lacking #askaconductor
sashamakila: @jmgerraughty #askaconductor Some even say "how can you practice conducting
without orchestra?" it's all nonsense meant to discourage.
chefdorch: @klassikakzente maybe initially, but once an ensemble sees that I know what I'm doing,
regardless of how I look, all is well! #askaconductor
POPMUNDIAL: Got a burning question for a conductor? It's #askaconductor day on twitter! Find out
more here... http://fb.me/LdOJPvoe

4:45
pm

Four_O: @sashamakila Any suggestions on must-haves for building a classical music collection?
#askaconductor

4:45
pm

Gigmag: @MaestroMaazel Have you ever suffered from stage fright? What advice would u give
to any conductor who does? #askaconductor

4:45
pm

askthemusicians.com

ugovalentini: leggo le risposte di @maestromaazel per #askaconductor day
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4:45
pm
4:45
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

DavidFeltner: RT @FictionWitch: @MaestroMaazel @DavidFeltner Don't need drugs if you have
Mozart! #askaconductor
AudienceDevSpec: RT @MaestroMaazel:If one is well-prepared...knowing the music from the inside out,
one is ready for anything. #askaconductor

4:46
pm

MaestrosLover: @MaestroDSCH :-) I love your honesty! Which mature masters should we listen out for
then? #askaconductor

4:46
pm

klassikakzente: RT @chefdorch: @klassikakzente: once an ensemble sees that I know what I'm doing,
regardless of how I look, all is well! #askaconductor

4:46
pm

sashamakila: @jmgerraughty #askaconductor Another taboo: "never mark your score". This
profession is difficult enough - use anything that helps!

4:46
pm

DavidFeltner: @FictionWitch And you don't need a prescription to get Mozart! #askaconductor

4:46
pm

Klezmerish: What can conductors learn from the best chamber music groups like Emerson SQ or
Imani Winds? #askaconductor

4:46
pm

calisajh: RT @DonatoCabrera: Good morning everyone at #askaconductor! I have some time
before the open dress rehearsal of Harmonielehre with @sfsymphony.

4:46
pm

klassikakzente: RT @MaestroMaazel: I use social media from iPhone & Tweetdeck. #askaconductor

4:47
pm

chefdorch: @UkuleleIsle have read it, but fortunately never worked with a group quite like it!!
#askaconductor

4:47
pm

NEAarts: RT @ArtsAdvocate_MD: It's #askaconductor day on twitter! Find out more at
http://askthemusicians.com and participate!

4:47
pm

Canzonett: @DonatoCabrera How would you describe the role of preparation/control on one hand,
surprise/danger on the other for your work #askaconductor

4:47
pm

AudienceDevSpec: RT @sashamakila: @jmgerraughty #askaconductor You should know as many
recordings as possible. It is arrogant to close your ears from what others are doing.

4:47
pm

jmgerraughty: @sashamakila Hmmm, I've never heard that one. These taboos sound like the ones
around playback features in notation software. #askaconductor

4:47
pm

teodosievski: #askaconductor @MeastroMaazel: How to raise the quality of an orchestra?One
conductor, many programs, many conductors, less programs, ...?

4:48
pm

AMBabka: Re: my Bugs Bunny question. :) RT @AleCrudele: @AMBabka @wardstare
@sheafisher Never on the podium but otherwise yes! #askaconductor

4:48
pm

calisajh: RT @wnbrgr: yes! but the audience needs to know it's encouraged. '@Jennierach:
#askaconductor What do you think about applause between movements?'

4:48
pm

N8Ma: @MaestroMaazel what's with Mahler's score markings "Gut hervortretend" & "Ja nicht
eilen!" seem so informal. #askaconductor

4:48
pm

sfsymphony: RT @DonatoCabrera: Good morning everyone at #askaconductor! I have some time
before the open dress rehearsal of Harmonielehre with @sfsymphony.

4:49
pm

sfsymphony: ?@askthemusicians: Hi Everyone! The official hashtag is #askaconductor. Glad to see it
taking off! Keep tweeting!?

4:49
pm

sashamakila: @Four_O #askaconductor There are good lists and books on that, but start with
Beethoven symphonies, Puccini operas, some Debussy, Stravinsky

4:49
pm

UkuleleIsle: @MaestroMaazel Have you ever caught yourself humming along? #askaconductor

4:49
pm

DUBIANBO: @MaestroMaazel #askaconductor And What advice would u give to those budding
young Chinese conductors and talented musicians?

4:49
pm

philharmoniker: Heute ist #askaconductor Tag. Von 1900 bis 2100 Uhr können Fragen an @j_darlington
gestellt werden und wir sind ab dann auch online. ;)

4:49
pm

MaestroMaazel: @gabefurtado A vry dark time. Arts R the poor family cousins - Buying 1 less fighter
plane wld pay 4 Scala's budget 4 years. #askaconductor

4:49
pm

askthemusicians.com

AleCrudele: @MaestroMaazel Do you find clear differences between Munich Philharmonic and
Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra? #askaconductor
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4:49
pm
4:50
pm
4:50
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

J_Loeckner: @DonatoCabrera How do you deal with stage fright (if you ever have any)?
#askaconductor
MaestroDSCH: @MaestrosLover Haitink, Rattle (more interesting evry yr), Muti, Sinaisky - and I've
always felt Previn was underrated! ;-) #askaconductor
chefdorch: @jmgerraughty score reading at piano, structural/harmonic/melodic analysis, marking
phrases and important cues. old-school. #askaconductor

4:50
pm

sashamakila: @Klezmerish #askaconductor Many conductors would benefit of realizing how little
musicians need them for just staying together.

4:50
pm

MaestroMaazel: @DUBIANBO A good chance it will happen. Soon @CastletonFest will co-produce
opera with Beijing. #askaconductor

4:51
pm

DUBIANBO: RT @MaestroMaazel: @gabefurtado A vry dark time. Arts R the poor family cousins Buying 1 less fighter plane wld pay 4 Scala's budget 4 years. #askaconductor

4:51
pm

jmgerraughty: @DonatoCabrera @sfsymphony #askaconductor Do West Coast orchestras "sound
different" than East Coast Orchestras?

4:51
pm
4:51
pm
4:51
pm
4:51
pm
4:51
pm

WardStare: @jenniferwhatnot I try to appeal to both, but it's not always possible. Well balanced
programming is key #askaconductor
klassikakzente: RT @DavidFeltner: Don't need drugs if you have Mozart! #askaconductor
franzpeter_d944: RT @MaestroMaazel: Question Time! Feel free to ask away via #askaconductor
SeanMan87: @DonatoCabrera Conducting a youth orchestra, do you let them make decisions/make
mistakes or is it a molding opportunity #askaconductor
LaceyH: RT @sashamakila: @Klezmerish #askaconductor Many conductors would benefit of
realizing how little musicians need them for just staying together.

4:52
pm

RachDminor: RT @MaestroMaazel: @gabefurtado A vry dark time. Arts R the poor family cousins Buying 1 less fighter plane wld pay 4 Scala's budget 4 years. #askaconductor

4:52
pm

sashamakila: @teodosievski @MaestroMaazel #askaconductor To raise the level: Tours, with limited
repertoire but many concerts!

4:52
pm

franzpeter_d944: RT @CleveOrchestra: #askaconductor @MaestroMaazel How do you keep up with all
the social media? You're everywhere!

4:52
pm

franzpeter_d944: RT @MaestroMaazel: @CleveOrchestra Hello old friend! I use social media from
iPhone & Tweetdeck. #askaconductor

4:52
pm

klassikakzente: RT @DavidFeltner: And you don't need a prescription to get Mozart! #askaconductor

4:52
pm

MaestroMaazel: @conguild A gifted conductor will meet all challenges, as they always have. May the
incompetent cont 2 fall by the wayside. #askaconductor

4:52
pm

emanuelecamma: @MaestroMaazel What's your favourite Beethoven's Symphony? #askaconductor

4:52
pm

MaestroDSCH: These young conductors can be vry exciting, & draw $. But as Mus. Directors they lack
maturity. Interpretations lack depth. #askaconductor

4:53
pm

AMBabka: I love that @slso is promoting #askaconductor day. Have you asked @wardstare a
question yet? /CC @sheafisher

4:53
pm

jmgerraughty: @chefdorch Is there a "new school" approach to score study? #askaconductor

4:53
pm

AudienceDevSpec: Dudamel getting so much attention. View as blessing or rather have media spread the
love around? #askaconductor

4:53
pm

DonatoCabrera: @Canzonett #askaconductor This dichotomy is best exemplified in the world of opera. I
must know the piece so (cont) http://tl.gd/7cov7o

4:54
pm

klassikakzente: RT @MaestroMaazel: Arts are the poor family cousins - Buying 1 less fighter plane wld
pay 4 Scala's budget 4 years. #askaconductor

4:55
pm

MaestroMaazel: @Gigmag I did for years. I discovered by thinking abt y I was thr, to serve the
composer, self-confidence replaced nerves. #askaconductor

askthemusicians.com
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4:56
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

GretchensPianos: RT @MaestroMaazel: @gabefurtado A vry dark time. Arts R the poor family cousins Buying 1 less fighter plane wld pay 4 Scala's budget 4 years. #askaconductor

4:56
pm

sashamakila: @AudienceDevSpec #askaconductor Dude - no comment!

4:56
pm

ingridjmartin: #askaconductor Conductors' interpretation? Only what is on the page? Or the
ensembles collaborative expression? What works for you?

4:56
pm

Musicshosh: Who was your favorite artist to work with and why? #askaconductor

4:56
pm
4:57
pm
4:57
pm
4:57
pm

Klezmerish: RT @MaestroMaazel: @gabefurtado A vry dark time. Arts R the poor family cousins Buying 1 less fighter plane wld pay 4 Scala's budget 4 years. #askaconductor
DonatoCabrera: @J_Loeckner #askaconductor I have had to step in on many occasions without any
rehearsal - Tannhäuser at (cont) http://tl.gd/7cp0sh
Four_O: @sashamakila Thanks! #askaconductor
MaestroMaazel: @StudioGraphicae Hopefully wiser & richer in thought. A truly committed performance
will attract an audience. #askaconductor

4:57
pm

orionrountree: as it happens, today is #askaconductor day. HIT ME.

4:57
pm

jmgerraughty: #askaconductor How do you assert your interpretation of a piece that's heavily
influenced by another more famous conductor's interpretation?

4:58
pm

POPMUNDIAL: RT @MaestroMaazel: @gabefurtado A vry dark time. Arts R the poor family cousins Buying 1 less fighter plane wld pay 4 Scala's budget 4 years. #askaconductor

4:58
pm

WardStare: @michaeltomko you can get them in symphony stores, or online. Mine are actually
homemade-but there are many choices out there #askaconductor

4:58
pm

AudienceDevSpec: RT @jmgerraughty: #askaconductor How do you assert your interpretation of a piece
that's heavily influenced by another more famous conductor's interpretation?

4:58
pm

chefdorch: @jmgerraughty many conducting students coming out of school w no score reading
skills. some reliant on recordings. #askaconductor

4:59
pm

inthetheatre: RT @MaestroMaazel: @gabefurtado A vry dark time. Arts R the poor family cousins Buying 1 less fighter plane wld pay 4 Scala's budget 4 years. #askaconductor

4:59
pm

MaestroDSCH: @AudienceDevSpec I love Dudamel, what he's doing for classical music & young! But I
find his interpretations disappointing. #askaconductor

4:59
pm
4:59
pm

calisajh: RT @orionrountree (conductor & director of @wildup): as it happens, today is
#askaconductor day. HIT ME.
marisagreen: @orionrountree I'm enjoying this #askaconductor day - learning lots of stuff and hearing
from some cool people out there!

4:59
pm

GCComposer: How long should schooling go for conductors (and composers)? Bachelors, Masters,
Doctorate? Something else? #askaconductor

4:59
pm

sashamakila: @ingridjmartin #askaconductor Usually those who stick to saying they only play what's
on the page do the opposite. Spirit or letter, hmmm...

5:00
pm

marisagreen: Today is #askaconductor day. Any questions?

5:00
pm
5:00
pm
5:00
pm

Gigmag: @MaestroMaazel Thx for answer!For new works, do u prefer conferring with the
composer or making it all yr own interpretation? #askaconductor
MagisterDixit: RT @MaestroMaazel: @MagisterDixit I always say to myself before going out on stage:
"listen to the music and smile". #askaconductor
N8Ma: @ingridjmartin All of the above! The composer must rely on perception/imagination of
conductor (cont) #askaconductor

5:00
pm

AleCrudele: @Musicshosh #askaconductor Gerhard Oppitz, a great pianist, very easy going man,
deep musician, and a soloist very clear in his musicality

5:01
pm

sashamakila: @ingridjmartin #askaconductor You should understand the spirit of the music to follow
the directions on the page correctly.

askthemusicians.com
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5:01
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

WardStare: @RizzoTees (1 of 2) every conductor has his/her own tastes. some conductors do tend
to specialize in 1 genre more than others #askaconductor

5:01
pm

AudienceDevSpec: RT @GCComposer: How long should schooling go for conductors (and composers)?
Bachelors, Masters, Doctorate? Something else? #askaconductor

5:01
pm

N8Ma: @ingridjmartin (cont) the conductor must rely on the skill & good will of the orchestra to
create a compelling performance #askaconductor

5:01
pm
5:01
pm
5:01
pm

ChoralineMusic: @MaestroMaazel How do you keep the irregular sections of the Rite of Spring under
control? #askaconductor
WAMMusic: RT @ArtsAdvocate_MD: It's #askaconductor day on twitter! Find out more at
http://askthemusicians.com and participate!
Musicshosh: @AleCrudele thank you! #askaconductor

5:02
pm

MaestroMaazel: @N8Ma These are Mahler's anticipations of messing up by un-reflective and impatient
conductors... #askaconductor

5:02
pm

MaestroDSCH: @jmgerraughty Study the score and the composer's related works. If/when you have
convictions - stick to them. #askaconductor

5:02
pm

DonatoCabrera: @jmgerraughty #askaconductor @sfsymphony plays with a sense of abandon,
playfulness, and brilliance because of interesting repertoire

5:03
pm

ClassicalChops: #askaconductor for Opera Conductors in rehearsals how do u find balance btw a
passionate director, an intense singer and yourself?

5:03
pm
5:03
pm
5:03
pm
5:03
pm
5:03
pm

orionrountree: ....and, yes I will answer questions like: "what's your shoe size?" and "will you go on a
date with me?" #askaconductor
sashamakila: @jmgerraughty #askaconductor Depends on many factors. If the interpretation is good
why not? But go back to the score and make up your mind.
Gigmag: #askaconductor Can you always 'sense' the audience while conducting? Do u find yrself
reacting, & making changes?
GCComposer: Do you have a pre-concert ritual? #askaconductor
AleCrudele: @Gigmag @MaestroMaazel when the composer is alive it is always a big luck! I wish I
could speak with Beethoven! #askaconductor

5:03
pm

GCComposer: What's your favorite thing to do after a great concert? #askaconductor

5:04
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: RT @ArtsAdvocate_MD: It's #askaconductor day on twitter! Find out more at
http://askthemusicians.com and participate!

5:04
pm
5:04
pm
5:04
pm

sashamakila: @jmgerraughty #askaconductor Also a reason to listen to MANY interpretations of the
same piece...
orionrountree: @marisagreen in CA, I just woke up....excited for typing today... and COFFEE.
#askaconductor
Klezmerish: @orionrountree favorite food? #askaconductor

5:04
pm

WardStare: @RizzoTees (2of2) but there are many factors that go into rep choices. It's always
exciting to add pieces to your repertoire! #askaconductor

5:04
pm

GCComposer: How often are you asked to meet w/ donors & what are your thoughts on conductors as
fundraisers? #askaconductor

5:04
pm

N8Ma: @GCComposer it depends. Generally, for the USA, an MM degree leads to a pro
career, a DMA leads to a teaching/academic career #askaconductor

5:05
pm

LaceyH: Love this question: RT @GCComposer: Do you have a pre-concert ritual?
#askaconductor

5:05
pm

Klezmerish: @DonatoCabrera Perks of conducting youth orchestras? #askaconductor

5:05
pm

askthemusicians.com

marisagreen: @GCComposer I like to talk to/thank as many ppl as possible who were involved! Esp
bc it's easier to remember specifics then! #askaconductor
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5:05
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

Stephen_P_Brown: Joining #askaconductor for a few hours... How can I help?

5:05
pm

sashamakila: @GCComposer #askaconductor Nobody has yet figured out what's a perfect education
for conductors.

5:05
pm

MaestroDSCH: @AudienceDevSpec People worry SO much about being a little aggressive. Honesty is
more interesting. :-) #askaconductor

5:05
pm

gabefurtado: RT @MaestroMaazel: @gabefurtado A vry dark time. Arts R the poor family cousins Buying 1 less fighter plane wld pay 4 Scala's budget 4 years. #askaconductor

5:05
pm

MaestroMaazel: @greghales Fanciulla del West. It's technically so challenging, interpretively so elusive.
#askaconductor

5:05
pm

marisagreen: @Klezmerish Kids are less jaded. They (generally) haven't played a piece dozens of
times and are still discovering it! #askaconductor

5:06
pm

lownote: Why do you never address the fact that the oboes can never play in tune?
#AskAConductor

5:06
pm

AudienceDevSpec: @GCComposer me too, but it is an audience development adventure so works for me!
#askaconductor #auddev

5:06
pm

DonatoCabrera: @jmgerraughty #askaconductor By being at least as convincing as that more famous
colleague. Carmina Burana with @sfsymphony last example

5:06
pm

sashamakila: @GCComposer #askaconductor Definitely first learn an instrument. I studied 6 years
cello, 8 years conducting in 2 different schools! 2much?

5:06
pm

MaestroMaazel: Thank you for all the questions! Really enjoyed today! Best, LM #askaconductor

5:06
pm

mlaffs: @lownote that's the sound of the oboe mob coming to get you #askaconductor

5:07
pm

chefdorch: @GCComposer drinks and dinner with colleagues, of course! #askaconductor

5:07
pm
5:07
pm
5:07
pm

NGC6544: RT @J_Loeckner: Real time stats on #askaconductor, including total tweets, top
contributors: http://wthashtag.com/http://wthashtag.com/Askaconductor
N8Ma: @LaceyH @GCComposer My ritual involves stretching & deep breathing/centering
exercises & dinner AFTER concert never before #askaconductor
NGC6544: RT @J_Loeckner: RT @MaestroMaazel: I always say to myself before going out on
stage: "listen to the music and smile". #askaconductor

5:07
pm

AleCrudele: @LaceyH @GCComposer: concentration and eating chocolate. #askaconductor

5:08
pm

conguild: @GCComposer Another big part of conductor training is hands on workshops.
#askaconductor

5:08
pm

GCComposer: @chefdorch Me too! Next time I'm at one of your concerts here in town I'll take you out
for a drink. :-) #askaconductor

5:08
pm

wnbrgr: RT @MaestroDSCH: @AudienceDevSpec I love Dudamel, what he's doing for classical
music & young! But I find his interpretations disappointing. #askaconductor

5:08
pm

LaceyH: Great pre concert ritual! RT @AleCrudele: concentration and eating chocolate.
#askaconductor

5:08
pm
5:08
pm
5:08
pm
5:08
pm
5:09
pm

askthemusicians.com

motmyers: @gccomposer I'm open to doing things that continue to truly strengthen our art form,
including participating in fundraising. #askaconductor
DonatoCabrera: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor By always showing respect and love for their
contribution to the project.
michaeltomko: @WardStare Are there rules for the length/weight of the wands? Has a conductor ever
been accused of "corking" their wand? #askaconductor
Stephen_P_Brown: @GCComposer #askaconductor Favorite ritual AFTER a concert is to cook a huge
meal for a ton of people.
marisagreen: @chefdorch are you serious - people coming out of grad school who can't score read?
I don't think I would have been let IN! #askaconductor
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5:09
pm

MaestrosLover: @Stephen_P_Brown Ill start with an important one; how many pairs of socks are you
wearing today?? :-p #askaconductor

5:09
pm

GCComposer: @Stephen_P_Brown Me too! I love finding out that this is nearing universal status!
#askaconductor

5:09
pm

chefdorch: @LaceyH walking around backstage in my street clothes, barefoot, sipping fresca
#askaconductor

5:09
pm
5:10
pm

calisajh: @orionrountree: So..you are talented, funny and single? Ladies listen up! My ? What's it
like to be a young conductor today? #askaconductor
Stephen_P_Brown: @Gigmag #askaconductor I'm aware of audience mood much of the time (not always)
and yes, I adjust performance accordingly.

5:10
pm

ingridktw: RT @DonatoCabrera: @jmgerraughty #askaconductor @sfsymphony plays with a
sense of abandon, playfulness, and brilliance because of interesting repertoire

5:10
pm

marisagreen: @orionrountree On the East Coast, I've been typing for a while! ...in between teaching
theory class & 2 rehearsals tonight! #askaconductor

5:10
pm

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor With audience the feeling is of course special because it's
the real deal. But I don't think I make conscious changes

5:10
pm
5:10
pm

DonatoCabrera: @Klezmerish #askaconductor Being in the same room when a group of talented, young
artists are playing a masterpiece for the first time.
AleCrudele: @GCComposer #askaconductor Nice food and open a very good bottle of wine!

5:10
pm

Migor: Should you have a question for St. Louis Symphony Resident Conductor @WardStare,
ask him now! cc: @sheafisher #askaconductor

5:10
pm

Gigmag: #askaconductor I wonder if any conductors will be inspired to write longer answers after
today, eg. on their blogs. 140 chars ain't enough!!

5:10
pm

klassikakzente: RT @sashamakila: You should understand the spirit of the music to follow the directions
on the page correctly. #askaconductor

5:11
pm

philharmoniker: RT @SchwarzesGold: Find more Information about @Philharmoniker GMD
@J_Darlington on www.dacapo-dp.de on our #duphil blog (ger) #askaconductor

5:11
pm

sashamakila: @GCComposer #askaconductor No rituals, I try to live as normal a day as possible and
step on the podium as myself.

5:11
pm

jmgerraughty: #askaconductor Should a young composer write an orchestra piece and try to shop it
around, or should (s)he wait until they're commissioned?

5:11
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: @GCComposer #askaconductor Conductor education - In UK I did a Bachelors as a
conducting major. In retrospect, wasn't enough groundwork.

5:11
pm

klassikakzente: RT @AleCrudele: when the composer is alive it is always a big luck! I wish I could
speak with Beethoven! #askaconductor

5:12
pm
5:12
pm

marisagreen: @chefdorch Also, I didn't know that you were also a Harvard alum! It's a great place for
young conductors... #askaconductor
chefdorch: @jmgerraughty nothing replaces practice for score reading! #askaconductor

5:12
pm

ingridjmartin: @Gigmag speaking of blogs. What are the best conducting/conductor blogs?
#askaconductor

5:12
pm

sashamakila: @GCComposer #askaconductor After concert I want to be in company of interesting
people and listen them talk, and be quiet myself (exhausted)

5:13
pm

marisagreen: @jmgerraughty just keep writing - that's how you get better! (try different
ensembles/sizes) #askaconductor

5:13
pm
5:13
pm
5:13
pm

askthemusicians.com

chefdorch: @marisagreen to clarify, not just reading score (understanding clefs/transp) but realizing
at keyboard. it's that 2nd part #askaconductor
N8Ma: @jmgerraughty shop it around! Entrepreneurial composers for the WIN!
#askaconductor
LaceyH: To ballet & opera conductors: Is it every difficult to work with stage director - musical
vision vs. visual?? #askaconductor
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5:14
pm
5:14
pm
5:14
pm
5:14
pm
5:15
pm
5:15
pm
5:15
pm
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Stephen_P_Brown: @jmgerraughty #askaconductor Make sure my interpretation is heartfelt/ real, not
gimmicky or just to be different.
chefdorch: @marisagreen yep, lots of orchestras and operas to conduct as undergrad, was a great
time, and i had a great comp prof #askaconductor
operaskank: What purpose does the non-baton hand serve? Cueing? Phrasing? Emphasis?
Mirroring what the baton hand is doing? #askaconductor
WardStare: @michaeltomko LOL...no, not that I'm aware. Anything goes - most batons do in fact
use cork in them somewhere (handle), btw.. #askaconductor
Gigmag: @ingridjmartin The only one I read regularly is conductingmasterclass.wordpress.com
#askaconductor Also Leonard Slatkin's
AleCrudele: @LaceyH yes, when they haven't idea of the music #askaconductor
twORCHESTRAS: philharmoniker: Heute ist #askaconductor Tag. Von 1900 bis 2100 Uhr können Fragen
an @j_darlington gestellt... http://snipurl.com/1lxxoo

5:15
pm

LACOtweets: LACO concertmaster Margaret Batjer answering questions 3-5pm right here! Send your
questions about leading from first chair. #askaconductor

5:15
pm

MMmusing: @operaskank A violist friend of mine has a followup question. "What purpose does the
baton hand serve?" #askaconductor

5:16
pm
5:16
pm
5:16
pm

wnbrgr: #askaconductor pre-concert ritual: listen to some good hip hop beats and then find a
few moments for silence. @GCComposer @LaceyH
michaeltomko: @WardStare So, there's no "baroque pine-tar incident of the great 1800's" or anything
that conductors talk about over a pint? #askaconductor
ingridjmartin: How can a young conductor judge when they are ready to begin applying for fellowships/
assistant positions/ tanglewood etc? #askaconductor

5:16
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: RT @MaestroMaazel: @conguild A gifted conductor will meet all challenges, as they
always have. May the incompetent cont 2 fall by the wayside. #askaconductor

5:16
pm

WardStare: @Migor timing is very key to being a conductor. it's something you can refine, but the
innate musical instincts must be there #askaconductor

5:16
pm

DonatoCabrera: @LaceyH #askaconductor Stage directors for ballet and opera, however difficult they
may be, are there to create (cont) http://tl.gd/7cp9j3

5:16
pm
5:16
pm

LACOtweets: ballet & opera conductors: #askaconductor - what is most important when working with
stage productions?
N8Ma: @LaceyH Yes at times. Esp. Euro vs US approaches. Carl St Clair just left Komische
Oper Berlin over a Fidelio interpretation #askaconductor

5:16
pm

conguild: @ingridjmartin Conductors Guild has a great blog http://www.podiumnotes.org
#askaconductor

5:16
pm

ezesilber: It´s afternoon in Argentina, and i´m checking in for answer questions! @askthemusicians
#askaconductor

5:17
pm

AudienceDevSpec: RT @LaceyH: Great pre concert ritual! RT @AleCrudele: concentration and eating
chocolate. #askaconductor

5:17
pm

chefdorch: @jmgerraughty write an overture-length piece with a not-too-crazy orchestration and
shop around. self-marketing a must. #askaconductor

5:17
pm

motmyers: @GCComposer #askaconductor I usually review bits of what I'm conducting that night,
then study something completely different or read.

5:17
pm

EmilyCello: I was waiting for this. RT @MMmusing: @operaskank followup question: "What purpose
does the baton hand serve?" #askaconductor

5:17
pm
5:17
pm
5:17
pm

askthemusicians.com

NGC6544: Treffe Vorbereitungen für #askaconductor - momentan lohnt sich das Reinschauen
beim Hashtag schon aber ab 1900 ist @j_darlington online. :)
J_Loeckner: RT @LaceyH: Great pre concert ritual! RT @AleCrudele: concentration and eating
chocolate. #askaconductor
ingridktw: RT @sashamakila: @Klezmerish #askaconductor Many conductors would benefit of
realizing how little musicians need them for just staying together.
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5:17
pm

MaestroDSCH: @GCComposer I wish I was asked more! I'm always willing to help! W/out fundraising,
we're out if a job! #askaconductor

5:17
pm

AudienceDevSpec: Yay! RT @motmyers: I'm open to doing things that continue to strengthen our art form,
including participating in fundraising. #askaconductor

5:18
pm

sashamakila: @Gigmag #askaconductor why not? If there are questions I will blog:
http://blog.sashamakila.com/

5:18
pm

CMCNational: Following the chats at #askaconductor. Looks like a lot of conductors get involved in
fundraising & marketing for themselves & ensembles!

5:18
pm

N8Ma: @ingridjmartin http://conductingmasterclass.wordpress.com/ has a lot to offer as a blog,
also ArtsJournal #askaconductor

5:18
pm

sashamakila: @jmgerraughty #askaconductor A composer who is passionate about his profession will
compose, commissions or not.

5:19
pm

Pattyoboe: Can't think of what to #askaconductor. You all are doing fine without me. (But can he/she
make an oboe reed?!) PS I hate "hand in face" btw.

5:19
pm

conguild: @chefdorch #askaconductor Workshops/events for female conductors - fighting
discrimination with discrimination? or a good idea?

5:19
pm

marisagreen: @chefdorch What year did you graduate? (me = 2004) Lots of fun - singing, playing,
AND conducting! #askaconductor

5:19
pm

MaestroDSCH: @GCComposer Masters is minimum, mainly because it's hard to get training or wk w/out
it. After that - build a career. #askaconductor

5:19
pm

WardStare: @AndrewMutka actually quite a lot. specifically on the architecture of a piece and the
colors brought out of the orchestra #askaconductor

5:19
pm

motmyers: @laceyh Good stage directors/choreographers thoroughly understand music. With
those, it's easy. With the rest...God help you. #askaconductor

5:20
pm

sashamakila: @ingridjmartin @Gigmag #askaconductor I like Ken Woods' blog. And here is mine:
http://blog.sashamakila.com/

5:20
pm
5:20
pm

J_Loeckner: #askaconductor Since some have taken up the 'baton or no baton' question: http://bit.ly
/a4NxZ9 @j_darlington joining in 40 min
marisagreen: @chefdorch Plus, Boston was a GREAT place to be for opportunities to do outside
gigs and hear tons of great music! #askaconductor

5:20
pm

AleCrudele: @ingridjmartin #askaconductor Judging oneself is always difficult. Just do it, bring your
passion, your capacities and be yourself

5:21
pm

conguild: @sashamakila Thanks for sending your blog link. Wow! Cleveland knows how to do
Halloween! #askaconductor

5:21
pm
5:21
pm
5:21
pm
5:21
pm
5:22
pm

sashamakila: @operaskank #askaconductor Not straightforward. Easier to say what is the baton
hands function - left does then everything else.
Stephen_P_Brown: @LACOtweets #askaconductor For ballet and theatre, gauging the sweep/ energy.
Much dance is too slow, looks awkward and lacks pulse
palmersquared: am enjoying #askaconductor RT @CMCNational: ...a lot of conductors get involved in
fundraising & marketing for themselves & ensembles!
WardStare: @Migor Absolutely...that interaction is what I live for! It's truly intoxicating
#askaconductor
keepitupdavid: #askaconductor Opera/Ballet Conductors: How often does someone onstage fall
headfirst into a tuba? Based on films, seems like all the time.

5:22
pm

sashamakila: @operaskank #askaconductor For beginners: right - pattern and pulse, left - cueing,
phrasing. But ONLY as a starting point!

5:22
pm

OrchestraRemix: @LACOtweets For ballet it's realizing the choreographer's vision & tempos, conductor
has less personal input than with opera #askaconductor

5:23
pm
5:23
pm

askthemusicians.com

wnbrgr: #askaconductor dudamel & media: i say spread attention around to smaller orchs. we're
also doing exciting, pioneering work! @AudienceDevSpec
motmyers: @lacotweets The ability to understand all of the different elements involved and their
respective challenges. #askaconductor
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5:23
pm
5:23
pm
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WardStare: @ingridjmartin @maestromaazel @chefdorch @askaconductor learn as much as u can
about everything...& LISTEN to the orchestra! #askaconductor
DonatoCabrera: I post links to articles about conducting and classical music on my fanpage - no reviews!
http://on.fb.me/bOYolu #askaconductor
chefdorch: @conguild tricky, workshops for women good only because of discussions of how to
deal with discrimination, which exists 1(2) #askaconductor

5:23
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: @Pattyoboe #askaconductor Can't make an oboe reed, but have made bass drum
beaters and timpani sticks!

5:24
pm

MaestrosLover: What is the most unusual venue you have ever performed in? #askaconductor

5:24
pm

sashamakila: @ingridjmartin #askaconductor The competiton is fierce, you should start applying right
away. Do not wait.

5:24
pm

marisagreen: @michaeltomko Trust me, conductors can find LOTS of things to talk about over a pint!
:) #askaconductor

5:24
pm

chefdorch: @conguild by the same token, don't want to create a separate "class". that being said, i'll
never quite be one of the boys! #askaconductor

5:24
pm

Gigmag: @N8Ma @LaceyH 'Too many new opera productions are out to shock, not respect the
composer's intentions.'Esp. in Germany. #askaconductor True?

5:25
pm

N8Ma: @EmilyCello (1/2) For less developed groups, the baton hand keeps time (traffic cop)
#askaconductor

5:25
pm
5:25
pm
5:25
pm
5:25
pm
5:25
pm
5:25
pm
5:25
pm
5:26
pm
5:26
pm
5:26
pm
5:27
pm
5:27
pm

wildUp: RT @orionrountree: as it happens, today is #askaconductor day. HIT ME.
AudienceDevSpec: Good question to ask around then. Do you have a blog you regularly contribute to?
#askaconductor
LaceyH: RT @DonatoCabrera: @LaceyH #askaconductor Stage directors for ballet and opera,
however difficult they may be, are there to create (cont) http://tl.gd/7cp9j3
geekoftheweek: @WardStare do you like cheese? #askaconductor
AudienceDevSpec: RT @LACOtweets: LACO concertmaster Margaret Batjer answering questions 3-5pm
right here! Send your questions about leading from first chair. #askaconductor
sashamakila: @LACOtweets #askaconductor Understanding opera/ballet is not a concert. Don't
nitpick. Do the grand lines.
Klezmerish: Thoughts on the trend of musical theater pit bands getting smaller? #askaconductor
orionrountree: @Pattyoboe Yikes again. We shouldn't do that. I apologize for "our kind."
#askaconductor
chefdorch: @AudienceDevSpec insidetheclassics.org #askaconductor
sashamakila: RT @conguild: @sashamakila Thanks for sending your blog link. Wow! Cleveland
knows how to do Halloween! #askaconductor
Stephen_P_Brown: @keepitupdavid #askaconductor In 20+ years, have yet to witness anyone falling
offstage, ever!
AleCrudele: @MaestrosLover inside a little restaurant/brasserie: my first gig #askaconductor

5:27
pm

marisagreen: @Klezmerish As a musical director who is trying to figure out how many musicians I
CAN/MUST hire for an upcoming show... #askaconductor

5:27
pm

marisagreen: @Klezmerish it's sad, but probably an economic reality. Orchestrators have to get more
creative, I guess. #askaconductor

5:27
pm

winnietheopera: RT @LACOtweets: ballet & opera conductors: #askaconductor - what is most important
when working with stage productions?

5:28
pm

askthemusicians.com

AleCrudele: @Gigmag @N8Ma @LaceyH yes very true! #askaconductor
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pm
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michaeltomko: @WardStare Right on. I'm assuming no one pulls a Clemons and chucks the broken
baton back at you, eh? #askaconductor

5:28
pm

eatswords: Loving #askaconductor day. http://twitter.com/#!/search?q=%23askaconductor

5:29
pm

marisagreen: @MaestrosLover Strangest venue? John Zorn's "Cobra" in a bar. Not that that's
TECHNICALLY "conducting"... :-p #askaconductor

5:29
pm

N8Ma: @sashamakila Just a different training scene MM holders then go on to Aspen etc & get
picked up by pro groups. DMAs too but.. #askaconductor

5:29
pm

Musicshosh: Who are your conductor idols? #askaconductor

5:29
pm

sashamakila: @MaestrosLover #askaconductor A shipyard, but I was a cellist in orchestra then.

5:29
pm
5:30
pm
5:30
pm
5:30
pm
5:30
pm

Pattyoboe: Btw, I have great admiration for good (and great) conductors. Truly. Worked with one
this past week! It's a huge job! #askaconductor
keepitupdavid: #askaconductor For everyone: What's the lengthiest round of applause you've ever
gotten? What was the piece of music?
motmyers: @klezmerish Orchestrators need to study the Britten chamber operas to learn how to
create full sound with fewer instruments. #askaconductor
marisagreen: @Pattyoboe Trust me, we have possibly even greater admiration for you guys.
#askaconductor
N8Ma: @Gigmag Yes absolutely true. Which may be valid depending on the audience. But
does every Mozart opera need bondage gear? #askaconductor

5:31
pm

dewiatmodjo: RT @klassikakzente: RT @MaestroMaazel: I always say to myself before going out on
stage: "listen to the music and smile". #askaconductor

5:31
pm

chefdorch: @ingridjmartin know your scores, know your players, and know when you're wrong (it
happens!) grace under pressure. #askaconductor

5:31
pm
5:31
pm
5:31
pm
5:32
pm

sashamakila: @AudienceDevSpec #askaconductor I have two, one in Finnish one in English:
http://blog.sashamakila.com/ & http://sashamakila.posterous.com/
LaceyH: To recycle a question from earlier: #askaconductor - What inspires you?
conguild: #askaconductor Why are some groups limiting searches to younger conductors? Don't
conductors get better with age?
jmgerraughty: #askaconductor What's a piece that you dread conducting, and why?

5:33
pm

WardStare: @AndrewMutka I'm very optimistic about the future, though we are in challenging times.
Funding is always the biggest issue...#askaconductor

5:33
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: @MaestrosLover #askaconductor On a barge on the Hudson River NYC. Then again on
the River Thames London.

5:33
pm
5:33
pm
5:34
pm
5:34
pm
5:34
pm
5:34
pm
5:35
pm

askthemusicians.com

MaestroDSCH: @conguild Because they believe it will bring younger audiences & more $. That's the
only reason. It's patently transparent. #askaconductor
sashamakila: @Musicshosh #askaconductor My idols: Carlos Kleiber, Karajan, Ferenc Fricsay
GCComposer: @WardStare Do you get personally involved in fundraising? #askaconductor
N8Ma: @MaestrosLover Performed a work by conceptual artist Martin Creed standing on top of
a giant black box in a museum #askaconductor
AleCrudele: @Musicshosh #askaconductor Celibidache, Walter, Furtwängler, Szell, Klemperer ...
too many
theluckdoctor: Abundance, eager hands and #askaconductor | Dutch Perspective by ... http://bit.ly
/gf9BD7
AleCrudele: @Musicshosh of course Carlos Kleiber #askaconductor
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N8Ma: @sashamakila Nice to find another Fricsay fan. His Moldau video was a revelation to
me. What do you think of Munch? #askaconductor

5:35
pm

MaestroDSCH: @conguild Orchestras are so desperate for $ that they'll try anything. This is the latest
thing they're throwing at the wall. #askaconductor

5:36
pm

sashamakila: @conguild #askaconductor The good ones will get better, but... Let's say there IS a
need for continuing education.

5:36
pm
5:36
pm
5:38
pm
5:38
pm
5:39
pm
5:39
pm
5:39
pm
5:39
pm
5:40
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: @Klezmerish #askaconductor I prefer acoustic instr in pit but sometimes economics
and capability of KBs is just common sense. Tracks? no thx
chefdorch: @conguild sheep herd mentality or youthquake trend; worked for LA Phil, must work for
everyone. #askaconductor
sashamakila: @jmgerraughty #askaconductor I once at a friend saw score by Sylvano Bussotti and
was just lucky I was not the one who has to rehearse it...
philharmoniker: In knapp einer halben Stunde steht @j_darlington für Fragen im Rahmen des
#askaconductor Twitterevents zur Verfügung.
N8Ma: @AleCrudele @sashamakila and that video of Munch's Fantastique, driving the BSO off
a cliff..wish I could get away with that! #askaconductor
AleCrudele: @N8Ma @sashamakila oh yes Munch, great, his La Mer...wow #askaconductor
Stephen_P_Brown: @Musicshosh #askaconductor Little bits of Solti, Mackerras, Sawallisch, and
@CatchMaullaria amongst others.
WardStare: @michaeltomko not likely - I recently had an audience member mail me a button that
flew off my suit in a concert, though! #askaconductor
michaeltomko: @WardStare Haha, that's awesome! Ever get a bra thrown at you on stage?
#askaconductor

5:41
pm

MaestroMitchell: Don't forget: #askaconductor is today! I'll be answering your questions on Twitter until 6
p.m. EST!

5:41
pm

philharmoniker: RT @J_Loeckner: #askaconductor Since some have taken up the 'baton or no baton'
question: http://bit.ly/a4NxZ9 @j_darlington joining in 40 min

5:42
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: @keepitupdavid #askaconductor Haven't kept a log, but I remember 4 bows for Tchaik
5 (yes, five) in 1990

5:42
pm

OrchestraRemix: @conguild Young cond=young audience(?) It's the programming not the age on the
podium that will get the next gen of audience. #askaconductor

5:43
pm

AleCrudele: #askaconductor @michaeltomko @WardStare I wish!

5:43
pm

WardStare: @GCComposer (1 of 2) I try to strengthen and grow our orchestra's relationship with the
community and our patrons - #askaconductor

5:44
pm

conguild: #askaconductor Not saying old is better than young. each conductor brings something
unique to the podium. hoping for fairness.

5:45
pm

ISUSym: Loving the #askaconductor discussion today.

5:45
pm

WardStare: @GCComposer (2 of 2) our development department handles the actual nuts and bolts
of fundraising. #askaconductor

5:45
pm

mvdaily: #askaconductor Sergiu #Celibidache ... Was he a #genius, crazy #madman, both or
neither?

5:45
pm
5:46
pm
5:46
pm
5:46
pm

askthemusicians.com

N8Ma: @AleCrudele Also, I like Munch's Faune: clear & crisp, not hazy. Seems that and Mahler
5 Adag get slower & slower over time. #askaconductor
NGC6544: RT @ISUSym: Loving the #askaconductor discussion today.
marisagreen: @sashamakila The idea of continuing education is a great one. It's hard sometimes to
prioritize what you need to do for you! #askaconductor
AleCrudele: RT @ISUSym Loving the #askaconductor discussion today.
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5:46
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5:47
pm
5:47
pm
5:47
pm
5:48
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

wnbrgr: #askaconductor listening to music for enjoyment: always! pretty eclectic tastes,
documented here: http://d.pr/5fWP @WordplayGuild
Stephen_P_Brown: @jmgerraughty #askaconductor Britten's "Storm" from Four Sea Interludes (Peter
Grimes). Memories of a humiliating experience in rehearsal.
GCComposer: @WardStare That sounds like a good tagteam approach. #askaconductor
N8Ma: RT @ISUSym: Loving the #askaconductor discussion today.
batonflipper: Happy to field questions on #askaconductor for a few hours - bring 'em on!

5:48
pm

conguild: @marisagreen @sashamakila #askaconductor What would ideal conductor continued
education include?

5:48
pm

marisagreen: @WardStare re: the button you got in the mail - that is AWESOME! I hate lost buttons.
How nice of them! #askaconductor

5:49
pm

NGC6544: RT @batonflipper: Happy to field questions on #askaconductor for a few hours - bring
'em on!

5:49
pm
5:49
pm

marisagreen: @Stephen_P_Brown @Klezmerish No tracks, for sure - they can't respond.
#askaconductor
N8Ma: #askaconductor For all conductors: what young-ish composer (born since 1975) do you
think everyone needs to listen to?

5:49
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: @LaceyH #askaconductor Affecting people. Anytime someone's soul/ heart/ mind is
touched, resulting in a laugh/ cry/ love/ hate response.

5:49
pm

AleCrudele: @mvdaily He was a great conductor, not always so nice with the other musicians, but
one of the best conductor of the past #askaconductor

5:50
pm

marisagreen: @Stephen_P_Brown @Klezmerish KBs make a lot of sense for delicate/cumbersome
instruments like celesta/harp/bells, if you need #askaconductor

5:50
pm

NGC6544: Versuche gerade mit Twapperkeeper ein #askaconductor Archive zu erstellen - mal
schauen obs klappt. Immer ein erstes Mal. *g*

5:50
pm
5:50
pm
5:51
pm

THSHBirmingham: RT @batonflipper: Happy to field questions on #askaconductor for a few hours - bring
'em on!
N8Ma: #askaconductor For all: It appears the "canon" stops with DSCH 10 & Bartok Concerto
for Orch. Why? What new work deserves to be added?
askthemusicians: RT @orionrountree: what inspires me? people working toward one goal & getting near it.
It's about the way we do what we do. #askaconductor

5:51
pm

BellevuePhil: Hello, I'm ready to answer any questions you may have. Michael Miropolsky
#askaconductor

5:52
pm

philharmoniker: Noch zehn Minuten. #countdown @j_darlington #askaconductor #twitterevent
#worldwide - Gleich das fragen, was man schon immer wissen wollte.

5:52
pm

conguild: For everyone: Where do you go or what do you do to find your programming ideas?
#askaconductor

5:52
pm

WardStare: @AndrewMutka There are so many! Here are some of my favorites: Ades, Golijov,
Esa-Pekka Salonen, Matthew Fuerst, Mason Bates #askaconductor

5:52
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: @batonflipper #askaconductor Welcome! I'm really looking forward to your insight.

5:53
pm
5:53
pm

MaestroDSCH: @conguild Ideally? Everyone shedding their egos & sharing ideas en masse (like
today): reh. tech, best practices, study, etc. #askaconductor
WardStare: @GCComposer Yes, indeed - if I do my job well, then they can do theirs well. We help
each other out! #askaconductor

5:53
pm

sashamakila: @conguild @marisagreen #askaconductor The most problematic field is conducting
technique, then style issues & expressing your own artistry.

5:54
pm

marisagreen: @MaestroDSCH @conguild agreed! Wish we could do days like this more often (/in
person!) #askaconductor

askthemusicians.com
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5:54
pm
5:54
pm
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Stephen_P_Brown: @conguild @marisagreen @sashamakila #askaconductor It is honestly different for
everyone - some learn best by doing, or watching, or study
MilliGFunk: @WardStare Who's your favorite Romantic composer? #askaconductor
Stephen_P_Brown: RT @conguild: #askaconductor Not saying old is better than young. each conductor
brings something unique to the podium. hoping for fairness.

5:55
pm

philharmoniker: Eine Stastisik über den bisherigen Verlauf von #askaconductor gibt es schon mal unter
dieser URL: http://bit.ly/h9lCjV für Neugierige. :-)

5:55
pm

OperaCreep: Can I say a big thank you to the maestros that have responded to my questions earlier!
#askaconductor

5:55
pm

marisagreen: @conguild If I'm starting w/a piece and want to build a program around it - ask questions
of it. What does it mean/suggest? #askaconductor

5:55
pm
5:55
pm
5:56
pm
5:56
pm
5:56
pm
5:56
pm
5:56
pm

stefpark: Are there non-traditional ways to work towards becoming a conductor in the U.S. Like
apprentice, mentor? #askaconductor.
philharmoniker: Find more Information about @Philharmoniker GMD @J_Darlington on
www.dacapo-dp.de - our #duphil blog (ger) #askaconductor
ellepiari: RT @conguild: #askaconductor Not saying old is better than young. each conductor
brings something unique to the podium. hoping for fairness.
chefdorch: RT @MaestroDSCH: @conguild Ideally? Everyone shedding their egos & sharing ideas
en masse (like today): reh. tech, best practices, study, etc. #askaconductor
sashamakila: @conguild @marisagreen #askaconductor There is too much theoretical knowledge,
too little practical and inspiring leadership. it must change
Stephen_P_Brown: @conguild #askaconductor Program sources depend on theme - almost always a
theme even if its not declared/ made public.
motmyers: @conguild I find being involved in things aside from music (literature, philosophy,
current events) sparks programming ideas. #askaconductor

5:57
pm

mvdaily: @sashamakila RT @mvdaily Haha, I think he was a bitter man. Lots of hot air there.
#askaconductor #Celibidache

5:57
pm

OrchestraRemix: @N8Ma Old rep is the norm, but wasn't always that way. So much new music that is
inspiring, need to make that the norm again #askaconductor

5:57
pm

marisagreen: @Stephen_P_Brown @conguild I think many of the best program "themes" are
subtle/NOT public. Let the audience figure it out. #askaconductor

5:58
pm
5:58
pm
5:59
pm
5:59
pm
5:59
pm
6:00
pm
6:00
pm

MaestroDSCH: @N8Ma But was this not also the case for Mozart, Brahms, Mahler? Takes time for
'recent' works to be adopted. Test of time. #askaconductor
sashamakila: @conguild #askaconductor For programming I always start by consulting my
colleagues, orchestra musicians and orchestra librarians.
chefdorch: @conguild perusing websites/brochures to gather ideas, then thinking about my specific
ensemble and audience #askaconductor
seattlesymphony: RT @askthemusicians: Hi Everyone! The official hashtag is #askaconductor. Glad to
see it taking off! Keep tweeting!
conguild: @motmyers You mean there is life outside of music? Wow. Great idea. #askaconductor
OrchestraRemix: @Stephen_P_Brown How about making the latest, coolest, most inspiring new music
the theme, and shape programs around that? #askaconductor
Stephen_P_Brown: @MaestrosLover #askaconductor ROFL! Two, actually. With the heating on, as well.
(currently -6C)

6:00
pm

chefdorch: RT @OrchestraRemix: @Stephen_P_Brown How about making the latest, coolest,
most inspiring new music the theme, and shape programs around that? #askaconductor

6:01
pm

gatewaygroupie: @WardStare I hope I'm not too late! Do you feel inspired by watching other conductors
work? And is there a secret handshake? #askaconductor

6:01
pm

askthemusicians.com

OrchLeague: Dear west-coast-folks (who just got to work): #askaconductor has been on since early
this morning. it's not too late to join in. Ask-Away!
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6:02
pm
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chefdorch: signing off for now, back later today, thanks for some great exchanges! #askaconductor

6:03
pm

AudienceDevSpec: RT @Stephen_P_Brown: #askaconductor I'm aware of audience mood much of the
time (not always) & yes, adjust performance accordingly. #auddev

6:03
pm

WardStare: @gatewaygroupie :) no secret handshake, but I always listen intently to other
conductors' interpretations of works. (1 of 2) #askaconductor

6:04
pm

ClassicalChops: #askaconductor what are your favorite venues/do you have a favorite house you like to
perform in?

6:04
pm

AleCrudele: RT ( @OrchLeague ) Dear west-coast-folks: #askaconductor has been on since early
this morning. it's not too late to join in. Ask-Away!

6:04
pm
6:04
pm
6:04
pm

WineStorageBlvu: Are there many contemporary artists creating music for orchestra? Who is your fav?
@BellevuePhil Michael Miropolsky #askaconductor
WardStare: @gatewaygroupie even if I disagree with the interpretation, it's always good to look at a
piece in a new way! (2 of 2) #askaconductor
AMBabka: @michaeltomko Your #askaconductor questions cracked me up. Is that your brain or the
pain meds? :p Needed a good laugh today!

6:04
pm

J_Loeckner: Maestro @j_darlington is now online! #askaconductor

6:05
pm

Viides_Rooli: It´s been fascinating and such fun to read all these answers by different conductors. I´ve
learnt so much about music, too! #askaconductor

6:05
pm

operaskank: @sashamakila Thanks! When I took choral conducting in college, I was told to use the
left (i.e., non-beat) hand sparingly. #askaconductor

6:05
pm
6:06
pm
6:06
pm
6:06
pm
6:06
pm
6:06
pm
6:06
pm
6:07
pm

youngconductor: Ask a conductor! Anything! I'm on #askaconductor at 4pm Est today
stefpark: @sashamakila @conguild @marisagreen Are there non-traditional paths towards
becoming a conductor U.S. ie.apprentice,mentor? #askaconductor.
askthemusicians: RT @J_Loeckner: Maestro @j_darlington is now online! #askaconductor
batonflipper: @MaestrosLover #askaconductor A star shaped church in Montecattini, Tuscany. Five
distinctly different echoes!
NGC6544: RT @J_Loeckner: Maestro @j_darlington is now online! #askaconductor
DonatoCabrera: First piece at @sfsymphony open rehearsal: Henry Cowell's Synchrony #askaconductor
wnbrgr: as i do everyday i'm taking questions on tumblr too - http://blog.jasonweinberger.com
#askaconductor
Stephen_P_Brown: @OrchestraRemix #askaconductor Definitely a theme Ive used more than once. (Hence
my composer competition, too!)

6:07
pm

SchwarzesGold: RT @J_Loeckner: Maestro @j_darlington is now online! #askaconductor

6:07
pm

philharmoniker: RT @J_Loeckner: Maestro @j_darlington is now online! #askaconductor

6:07
pm

sashamakila: #askaconductor Sasha Mäkilä from the Cleveland Orchestra will be around still for an
hour or two. http://www.sashamakila.com

6:07
pm

ClassicalChops: @j_darlington in rehearsals how do u find balance btw a passionate director, an intense
singer and yourself? #askaconductor

6:07
pm
6:07
pm
6:07
pm

askthemusicians.com

operaskank: @sashamakila Because of that, I tend to notice how and when orchestral conductors
use their left (i.e., non-stick) hand. #askaconductor
WardStare: Gotta run now - wish I could stay longer! If u have more Q's, send them & I'll try to
answer later today. This was fun! #askaconductor
stefpark: RT @MaestroMaazel: @gabefurtado A vry dark time. Arts R the poor family cousins Buying 1 less fighter plane wld pay 4 Scala's budget 4 years. #askaconductor
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6:07
pm

ellepiari: RT @wnbrgr: #askaconductor dudamel & media: i say spread attention around to
smaller orchs. we're also doing exciting, pioneering work! @AudienceDevSpec

6:07
pm

Viides_Rooli: RT @sashamakila: #askaconductor Sasha Mäkilä from the Cleveland Orchestra will be
around still for an hour or two. http://www.sashamakila.com

6:07
pm
6:08
pm
6:08
pm
6:08
pm
6:08
pm
6:08
pm
6:09
pm

OrchestraRemix: Signing off -- thanks for the great discussion! #askaconductor
batonflipper: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor My favourite venue is Symphony Hall, Birmingham.
Just an amazing acoustic with endless possibilities.
philharmoniker: Natürlich kann man unseren Maestro auch auf deutsch Fragen stellen - wir sind
gespannt was ihr fragen werden. #askaconductor
Viides_Rooli: RT @motmyers: @conguild I find being involved in things aside from music (literature,
philosophy, current events) sparks programming ideas. #askaconductor
Stephen_P_Brown: RT @OrchestraRemix: @N8Ma Old rep is the norm, but wasn't always that way. So
much new music that is inspiring, need to make that the norm again #askaconductor
THSHBirmingham: RT @batonflipper: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor My favourite venue is Symphony
Hall, Birmingham. Just an amazing acoustic with endless possibilities.
Viides_Rooli: RT @askthemusicians: RT @orionrountree: what inspires me? people working toward
one goal & getting near it. It's about the way we do what we do. #askaconductor

6:09
pm

stefpark: @YOUNGconductor Are there non-traditional ways to work towards becoming a
conductor in the U.S. Like apprentice, mentor? #askaconductor.

6:09
pm

NGC6544: RT @TwapperKeeperR9: : @NGC6544 has created hashtag TwapperKeeper
notebook #askaconductor -> http://twapperkeeper.com/hashtag/askaconductor

6:09
pm

conguild: @stefpark @sashamakila @marisagreen Is there a traditional path? finding a good
teacher is a good first step. #askaconductor

6:09
pm

eoutwater: I'm around for a bit, fire away! #askaconductor

6:09
pm

sashamakila: @stefpark @conguild @marisagreen #askaconductor The New World Symphony offers
an apprenticeship but other than that... don't know.

6:09
pm

operaskank: @sashamakila I'm definitely not a fan of the mirror gesture, which I see a LOT. It looks
amateurish and clownish. #askaconductor

6:09
pm

Viides_Rooli: RT @conguild: #askaconductor Not saying old is better than young. each conductor
brings something unique to the podium. hoping for fairness.

6:10
pm
6:10
pm
6:10
pm
6:10
pm

GCComposer: @philharmoniker Und wenn Uebersetzen noetig ist, gibt's sicher genug Zweisprachiger
unter uns. #askaconductor
willcwhite: @N8Ma Thomas Adès, Nico Muhly, Timo Andres, David H Johnson, David M Gordon,
Zachary Wadsworth, others: http://bit.ly/hhhdOo #askaconductor
CalArtsCouncil: RT @AleCrudele: RT ( @OrchLeague ) Dear west-coast-folks: #askaconductor has
been on since early this morning. it's not too late to join in. Ask-Away!
Rohirric: RT @batonflipper: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor My favourite venue is Symphony
Hall, Birmingham. Just an amazing acoustic with endless possibilities.

6:10
pm

PaulComposerD: RT @Stephen_P_Brown: Joining #askaconductor 4 a few hrs... How cn I help? <Hi How might a conductor rehearse repetitive music eg P Glass?

6:10
pm

sashamakila: @conguild @stefpark @marisagreen #askaconductor Yes finding a good teacher is
essential. But they r rare esp when u don't know what 2 look 4

6:10
pm

askthemusicians: #askaconductor amazing! @sashamakila has tweeted 200 #askaconductor comments
& answers!

6:10
pm

dlh_mktgsupport: RT @batonflipper: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor My favourite venue is Symphony
Hall, Birmingham. Just an amazing acoustic with endless possibilities.

6:11
pm
6:11
pm

askthemusicians.com

sashamakila: @operaskank #askaconductor It's anyway what most of us do half of the time. Looks
better than keeping your hand in the pocket! :-D
Stephen_P_Brown: @conguild #askaconductor #auddev Being involved in local community/ school
non-musical events - ideas for/ from folk new to classical music
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6:11
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6:12
pm
6:12
pm
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sashamakila: RT @askthemusicians: #askaconductor amazing! @sashamakila has tweeted 200
#askaconductor comments & answers!
SingCascadian: Apologies to all that a flooded garage will delay my entry into the #askaconductor
conversation by a few hours.
NGC6544: Na schön, dann leg ich eine Frage vor für #askaconductor ;-) - @j_darlington Wie war
die Lucia di Lammermoor Premiere?

6:12
pm

J_Loeckner: Join #askaconductor Maestri now online: @eoutwater @j_darlington @sashamakila
@DonatoCabrera @AleCrudele et al.

6:12
pm

BellevuePhil: #askaconductor I have a question for all of you. Do you think live classical orchestral
music will last through the 21st century?

6:13
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: @conguild #askaconductor #auddev It's very easy to always program for those already
"in the know" about music - we assume too much sometimes

6:13
pm

Viides_Rooli: RT @J_Loeckner: Join #askaconductor Maestri now online: @eoutwater @j_darlington
@sashamakila @DonatoCabrera @AleCrudele et al.

6:13
pm

AleCrudele: RT @J_Loeckner Join #askaconductor Maestri now online: @eoutwater @j_darlington
@sashamakila @DonatoCabrera @AleCrudele et al.

6:14
pm

eoutwater: @InklessPW Love Saint-Saëns! esp. Samson et Dalila. I would say most non-Germanic
19th Century music is currently underrated. #askaconductor

6:14
pm

batonflipper: @BellevuePhil #askaconductor Yes - simply because there is nothing like the "live"
experience - might be as widespread as now but YES!

6:14
pm

BellevuePhil: #askaconductor Another question: What can we as conductors do to unite the orchestra
with the audience?

6:15
pm
6:15
pm
6:15
pm
6:15
pm
6:16
pm
6:16
pm

MaestroDSCH: @PaulComposerD When harmonic tempo is so slow, orchestra needs a sense of
congruity. Must sense changes across the ensemble. #askaconductor
PaulComposerD: #askaconductor wht is the most challenging part of conducting/leading the orchestra in a
Violoncello Concerto - dynamics? eg pp?
AleCrudele: @N8Ma #askaconductor Yes it is true, Adagetto shouldn't be so slow...
OrchCanada: Meanwhile, on Twitter today (December 8), you can #askaconductor any question you
like! Participating conductors... http://fb.me/JAZsHzWA
mvdaily: @BellevuePhil #askaconductor Throw a party!
Stephen_P_Brown: @PaulComposerD #askaconductor Love Glass (being a percussionist probably helps)
using/ playing with the rhythm/ pulse is helpful, but...

6:16
pm

sashamakila: @BellevuePhil #askaconductor I think it will last but we are going through hard times
now. It will be restructured eventually.

6:17
pm

eoutwater: @InklessPW "Mon c?ur s'ouvre à ta voix" best thing ever #askaconductor (PC #5 is
being played a bit more these days I think)

6:17
pm
6:17
pm
6:17
pm

AleCrudele: @batonflipper @BellevuePhil Yes I agree #askaconductor
PaulComposerD: @MaestroDSCH Thanks - appreciated - never seen this # before Great!
#askaconductor
Adaptistration: Make sure you stop by #askaconductor today!

6:17
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: @PaulComposerD #askaconductor ...(Glass/ Adams) the biggest problem I find is
concentration - need to assist performers to maintain focus

6:17
pm

forgetful_man: #askaconductor now online: @j_darlington @sashamakila @DonatoCabrera
@AleCrudele et al

6:18
pm
6:18
pm

askthemusicians.com

ellepiari: RT @motmyers: @gccomposer I'm open to doing things that continue to truly
strengthen our art form, including participating in fundraising. #askaconductor
NGC6544: RT @j_darlington: @NGC6544 Wunderschön ßehr gut gelaufen danke #askaconductor
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6:18
pm
6:18
pm
6:18
pm
6:18
pm
6:19
pm
6:19
pm
6:19
pm
6:19
pm
6:19
pm
6:19
pm
6:20
pm
6:20
pm
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Viides_Rooli: It´s called "sisu". ;) http://bit.ly/2ntuve RT @askthemusicians #askaconductor amazing!
@sashamakila has tweeted 200 comments & answers!
ClassicalChops: #askaconductor what happens when you have to sneeze while conducting?
sashamakila: @BellevuePhil #askaconductor We need to make audience understand how demanding
and fascinating profession classical music is.
SchwarzesGold: Wer @J_Darlington (online) GMD der Duisburger @Philharmoniker eine Frage stellen
möchte, hat Heute die Gelegenheit #askaconductor #RT
Stephen_P_Brown: @BellevuePhil #askaconductor suggest to performers that they can show enjoyment on
their faces - particularly when bowing!
ncsymphony: Grant Llewellyn is answering your questions today through Ask a Conductor at 2pm!
Bring your questions and ask away. #askaconductor
batonflipper: @PaulComposerD #askaconductor Like all string intruments, balance is the key. Also
watching the bow - as u would a singers lungs and mouth!
PaulComposerD: @Stephen_P_Brown #askaconductor yes Shaker Loops - i've played - is really difficult
to count - unless you count your own 'loop' Thanks
NGC6544: RT @SchwarzesGold: Wer @J_Darlington (online) GMD der Duisburger
@Philharmoniker eine Frage stellen möchte, hat Heute die Gelegenheit #askaconductor
#RT
Stephen_P_Brown: @batonflipper @BellevuePhil #askaconductor Live concerts will never die.
ckoerner: @AMBabka All of these #askaconductor tweets has me confused. I thought everyone
had a sudden fascination in trains!
Klezmerish: Are composer-led recordings of their work a good guide or benchmark?
#askaconductor

6:20
pm

sashamakila: @BellevuePhil #askaconductor We should bring every musician closer to public, not
only conductors. Solo winds should be local celebrities!

6:20
pm

Viides_Rooli: RT @sashamakila: @BellevuePhil #askaconductor We should bring every musician
closer to public, not only conductors. Solo winds should be local celebrities!

6:20
pm

PaulComposerD: @batonflipper #askaconductor Yes as a cellist - i often struggled to project over brass maybe that was me tho :) Thanks

6:20
pm
6:21
pm
6:21
pm

conguild: How can we make every performance an advocacy event? #askaconductor
DonatoCabrera: #askaconductor @sfsymphony open rehearsal with MTT http://yfrog.com/h3qemj
Klezmerish: @ClassicalChops A really big sforzando #askaconductor

6:21
pm

sashamakila: @PaulComposerD #askaconductor Learning the whole solo part and learning to THINK
like a soloist while conducting.

6:21
pm

violinbow: RT @sashamakila: @BellevuePhil #askaconductor We should bring every musician
closer to public, not only conductors. Solo winds should be local celebrities!

6:22
pm

MaestroDSCH: Love this! RT @sashamakila: #askaconductor We should bring every musician closer to
public... Solo winds should be local celebrities!

6:22
pm
6:23
pm
6:23
pm
6:23
pm

askthemusicians.com

Stephen_P_Brown: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor 1-The music is interrupted by your sneezing, or
2-You lose all focus for 90secs whilst trying to stop it!
sashamakila: @PaulComposerD #askaconductor Bad conductor follows the solo and is always late. U
must think together with the soloist, even at the cadenza
slso: A big "thank you" to our Resident Conductor Ward Stare (@wardstare) for answering all
those great questions for #askaconductor day!
PaulComposerD: @sashamakila #askaconductor Yes IMHO conductors HAVE to know so many
techniques for the players eg breathing, bowing, sticks so hard
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6:24
pm

BellevuePhil: #askaconductor Should orchestras lower ticket prices to attract a wider audience or this
is not a solution?

6:24
pm

batonflipper: @sashamakila @PaulComposerD #askaconductor Very important Sasha - you must
know their part almost as well as they do! Seen many who don't...

6:24
pm

MaestroDSCH: @Klezmerish Not necessarily. I recently wrote a paper demonstrating how composers
commonly ignore their own score directions. #askaconductor

6:25
pm

Diggingpitt: RT @sashamakila: #askaconductor Sasha Mäkilä from the Cleveland Orchestra will be
around still for an hour or 2 http://www.sashamakila.com

6:25
pm
6:25
pm

VASymphony: Agreed!@MaestroDSCH Love this! RT@sashamakila #askaconductor We should bring
musicians closer to public Solo winds should be local celebs!
Stephen_P_Brown: @Klezmerish #askaconductor Not always reliable. Stravinsky has two speeds for
Firebird! Some composers are good conductors (Adams)

6:25
pm

PaulComposerD: @sashamakila #askaconductor similar to ensemble work - like string quartet - mind
reading and working 'as ONE' not as 4 i suppose

6:25
pm

GinnyPowell: RT @Paul_Anater: What a great idea! Ask the Musicians | #askaconductor on
December 8, 2010 http://ht.ly/3lSPq

6:26
pm

sashamakila: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor You sneeze and you go on. I have even dropped my
glasses twice when conducting!

6:26
pm

BPOrchestra: It's #askaconductor day on twitter! Find out more at http://askthemusicians.com. JoAnn
Falletta available at 2pm for questions!!!

6:26
pm

mvdaily: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor #sneeze ... but it hardly ever happens because
conducting is so all-absorbing.

6:27
pm
6:27
pm
6:27
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: @BellevuePhil #askaconductor Why? Tickets cost 10x for some classical events over
others. Perhaps that's one of the problems...
ArtsGroupSales: We hear stories about conductors not starting a piece until the audience is
COMPLETELY silent. What do you think about that? #askaconductor
Stephen_P_Brown: @BellevuePhil #askaconductor ...You get what you pay for mentality ??

6:27
pm

sashamakila: @Klezmerish #askaconductor It depends... with Hindemith yes, with Stravinsky no, for
the most part...

6:27
pm

CabrilloFest: follow #askaconductor today for LIVE conversations with working and emerging
conductors! Join the conversation @askthemusicians

6:28
pm

PaulComposerD: @MaestroDSCH @Stephen_P_Brown @batonflipper @sashamakila #askaconductor
Many thanks - great to find this # is it regular? Must go - TYVM

6:28
pm

DonatoCabrera: #askaconductor Next up for the @sfsymphony open rehearsal is Gil Shaham playing
Mozart's Violin Concerto No. 5

6:28
pm
6:28
pm
6:28
pm

findo: RT @j_darlington: @findo #askaconductor Manuel de Falla From what I know of him he
must have been a wonderfully humane man.
NGC6544: RT @CabrilloFest: follow #askaconductor today for LIVE conversations with working
and emerging conductors! Join the conversation @askthemusicians
Stephen_P_Brown: @batonflipper @sashamakila @PaulComposerD #askaconductor Best advice ever for
conducting a concerto: memorize every note the soloist plays.

6:28
pm

AleCrudele: RT @mvdaily: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor #sneeze ... but it hardly ever happens
because conducting is so all-absorbing.

6:28
pm

MaestroDSCH: @Klezmerish But often, it is due to lack of basic conducting skill/technique, as opposed
to a cavalier attitude. #askaconductor

6:29
pm
6:29
pm
6:29
pm

askthemusicians.com

batonflipper: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor I have never ever sneezed whilst conducting wonder what I would do??
rponto: Can we put "mirroring is bad" cliché to bed? NOTHING wrong w/ it. Of course, if you
can't use do anything else: a problem. #askaconductor
PaulComposerD: @Stephen_P_Brown #askaconductor when ever i WAS the soloist - THAT was my fear
- they knew it better than i did :-/ TY
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6:29
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

j_darlington: @findo #askaconductor He's a fabulous, if underrated composer

6:30
pm

AleCrudele: @ArtsGroupSales #askaconductor We need silence but we shouldn't be fanatic about
it.

6:30
pm

AleCrudele: RT @CabrilloFest: follow #askaconductor today for LIVE conversations with working
and emerging conductors! Join the conversation @askthemusicians

6:30
pm

BellevuePhil: @ArtsGroupSales #askaconductor Waiting for the audience to settle down is the way to
show respect for both the music and audience.

6:30
pm

PaulComposerD: RT @CabrilloFest: follow #askaconductor today for LIVE conversations with working
and emerging conductors! Join the conversation @askthemusicians

6:30
pm

sashamakila: @ArtsGroupSales #askaconductor sometimes it is necessary, think of Freischütz
overture or Mahler 1st symphony

6:31
pm
6:31
pm

ezesilber: For any questions concerning about working with youth orchestras, don´t mind to ask !
@askthemusicians #askaconductor
stefpark: @BellevuePhil I think there are great gains to be made making arts accessible by filling
unsold seats charitably, locally, #askaconductor

6:32
pm

AleCrudele: @BellevuePhil @ArtsGroupSales yes I agree, that is a good answer #askaconductor

6:32
pm

sashamakila: @BellevuePhil #askaconductor I think it is a temporary solution to get more people in,
but what after 5 years? Are you going to dble prices?

6:32
pm

Vegetabull: RT @ncsymphony: Grant Llewellyn is answering your questions today through Ask a
Conductor at 2pm! Bring your questions and ask away. #askaconductor

6:33
pm
6:33
pm
6:33
pm
6:33
pm
6:34
pm
6:34
pm

ClassicalChops: @ezesilber what are some of your biggest challenges with working with young
musicians? #askaconductor
BPOrchestra: Hey Buffalo---Joey Young is participating in Ask a Conductor day! "You can ask me
(almost) ANYTHING! @YOUNGConductor" #askaconductor
AdA___: RT @AleCrudele: RT @mvdaily: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor #sneeze ... but it
hardly ever happens because conducting is so all-absorbing.
ArtsGroupSales: @sashamakila Selling tickets is about creating value for them in the marketplace, not
just about price. #askaconductor
MaestroDSCH: Agreed, wholeheartedly. RT @sashamakila @ArtsGroupSales #askaconductor
sometimes it is necessary, think of Freischütz Ov. or Mahler 1st.
lownote: #AskAConductor Ever consider getting low brass players something to hold their attn
while you rehearse the 90% that doesn't involve them?

6:34
pm

BPOrchestra: @YOUNGconductor Now that you are far away from Buffalo in Phoenix what do you
miss most about Buffalo? (We miss you!!!) #askaconductor

6:34
pm

sashamakila: @BellevuePhil #askaconductor More has to be done starting from educating little kids to
appreciate classical music. Acquired taste...

6:34
pm
6:34
pm

SchwarzesGold: I had the pleasure to take Photos of @J_Darlington and his wonderful work http://bit.ly
/jdarlington #askaconductor #duphil #impressions
colebagski: RT @batonflipper: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor My favourite venue is Symphony
Hall, Birmingham. Just an amazing acoustic with endless possibilities.

6:34
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: Thank you @mcmvanbree and @LaceyH for #askaconductor This is awesome (and
hard to keep up with)!

6:35
pm

NGC6544: Was wolltet ihr eigentlich immer schon über @j_darlington wissen? Was interessiert
euch? Heute könnt ihr ihn direkt fragen. #askaconductor

6:35
pm
6:36
pm
6:36
pm

askthemusicians.com

epistenixe: @eoutwater Has there been a work that has been the most exhilarating to conduct?
#askaconductor
SchwarzesGold: RT @schwarzesgold: I had the pleasure to take Photos of @J_Darlington and his
wonderful work http://bit.ly/jdarlington #askaconductor
stefpark: RT @vuesociety @stefpark @bellevuephil and by engaging with twitter
people\\Absssolutely! #askaconductor
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6:36
pm
6:36
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

PaulComposerD: RT @Stephen_P_Brown: @PaulComposerD This is the first time - what a success,
right?! #askaconductor FANTASTIC idea! Great!!
MaestroDSCH: @rponto I respectfully disagree. Why do w/ both hands what can be done w/ only one?
#askaconductor

6:36
pm

ellepiari: RT @sashamakila: @BellevuePhil #askaconductor More has to be done starting from
educating little kids to appreciate classical music. Acquired taste...

6:37
pm

stefpark: @sashamakila Make sure you notify your fans in Twitterverse when are coming to
Chicago! #askaconductor

6:37
pm
6:37
pm
6:37
pm
6:37
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: RT @stefpark: @BellevuePhil I think there are great gains to be made making arts
accessible by filling unsold seats charitably, locally, #askaconductor
batonflipper: @lownote #askaconductor A good conductor will organise his rehearsals in such a way
to let the "sparsely-used" go early, if possible!
mvdaily: @rponto #askaconductor "mirroring is bad" ... agreed. For beginners, either mirroring or
one hand in pocket are both useful starting points.
j_darlington: @epistenixe #askaconductor Mahler's 6th symphony

6:38
pm

ArtsGroupSales: Many orgs are integrating digital media such as tweeted progrm notes or text message
voting. What do you think about this? #askaconductor

6:38
pm

sashamakila: @lownote #askaconductor With clever planning they will be in the rehearsal for just
those low notes.

6:39
pm

SimoneOsborne: @j_darlington If you could program your own dream opera season, what would it consist
of? (Hello from CHILLY Toronto!) #askaconductor

6:39
pm

AleCrudele: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor Let them express themselves, getting the best out of
them, without giving them standard instructions.

6:39
pm

sashamakila: @lownote #askaconductor But of course if you are inspiring enough you will have their
attention ALL the time

6:39
pm

willcwhite: @Klezmerish at 18 I recruited, rehearsed, conducted cast and orch in a full run of West
Side. talk about preparation! #askaconductor

6:39
pm

NGC6544: Momentan überwiegen die englischen Fragen bei #askaconductor - das müssen wir
aber mal dringend ändern, oder? #Followerpower :-)

6:40
pm
6:40
pm

philharmoniker: RT @SchwarzesGold: Wer @J_Darlington (online) GMD der Duisburger
@Philharmoniker eine Frage stellen möchte, hat Heute die Gelegenheit #askaconductor
#RT
Stephen_P_Brown: @ArtsGroupSales #askaconductor Depends on the piece. Sometimes I love riding the
energy and cheers, sometimes I wait hours (Ok, 2 or 3 mins)

6:41
pm

stefpark: RT @londonsymphony: Got a burning question for a conductor? It's #askaconductor
day on twitter! Find out more here http://bit.ly/eAEwwc.

6:41
pm

PaulComposerD: RT @londonsymphony: Got a burning question for a conductor? It's #askaconductor
day on twitter! Find out more here http://bit.ly/eAEwwc.

6:42
pm

Oregon_Symphony: Today is #askaconductor day! Check out the conversation @askthemusicians. Maybe
next time we can get Carlos, Gregory & Jeff on board!

6:42
pm

batonflipper: @sashamakila @lownote #askaconductor With some of the orchestras I've worked with,
keeping them quiet is a great result!

6:42
pm

sashamakila: @ArtsGroupSales #askaconductor We need all of this to get attention to the orchestras
but i'm sure some listeners mind the gadgets.

6:42
pm
6:43
pm
6:43
pm

askthemusicians.com

GCComposer: Are there any choral conductors participating in #askaconductor today?
Stephen_P_Brown: @ArtsGroupSales #askaconductor tweet away - whilst there's no music to participate in
(and participate, I mean Listen to).
J_Loeckner: @j_darlington @DonatoCabrera @AleCrudele #askaconductor Abt shedding myths of
your profession: Which one(s) would you like to get rid of?
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6:43
pm
6:43
pm
6:43
pm
6:43
pm
6:43
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

Viides_Rooli: Vau, #askaconductor rulettaa! Kapujen vastaukset ovat hauskoja, tulvillaan tietoa. Näin
avataan klassista musiikkia yleisölle Twitterissä.
ClassicalChops: @ezesilber what words of encouragement do you have for young musicians
#askaconductor
wnbrgr: #askaconductor how much education: lifelong - we should always be learning more
about the art, the orchestra and ourselves. @GCComposer
philharmoniker: Gerade kam die Frage auf, wie wohl die Operntraumsaison von unserem GMD
aussehen würde... Wir sind gespannt... #askaconductor
sashamakila: @ArtsGroupSales #askaconductor Maybe we need segregated seating, separate areas
for gadget users? :-D

6:44
pm

violinbow: @violinbow loves working with great conductors. Who of you would like too?
#askaconductor //o

6:44
pm

eoutwater: @epistenixe I would say Heldenleben is so much fun! There are other exhilarating that
also leave me drained, Mahler for ex. #askaconductor

6:44
pm
6:44
pm

stlMakingMusic: Today is #askaconductor day! Get those music questions answered! Thx 2 all
conductors who do amazing work leading an orchestra!
MaestroDSCH: @ArtsGroupSales Almost any new & innovative marketing is good - but no tweeting
during the concert. Defeats the purpose. #askaconductor

6:44
pm

CabrilloFest: RT @youngconductor: Ask a conductor! Anything! I'm on #askaconductor at 4pm Est
today

6:45
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: @batonflipper @lownote #askaconductor I prefer to schedule the bigger pieces later
(As a player I liked less free time between reh/ concert)

6:45
pm

BPOrchestra: #askaconductor question from Matt Marco "What advice does Maestro Falletta have for
young conductors applying to Graduate schools"

6:45
pm

marisagreen: @sashamakila @ArtsGroupSales I would totally support that (gadget users' seating).
Live tweeting from a concert could work! #askaconductor

6:45
pm
6:46
pm
6:46
pm

ellepiari: RT @stefpark: @BellevuePhil I think there are great gains to be made making arts
accessible by filling unsold seats charitably, locally, #askaconductor
DUBIANBO: @sashamakila #askaconductor people hav differ choices&tastes today, I think we can't
really generalize classical music to everyone.
Stephen_P_Brown: @GCComposer #askaconductor Not FT choral, but plenty of it.

6:46
pm

DUBIANBO: @sashamakila #askaconductor like any other industries in the market,I think,orchestras
should keep their attractions to certain audience.

6:46
pm

AleCrudele: @J_Loeckner egocentrism #askaconductor

6:46
pm
6:47
pm
6:47
pm
6:48
pm
6:48
pm
6:48
pm
6:48
pm
6:48
pm

askthemusicians.com

j_darlington: @SimoneOsborne #askaconductor Hi there. I'll try and think where to start! Mozart/Verdi
/Stravinsky(!)/Wagner/Puccini..
philharmoniker: @GCComposer #askaconductor ist momentan auch eher englischsprachig dominiert die #Duisburger trauen sich momentan wohl nicht recht. ;)
ArtsGroupSales: @sashamakila I've heard of a few companies that are starting to offer special "Tweet
Seats" #askaconductor
AleCrudele: @J_Loeckner very nice question ;-) #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @s_kilpatrick its not that there is a dif. it's that you can tell when someone has not used
head for ideas but Sibelius + C&P #askaconductor
j_darlington: @J_Loeckner #askaconductor aloofness/deafness!!
marisagreen: @J_Loeckner @j_darlington @DonatoCabrera @AleCrudele EGOTISM. It is *not* all
about you. #askaconductor
forgetful_man: @j_darlington do you lead or follow in a scene like the Mad Scene in Lucia? Who
drives? #askaconductor
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6:49
pm
6:49
pm
6:50
pm
6:50
pm
6:51
pm
6:51
pm
6:51
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

fergusmacleod: @stefpark apprentice is pretty trad... all depends on what works for u and what luck u
have. #askaconductor
sashamakila: @DUBIANBO #askaconductor In my opinion people should be given a chance to make
an informed decision. How to do that if u don't have a clue?
fergusmacleod: @conguild programming is ongoing for me - always looking at others working with new
pieces - cooking up new menus! #askaconductor
marisagreen: If you were going to die tomorrow but could conduct any piece ever written tonight, what
would it be? #askaconductor (me = Mahler 8!)
j_darlington: @Tchaikovsky6 #askaconductor I don't always - it's only In the pit where I find that the
firsts have more chance of singing their lines
fergusmacleod: @ClassicalChops KKL luzern - is incredible and something v special about Aspen Tent
and Albert Hall #askaconductor
BPOrchestra: "The most important learning experience is attending rehearsals- listening to orchestras,
observing how conductors interact." #askaconductor

6:51
pm

SeanMan87: @VASymphony thanks for answering my question Ms. Falletta! I LOOVVEE watching
you w/ The VSO. #askaconductor

6:52
pm

ljabernathy: #askaconductor number one tip to getting into the profession is...?

6:52
pm
6:52
pm
6:52
pm
6:53
pm

sashamakila: @marisagreen #askaconductor Maybe Tchaikovsky 6th -just because it fits the scenario
so well...
AleCrudele: @marisagreen Bruckner Benedictus from Mass in F, definitely! #askaconductor
batonflipper: @marisagreen #askaconductor The Ring Cycle - at least I might postpone my death
slightly! Seriously, Mahler 2
AleCrudele: RT @BPOrchestra: "The most important learning experience is attending rehearsalslistening to orchestras, observing how conductors interact." #askaconductor

6:53
pm

SeanMan87: I'm loving #askaconductor! #JoAnnFalletta and @maestromaazel are my HEROES!

6:53
pm

BPOrchestra: Most orchestras are happy to have young conductors. I have learned so much from
attending rehearsals (with scores to follow) #askaconductor

6:53
pm
6:53
pm
6:54
pm
6:54
pm

mvdaily: @marisagreen #askaconductor Die tomorrow? I would choose "As Slow As Possible"
by John Cage :)
NGC6544: RT @BPOrchestra: "The most important learning experience is attending rehearsalslistening to orchestras, observing how conductors interact." #askaconductor
marisagreen: @sashamakila True, it would be very appropriate... #askaconductor
AleCrudele: @ClassicalChops Suntory Hall in Tokyo #askaconductor

6:54
pm

fergusmacleod: @BellevuePhil yes - there is nothing more exciting I think than an incredible orch perf.
#askaconductor

6:54
pm

VASymphony: RT @SeanMan87: @VASymphony thanks for answering my question Ms. Falletta! I
LOOVVEE watching you w/ The VSO. #askaconductor

6:54
pm

VASymphony: RT @SeanMan87: I'm loving #askaconductor! #JoAnnFalletta and @maestromaazel
are my HEROES!

6:55
pm
6:55
pm
6:55
pm
6:55
pm

askthemusicians.com

sashamakila: @ljabernathy #askaconductor Gather a group of musician friends and just start
conducting them.
LansingSymphony: It's #askaconductor day - this is too cool! Great insights being spread around!
fergusmacleod: @BellevuePhil Create really incredible performances of great works and invite them into
our world. #askaconductor
marisagreen: @AleCrudele ooohhh! Having grown up singing, I find Bruckner fascinating.
#askaconductor
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6:55
pm
6:56
pm
6:56
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

stephenupshaw: Why do certain conductors patronize audiences with "tuneful melodies" rather than open
their ears and show them new things? #askaconductor
Stephen_P_Brown: @marisagreen #askaconductor Do we have to choose one? Wow, that's tough. I do
want Shostakovitch Festive Ov played at my funeral, though ;)
fergusmacleod: @PaulComposerD making sure the accomp and solo interp and ways of playing match
#askaconductor

6:56
pm

BPOrchestra: P. Herron #askaconductor Have you ever been presented w/ a challenging work w/
simultaneous mixed meter if so how do you prepare for it?

6:56
pm

marisagreen: @batonflipper HA. :) Good point. I also love Mahler 2 - learned it in college when a MIT
production needed some extra singers #askaconductor

6:56
pm
6:56
pm
6:57
pm

philharmoniker: Liebe Duisburger Webfreunde - bis 21:00 Uhr können noch Fragen an @j_darlington
gestellt werden. #askaconductor Auch auf deutsch übrigens.
jmgerraughty: Glad to see that @rponto has joined #askaconductor. Now I'm just waiting for
@dvickerman to show up!
marisagreen: @mvdaily There are lots of funny responses to this question. :) #askaconductor

6:57
pm

philmorehead: #askaconductor I can't stay by the computer, but I'm happy to answer any opera-related
conducting questions from my Lyric Opera experience.

6:57
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: @batonflipper @marisagreen #askaconductor I might actually agree with you re: Mahler
2

6:57
pm

kaykappel: I'm super upset I missed the #askaconductor session. [sadface]

6:57
pm

motmyers: @marisagreen Verdi Requiem. #askaconductor

6:57
pm
6:57
pm
6:57
pm
6:57
pm
6:58
pm
6:58
pm

AleCrudele: @askthemusicians I am very sorry, I have to leave now. Thanks to all for the wonderfull
discussions. I try to join you later #askaconductor
AudienceDevSpec: @kaykappel it's going on all day! #askaconductor Next one starts in 3 minutes.
batonflipper: @stephenupshaw #askaconductor In some countries some conductors might be
frightened of turning their audiences off / away. They play it safe
fergusmacleod: @Klezmerish I think they are interesting and completely depends on composer - I tend
to enjoy more others interpretations #askaconductor
NGC6544: RT @stephenupshaw: Why do certain conductors patronize audiences with "tuneful
melodies" rather than open their ears and show them new things? #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @conguild Advocacy event - make it a truly scintillating event with really captivating
music. Nothing replaces GREAT music. #askaconductor

6:58
pm

J_Loeckner: @marisagreen @j_darlington @AleCrudele Some think a conductor should impose his
vision.Where do the musician's ideas come in? #askaconductor

6:59
pm

NGC6544: RT @LansingSymphony: It's #askaconductor day - this is too cool! Great insights being
spread around!

6:59
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: @ljabernathy #askaconductor Never turn down a gig (until you're established, and even
then...)

6:59
pm

ClassicalChops: @philmorehead how do you balance working with intense singers and passionate
directors during the rehearsal process? #askaconductor

6:59
pm

fergusmacleod: @BellevuePhil I think possibly the subscription aspect needs to be looked at in the USA
but not too sure...#askaconductor

7:01
pm

j_darlington: @J_Loeckner #askaconductor A good conductor can make the instrumentalists feel
they're contributing to that vision

7:01
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: @motmyers @marisagreen #askaconductor You see? Verdi Req is another one. I can't
choose a 'favorite'!

7:01
pm

ClassicalChops: @philmorehead do you have a funny/favorite moment from any orchestra rehearsals for
an Opera?#askaconductor

askthemusicians.com
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#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

7:01
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: @kaykappel #askaconductor There are many conductors here for a few more hours!

7:01
pm

ClassicalChops: RT @j_darlington: @J_Loeckner #askaconductor A good conductor can make the
instrumentalists feel they're contributing to that vision

7:01
pm

wildUp: Check out our conductor @OrionRountree: @LaceyH what inspires me? People
working toward one goal, any goal & getting near it. #askaconductor

7:01
pm

AleCrudele: @J_Loeckner #askaconductor Very interesting question, but I can't answer with twitter
140 limit :o) hope to "see" u later online

7:01
pm

marisagreen: @J_Loeckner @j_darlington @AleCrudele I think it depends a lot on the size of group
and circumstances. #askaconductor

7:02
pm

BPOrchestra: "Part of preparing for simultaneous meters is actually PHYSICALLY practicing it over
and over until it feels comfortable..." #askaconductor

7:02
pm
7:02
pm

youngconductor: @marisagreen Berlioz Damnation of Faust. Lots of drama!!#askaconductor
ClarityK: RT @n8ma: #askaconductor For all conductors: what young-ish composer (born since
1975) do you think everyone needs to listen to?

7:02
pm

sashamakila: @stephenupshaw #askaconductor that mostly happens when you need to please the
donors. Doesn't happen so much in Europe.

7:02
pm

j_darlington: @ceilidhf #askaconductor There are too many to mention. My favourite piece is usually
the one I'm conducting at the time!

7:02
pm

marisagreen: @YOUNGconductor YES! And you even get people singing in Hellish. :)
#askaconductor

7:02
pm

BPOrchestra: "It's a bit like patting your head and rubbing your stomach...Luckily the situation doesn't
come up too often." #askaconductor

7:02
pm

philharmoniker: RT @j_darlington: @J_Loeckner #askaconductor A good conductor can make the
instrumentalists feel they're contributing to that vision

7:03
pm

fergusmacleod: @ClassicalChops I never find it a 'challenge' I think people don't ask enough of them
and so are disappointed...#askaconductor

7:03
pm

marisagreen: @BPOrchestra Totally agree re: the physical practicing. LIke a golf swing or dance step,
you need the muscle memory as well. #askaconductor

7:04
pm

CabrilloFest: RT @BPOrchestra: "The most important learning experience is attending rehearsalslistening to orchestras, observing how conductors interact." #askaconductor

7:04
pm

batonflipper: @ClassicalChops @philmorehead #askaconductor Repitition helps - Sakari Oramo
once told me to try and instill "muscle memory" for these bits

7:04
pm

willhoover: How do you decide your concert theme? Do you research a composer before you
decide to do their work? #askaconductor

7:04
pm
7:04
pm
7:04
pm
7:05
pm
7:05
pm
7:05
pm
7:05
pm
7:05
pm

askthemusicians.com

jdlh: Would it help you, yr librarian to have hi-quality PDF scores of public domain works free
for d/l? How much? Why? #askaconductor
Stephen_P_Brown: @stephenupshaw #askaconductor Maybe they seek popularity as opposed to sharing
an artform?
BPOrchestra: RT @marisagreen: @BPOrchestra Totally agree re: the physical practicing. LIke a golf
swing or dance step, you need the muscle memory as well. #askaconductor
SchwarzesGold: @j_darlington Your most welcome! My Question: If you weren t such a great
musician/conductor, what would you like to be ? #askaconductor
NGC6544: RT @jdlh: Would it help you, yr librarian to have hi-quality PDF scores of public domain
works free for d/l? How much? Why? #askaconductor
LaceyH: What kinds of music do you listen to besides classical? #askaconductor
BPOrchestra: From P. Herron How do you, as a conductor, prepare so much music week after week?
It seems like quite a mental undertaking! #askaconductor
j_darlington: @schwarzesgold #askaconductor A professional mountain guide
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7:06
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

Tom_Godell: @LaceyH In the 1940s, conductor Serge Koussevitzky confessed a weakness for
boogie-woogie music, a precursor of rock & roll. #askaconductor

7:07
pm

josepheidson: RT @sashamakila: @josepheidson #askaconductor A score which has a separate staff
for each and every instrument, like 1st flute, 2nd flute, 3rd flute, alto fl

7:07
pm

josepheidson: RT @marisagreen: @josepheidson Poorly prepared scores/parts - typos,
incomprehensible marking, etc. #askaconductor

7:07
pm
7:07
pm
7:08
pm
7:08
pm
7:08
pm
7:08
pm
7:08
pm
7:08
pm
7:09
pm
7:09
pm

rponto: @MaestroDSCH Main reason: 2 hands define a space that can expand and contract; 1
hand is but an open parenthesis. :) #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @ljabernathy really work hard. #askaconductor
Immyllewellyn: @ncsymphony How to you juggle a travelling career with raising a family?
#askaconductor
j_darlington: @BPOrchestra #askaconductor Hard work, little sleep and passion. It gets faster and
easier with age!
Stephen_P_Brown: @jdlh #askaconductor Already available http://imslp.org/wiki/
wildUp: What inspires our conductor @orionrountree? This is your chance to ask him anything
(including whether he'll go out with you) #askaconductor
NGC6544: Eigentlich wollte ich noch was anderes nebenbei machen, aber die Diskussionen bei
#askaconductor sind sowas von fesselnd...
GCComposer: @Stephen_P_Brown What are the main differences between conducting a choir and an
orchestra. #askaconductor
ClarityK: RT @orchestraremix @Stephen_P_Brown How about making the latest, coolest...new
music the theme, + shape programs around that? #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @stephenupshaw needs to be a real balance and its not always conductors fault with
program and some in audience may like it #askaconductor

7:09
pm

batonflipper: @willhoover #askaconductor A little research can take your concert programmes down
strange,rewarding avenues. Strange bedfellows are fun!

7:09
pm

BPOrchestra: RT @j_darlington: @BPOrchestra #askaconductor Hard work, little sleep and passion. It
gets faster and easier with age!

7:09
pm

amyb601: What is the hardest things about stepping in for another conductor at the last minute?
#askaconductor

7:09
pm

J_Loeckner: Good one: RT @Immyllewellyn How to you juggle a travelling career with raising a
family? #askaconductor

7:09
pm

ezesilber: Participando de la ronda mundial de preguntas a Directores ! / Participating in the
worldwide #askaconductor

7:09
pm
7:09
pm
7:10
pm
7:10
pm

VASymphony: RT @BPOrchestra How do you, as a conductor, prepare so much music week after
week? It seems like quite a mental undertaking! #askaconductor
otterhouse: #askaconductor Are there any (practicing!) Left hand conductors? Would an orchestra
upraise if they suddenly were confronted with one?
j_darlington: @Immyllewellyn #askaconductor With difficulty. The family has to be very
understanding. The old maxim applies -'be careful of what you want
fergusmacleod: @BPOrchestra yes lots of stuff by Nancarrow, you stay in one in a bar and pray
everyone has looked at parts before rehearsal! #askaconductor

7:10
pm

j_darlington: @NGC6544 #askaconductor The French alps..

7:10
pm

sashamakila: @LaceyH #askaconductor Everything, but to relax I like to listen to pop - Stevie Wonder,
Prince, Queen, some K-pop....

7:10
pm

ncsymphony: @Immyllewellyn That is a difficult one, coming as it does from my daughter! Get a
fantastic wife for starters. #askaconductor

7:10
pm

askthemusicians.com

jdlh: @stephen_p_brown Partly agree, but http://imslp.org/wiki/ & friends have unreliable
quality & coverage. #askaconductor
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7:11
pm
7:11
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

fergusmacleod: @J_Loeckner make it so that everyone thinks they are giving to the music - you have to
be receptive - Zinman is great at this #askaconductor
j_darlington: @otterhouse #askaconductor Yes there are - Donald Runnicles is one.

7:12
pm

mvdaily: @jdlh #askaconductor PDF scores - very useful for study (especially when short of
time) but not at all useful for performing from.

7:12
pm

batonflipper: @otterhouse Runnicles, Berglund..... Tricky at first but most pro orchestras get used to
it soon enough #askaconductor

7:12
pm

VASymphony: RT@BPOrchestra If I didn't love music so much I don't think I could do it. I get up very
early to have quiet time to study #askaconductor

7:12
pm
7:12
pm

follovverpower: RT @NGC6544 -Momentan überwiegen die englischen Fragen bei #askaconductor das müssen wir aber mal dringend änd... http://bit.ly/g5jKUv
versonic: You know what's cool? #askaconductor Day!

7:13
pm

sashamakila: @BPOrchestra #askaconductor At some point you will have acquired enough repertoire
and it's not so many new scores any more.

7:13
pm

marisagreen: @ncsymphony @Immyllewellyn Or a fantastic husband! :) #askaconductor

7:13
pm

betheiserloh: @ncsymphony #askaconductor Grant, what is your typical rehearsal schedule like with
the NCS before a concert?

7:13
pm
7:13
pm
7:13
pm
7:13
pm
7:13
pm
7:13
pm
7:13
pm
7:14
pm
7:14
pm
7:14
pm

fergusmacleod: @willhoover I tend to go on a work by work basis - also have a whole bank on progs I
want to do #askaconductor
J_Loeckner: RT @versonic: You know what's cool? #askaconductor Day!
Klezmerish: I'm starting as orchestral librarian for @winorch soon, anything I should keep in mind/be
prepared for? #askaconductor
marisagreen: @sashamakila @LaceyH I'm glad I'm not the only conductor who really DOES enjoy
some pop music at the right time/context :) #askaconductor
jdlh: BTW backgnd on "hi-quality PDF scores of public domain works free for d/l" eg IMSLP
& friends: http://ow.ly/3m404 #askaconductor
WildKittenPR: Loving seeing what a success #askaconductor has been so far today!
SchwarzesGold: @j_darlington Awesome! I d be your first customer Jonathan #gg #askaconductor
JonPowles: RT @sashamakila: @ljabernathy #askaconductor Gather a group of musician friends
and just start conducting them.
J_Loeckner: @AleCrudele Thanks for your time and answers! #askaconductor
Stephen_P_Brown: @LaceyH #askaconductor Honestly? Broadway, trip-hop/acid-jazz (Thievery Corp) and
even psytrance (Juno Reactor, of The Matrix fame)

7:14
pm

sashamakila: @BPOrchestra #askaconductor Sometimes you can tour 20 orchestras with just 5
pieces. Not that difficult!

7:14
pm

j_darlington: @schwarzesgold #askaconductor Let me try it out on some others first!

7:14
pm

marisagreen: @otterhouse Penderecki conducts with his left hand (and every limb, really!). We dealt
with it - honestly, it was fine. #askaconductor

7:14
pm

fergusmacleod: @jdlh I still prefer pro printed music to play from - call me old fashioned but there is a
skill to typesetting! #askaconductor

7:14
pm

AudienceDevSpec: RT @askthemusicians: http://bit.ly/dW250D <-- to keep track of who is on at what time
#askaconductor

7:14
pm

kulturmanager: heute ist #askaconductor day, derzeit kann man seine Fragen an @j_darlington richten

askthemusicians.com
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7:14
pm
7:15
pm
7:15
pm
7:15
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

SchwarzesGold: RT @WildKittenPR: Loving seeing what a success #askaconductor has been so far
today! #samehere
askthemusicians: RT @versonic: You know what's cool? #askaconductor Day!
otterhouse: @batonflipper @j_darlington @marisagreen Thanks, will search on youtube now...
#Askaconductor
NGC6544: RT @versonic: You know what's cool? #askaconductor Day! // Oh ja! Noch bis 21:00
Uhr Fragen an @j_darlington stellen - auch auf deutsch. :-)

7:15
pm

marisagreen: @amyb601 The logistical/traffic-cop stuff. How did they handle transitions. Is there
something the group is used to seeing? #askaconductor

7:15
pm

ClassicalChops: #askaconductor is there a piece that you don't want to conduct again because you have
done it sooooooo many times?

7:15
pm

AllClassicalFM: RT @Oregon_Symphony: Today is #askaconductor day! Check out the conversation
@askthemusicians. Maybe next time we can get Carlos, Gregory & Jeff on board!

7:15
pm
7:15
pm

askthemusicians: RT @Viides_Rooli: It´s been fascinating and such fun to read all these answers by
different conductors. I´ve learnt so much about music, too! #askaconductor
SchwarzesGold: RT @NGC6544: RT @versonic: You know what's cool? #askaconductor Day! // Noch
bis 21:00 Uhr Fragen an @j_darlington auch auf deutsch. :-)

7:15
pm

ncsymphony: @VASymphony Practice, practice and practice more. It gets easier, promise.
#askaconductor

7:16
pm

marisagreen: I have so many new twitter friends as a result of #askaconductor day. It's great!

7:16
pm

kulturmanager: RT @SchwarzesGold: RT @NGC6544: RT @versonic: You know what's cool?
#askaconductor Day! // Noch bis 21:00 Uhr Fragen an @j_darlington auch auf deutsch.
:-)

7:16
pm

scheimer: @pghsymphony Are any of your fabulous conductors participating in #askaconductor
day?

7:16
pm

marisagreen: I hope that my new #askaconductor contacts and I can continue to use each other as
resources/conversation starters beyond today, too!

7:16
pm

sashamakila: @amyb601 #askaconductor If you know the repertoire it's not a big deal. But it's only for
those of us born with good nerves.

7:17
pm
7:17
pm
7:17
pm
7:17
pm

fergusmacleod: @batonflipper 'Strange bedfellows are fun!' spoken like a true conductor ;-)
#askaconductor
wheresrunnicles: @otterhouse yes - Donald Runnicles is left-handed #askaconductor
AudienceDevSpec: Stats on #askaconductor 2,117 tweets, 372 contributors via Whatthehashtag?!
http://bit.ly/hgVmrc
ncsymphony: @amyb601 beginnings and ends #askaconductor

7:17
pm

fergusmacleod: @otterhouse lots and no - but have heard some strories...there is a certain percussionist
in London...#askaconductor

7:18
pm

mtsieling: I'm a Jr who wants to conduct. Should I focus more on theory lit or my instruments?
#askaconductor

7:18
pm
7:18
pm
7:18
pm
7:18
pm

askthemusicians.com

AudienceDevSpec: RT @marisagreen: I have so many new twitter friends as a result of #askaconductor
day. It's great!
sashamakila: @otterhouse #askaconductor I am left handed but learned to conduct with right. Less
complaints. If you can switch I recommend it.
kulturmanager: RT @AudienceDevSpec: Stats on #askaconductor 2,117 tweets, 372 contributors via
Whatthehashtag?! http://bit.ly/hgVmrc
JonPowles: @ClassicalChops I may have had enough of the Hallelujiah chorus. But perhaps it's the
time of year #askaconductor
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7:18
pm
7:18
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

stuartsims: @ClassicalChops haha good question, for me it's seasonal stuff--regular repertoire
favorites are like great old friends #askaconductor
Stephen_P_Brown: @otterhouse #askaconductor I've played for and seen plenty of LH conductors. Some
make a big deal of it, others you barely notice.

7:19
pm

twORCHESTRAS: philharmoniker: RT @J_Loeckner: Maestro @j_darlington is now online!
#askaconductor http://snipurl.com/1lyuvz

7:19
pm

twORCHESTRAS: philharmoniker: Eine Stastisik über den bisherigen Verlauf von #askaconductor gibt es
schon mal unter diese... http://snipurl.com/1lyuwd

7:19
pm

j_darlington: @mtsieling #askaconductor You have to focus on all those things unfortunately.

7:19
pm

J_Loeckner: @j_darlington Auf welches Projekt im Neuen Jahr freuen Sie sich am meisten?
#askaconductor #

7:19
pm

BPOrchestra: From John Z "How do you wrap your head around everything on the page especially
during thicker sections of music?" #askaconductor

7:19
pm

fergusmacleod: @Klezmerish try and be in constant contact with conductor and dont let parts go out
covered in graphite! #askaconductor

7:20
pm

JonPowles: @mtsieling Conductors need to be all-rounders. Focus on all of them! Helps if your
instruments are from diff families #askaconductor

7:20
pm

motmyers: @amyb601 Remembering that you and the orchestra know your stuff, and to just relax
and focus on making music. #askaconductor

7:20
pm

sashamakila: @Klezmerish #askaconductor Orchestra librarian is the conductor's best friend! Some
just don't know it...

7:20
pm

j_darlington: @J_Loeckner #askaconductor Street Scene in Dresden

7:20
pm

stuartsims: @amyb601 For me, connecting with an ensemble gesturally in a very short time--critical
for expressive perf, hard to rush #askaconductor

7:20
pm

J_Loeckner: RT @fergusmacleod: @J_Loeckner make it so that everyone thinks they are giving to
the music - you have to be receptive #askaconductor

7:21
pm

JonPowles: LOL so true! ?@sashamakila: @Klezmerish #askaconductor Orchestra librarian is the
conductor's best friend! Some just don't know it...?

7:21
pm

Klezmerish: I am actually pretty terrible at piano; how much of a handicap is this for me as a novice
conductor? #askaconductor

7:21
pm

mmerrill787: what is your relationship with your concertmaster? especially if you (the conductor) are
not a string player? #askaconductor

7:21
pm
7:21
pm

ncsymphony: @ClassicalChops If it's great music, time will heal anything. #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @mtsieling focus on your instruments but get interested in history + philosophy of mus!
#askaconductor

7:21
pm

j_darlington: @Klezmerish #askaconductor None at all. Toscanini was a cellist, Haitink a violinist etc...
go for it

7:22
pm

stuartsims: @LaceyH I listen to most EVERYTHING, faves are underground hip hop, electronica,
singer/songwriters--it just has to be good #askaconductor

7:22
pm
7:22
pm

fergusmacleod: @Klezmerish not at all a long as you can hear it in your head! #askaconductor
NGC6544: @j_darlington Kurt Weills Street Scene? OMG. #askaconductor It#s not so often on the
stage here in Germany.

7:23
pm

AudienceDevSpec: RT @ArtsGroupSales: Many orgs are integrating digital media such as tweeted progrm
notes or text message voting. What do you think about this? #askaconductor

7:23
pm

batonflipper: @Klezmerish #askaconductor It hasn't hindered me yet - I'm a terrible pianist!! Look up
Berglund / Bolet on Youtube - Berglund just sings it

7:23
pm

J_Loeckner: RT @j_darlington #askaconductor Street Scene in Dresden http://bit.ly/fT8S0x #2011

askthemusicians.com
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#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

7:23
pm

ArtsCouncilGL: RT @LansingSymphony: It's #askaconductor day - this is too cool! Great insights being
spread around!

7:23
pm

marisagreen: Alright, it's time for rehearsal. I'm MDing a production of Thoroughly Modern Millie. Yay
big band. :) Will return to #askaconductor later!

7:23
pm

sashamakila: @mtsieling #askaconductor Instruments, and get experience in playing in different
groups with different conductors & without conductors too

7:23
pm
7:24
pm
7:24
pm
7:24
pm
7:24
pm

PaulComposerD: @fergusmacleod #askaconductor TYVM :)
stuartsims: @jdlh Would help me tremendously, I teach at a university and getting students' eyes on
scores regularly is so important! #askaconductor
Stephen_P_Brown: @GCComposer #askaconductor For me: stretching pulse is easier with choirs. Singers
can be more open to being inspired. Orchs have gumption!
NGC6544: @sashamakila: @Klezmerish #askaconductor Orchestra librarian is the conductor's best
friend! Some just don't know it...
AudienceDevSpec: I was just about to ask this! RT @GCComposer: Are there any choral conductors
participating in #askaconductor today?

7:24
pm

j_darlington: @NGC6544 #askaconductor No you're right. He thought it was his best. Come and see
it in June - premiere 19th

7:24
pm

stuartsims: @willhoover for me, driven by response to a piece, subjective & objective evaluation.
Research after affection, I suppose. #askaconductor

7:25
pm
7:25
pm
7:25
pm
7:26
pm
7:26
pm

fergusmacleod: @ClassicalChops its difficult I think get section leaders to ask questions, talk to
conductor about the rep in breaks etc. #askaconductor
stuartsims: @willhoover also, programming often like planning a meal--start with an entree and
proceed from there #askaconductor
tubaladd: #askaconductor What orchestral piece composed in the past 20 years or so do you like
the most?
BPOrchestra: From Craig Schwab "What is the most challenging piece you and the BPO have had to
perform?" #askaconductor
jdlh: @fergusmacleod @mvdaily So paper&typesetting matter. If PDF prints well, does "free
d/l" solve budget, distro probs? #askaconductor Thx

7:26
pm

motmyers: @laceyh My iPod contains everything from Stevie Ray Vaughan to Radiohead to Beirut
to Brad Mehldau. #askaconductor

7:26
pm

cellocat75: RT @sashamakila: @Klezmerish #askaconductor Orchestra librarian is the conductor's
best friend! Some just don't know it...

7:26
pm
7:27
pm
7:27
pm

forgetful_man: It's #askaconductor day! Ask them anything. http://ow.ly/3m4uF ask @j_darlington
@vancouveropera 's conductor
j_darlington: @tubaladd #askaconductor Manfred Trojahn "Was ihr wollt"
rbperc: @orionrountree When conducting @wildup, ever turn around to face your audience in
middle of a piece? just for eye contact? #askaconductor

7:27
pm

ncsymphony: @betheiserloh Tuesday 10-12.30, 2-4. Wednesday 10-12.30, 2-4, Thursday 10-12.30.
Concerts Thurs, Fri, Sat.#askaconductor

7:27
pm

alexwn: Love reading conductor responses from questions all over the world/Twitter with
#askaconductor this week!

7:27
pm

stuartsims: @stephenupshaw in many places, the only people who buy tickets are the ones who
want the tuneful melodies. Market forces. #askaconductor

7:27
pm

Musicshosh: Is there a reason why piano, violin, vocal are the main soloists? I'd love to see more
wind soloists! #askaconductor

7:27
pm

sashamakila: @mmerrill787 #askaconductor You really should cherish that relationship. Concert
master can save your act so many times...

7:27
pm

askthemusicians.com

Stephen_P_Brown: @Klezmerish #askaconductor For conducting, none. For career, some folk expect it.
I'm mediocre at piano but seem to be doing fine.
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7:28
pm
7:28
pm
7:28
pm
7:28
pm
7:28
pm
7:29
pm
7:29
pm
7:29
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

AudienceDevSpec: RT @sashamakila: #askaconductor You really should cherish that relationship. Concert
master can save your act so many times...
NGC6544: @j_darlington Street Scene hat tatsächlich eine deutsche Fassung erhalten? Na sowas.
#Weill #askaconductor
batonflipper: @tubaladd #askaconductor I love Turnage "3 Screaming Popes" & his "Drowned Out"
which is done far less often. Also like Salonens music...
Stephen_P_Brown: RT @sashamakila: @Klezmerish #askaconductor Orchestra librarian is the conductor's
best friend! Some just don't know it...
girllightning: @j_darlington what was your most challenging opera to conduct and why?
#askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @jdlh it can really help but if pos. best conditions are great Barenreiter / Henle parts
etc... #askaconductor
NGC6544: @j_darlington Wobei ich es immer schade finde, dass der sogenannte "amerikanische"
Weill hierzulande selten gehört wird. #askaconductor
Stephen_P_Brown: @BPOrchestra #askaconductor That's why it takes months to prep a score - you
learn/digest it one little note at a time.

7:29
pm

stuartsims: @Klezmerish it's a fair handicap--for me, piano is easiest way to become acquainted
with a piece, lets me put my hands on it #askaconductor

7:29
pm

BPOrchestra: "But contemporary compositions are often extremely challenging..." #askaconductor

7:30
pm

batonflipper: @Musicshosh #askaconductor Lack of repertoire / popular audience grabbing
repertoire!! Some soloists get them in ( Glennie, Hardenberger )..

7:30
pm

mmerrill787: #askaconductor what do you do after the first rehearsal in order to prepare yourself for
the next. What are you thinking about/planning/etc

7:30
pm
7:30
pm
7:30
pm

VancouverOpera: RT @forgetful_man: It's #askaconductor day! Ask them anything. http://ow.ly/3m4uF ask
@j_darlington @vancouveropera 's conductor
stuartsims: @mmerrill787 I'm not a string player, so I would say "collaborators." I know what I want
to hear, he knows how to get it. #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @Musicshosh it was trad. a more virtuosic instrument - wind were seen in olden days as
being milatry or country folk! #askaconductor

7:30
pm

jcharney: what's the most annoying unnecessary notational trend in the rep recently that
composers should avoid? #askaconductor

7:31
pm

NGC6544: RT @J_Loeckner: RT @j_darlington #askaconductor Street Scene in Dresden
http://bit.ly/fT8S0x #2011

7:31
pm

stuartsims: @ArtsGroupSales I think that the more concert music ensembles are OF the culture
they are IN, the better #askaconductor

7:31
pm

JonPowles: @LaceyH I listen to anything with a line. Love Indian improvisations. Rhythm works in
such fabulous ways #askaconductor

7:31
pm

motmyers: @mmerrill787 I love having an active concertmaster. Big time saver in rehearsal and
allows me to focus on the bigger picture. #askaconductor

7:31
pm

mmerrill787: how much writing do you put on your scores? do you use a working score and a
separate, cleaner performance score? #askaconductor

7:31
pm

Viides_Rooli: :) RT @motmyers @laceyh My iPod contains everything from Stevie Ray Vaughan to
Radiohead to Beirut to Brad Mehldau. #askaconductor

7:31
pm

fergusmacleod: @mmerrill787 great concert masters are crucial - David Halen, Arai San at Tokyo Phil
Andrew Wan at Montreal #askaconductor

7:31
pm
7:31
pm
7:32
pm

askthemusicians.com

j_darlington: @girllightning #askaconductor "The Magician" by Trojahn because it only got finished a
week or so before the premiere
Annabelle314: How do you choose the themes for a concert? #askaconductor @tucsonsymphony
jdlh: @stuartsims idea: IMSLP score scan, transcribe to source form as class project?
(tools: http://ow.ly/3m4IC) #askaconductor
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7:32
pm
7:32
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

j_darlington: @NGC6544 #askaconductor Ich bin ganz einverstanden
BPOrchestra: RT @Stephen_P_Brown: @BPOrchestra #askaconductor That's why it takes months to
prep a score - you learn/digest it one little note at a time.

7:32
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: @mtsieling #askaconductor Concentrate on theory, lit AND instr. As well as history,
psychology, politics, leadership and languages.

7:32
pm

fergusmacleod: @mmerrill787 look over the score again - what went well, what needs fixing am i
achieving an overall perspective? #askaconductor

7:32
pm
7:32
pm

ncsymphony: @Musicshosh It's all about the best available rep out there. There are after all only 2
bassetclarinet concertos available #askaconductor
s_kilpatrick: @fergusmacleod Do you mean essentially copying and pasting repetitions? I'm not sure
how Sibelius would give a composer ideas.#askaconductor

7:32
pm

MaestroDSCH: @rponto I agree, it *can* be very effective at times, but nvr simply because one has not
undertaken the work to sepr8 arms. #askaconductor

7:32
pm

allthingsjen: TWITTER FRIENDS! Have a question for @BPOrchestra conductor JoAnn Falletta?
Ask away! #askaconductor

7:32
pm

stuartsims: @mmerrill787 assessing what went well or didn't, how compares to expectation prior,
and what planning adjustments are needed #askaconductor

7:32
pm

batonflipper: @jcharney #askaconductor Writing in 3/16, 4/32 when 3/4 & 4/8 would have saved on
rehearsal time& given them a chance of a repeat playing!

7:33
pm

fergusmacleod: @jcharney varying notation for extended techniques we need conventions ASAP and
young composer need to research them #askaconductor

7:33
pm

sashamakila: @Musicshosh #askaconductor there's a tradition behind that, and also wind concertos
need to be shorter than piano or strings for tech reason

7:33
pm

timcorriejr: RT @sashamakila: @ljabernathy #askaconductor Gather a group of musician friends
and just start conducting them.

7:33
pm

s_kilpatrick: @fergusmacleod In fact, as a composing tool, I think Sibelius is more likely to inhibit
ideas better worked out on paper #askaconductor

7:33
pm
7:33
pm
7:33
pm
7:34
pm

fergusmacleod: @mmerrill787 One score, quite a lot in different colours! #askaconductor
ingridjmartin: Various courses&degrees focus on lots of repertoire whilst others do less in more
depth? What are the (dis)advantages of each?#askaconductor
alexwn: #askaconductor We hear of changing roles of conducting in 21st cent. Do you get a big
share of admin/personnel work, or still 100% artistic?
fergusmacleod: @Annabelle314 themes for the sake of the them are dangerous - great music that
reacts together is most imp. #askaconductor

7:34
pm

J_Loeckner: @j_darlington #askaconductor One frequent question today was: Will class. music (way
it's performed today) make it into future? Ur toughts?

7:34
pm

JonPowles: @AudienceDevSpec @gccomposer I am a choral conductor, primarily #askaconductor

7:34
pm

batonflipper: @tubaladd #askaconductor OOOOOHHHHH forgot - Con Brio by Jorg Widmann - got a
great reaction when we did it here in Birmingham with CBSOYO

7:34
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor Messiah getting to that point. As is Mendelssohn's
Hebrides Ov.

7:34
pm

gumpelmaier: @hanshafner Noch bis 21 Uhr kann man @J_Darlington im Rahmen des Twitterevents
#askaconductor Fragen stellen: http://bit.ly/eanmxV

7:34
pm

stuartsims: @Musicshosh hard for winds to play in sustained fashion for that length of time; also,
wind insts dev technically later too #askaconductor

7:35
pm
7:35
pm

askthemusicians.com

s_kilpatrick: @fergusmacleod Or are you referring to the composition tools plug ins?
#askaconductor
NGC6544: @j_darlington Ich hoffe ich schaffe es nach Dresden zur Premiere. #askaconductor
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7:35
pm
7:35
pm
7:35
pm
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Annabelle314: @tucsonsymphony how do you choose the theme for your concerts #askaconductor
j_darlington: @ingridjmartin #askaconductor I'd always go for the one that deals with things in depth.
You can always expand yourself..
stuartsims: @jcharney I find that it's gotten better in the past 15 yrs as conventions settled and
much was discarded #askaconductor

7:35
pm

mmerrill787: @stuartsims do you do this immediately, or do you wait until a few hours later when your
mind is fresh? #askaconductor

7:35
pm

fergusmacleod: @s_kilpatrick yes, and its a sound thing - it seems to stop a real questioning of whats on
page - of course I am generalisng #askaconductor

7:36
pm
7:36
pm
7:36
pm
7:36
pm

motmyers: @mmerrill787 BTW, the same goes for having excellent leadership in key seats
throughout the ensemble. #askaconductor
AudienceDevSpec: @JonPowles @gccomposer Interested in hearing perspective on transitioning from
choral to orchestra. Is it quite different? #askaconductor
j_darlington: @NGC6544 #askaconductor Dass wäre wunderbar..See you there
fergusmacleod: @s_kilpatrick I have heard so often - but Sibelius said it was playable! #askaconductor

7:37
pm

sashamakila: @mmerrill787 #askaconductor I write in scores the essential things but not any music
theory essays. I have a study diary for other stuff.

7:37
pm

ingridjmartin: @J_Loeckner as Ben Zander would say: everybody loves classical music they just don't
know it yet! #askaconductor

7:37
pm

stuartsims: @mmerrill787 Hm, both, I think--a little time reflecting immediately, then much more next
morning (sleep helps) #askaconductor

7:37
pm

allthingsjen: @BPOrchestra Is there a guest artist that you would love to see perform with the BPO
who you have not yet worked with? #askaconductor

7:37
pm

j_darlington: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor Doing the Rape of Lucretia Our Lucretia was sick
and I sang the whole part.

7:37
pm
7:37
pm
7:37
pm
7:37
pm
7:38
pm
7:38
pm
7:38
pm

fergusmacleod: @s_kilpatrick i think paper is so important as the first step in compositon! Its more
natural too. #askaconductor
joeres: @sashamakila #askaconductor This goes out to anyone, Do you feel there are
differences in conducting styles in wind ensembles vs orchestra?
j_darlington: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor Someone in the audience was heard to say she liked
it all except for the Lucretia!
philharmoniker: Kleine Hilfestellung: Wie funktioniert das heute mit dem #askaconductor Event auf
Twitter eigentlich? - http://bit.ly/fk5Lzi #Duphil #Dacapo
s_kilpatrick: @fergusmacleod I see. So it's to do with trusting the software rather than developing an
understanding of the instruments? #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @alexwn really depends on orch and continent... #askaconductor
mhtetzel: @sashamakila#askaconductor Have you received previous question without
#askaconductor? If not, will repeat it.

7:38
pm

sashamakila: @mhtetzel #askaconductor The seating partly depends on the piece. If I guest conduct
a new orchestra I rarely touch the seating.

7:38
pm

Immyllewellyn: @ncsymphony As a prospective graduate myself, would you recommend a career in the
classical music industry? If yes, why? #askaconductor

7:38
pm
7:38
pm
7:38
pm

askthemusicians.com

stuartsims: @jdlh GREAT LINK will have to investigate your massive list of resources soon!!
Thanks! #askaconductor
J_Loeckner: @CabrilloFest Great attitude! #askaconductor
VASymphony: From Melissa S. #askaconductor "What pieces would you recommend I listen to if I?m
new to Classical music?"
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7:38
pm

TechInTheArts: Interested to see what kind of response #askaconductor is receiving on Twitter? You
can monitor its traffic at http://bit.ly/hi7Fhh

7:39
pm

ncsymphony: @alexwn It must change if we are to survive. Admin, marketing, fundraising etc, but
never, ever forget number 1....the music #askaconductor

7:39
pm

billreidgallery: Remember #askacurator day? Well today is #askaconductor day. What questions do
you have for conductors? http://askthemusicians.com/

7:39
pm

JonPowles: @AudienceDevSpec @gccomposer Hmm ... I went the other way, and my challenge
was learning about vocal technique. but ... #askaconductor

7:39
pm

fergusmacleod: @joeres I don't think there should be but people ashamedly see wind orch conductors
as 2nd class citizens i think #askaconductor

7:40
pm

fergusmacleod: @s_kilpatrick mostly yes! #askaconductor

7:40
pm

sashamakila: @joeres #askaconductor Shouldn't be, but band leaders often lack horizontal dimension
in their conducting bcause they are not string plrs

7:40
pm

alexwn: RT @ncsymphony: @alexwn It must change if we are to survive. Admin, marketing,
fundraising etc, but never, ever forget number 1....the music #askaconductor

7:40
pm

ingridjmartin: @BPOrchestra what advice would you have for young female cond's trying to make the
leap from amateur/community to prof grps?#askaconductor

7:40
pm

stuartsims: @joeres @sashamakila #askaconductor ABSOLUTELY, I conduct both and move fairly
differently depending.

7:40
pm

Klezmerish: Thoughts on transcriptions/reorchestrations? I'm working on a few now that I hope to get
published #askaconductor

7:40
pm

BPOrchestra: "I would love to be able to work with Ann-Sophie Mutter and Marta Argerich!"
#askaconductor

7:40
pm

klassikakzente: @j_darlington Any idea, why you´re the only conductor twittering from Germany?
#askaconductor

7:40
pm

navidanuraney: Remember #askacurator day? Well today is #askaconductor day. What questions do
you have for conductors? http://askthemusicians.com/

7:41
pm
7:41
pm
7:41
pm

mmerrill787: @stuartsims how often do you meet with players individually following a rehearsal (say
to coach the flute soloist) #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @Klezmerish Mahler's Beethoven is incredible! #askaconductor
AudienceDevSpec: @sashamakila can you expand on what you mean by horizontal dimension?
#askaconductor

7:41
pm

s_kilpatrick: @fergusmacleod I would agree with you. Sibelius forces the composer to make
decisions that would be better left until later #askaconductor

7:41
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: @jcharney #askaconductor inventing new symbols for concepts when symbols already
exist.

7:41
pm

sashamakila: #askaconductor I will take a short break now! Hope to find some personal
@sashamakila questions when I get back! :-)

7:41
pm

stephenupshaw: @stuartsims yes, but then how will they ever discover something different that they may
like even more? Market Necessities. #askaconductor

7:41
pm

BPOrchestra: "One of my dreams did come true in that @lang_lang is coming to play with the BPO in
January." #askaconductor

7:42
pm
7:42
pm

fergusmacleod: @s_kilpatrick or just stops people really discovering what an instrument can do!
#askaconductor
NGC6544: RT @klassikakzente: @j_darlington Any idea, why you´re the only conductor twittering
from Germany? #askaconductor

7:42
pm

VASymphony: JF: Orff Carmina Burana, Dvorak New World, Vivaldi Four Seasons, Wagner Ride of the
Valkyrie, Beethoven Symphony No. 5 & 9 #askaconductor

7:42
pm

BetHaderej: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor Messiah getting to that point. As is Mendelssohn's
Hebrides Ov. @Stephen_P_Brown #bethaderej

askthemusicians.com
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7:42
pm
7:42
pm
7:42
pm
7:42
pm
7:42
pm
7:43
pm
7:43
pm
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ingridjmartin: @joeres great Q! I do both wind and orchestra and feel I get pigeon-holed a lot for
being a "Band" conductor. It's all music!#askaconductor
j_darlington: @klassikakzente #askaconductor I can only think that institutions/individuals haven't yet
understood that there's an international community
fergusmacleod: @NGC6544 I am tweeting from Zurich so nearly Germany!! #askaconductor
JonPowles: @AudienceDevSpec @gccomposer ... many things similar: shape and pace of music,
rehearsal technique, leadership skills #askaconductor
VASymphony: From Terrie C #askaconductor: How do you prepare to conduct something you?ve
done so many times, like Handel?s Messiah?
stuartsims: @mmerrill787 will speak with individuals often, but not formal mtgs; I love to collaborate,
want to hear my players' ideas #askaconductor
kw_symphony: Everyone! @eoutwater is participating in #askaconductor - ask him things!

7:43
pm

stephenupshaw: @sashamakila yes, pleasing donors - but the problem is compounded by conductors to
claim to innovate but only push safety. #askaconductor

7:43
pm

VASymphony: JF: I try and pretend that I have never done it, that I am looking at it for the first timeeven that it was just composed! #askaconductor

7:43
pm

atlantasymphony: Great discussion brewing over at #askaconductor.

7:43
pm

ncsymphony: @Immyllewellyn I know many fulfilled people in music. I also know many frustrated folk if
you really love the arts- go for it #askaconductor

7:43
pm

VASymphony: JF: That way I can try to see it with fresh eyes and discover new and wonderful things in
the piece. #askaconductor

7:43
pm

JonPowles: @AudienceDevSpec @gccomposer Orch. scores much more complex, and require
specialist knowledge of e.g. string technique #askaconductor

7:44
pm
7:44
pm

MikeDexter30: @bporchestra #askaconductor JoAnn, I've noticed you sometimes conduct from
memory. How do you reach that level of proficiency with a work?
joeres: @ingridjmartin #askaconductor Thanks! I am very interested in the concepts of
orchestral conducting vs Band or wind band conducting.

7:44
pm

s_kilpatrick: @fergusmacleod Agreed. The playback function discourages the inexperienced
composer from imagining the sound on instruments #askaconductor

7:44
pm

VASymphony: JF: I spend a lot of time just looking at the score carefully almost like a detective to
uncover mysteries still in the music #askaconductor

7:45
pm

Paul_Anater: Kitchen and Residential Design: Conductors on Twitter, oh my! http://ht.ly/3lUbB
#askaconductor

7:45
pm

ingridjmartin: @stuartsims please expand! :) #askaconductor

7:45
pm
7:45
pm

W9IKU: RT @alexwn: #askaconductor We hear of changing roles of conducting in 21st cent. Do
you get a big share of admin/personnel work, or still 100% artistic?
stuartsims: @stephenupshaw agree, just pointing out practical catch-22 we all must deal with;
getting new sounds to new ears is critical #askaconductor

7:46
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: @VASymphony #askaconductor Always the same way - as though it were the first time.
Different groups/ audiences/ venues have different needs.

7:46
pm

amyrhoda: RT @kw_symphony: Everyone! @eoutwater is participating in #askaconductor - ask him
things!

7:46
pm

J_Loeckner: #askaconductor Just got a DM asking who's @j_darlington Meet JD here: http://bit.ly
/h4vfKj

7:47
pm

Viides_Rooli: @sashamakila Ihailen energiaasi & arvostan kykyäsi vastata ytimekkäästi. Hienoa työtä!
Mikä on seuraava haasteesi työsaralla? #askaconductor

7:47
pm

askthemusicians.com

joeres: @ingridjmartin @BPOrchestra #askaconductor I would be interested in this as well.
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7:47
pm
7:48
pm
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j_darlington: @girllightning #askaconductor I guess it's a bit of a mixture, but sometimes staying at
home is just like travelling!
klassikakzente: @j_darlington So, Twitter is for you a daily working tool? #askaconductor

7:48
pm

josepheidson: @sashamakila Alright Sasha here's one: most terrifying moment on the podium in a live
performance? #askaconductor

7:49
pm

ncsymphony: @VASymphony Messiah's easy because it can never be remotely the same. do a
different version. soloists, movs. and its great. #askaconductor

7:49
pm

AudienceDevSpec: @JonPowles @gccomposer do you find the method for bringing out the color of the
sounds to be different? Hope this makes sense #askaconductor

7:49
pm

JonPowles: @s_kilpatrick @fergusmacleod Yes. as a composer, and tech enthusiast, there is no
software I know that allows *sketching* #askaconductor

7:49
pm
7:49
pm
7:49
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: Question: Do you book your own gigs, or do you employ a manager? #askaconductor
musicinclusion: @j_darlington was ist ihr Lieblingsstück beim Neujahrskonzert? #askaconductor
j_darlington: @klassikakzente #askaconductor I wouldn't say daily - I don't have the time but it's
certainly a tool. I do posts every week

7:49
pm

twORCHESTRAS: philharmoniker: RT @j_darlington: @J_Loeckner #askaconductor A good conductor
can make the instrumentalists... http://snipurl.com/1lz4lq

7:49
pm

twORCHESTRAS: philharmoniker: @GCComposer #askaconductor ist momentan auch eher
englischsprachig dominiert - die #Duisbur... http://snipurl.com/1lz4m0

7:50
pm

forgetful_man: RT @j_loeckner: #askaconductor Just got a DM asking who's @j_darlington Meet JD
here: http://bit.ly/h4vfKj

7:50
pm

stuartsims: @ingridjmartin mirror neurons and all: I use more broad, horiz gestures w/strings;
w/winds, more focal pt tech, precision #askaconductor

7:50
pm
7:51
pm

j_darlington: @musicinclusion #askaconductor Diesmal Fledermaus Ouverture...
philharmoniker: Noch zehn Minuten - dann endet die erste Fragerunde für @j_darlington - aber es gibt
heute Nacht noch eine weitere... #askaconductor

7:51
pm

VASymphony: RT @MikeDexter30: @bporchestra #askaconductor JoAnn, I've noticed you sometimes
conduct from memory. How do you reach that level of proficiency with a work?

7:51
pm

batonflipper: @Stephen_P_Brown #askaconductor half and half - I have an agent but he has nothing
to do with my @TheCBSO work or my visits to Buenos Aires

7:52
pm

klassikakzente: Anybody on air who´s twittering from western Europe besides @j_darlington and
@fergusmacleod ? #askaconductor

7:52
pm

musicinclusion: @j_darlington #askaconductor oh ja :-) *freu* habe gehört Anna Thalbach kommt auch

7:52
pm

JonPowles: @AudienceDevSpec @gccomposer Yes. Of course, text and vowel sound so important
to colour in choral music. But much more ... #askaconductor

7:52
pm

musicapologist: Conductors: If u had every US citizen btwn 16&35 in a room 4 1hr, how would u
convince them of the power of classical music? #askaconductor

7:52
pm

AudienceDevSpec: Love when a conductor asked a question for the other conductors! #askaconductor

7:52
pm
7:52
pm
7:53
pm
7:53
pm

askthemusicians.com

j_darlington: @musicinclusion #askaconductor Ja für Poulenc Babar
GCComposer: @JonPowles Do you mouth the text when conducting a choir? @AudienceDevSpec
#askaconductor
JonPowles: @AudienceDevSpec @gccomposer ... finesse possible in orchestra - balance
combinations, instrumental tone variations #askaconductor
mskaff: OK, #Music lovers. Today is #AskAConductor day! Use the hashtag to have questions
answered by amazing conductors from around the world.
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7:53
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7:53
pm
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j_darlington: @GCComposer #askaconductor Yes - in operas as well. It just happens
iggy2112: How do you unwind after a challenging show? #askaconductor

7:53
pm

ncsymphony: @Stephen_P_Brown A manager can help enormously.....but they take 20%!
#askaconductor

7:54
pm

josepheidson: Your preferred method of networking with composers whom you've never met before cold calls, score submissions, email, etc? #askaconductor

7:54
pm
7:55
pm
7:55
pm
7:55
pm
7:55
pm
7:55
pm
7:56
pm
7:56
pm
7:56
pm

AudienceDevSpec: @JonPowles @gccomposer thank you! I enjoyed your answer! #askaconductor
motmyers: @iggy2112 Beer and ESPN. #askaconductor
musicinclusion: @j_darlington #askaconductor durfte gestern einen ersten Blick in das neue Buch
"Karneval der Tiere" werfen und die CD hören.
ingridjmartin: @stuartsims if you used the broader gesture with winds do you think you would get a
poor result? Why don't u use it w them?#askaconductor
GCComposer: @j_darlington "It just happens." That makes sense. As an instrumentalist who writes
mostly for choirs, I always found it odd. #askaconductor
stuartsims: @musicapologist disassemble an example conceptually, then listen to it. Would use 1st
mvt. of Adams' Harmonielehre, I think #askaconductor
batonflipper: @iggy2112 #askaconductor Many ways - used to play online poker to "turn off" the
music side of the brain and go to maths! Sometimes a pint?
Stephen_P_Brown: @josepheidson #askaconductor I run a triennial composer competition!
www.thecompcomp.com
musicinclusion: @j_darlington Ich liebe den Schwan #askaconductor was ist Ihr Lieblingstier beim
Karneval der Tiere? - oder die Hochzeit des Löwen

7:56
pm

teniralCist: @MaestroDSCH @MaestroMaazel @MaestroMitchell @wnbrgr #askaconductor In
auditions, what's the order of importance in aspects of 1's playing?

7:56
pm

ncsymphony: @iggy2112 It takes a while to bring the adrenalin levels down. i find beer, wine and
friends help, in that order #askaconductor

7:57
pm

stuartsims: @iggy2112 hahaha just what are you trying to get us to admit in public? ; )
#askaconductor

7:57
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: @iggy2112 #askaconductor I like to cook a huge meal for a room full of people. Of
course, it's not always practical at midnight...

7:57
pm
7:57
pm
7:58
pm
7:58
pm
7:58
pm
7:58
pm
7:59
pm
7:59
pm
7:59
pm

askthemusicians.com

j_darlington: @musicinclusion #askaconductor Ja die Löwen sind Toll
PhoenixSymphony: RT @mikedexter30: @BPOrchestra #askaconductor JoAnn, I've noticed you
sometimes conduct from memory. How do you reach that level of...
mhtetzel: @sashamakila #askaconductor Question without #askaconductor. Will repreat. Which is
the Cleveland Orchestra pitch. 440 or 442 Hertz?
stuartsims: @josepheidson email--I just introduce myself, state interest, proceed; made some
good music friends this way #askaconductor
AudienceDevSpec: I need to leave for a few hours. Do stop by #askaconductor - use hashtag to ask your
question. Back later to cheer on Colorado conductors!
fergusmacleod: @josepheidson Any accompanied recit! #askaconductor
JonPowles: @GCComposer @audiencedevspec Depends. Large massed amateur choir, yes
sometimes to get them looking at me not the page! #askaconductor
ncsymphony: @teniralCist musical emagination #askaconductor
DasiFriend: RT @askthemusicians: Hi Everyone! The official hashtag is #askaconductor. Glad to
see it taking off! Keep tweeting!
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7:59
pm
7:59
pm
7:59
pm
7:59
pm
8:00
pm
8:00
pm
8:00
pm
8:00
pm
8:00
pm
8:01
pm
8:01
pm
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ncsymphony: @teniralCist musical imagination #askaconductor
NGC6544: @j_darlington Ich mag eher die Fossilien. ;-) #askaconductor #KarnevalderTiere
PaulComposerD: RT @askthemusicians: Hi Everyone! The official hashtag is #askaconductor. Glad to
see it taking off! Keep tweeting!
stuartsims: @ingridjmartin winds need more precision visually, I think, bc nature of insts--tonguing is
pretty specific, esp. w/dozens. #askaconductor
j_darlington: @NGC6544 #askaconductor Schwer zu entsheiden...
philharmoniker: Für die Nachtschicht und Spätaufsteher: @j_darlington steht von 23:00 bis 01:00 für die
zweite Runde bei #askaconductor zur Verfügung.
teniralCist: RT @ncsymphony: @teniralCist musical imagination #askaconductor
JonPowles: @meadea Yes, I feel a bit strange masquerading as Kerry while answering questions
for #askaconductor day ...
VancouverOpera: Yay to VO's Maestro j_darlington for participating in #askaconductor day. He will be back
online 2pm-4pm PST to take more questions.
stuartsims: @ingridjmartin also, not that I never use broad ges. w/winds (ges. driven by needs of
music), just a diff in basic approach #askaconductor
joeres: #askaconductor Any thoughts on Canadian orchestras, and composers?

8:01
pm

musicinclusion: @NGC6544 #askaconductor oh ja :-) und die Stimme von Anna Thalbach ist auf der
Aufnahme mit den #duphil grandios

8:01
pm

atlantasymphony: RT @londonsymphony: Got a burning question for a conductor? It's #askaconductor
day on twitter! Find out more here http://bit.ly/eAEwwc.

8:01
pm

ncsymphony: @josepheidson completely lost in middle of minimalist composition. Nobody noticed
and the piece sounded better. #askaconductor

8:02
pm

ronancollett: @j_darlington which recent composition do you think will be a 'classic' and performed
100+ years from now? #askaconductor

8:02
pm
8:02
pm

PhoenixSymphony: it's 1:02 where are your tweets to @YOUNGConductor he is participating in
#askaconductor
JonPowles: @Stephen_P_Brown @gccomposer It can be a distraction. Unnecessary gestures are
best avoided in all conducting situations #askaconductor

8:02
pm

girllightning: Yay to VO's Maestro @j_darlington for participating in #askaconductor day. He will be
back online 2pm-4pm PST to take more questions.

8:02
pm

VancouverOpera: Yay to VO's Maestro @j_darlington for participating in #askaconductor day. He will be
back online 2pm-4pm PST to take more questions.

8:02
pm
8:03
pm
8:03
pm
8:04
pm
8:04
pm

NGC6544: @musicinclusion #askaconductor Neid. ;-)
Stephen_P_Brown: Question: How does your organization find guest conductors? #askaconductor
ClassicalChops: RT @VancouverOpera: Yay to VO's Maestro @j_darlington for participating in
#askaconductor day. He will be back online 2pm-4pm PST to take more questions.
DavidFeltner: @VASymphony I like that--conductor as detective! #askaconductor
kulturmanager: RT @PhoenixSymphony: it's 1:02 where are your tweets to @YOUNGConductor he is
participating in #askaconductor

8:04
pm

iggy2112: What's the most satisfying score that you've worked through? Or one that kept you up
nights? #askaconductor

8:04
pm

NGC6544: RT @j_darlington: Will be back on again in a couple of hours #askaconductor // Ab
23:00 Uhr bis 01:00 Uhr dann wieder.

askthemusicians.com
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8:04
pm

ncsymphony: @joeres love canada, people and orchestras. some great groups with a healthy work
ethic.#askaconductor

8:05
pm

klassikakzente: RT @philharmoniker: Für die Nachtschicht und Spätaufsteher: @j_darlington von 23:00
bis 01:00 zweite Runde bei #askaconductor

8:05
pm
8:06
pm
8:06
pm
8:06
pm

Immyllewellyn: Question for all conductors - Best orchestra you have worked with throughout your
career? #askaconductor
wnbrgr: i rep myself, proudly. '@Stephen_P_Brown: Question: Do you book your own gigs, or
do you employ a manager?' #askaconductor
musicinclusion: RT @philharmoniker: Für die Nachtschicht und Spätaufsteher: @j_darlington steht von
23:00 bis 01:00 für die zweite Runde bei #askaconductor zur Verfügung.
thecheesegreete: @VASymphony #askaconductor JoAnn, how do you feel audiences have changed in
your time with the VASymphony?

8:06
pm

philharmoniker: Wir bleiben heute mal länger auf und sind ab 23:00 Uhr wieder mit dabei bei
#askaconductor.

8:06
pm

kulturmanager: RT @musicapologist: Conductors: If u had every US citizen btwn 16&35 in a room 4
1hr, how would u convince them of the power of classical music? #askaconductor

8:07
pm

mikerelay: #askaconductor Have you ever been so into the music you forgot to turn the page?

8:08
pm

batonflipper: @iggy2112 #askaconductor The world premiere of Caustons "Between Two waves of
the sea" - literally conducted it in my sleep, so my wife says

8:08
pm
8:08
pm
8:08
pm
8:08
pm
8:08
pm
8:09
pm

kulturmanager: @NGC6544 das hier ist vermutlich eine der besten fragen: http://bit.ly/f6GdHP
#askaconductor
iggy2112: #askaconductor participants seem to like their beverages and food for post-concert
unwinding! Seems like a good plan to me!
alexwn: RT @mskaff: OK, #Music lovers. Today is #AskAConductor day! Use the hashtag to
have questions answered by amazing conductors from around the world.
SchwarzesGold: #askaconductor Take a deeper look inside the work of @J_Darlington and visit our
Duisburger @Philharmoniker Blog www.dacapo-dp.de #duphil
ncsymphony: @Immyllewellyn Remind me who I am conducting next week! #askaconductor
batonflipper: @mikerelay #askaconductor Regularly!! Sometimes carry on from memory, sometimes
guess at how many pages I've missed and flick them over

8:09
pm

musicinclusion: RT @musicapologist: Conductors: If u had every US citizen btwn 16&35 in a room 4
1hr, how would u convince them of the power of classical music? #askaconductor

8:09
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: @iggy2112 #askaconductor I more get excited/satis when performers achieve great
togetherness, and I stay awake when they don't seem to care.

8:10
pm

batonflipper: @ncsymphony @Immyllewellyn #askaconductor LOL - beat me to it by seconds!!

8:10
pm

Jenn_Burns: RT @londonsymphony: Got a burning question for a conductor? It's #askaconductor
day on twitter! Find out more here http://bit.ly/eAEwwc.

8:11
pm
8:11
pm
8:11
pm
8:11
pm
8:11
pm
8:12
pm

askthemusicians.com

Stephen_P_Brown: @mikerelay #askaconductor Yes! My first full concert ever (I was 19). Looked down at
end of Tchaik 5 mvt 1 and there was the title page.
stuartsims: @iggy2112 prob Schwantner http://bit.ly/idXt6A or @JonathanNewman's new symphony
http://bit.ly/gdmM1t #askaconductor
mikerelay: RT @batonflipper: @mikerelay #askaconductor Regularly!! Sometimes carry on from
memory, sometimes guess at how many pages I've missed and flick them over
fergusmacleod: @GCComposer I normally do but partly for my own reason! #askaconductor
rponto: @MaestroDSCH AGREED! Now, we need to take the time to train students HOW to
develop LH techniques. Too often neglected IMO. #askaconductor
stuartsims: @mikerelay hell yes, a page or twenty #askaconductor
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8:12
pm

fergusmacleod: @iggy2112 Def good food and drink with friends! #askaconductor

8:12
pm

musicinclusion: @kulturmanager eine wirklich gute Frage. #askaconductor Am besten überzeugt man
mit dem Sound des ganzen Orchesters in allen Facetten

8:12
pm
8:12
pm
8:12
pm
8:13
pm

wnbrgr: stories like these: http://d.pr/7g6v '@LaceyH: #askaconductor - What inspires you?'
Stephen_P_Brown: RT @ncsymphony: @Immyllewellyn Remind me who I am conducting next week!
#askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @josepheidson for me score submissions #askaconductor
ClassicalChops: #askaconductor when did you know you wanted to be a conductor?

8:14
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: RT @wnbrgr: stories like these: http://d.pr/7g6v '@LaceyH: #askaconductor - What
inspires you?'

8:14
pm

VASymphony: @thecheesegreete JF: "I think that our audiences have become much more
open-minded and adventurous." #askaconductor

8:15
pm
8:15
pm

motmyers: RT @vasymphony: @thecheesegreete JF: "I think that our audiences have become
much more open-minded and adventurous." #askaconductor
JoshuaSManuel: #askaconductor What type of baton do you use?

8:15
pm

fergusmacleod: @joeres Vivier was a genius and we need to hear more of his music sadly left us to
young #askaconductor http://bit.ly/4sz0qJ

8:16
pm

VASymphony: @thecheesegreete JF: "I also feel a great warmth and love for the orchestra from
them." #askaconductor

8:17
pm

fergusmacleod: @iggy2112 Am always amazed by Messiaen its like working in a perfect jungle
#askaconductor

8:17
pm

VASymphony: @thecheesegreete JF: "They really feel like our family, and we are so grateful for their
support and enthusiasm." #askaconductor

8:17
pm

NGC6544: 2,425 tweets laut WhattheHashtag bisher bei #askaconductor. http://bit.ly/h9lCjV

8:17
pm

benarson: Do you have a custom baton? What makes it special? #askaconductor

8:17
pm

VASymphony: @thecheesegreete JF: "They are the reason we love to make music!" #askaconductor

8:17
pm

VancouverOpera: Wow! 401 contributors & 2425 tweets for #askaconductor so far. http://bit.ly/hi7Fhh (via
@TechInTheArts)

8:17
pm

fergusmacleod: @mikerelay loads of times - just catch up with the page turns! #askaconductor

8:18
pm

VASymphony: RT @thecheesegreete: @VASymphony #askaconductor JoAnn, how do you feel
audiences have changed in your time with the VASymphony?

8:18
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: In case you're wondering, #askaconductor is a great conversation on Twitter right now go ahead and ask any question you like!

8:18
pm

MusSolutions: @marisagreen Undoubtedly Beethoven 9 (schmaltzy choice, I know) - though the
'Farewell' symphony might have its attractions! #askaconductor

8:18
pm
8:18
pm
8:19
pm
8:19
pm

askthemusicians.com

batonflipper: @JoshuaSManuel #askaconductor Did use a Guivier Model M but am awaiting the arrival
of a custom made baton for the USA - Newland Batons
JoshuaSManuel: RT @Stephen_P_Brown: In case you're wondering, #askaconductor is a great
conversation on Twitter right now - go ahead and ask any question you like!
alex_sym: What do conductors really do? #askaconductor http://t.co/3Jro08q
Stephen_P_Brown: @benarson #askaconductor Not a custom baton, but a favorite: The handle pops off,
dissipating much serious tension when appropriate!
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8:19
pm
8:20
pm
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batonflipper: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor After conducting my first @TheCBSO show in
Symphony Hall - was Respighi's "The Pines of Rome" - enough said!!
fergusmacleod: @ClassicalChops when I first played in NYO @nyotweets with the legend conductor that
is Tadaaki Otaka #askaconductor

8:20
pm

Immyllewellyn: RT @Stephen_P_Brown: In case you're wondering, #askaconductor is a great
conversation on Twitter right now - go ahead and ask any question you like!

8:20
pm

VASymphony: RT @DavidFeltner: @VASymphony I like that--conductor as detective! #askaconductor

8:21
pm

allthingsjen: @BPOrchestra What inspired you to start the JAF international Guitar Competition in
Buffalo? #askaconductor

8:21
pm

wheresstephane: RT @Stephen_P_Brown: In case you're wondering, #askaconductor is a great
conversation on Twitter right now - go ahead and ask any question you like!

8:22
pm

joeres: #askaconductor Discussion on the importance of education....your thoughts on whats
needed to develop good teachers? and finding them?

8:22
pm

klassikakzente: RT @VancouverOpera: Wow! 401 contributors & 2425 tweets for #askaconductor so
far. http://bit.ly/hi7Fhh

8:22
pm

fergusmacleod: @alex_sym have a look here! #askaconductor http://www.ted.com/talks
/itay_talgam_lead_like_the_great_conductors.html

8:23
pm
8:23
pm

JoshuaSManuel: @batonflipper @fergusmacleod @motmyers #askaconductor Why did you choose
these batons?
VanderCookMECA: RT @joeres: #askaconductor Discussion on the importance of education....your
thoughts on whats needed to develop good teachers? and finding them?

8:23
pm

motmyers: @joshuasmanuel Guivier model M, have both 14" and a 16" I trimmed down to 15".
#askaconductor

8:23
pm

VASymphony: RT @ingridjmartin: @BPOrchestra what advice would you have for young female cond's
trying to make the leap from amateur/community to prof grps?#askaconductor

8:24
pm

fergusmacleod: @joeres a real passion for music and a great education system with state support
#askaconductor

8:24
pm

Stephen_P_Brown: Taking a break from #askaconductor but hope to be back later tonight (EST). Thx,
everyone - great questions and honest answers!

8:24
pm

fergusmacleod: @JoshuaSManuel I like the handel - long thin and cork and the weighting of the stick (not
wood) #askaconductor

8:25
pm

byperc: #askaconductor is kinda overwhelming! Sooo much good stuff out there today in Twitter
Land!

8:25
pm

Viides_Rooli: RT @byperc: #askaconductor is kinda overwhelming! Sooo much good stuff out there
today in Twitter Land!

8:26
pm

batonflipper: @JoshuaSManuel Trial and error with the Guivier ( in the shop ) but I wanted to try a
custom as the guivier keeps snapping!! #askaconductor

8:26
pm

sashamakila: @Viides_rooli #askaconductor My next guest concert, which has Beethoven 8th
symphony in the repertoire. Haven't done that before.

8:27
pm

wheresstephane: #askaconductor. With or without choir? :-)

8:27
pm

askthemusicians: RT @VancouverOpera: Wow! 401 contributors & 2425 tweets for #askaconductor so
far. http://bit.ly/hi7Fhh (via @TechInTheArts)

8:27
pm
8:27
pm
8:28
pm
8:28
pm

askthemusicians.com

fergusmacleod: @JoshuaSManuel used to use Mollard model C but switched when used David
Zinman's made by Christopher Seaman of @SuperRPO #askaconductor
Viides_Rooli: @sashamakila #askaconductor Godspeed with Beethoven! :)
MaestroDSCH: RT @Immyllewellyn: If you're wondering, #askaconductor is a great conversation on
Twitter right now - go ahead, ask any questions you like!
fergusmacleod: @wheresstephane Of course with but without sopranos if possible... ;-) #askaconductor
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8:28
pm
8:28
pm
8:28
pm
8:29
pm
8:29
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

askthemusicians: RT @musicapologist: Conductors: If u had every US citizen btwn 16&35 in a room 4
1hr, how would u convince them of the power of classical music? #askaconductor
sashamakila: @josepheidson #askaconductor The most terrifying moment when I dropped my
glasses in concert - and caught them with my left hand mid-air...
askthemusicians: RT @mskaff: OK, #Music lovers. Today is #AskAConductor day! Use the hashtag to
have questions answered by amazing conductors from around the world.
SuperRPO: @JoshuaSManuel #askaconductor I love Newland Custom Batons b/c they're beautifully
balanced and u can get large handles that r comfortable
BPOrchestra: RT @MaestroDSCH @Immyllewellyn: If you're wondering #askaconductor is a great
conversation on Twitter right now!

8:29
pm

Novemberbeetle: #askaconductor what do you do against stage fright?

8:29
pm

JoshuaSManuel: @batonflipper #askaconductor any advice for picking my first baton?

8:29
pm

fergusmacleod: @musicapologist play Tchaik violin conc with Perlman and Beethoven 5 #askaconductor

8:29
pm

sashamakila: @josepheidson #askaconductor Another time, a modern piece where there suddenly
was silence when I was supposed to hear the violins continue

8:30
pm

askthemusicians: RT @sashamakila: @josepheidson #askaconductor The most terrifying moment when I
dropped my glasses in concert - and caught them with my left hand mid-air...

8:30
pm

fergusmacleod: @Novemberbeetle amazingly I don't get it when I coduct - just excitement.
#askaconductor

8:30
pm

motmyers: @novemberbeetle Think about the music and not myself. #askaconductor

8:31
pm
8:31
pm
8:31
pm
8:31
pm

JoshuaSManuel: @fergusmacleod #askaconductor why do you prefer cork at the end instead of wood?
askthemusicians: It is such a great conversation so far! #askaconductor keep the questions coming!!
joeres: #askaconductor Egos....how do you deal with them, and the various 'personalities' you
encounter?
BPOrchestra: RT @askthemusicians: It is such a great conversation so far! #askaconductor keep the
questions coming!!

8:31
pm

JoshuaSManuel: @SuperRPO #askaconductor Which handle do you find to be the most comfortable?

8:32
pm

sashamakila: @Novemberbeetle #askaconductor This is a question of attitude. 1) learn your scores
2) realize that you cannot make a single "wrong note"

8:32
pm

batonflipper: @JoshuaSManuel #askaconductor It must balance near the handle end and not be too
heavy or whippy. Just my 2p

8:32
pm

fergusmacleod: @JoshuaSManuel I dont like varnish on the wood and the cork absorbs the wood and
seems to sit more naturally with wood. #askaconductor

8:32
pm

peterwitte: Orchestral world, rightly, celebrates the deeds/vision of El Sistema. Do we do the same
for the stalwart music educator? #askaconductor

8:32
pm

NGC6544: Kommt mir das nur so vor oder haben deutsche Journalisten #askaconductor komplett
ignoriert?

8:33
pm

JonPowles: @Novemberbeetle Rehearsing a god orchestra is potentially more intimidating than any
audience! #askaconductor

8:33
pm

Novemberbeetle: So true! RT @sashamakila: @Novemberbeetle #askaconductor realize that you cannot
make a single "wrong note"

8:33
pm

fergusmacleod: @JoshuaSManuel put that batons on a table and pick up a like a screwdriver - then pick
whatever is most natural. #askaconductor

8:33
pm

sashamakila: @joeres #askaconductor Difficult to recognize a good teacher. I had a great one and
I'm organizing master classes for him to benefit others

askthemusicians.com
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8:35
pm

sashamakila: @benarson #askaconductor My favorite baton is made by my father. I'm so afraid to
break it I hope he could make me ten more, similar...

8:35
pm

DonatoCabrera: John Adams editing the harp part of Harmonielehre at the @sfsymphony open rehearsal
#askaconductor http://yfrog.com/h3xru01j

8:35
pm

culturedays: RT @Kingston_Grand: Ask a huge variety of conductors from across the globe your
questions today. Use hashtag #askaconductor.

8:36
pm

sashamakila: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor I knew it only after meeting my teacher in Russia - he
was confident of my talents and encouraged me

8:36
pm

sashamakila: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor For me it happened very late and gradually. I never
wanted it as a kid. I got interested the more I did it.

8:37
pm
8:38
pm
8:38
pm
8:38
pm
8:38
pm
8:39
pm
8:39
pm
8:39
pm
8:39
pm
8:39
pm
8:39
pm

Englishchickoh: @sashamakila #askaconductor What has suprised you most about working withThe
Cleveland Orchestra?
JoannaPasceri7: @BPOrchestra #askaconductor daughter is at Crane School-Music Ed major-wants to
be school band director-should she get masters there?
elimon: RT @mskaff: OK, #Music lovers. Today is #AskAConductor day! Use the hashtag to
have questions answered by amazing conductors from around the world.
VASymphony: @thecheesegreete @motmyers JF: "Interestingly, audience ages have stayed relatively
stable for many decades." #askaconductor
Novemberbeetle: Do you think musicians with musical background have it "easier" than musicians with
non-musical/instrumental family? #askaconductor
SuperRPO: #askaconductor Michael Butterman here from Rochester...let's hear from upstate NY
and from anyone w/questions about ed/outreach...
peterwitte: Will orchestras soon hire musicians based, in part, on their skills in
engagement/connection with audiences? #askaconductor
sashamakila: @joeres #askaconductor You just need patience and to be "ego-less" yourself. Don't
get drawn into a catfight. Stick to facts not emotions.
ClassicalChops: #askaconductor do conductors join unions like AGMA and others? Why?
fergusmacleod: @JoannaPasceri7 if she loves the teacher and feels she is making masses of progress
then yes. #askaconductor
BPOrchestra: RT @peterwitte: Will orchestras soon hire musicians based, in part, on their skills in
engagement/connection with audiences? #askaconductor

8:39
pm

mn_orchestra: RT @askthemusicians: It is such a great conversation so far! #askaconductor keep the
questions coming!!

8:40
pm

JoshuaSManuel: @fergusmacleod @SuperRPO #askaconductor I'll be honest I don't know where to go
to be able to hold them first.

8:40
pm

tubaladd: @SuperRPO #askaconductor How did you get started in education concerts?

8:40
pm
8:40
pm
8:40
pm
8:41
pm
8:41
pm

sashamakila: @Englishchickoh #askaconductor That the orchestra seems to have its "own will". They
were slow to warm up with me to tell you the truth.
VASymphony: @thecheesegreeteJF:"Perhaps that's because people at a certain point in their lives
have more time more disposable income..." #askaconductor
Novemberbeetle: Do you surround yourself with classical music after your performances/rehearsals?
#askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @Novemberbeetle I have a nonpro mus family but all v musical, like the outside
influences but knowing people always helps! #askaconductor
VASymphony: @thecheesegreete @motmyers JF"...and more curiosity about classical music."
#askaconductor

8:41
pm

joeres: @sashamakila @ClassicalChops #askaconductor Whats considered late in the age of
becoming a conductor hehe ?

8:41
pm

sashamakila: @Novemberbeetle #askaconductor Many times yes. Sometimes you can be bereft of
any talent but the family connections help you launch a career
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8:41
pm
8:42
pm
8:42
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

fergusmacleod: @peterwitte already in UK work in education is important #askaconductor
VASymphony: @thecheesegreete @motmyers JF:"I personally feel that our audience is somewhat
younger than the norm ..." #askaconductor
Novemberbeetle: Thanks to all those amazing conductors taking part in #askaconductor :)

8:42
pm

ClassicalChops: #askaconductor @peterwitte have you noticed a drop in applications due to cutting of
arts programs in Middle/High Schools?

8:42
pm

VASymphony: @thecheesegreete @motmyers JF"..but the Hampton Roads community is filled with
young people." #askaconductor

8:42
pm

sashamakila: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor Like musician's unions? No, there is nothing like that
for conductors as far as I know. It's a wild field!

8:42
pm

fergusmacleod: @JoshuaSManuel find a good music shop and try with lots - also first get a v cheap one
and find out what it can do. #askaconductor

8:43
pm

JoshuaSManuel: #askaconductor This is seriously one of the most amazing opportunities possible, thank
you for organizing this.

8:43
pm

JoannaPasceri7: @BPOrchestra #askaconductor It would be cheaper and quicker to stay, but she says
she may want to experience a new teacher. Thanks so much!

8:43
pm

MaestroDSCH: @Novemberbeetle Every waking moment. Have to consciously distract myself from it at
times. #askaconductor

8:43
pm

BPOrchestra: #askaconductor What is the first word that comes to mind when you think of the Buffalo
Philharmonic Orchestra?

8:44
pm
8:44
pm
8:44
pm
8:44
pm

motmyers: @novemberbeetle I typically don't, b/c I find that my ears are tired and I want to enjoy
something different or just silence. #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @MaestroDSCH different experiences is what makes great directors - conductors!
#askaconductor
BPOrchestra: @BPOrchestra "PASSIONATE!" #askaconductor
FOTJS: @superrpo: u do musicedconcerts, have u seen drop in schools/kids interest since
many schools have dropped musiced? #askaconductor

8:44
pm

sashamakila: @joeres @ClassicalChops #askaconductor If you are already a professional musician
you can start conducting at any age.

8:45
pm

alex_sym: Ever wonder what conductors REALLY do? Use HT #askaconductor to get that answer
& more from conductors around the world. Today only!

8:45
pm

VASymphony: @thecheesegreete @motmyers Our attendance figures have grown largely because of
our 3 main halls-Chrysler, Ferguson & Sandler #askaconductor

8:45
pm
8:45
pm
8:45
pm
8:46
pm
8:46
pm
8:46
pm

otterhouse: #Askaconductor In the "operashare" age, my opinion is that live bootlegs can make or
break a career. Agree? Any experience with it?
BPOrchestra: #askaconductor What is your favorite restaurant in Buffalo?
batonflipper: #askaconductor My takeaway curry has arrived - time for a break - be back later all. Feel
free to send Q to my e-mail
fergusmacleod: @otterhouse not sure what you mean? #askaconductor
BPOrchestra: @BPOrchestra "I have so many favorites...Rue Franklin, Pano's, Hutch's, Louie's,
Marco's, Cole's..." #askaconductor #buffalo
VASymphony: @thecheesegreete @motmyers People love to come to concerts in their neighborhood,
so attendance is up which makes us happy. #askaconductor

8:46
pm

SuperRPO: @FOTJS #askaconductor Quite the opposite. Since it's less present in the curriculum,
they're more apt to seek it from community sources

8:46
pm

BPOrchestra: @BPOrchestra "...Sinatra's. Oliver's, Fiddlehead's, Mulberry Street, Wasabi and many
many more." #askaconductor #buffalo
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8:46
pm
8:47
pm
8:47
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

Novemberbeetle: Is it still risky to have a concert only with contemporary music? #askaconductor
sashamakila: @Novemberbeetle #askaconductor Only as far as it goes to prepare the next day's
rehearsal. Then after that silence is golden.
SuperRPO: @tubaladd #askaconductor met Eric Booth at a Tanglewood seminar and worked with
him to produce a family concert there. Transformative exp.

8:47
pm

JoshuaSManuel: @fergusmacleod @batonflipper @SuperRPO #askaconductor Thank you for taking
time to answer questions.

8:47
pm

ClassicalChops: is learning A LOT of intreresting information about Conductors at #askaconductor!
Thanks so much to everyone involved!

8:47
pm
8:48
pm
8:48
pm

fergusmacleod: Guys if for any reason u want 2 contact me for more Q's once this event is over you can
find email here http://bit.ly/fxzI3E #askaconductor
sashamakila: @peterwitte #askaconductor The musical and technical ability is always foremost when
hiring, but who knows if there are 2 equal candidates
Novemberbeetle: What is your honest opinion about pop music? ;) #askaconductor

8:48
pm

fergusmacleod: @Novemberbeetle no look at @BCMG or @ldn_Sinfonietta etc. #askaconductor

8:48
pm

J_Loeckner: RT @schwarzesgold: #askaconductor Take a deeper look inside the work of
@J_Darlington & visit our #duphil Blog www.dacapo-dp.de

8:49
pm

fergusmacleod: @Novemberbeetle good music is good music. #askaconductor

8:49
pm

sashamakila: @Novemberbeetle #askaconductor No if you can package it right. Like, having the
composers talk about their pieces, or some other gimmick ;-)

8:50
pm

motmyers: Yes, what he said! : RT @fergusmacleod: @Novemberbeetle good music is good
music. #askaconductor

8:50
pm

philharmoniker: RT @SchwarzesGold: #askaconductor Take a deeper look inside the work of
@J_Darlington and visit our Duisburger @Philharmoniker Blog www.dacapo-dp.de
#duphil

8:51
pm

twORCHESTRAS: philharmoniker: Wir bleiben heute mal länger auf und sind ab 23:00 Uhr wieder mit dabei
bei #askaconductor. http://snipurl.com/1lzgx2

8:51
pm

twORCHESTRAS: AtlantaSymphony: RT @londonsymphony: Got a burning question for a conductor? It's
#askaconductor day on twi... http://snipurl.com/1lzgx4

8:51
pm

MaestroDSCH: @joeres I don't know, but I've gratefully been told, now at age 36, that I'm still a baby.
(?) #askaconductor

8:51
pm

otterhouse: #Askaconductor operashare is one of the many live bootleg exchange sites. NezetSeguin was buzzing there before any traditionele channels...

8:52
pm

sashamakila: @Novemberbeetle #askaconductor I love it!!! It serves a different purpose than most
classical. But nothing beats a good romantic symphony!

8:53
pm

JoshuaSManuel: #askaconductor Who was the greater composer, J.S. Bach, Beethoven, or Mozart, or a
different composer from them?

8:53
pm

alexwn: #askaconductor So much great expression and near-choreography on the podium! Any
experience/inclination with acting/dancing forms of art?

8:53
pm

PhoenixSymphony: RT @youngconductor: Ask a conductor! Anything! I'm on #askaconductor at 4pm Est
today

8:54
pm

josepheidson: RT @sashamakila: @josepheidson #askaconductor The most terrifying moment when I
dropped my glasses in concert - and caught them with my left hand mid-air...

8:54
pm

VASymphony: RT @Novemberbeetle: Is it still risky to have a concert only with contemporary music?
#askaconductor

8:54
pm

askthemusicians.com

motmyers: @joshuasmanuel I tried many to find one that feels "right." Slight differences in weight or
length make a big difference. #askaconductor
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8:55
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

josepheidson: Loving #askaconductor today - here is a big "thank you" to all involved!

8:55
pm

SuperRPO: @Novemberbeetle #askaconductor Risky how? I think the risk is that good music will be
heard by too few people. Btr to pair w/a seller

8:56
pm

stuartsims: @Novemberbeetle Everything depends upon an ensemble's relationship w/its
community; if they trust you, yes #askaconductor

8:56
pm

katherinejyang: always notice when conductors go scoreless onstage- how long does it take you to
memorize, say an entire symphony #askaconductor

8:56
pm

VASymphony: @Novemberbeetle I think that a concert is like a great meal- I like to have a wide variety
of delicious things to listen to #askaconductor

8:56
pm

SuperRPO: @JoshuaSManuel #askaconductor For me, Brahms. The perfect balance of heart &
mind, intellect & emotion

8:56
pm

ClassicalChops: RT @VASymphony: @Novemberbeetle I think that a concert is like a great meal- I like
to have a wide variety of delicious things to listen to #askaconductor

8:56
pm

VASymphony: @Novemberbeetle So I am not a fan of the "all new music" concert. #askaconductor

8:56
pm

fergusmacleod: @otterhouse not really sure then - don't know anything about it! #askaconductor

8:57
pm

VASymphony: @Novemberbeetle I also feel that it is a good thing to mix contemporary with traditional.
#askaconductor

8:57
pm

stuartsims: @fergusmacleod @Novemberbeetle Totally agree, good is good. Prejudging means of
creative expression seems silly #askaconductor

8:58
pm

VASymphony: @Novemberbeetle "All new music" concerts can be intriguing, but I prefer to mix things
up a bit. #askaconductor

8:58
pm

sashamakila: @JoshuaSManuel #askaconductor Unfair question, like asking who u like more, mum or
dad!

8:58
pm
8:58
pm

MaestroDSCH: .@BPOrchestra @peterwitte I think not, but it's imperative that EVERY orch member
take promotion seriously. Job depnds on it. #askaconductor
JoshuaSManuel: @VASymphony @Novemberbeetle #askaconductor Do you feel that mixing the
program lends credibility to the contemporary works?

8:58
pm

noswadneb: Dear @batonflipper. What's it like conducting Janacek? Do you find it difficult navigating
through the unremitting boredom. #askaconductor

8:59
pm

sashamakila: @alexwn #askaconductor I think you need some acting skills too, for sure. And dance is
good for your sense of rhythm ;-)

8:59
pm

fergusmacleod: @JoshuaSManuel i think it actually makes people hear older works in a new light which
is great! #askaconductor

8:59
pm

JoshuaSManuel: @sashamakila #askaconductor It is a fair question but it is personal. Who do you prefer
today?

8:59
pm

stuartsims: @JoshuaSManuel We'd need a cage match to decide ; ) Direct comparisons only go so
far, each is of a different time #askaconductor

9:00
pm

MaestroDSCH: Harder than that, even. RT @sashamakila: @JoshuaSManuel #askaconductor Unfair
question, like asking who u like more, mum or dad!

9:00
pm

motmyers: @classicalchops Yep, like the time where the clasp on the soprano's skirt broke and
she finished her big aria holding it up. #askaconductor

9:00
pm

fergusmacleod: @noswadneb Janacek = boredom - I really don't think so! Tarus Bulba, Sinfonietta,
Jenufa etc etc!!!! #askaconductor

9:00
pm

janmariep: @SingCascadian What inspired you to become a choral conductor? #askaconductor

9:00
pm

joeres: @katherinejyang #askaconductor To add to that question, does anyone rehearse with
their repertoire memorized?

9:01
pm

askthemusicians.com

BPOrchestra: RT @MaestroDSCH: .@BPOrchestra @peterwitte I think not, but it's imperative that
EVERY orch member take promotion seriously. Job depnds on it. #askaconductor
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9:01
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

sashamakila: @katherinejyang #askaconductor I only once conducted the whole symphony by heart,
and it took me a few days extra effort.

9:01
pm

stefpark: RT @ClassicalChops: is learning A LOT of intreresting information about Conductors at
#askaconductor! Thanks so much to everyone involved!

9:01
pm

alexwn: RT @sashamakila: @alexwn #askaconductor I think you need some acting skills too, for
sure. And dance is good for your sense of rhythm ;-)

9:01
pm

otterhouse: #Askaconductor Should classical music be an "underground scene", now there seems
to be no mainstream interest for it anymore?

9:01
pm

katherinejyang: RT @joeres: @katherinejyang #askaconductor To add to that question, does anyone
rehearse with their repertoire memorized?

9:01
pm

fergusmacleod: @joeres some do with some works Karajan was famous for it. #askaconductor

9:02
pm

fergusmacleod: @otterhouse has it ever been mainstream? #askaconductor

9:02
pm
9:02
pm
9:02
pm
9:02
pm
9:03
pm
9:03
pm

sashamakila: @katherinejyang #askaconductor But usually I don't do that. If I feel I know a piece
thoroughly I might do it. But I need to feel confident.
katherinejyang: @joeres nice, thanks for adding to the question!#askaconductor
wheresrunnicles: @noswadneb what on earth does Janacek have to do with unremitting boredom???
#askaconductor
stuartsims: @otterhouse Not sure how viable the concept of a "mainstream" remains this far into the
internet-saturated 21st c. #askaconductor
katherinejyang: RT @sashamakila: @katherinejyang #askaconductor I only once conducted the whole
symphony by heart, and it took me a few days extra effort.
JoshuaSManuel: #askaconductor Do you as a conductor get to pick the music that you conduct?

9:03
pm

fergusmacleod: @noswadneb ah well that's OK then! #askaconductor

9:04
pm

fergusmacleod: @JoshuaSManuel Some and some! #askaconductor

9:04
pm

stuartsims: @fergusmacleod @otterhouse Sure, mid-century U.S. culture embraced classical
superstars: Toscanini, Callas, Bernstein etc. #askaconductor

9:05
pm

MaestroDSCH: .@noswadneb Janacek? Boredom? Nonsense! 'Village Fiddler's Child' is brilliant!
Conducting J = schizophrenic tempo changes. #askaconductor

9:05
pm
9:05
pm
9:06
pm
9:07
pm
9:07
pm
9:07
pm

stuartsims: @JoshuaSManuel Always. #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @stuartsims Oh OK I see the Q ish but actual classical music - not so sure!
#askaconductor
peterwitte: @ClassicalChops Enrollment in the US continues to climb (raw numbers) @Sandow
would ask how it maps to overall US pop growth #askaconductor
JMDMusic: @sashamakila What is the best way to break into the business of conducting
nowadays? #askaconductor
JoshuaSManuel: @sashamakila #askaconductor That is a great answer, Thank you.
fergusmacleod: @JMDMusic really hard work and contacts #askaconductor

9:07
pm

joeres: #askaconductor Mime and Conducting. I once attended a symposium with someone
who was a proponent of this. Your thoughts/experience?

9:07
pm

otterhouse: #Askaconductor Other "scenes" like the metal or Drum'n'bass scene keep the genre
alive with a fanatism that I not yet see in the "classical"

9:07
pm

askthemusicians.com

sashamakila: @JoshuaSManuel #askaconductor In the beginning of career, you NEVER get to
choose. Gradually you get more say...
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9:07
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

motmyers: Signing off for a bit to do some review for a performance tonight. Enjoying the
discussion, will check in later. #askaconductor

9:07
pm

noswadneb: That said though I did almost drop off in the Makropulos case. That could be down to
the bottle of wine beforehand. #askaconductor

9:08
pm

sashamakila: @joeres @katherinejyang #askaconductor Rehearsing without score. Have seen it a
couple of times, it seems like an embarrassing showoff :-D

9:08
pm

klassikakzente: RT @stuartsims: Good is good. Prejudging means of creative expression seems silly
#askaconductor

9:09
pm

wheresrunnicles: @noswadneb last time I saw Makropulos I had a glass before and during each interval
and have rarely been more awake #askaconductor

9:09
pm
9:09
pm
9:09
pm
9:09
pm
9:09
pm
9:09
pm
9:09
pm

JMDMusic: @sashamakila How about orchestral librarian? Would that be a good bridging step in
order to learn the literature? #askaconductor
JoshuaSManuel: @sashamakila #askaconductor When you finally get a choice how do you choose what
to put on the program?
VASymphony: @JoshuaSManuel @Novemberbeetle I do. Joan Tower told me that she would be
honored to be on a program with Beethoven. . . .#askaconductor
wvclassical: #Askaconductor Hope this isn't too silly -- Do you do any exercises to keep your arms
from hurting during long pieces of music?
wheresrunnicles: @noswadneb of course, Mackerras was conducting.... #askaconductor
VASymphony: RT @JoshuaSManuel: @VASymphony @Novemberbeetle #askaconductor Do you feel
that mixing the program lends credibility to the contemporary works?
fergusmacleod: @otterhouse go to a Boulez concert! #askaconductor

9:09
pm

MaestroDSCH: .@JoshuaSManuel I design the season, but everything must be approved by the board & that isn't always easy. But so be it. #askaconductor

9:09
pm

otterhouse: @joeres #Askaconductor By the way, first confused you with "Dirk Joeres", one of the
first conductors I bought a CD from...

9:10
pm
9:10
pm
9:10
pm

klassikakzente: RT @fergusmacleod: good music is good music. #askaconductor
musikFabrik: RT @askthemusicians: Hi Everyone! The official hashtag is #askaconductor. Glad to
see it taking off! Keep tweeting!
ncsymphony: Thank you to all for your great Qs from Ask a Conductor! Happy to be a part of it.
#askaconductor

9:10
pm

mollysmatlock: RT @ncsymphony: Grant Llewellyn is answering your questions today through Ask a
Conductor at 2pm! Bring your questions and ask away. #askaconductor

9:10
pm

fergusmacleod: @JMDMusic not really! Better to play if pos. #askaconductor

9:11
pm
9:11
pm
9:11
pm
9:11
pm
9:12
pm

VASymphony: @JoshuaSManuel @Novemberbeetle I'm sure she felt it gave her work a serious place,
& gave new music in general a credibility #askaconductor
noswadneb: @fergusmacleod If I ever meet you, I'll do my impression of the opening of the
sinfonietta #askaconductor @batonflipper has heard it.
DonatoCabrera: @JoshuaSManuel #askaconductor I usually choose the repertoire but it's often a
compromise with my wish list and the needs of the orchestra
peterwitte: Has a pro. orchestra and their MD played at a Music Educators Assoc conference
(thousands attend) as a thank you to teachers? #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @wvclassical I stretch in the mornings and have warm baths #askaconductor

9:13
pm

sashamakila: @JoshuaSManuel #askaconductor I need to consider the available forces, the length
etc before thinking of my personal preferences

9:13
pm

peterwitte: What if "major" conductors made it a point to conduct all-state bands and orchestras?
And mentioned it in their bios? #askaconductor
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9:13
pm

MaestroDSCH: .@katherinejyang Several days, but completely worth it for the right score. Removes
barrier btwn me, the music, & the orch. #askaconductor

9:14
pm

GCComposer: @peterwitte Making it a privilege or prize to get to play in that band could help drive
student interest. #askaconductor

9:14
pm

fergusmacleod: @noswadneb will have to try and make concert / rehearsals so I can take you up on it!
#askaconductor

9:14
pm

otterhouse: #askaconductor Aspiring pop musicians use social media as almost a day job. Classical
musicians hardly. Why?

9:15
pm

peterwitte: In the US, what if LAO Conference was held concurrently with TMEA or Midwest Clinic
or other huge conf? #askaconductor

9:15
pm

orionrountree: @toshichun Are the brass really always too loud... : http://micurl.com/gglnCxt Answer:
Often YES. #askaconductor

9:16
pm

sashamakila: @JoshuaSManuel #askaconductor Of course I have a "wish list" of pieces I try to
introduce if they match the criteria

9:16
pm

BPOrchestra: #askaconductor When you have a day off to spend in Buffalo----where do you go?

9:17
pm

sashamakila: @otterhouse #askaconductor It's changing. I use social media daily.

9:17
pm

MaestroDSCH: .@otterhouse I think because classical musicians tend to be less media/tech savvy. But
that's changing, thankfully. #askaconductor

9:17
pm

mollysmatlock: RT @ncsymphony: Thank you to all for your great Qs from Ask a Conductor! Happy to
be a part of it. #askaconductor

9:17
pm
9:17
pm
9:18
pm

wvclassical: RT @askthemusicians: Hi Everyone! The official hashtag is #askaconductor. Glad to
see it taking off! Keep tweeting!
JoshuaSManuel: @sashamakila #askaconductor Do you try and introduce new music into most
programs? Or prefer to stick with older rep.
orionrountree: @rbperc @wildup Ryan, the only time I faced the audience was with the Michigan Pops
Orchestra: Hail to the Victors. #askaconductor Go blue.

9:18
pm

BPOrchestra: #askaconductor How do you like your wings?

9:18
pm

sashamakila: @peterwitte #askaconductor I like this idea. Good conductors should sometimes come
down from their pedestal.

9:18
pm
9:19
pm
9:19
pm
9:19
pm
9:20
pm
9:20
pm

otterhouse: #askaconductor @MaestroDSCH @sashamakila Eyes would open if we can get
#askaconductor trending :)
fergusmacleod: @BPOrchestra very much thank you! #askaconductor
peterwitte: @sashamakila sometimes? or always? #askaconductor
sashamakila: @wvclassical #askaconductor I belong to the category of "no sweat" conductors. I know
some do have a workout with Mahler!
MaestroDSCH: .@peterwitte I think it wld positively impact lives of a lot of people. An experience that
wld be long-lasting & impactful. #askaconductor
batonflipper: @noswadneb #askaconductor Thank you for your serious question. I find it very
stimulating due to the total lack of piano / celeste frippary!

9:20
pm

BPOrchestra: Thanks to everyone who contacted us, it was a great deal of fun. The questions were
excellent! It was great to be a part of #askaconductor!

9:20
pm

chathamarts: RT @ncsymphony: Thank you to all for your great Qs from Ask a Conductor! Happy to
be a part of it. #askaconductor

9:20
pm

fergusmacleod: @sashamakila they shouldn't be on a pedestal ever - I never bow on te podium as am
bowing for orch not myself #askaconductor

9:21
pm

ClassicalChops: #askaconductor does any conduct orchestras for film scores? Is it hard to conduct with
the movie playing behind the musicians?
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9:21
pm

GeertvanBoxtel: RT @otterhouse: #askaconductor Aspiring pop musicians use social media as almost a
day job. Classical musicians hardly. Why?

9:21
pm

DonatoCabrera: @peterwitte #askaconductor I'm very excited to be conducting the MENC National
Honors Orchestra at the Kennedy Center in June 2011

9:21
pm

katherinejyang: @MaestroDSCH thank you for your reply. what does it take for a score to be the "right
score" to memorize? #askaconductor

9:22
pm
9:22
pm
9:23
pm

otterhouse: #askaconductor This is an awesome "alternative" classical music station->
http://www.concertzender.eu/?language=en are there more like this?
sashamakila: @JoshuaSManuel #askaconductor I have some composer friends I try to support, but
there are not many chances even when I get to plan programs
peterwitte: @DonatoCabrera Have a blast! They, their parents, their teachers are vital
#askaconductor

9:23
pm

katherinejyang: really great to see so many folks in the classical music field in the twitterverse through
#askaconductor today!

9:23
pm

chathamarts: RT @ncsymphony: Grant Llewellyn is answering your questions today through Ask a
Conductor at 2pm! Bring your questions and ask away. #askaconductor

9:24
pm

ingridktw: RT @musicapologist: Conductors: If u had every US citizen btwn 16&35 in a room 4
1hr, how would u convince them of the power of classical music? #askaconductor

9:24
pm

AmericanPhilMD: #askaconductor User name Sakakeeny has been changed to AmericanPhilMD.

9:24
pm

batonflipper: @noswadneb @fergusmacleod Fergus, it is so wrong, in so many ways!!
#askaconductor

9:26
pm
9:26
pm
9:26
pm
9:26
pm
9:26
pm
9:26
pm
9:27
pm

orionrountree: @otterhouse great question. Many classical musicians are people in love with the
PAST. Twitter, love it or hate it... is now. #askaconductor
eoutwater: Ok I'm done! Thanks for asking (a conductor) #askaconductor
JoshuaSManuel: @sashamakila #askaconductor If you don't mind who are your friends you try and
support? Thank you for your time.
stuartsims: @peterwitte Would have huge impact, practically (student motivation) and
philosophically (dem. of support for mus ed) #askaconductor
musicapologist: @DonatoCabrera unlimited budget to do what you want with one exception: you can't
pay the people in the audience ;-). #askaconductor
batonflipper: @katherinejyang #askaconductor I'm lucky in the fact that some scores I've played so
often as Violin 2 - they are so much easier to memorise
youngconductor: @PhoenixSymphony @meredith3tv I find I get distracted with music and tv when doing
any type of paper work #askaconductor

9:28
pm

s_haskins: #askaconductor - What is essential for effective score study? When do you "know" a
piece? Is it ever OK to "learn" a piece on the podium?

9:28
pm

stuartsims: @otterhouse Classical musicians typically expect organizations to do promotional work
for them; not so many other musicians #askaconductor

9:29
pm

fergusmacleod: @s_haskins analysis of some form, you just do, and no! #askaconductor

9:30
pm

batonflipper: @s_haskins #askaconductor Never OK to learn it on the podium - this drives pro
orchestras mad!! Iv'e seen it happen so often I could spit!!

9:31
pm

allthingsjen: 2.5 hours of being the Tweeting conduit between the BPO and JoAnn Falletta has my
eyes going wonky! Is it 5pm yet? #lovemyjob #askaconductor

9:31
pm

MaestroDSCH: .@katherinejyang When I feel a deep connection to a particular wk, I will memorize.
Right now, Shostakovich 6. #askaconductor

9:31
pm

AmericanPhilMD: #askaconductor In a performance, what is the first job of a conductor? Not a "hood
ornament" to quote an earlier participant. Any opinions?

9:32
pm
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fergusmacleod: @s_haskins of course - whatever works best for you - i like motivic, formal and
developmental so I start to feel the piece. #askaconductor
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9:32
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

joeres: #askaconductor Mime and Conducting. I once attended a symposium with someone
who was a proponent of this. Your thoughts/experience?

9:32
pm

sashamakila: @s_haskins #askaconductor Sir Thomas Beecham used to "let the orchestra teach" the
score to him. These days, not acceptable.

9:33
pm

fergusmacleod: @AmericanPhilMD Stokowski always said to beat time - he has a point! #askaconductor

9:33
pm
9:33
pm
9:33
pm
9:33
pm

youngconductor: @peterwitte I remember the Charleston Symphony (SC) doing this a few years back
#askaconductor
MaestroDSCH: @stuartsims Yup - those days are over, IMO. Promotion, even to a small degree, is
everyone's job now. #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @sashamakila he was gettig at a dif thing was he not? I.E that they know it the best and
you must listen to them...#askaconductor
stuartsims: @AmericanPhilMD To lead collaboration. #askaconductor

9:33
pm

sashamakila: @s_haskins #askaconductor There is a difference, do you learn to just conduct the
score (as for preparing to step in) or to rehearse.

9:34
pm

MC_Conductor: #askaconductor Good afternoon, everyone. I'm here if anyone has questions I can
answer.

9:34
pm

orionrountree: @otterhouse Classical music, as "Art Music" alone: Dead in the water. Deader than
dead. We need to want to mean something. #askaconductor

9:34
pm

peterwitte: What about @bandcamp @instantencore @youtube? What is the emerging distribution
model/revenue stream? #askaconductor

9:34
pm

MaestroDSCH: @s_haskins NEVER ok to learn piece on podium! That's wasting the orchestras time.
You're there to lead, not to learn. #askaconductor

9:35
pm

sashamakila: @s_haskins #askaconductor Time sets limits, but the more you study the more you
discover. When it's time to rehearse just do it...

9:35
pm

cjreddenliotta: #askaconductor I find it difficult to find opportunities for young conductors to work/study
outside of academic settings. Any advice?

9:35
pm

alexwn: RT @fergusmacleod: @sashamakila they shouldn't be on a pedestal ever - I never bow
on te podium as am bowing for orch not myself #askaconductor

9:35
pm

peterwitte: @YOUNGconductor agreed about engagement in communities #askaconductor

9:35
pm

BPOrchestra: RT @MC_Conductor: #askaconductor Good afternoon, everyone. I'm here if anyone
has questions I can answer.

9:36
pm

orionrountree: @alexwn most conductors have some acting inclination. Might go as far as to say: all
inspirational conductors do. #askaconductor

9:36
pm

batonflipper: @sashamakila @s_haskins #askaconductor You should never learn to rehearse a piece
in a specific way - u rehearse the music as it happens??

9:36
pm

sashamakila: @AmericanPhilMD #askaconductor To set tempos and pace the high points. To
highlight the form of the pieces.

9:36
pm
9:36
pm
9:36
pm
9:36
pm

joeres: @cjreddenliotta #askaconductor As do I. Would love to hear more comments on this....
MaestroDSCH: @s_haskins Essential to score study? I must be able to sing through the entire wk, to
hold virtual perf. in my head. #askaconductor
MC_Conductor: @cjreddenliotta #askaconductor All of my best moments 2 learn came from
purposefully attending rehearsals & following ppl 2 their cars!
orionrountree: RT @fergusmacleod: @Novemberbeetle good music is good music. #askaconductor

9:37
pm

SuperRPO: @AmericanPhilMD #askaconductor As with doctors--first, do no harm! Beyond that, I
agree w/@stuartsims, facilitate musician collaboration.

9:38
pm

stuartsims: @cjreddenliotta Entrepreneurship. Young conductors can create opportunities
organizing things themselves--vital 21st c. skill #askaconductor
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9:38
pm

s_haskins: #askaconductor Any good tips for marking up a score? do you use separate copies, or
keep notes on a separate page?

9:38
pm

SuperRPO: @janhan7 #askaconductor ballet prep involves extra step of attending dance reh's and
learning exactly what tempi the dancers will need

9:39
pm

MaestroDSCH: .@s_haskins To *know* score, I need to also know mny other related wks of the
composer. See Leinsdorf's "Composer's Advocate" #askaconductor

9:39
pm

alexwn: RT @stuartsims: @cjreddenliotta Entrepreneurship. Young conductors can create
opportunities organizing things themselves--vital 21st c. skill #askaconductor

9:39
pm

FOTJS: @SuperRPO #askaconductor has lack of music ed in us schools played a role in the
dedline of younger audience members?

9:39
pm
9:39
pm

sashamakila: @cjreddenliotta #askaconductor Tell me about it. Life in music is full of risks. You
should just keep urself busy, maybe create ur own orch
MC_Conductor: @s_haskins #askaconductor Minimally but obviously. U want the score to be a
reference once you are up there and not an anchor.

9:40
pm

orionrountree: @joeres Education: we need TIME. The most important thing is finding a guide, and
conducting as many hours as possible. #askaconductor

9:40
pm

katherinejyang: RT @MaestroDSCH: .@katherinejyang When I feel a deep connection to a particular
wk, I will memorize. Right now, Shostakovich 6. #askaconductor

9:40
pm

batonflipper: @s_haskins #askaconductor Use the one score for all - rehearsal and show. I think it
should be your like a bible for each piece.

9:40
pm

MC_Conductor: @FOTJS #askaconductor Education in general has not fostered a sense of creativity in
our culture.It's not just lack of music specifically.

9:41
pm

sashamakila: @batonflipper @s_haskins #askaconductor All that can be said about rehearsing:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VQfRAGpDtzk

9:42
pm

orionrountree: @later_allikater ...that was not true. I usually read poems with them. #askaconductor

9:42
pm
9:42
pm
9:42
pm

FOTJS: @SuperRPO #askaconductor given economic difficulties, how can we capitalize
on/music and ed out reach inour communities?
SuperRPO: @s_haskins #askaconductor For me, the act of score marking is an imp part of getting
the score in my head. I rarely look at the marks, tho
sashamakila: @s_haskins #askaconductor when I used to go to competitions and had to work fast
with many scores I had a special system with color codes.

9:43
pm

AmericanPhilMD: #askaconductor It's interesting. The opinions seem to be stay out of the way, facilitate,
set tempos. What is the role of leadership if any?

9:43
pm

s_haskins: @sashamakila #askaconductor On color codes - Where can one learn said system, or
similar?

9:43
pm

stuartsims: @MaestroDSCH Absolutely--perhaps not only promotion but development. How long till
entrepreneurial skill is basic need? #askaconductor

9:43
pm

batonflipper: @sashamakila @s_haskins #askaconductor Very true but if only it was always that
easy!!

9:44
pm

MaestroDSCH: .@ingridktw @musicapologist I'd start by showing them this from Benjamin Zander:
http://bit.ly/iKIm #askaconductor

9:44
pm

MC_Conductor: @AmericanPhilMD #askaconductor Must be able to set the frame of reference and
empower the principals among others to start.

9:44
pm

sashamakila: @AmericanPhilMD #askaconductor As one of my teachers put it, it's all about "animal
magnetism"

9:44
pm

BPOrchestra: Click the link to see all the Q/As answered by Music Director JoAnn Falletta this
afternoon for #askaconductor http://cot.ag/hEBzuw

9:44
pm

youngconductor: @s_haskins I really find that I destroy my scores from all my markings. My Scores r
personal. I keep everything on the page #askaconductor

9:44
pm

askthemusicians.com
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9:45
pm
9:45
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

sashamakila: @s_haskins #askaconductor I can explain it but not on Twitter :-D
AmericanPhilMD: #askaconductor You've got 80 people onstage, all with their own opinions. In my view,
the first job is to set the tempo and create agreement

9:45
pm

LACOtweets: #askaconductor how friendly should a conductor be with the ensemble? how do you find
a balance btwn being friends & being leader?

9:45
pm

MC_Conductor: @AmericanPhilMD #askaconductor staying out of the way? Hmm... It's like anything else
in life, the right amount at the right time.

9:46
pm

MC_Conductor: @LACOtweets #askaconductor So individual but I think people need to be themselves.
Ppl know when you are putting on an act.

9:46
pm

AmericanPhilMD: @MC_Conductor #askaconductor Well said! Setting the frame is the essence of
leadership.

9:47
pm

DonatoCabrera: @FOTJS @SuperRPO Focus on Education @SFSymphony spends a larger
percentage of its budget on ed.than any other major orchestra #askaconductor

9:47
pm

LACOtweets: great question! @FOTJS @SuperRPO #askaconductor has lack of music ed in us
schools played a role in the dedline of younger audience members?

9:47
pm

gabiswallow: RT @batonflipper: @tubaladd #askaconductor I love Turnage "3 Screaming Popes" &
his "Drowned Out" which is done far less often. Also like Salonens music...

9:48
pm

sashamakila: @LACOtweets #askaconductor You must be friendly but onstage you're not "friends".
You must be demanding in a friendly way.

9:48
pm

AmericanPhilMD: @LACOtweets #askaconductor Producing a coordinated result with a group of people
takes friendliness, drive, all emotions and ways of being.

9:48
pm

ShapingSound: RT @MaestroDSCH: .@ingridktw @musicapologist I'd start by showing them this from
Benjamin Zander: http://bit.ly/iKIm #askaconductor

9:49
pm

mcmvanbree: Was away for a bit. Looks like #askaconductor is still going strong! Getting close to
2,500 tweets! What does it take to become trending?!

9:50
pm

mcmvanbree: Nicely done! RT @BPOrchestra See all Q/As answered by Music Director JoAnn
Falletta for #askaconductor http://cot.ag/hEBzuw

9:50
pm

DonatoCabrera: @LACOtweets #askaconductor During a rehearsal, stay focused on music and
afterward don't be afraid to foster friendships with colleagues

9:50
pm

Musicshosh: Colorado - here's your chance to ask Michael Christie, Music Director of CO Music
Festival any question. @MC_Conductor use #askaconductor

9:50
pm

AudienceDevSpec: Colorado - here's your chance to ask Michael Christie, Music Director of CO Music
Festival any question. @MC_Conductor use #askaconductor

9:50
pm
9:51
pm
9:51
pm
9:51
pm

etienneabelin: @musicapologist I would show them the best bits of the film ElSistema by EuroArts,
play my instrument, discuss and listen #askaconductor
MC_Conductor: #askaconductor For those wondering about learning opportunities, u really need to
reach out to potential mentors. Don't be passive!!
ingridktw: .@MaestroDSCH Agreed! I will show this as part of orientation for the parents of my
students. http://bit.ly/iKIm #askaconductor
OrchLeague: RT @mcmvanbree: Nicely done! RT @BPOrchestra See all Q/As answered by Music
Director JoAnn Falletta for #askaconductor http://cot.ag/hEBzuw

9:51
pm

AmericanPhilMD: #askaconductor Perhaps all productive work with people rests on a foundation of mutual
respect and shared purpose. Skillful leaders cause it

9:52
pm

MC_Conductor: @AmericanPhilMD #askaconductor Also, helping ppl understand why something needs
to be different and seeing it through.

9:52
pm

ShapingSound: @LACOtweets re: music ed, tough to tell since Youth Orchestras worldwide have more
participation now than ever...! #askaconductor

9:52
pm

s_haskins: #askaconductor Thoughts on "how" to address players if unhappy with tone, phrasing,
intonation, ? I find many Maestri to be a bit "harsh"

9:52
pm

askthemusicians: RT @mcmvanbree: Nicely done! RT @BPOrchestra See all Q/As answered by Music
Director JoAnn Falletta for #askaconductor http://cot.ag/hEBzuw
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9:52
pm
9:53
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

BPOrchestra: RT @mcmvanbree: Nicely done! RT @BPOrchestra See all Q/As answered by Music
Director JoAnn Falletta for #askaconductor http://cot.ag/hEBzuw
otterhouse: RT @mcmvanbree: Was away for a bit. Looks like #askaconductor is still going strong!
Getting close to 2,500 tweets! What does it take to become trending?!

9:53
pm

sashamakila: @MC_Conductor #askaconductor I agree. Conductor needs to be able to deal with
people, so better start by going to them. :-)

9:53
pm

MC_Conductor: @s_haskins #askaconductor Be specific about what technically needs to be different
and then end with why/what it is serves musically.

9:53
pm

SuperRPO: @FOTJS #askaconductor Tough econ times make ed/outreach more relevant 2
funders. Must make the case that arts enrich lives and economies

9:54
pm

DonatoCabrera: @s_haskins #askaconductor red for instrumental cues, blue for tempo changes, phrase
markings

9:54
pm

askthemusicians: RT @TechInTheArts: Interested to see what kind of response #askaconductor is
receiving on Twitter? You can monitor its traffic at http://bit.ly/hi7Fhh

9:54
pm

PhoenixSymphony: @YOUNGConductor what's your favorite part about conducting? #askaconductor

9:54
pm
9:54
pm
9:55
pm
9:55
pm
9:55
pm
9:55
pm
9:56
pm
9:56
pm
9:56
pm
9:57
pm
9:57
pm
9:57
pm

AudienceDevSpec: RT @peterwitte: What if "major" conductors made it a point to conduct all-state bands
and orchestras? And mentioned it in their bios? #askaconductor
AmericanPhilMD: @s_haskins #askaconductor Many times harshness is a sign of insecurity or narcissistic
orientation. The nest leaders lead from service.
ShapingSound: @AmericanPhilMD #askaconductor "The first responsibility of a leader is to define
reality. The last is to say thank you." -Max DePree
LACOtweets: @LACOtweets followers! here is a once in a lifetime opportunity to ask conductors all
over the world YOUR questions! join in! #askaconductor
cellogirl24: #askaconductor why are there so few female conductors?
LACOtweets: RT @TechInTheArts: Interested to see what kind of response #askaconductor is
receiving on Twitter? You can monitor its traffic at http://bit.ly/hi7Fhh
joeres: @MC_Conductor do you know of any mentors that are open to teaching
#askaconductor
mhtetzel: @sashamakila #askaconductor. I was told most American orchestras have A=440.
AmericanPhilMD: @ShapingSound #askaconductor Exactly. "and in between the leader is a servant" I
believe is the rest of the quote.
DonatoCabrera: @s_haskins Be inclusive. "Let's work on intonation at letter A," "Let's create a different
color for the beg of the 2nd Mvt" #askaconductor
s_haskins: Well said! RT @AmericanPhilMD: #askaconductor Many times harshness is a sign of
insecurity or narcissistic orientation
MC_Conductor: @joeres #askaconductor I'd start with who is local that you can see often if you are
getting helpful information.....

9:57
pm

otterhouse: #askaconductor When I listen to my 78Rpm and 33Rpm collection, I hear many "local"
styles. Why has this disappeared?

9:57
pm

MC_Conductor: @joeres #askaconductor Then, seek out those who are doing what you want and get to
them!!

9:58
pm

LACOtweets: #askaconductor what should every conductor experience at least once?

9:58
pm

ShapingSound: @AmericanPhilMD #askaconductor a servant to the music, in this context...!

9:58
pm

s_haskins: #askaconductor Does anyone intentionally vary technique based on the type or size of a
group (choral/pops/symphonic, etc)

9:59
pm

MacDivaONA: Today's #askaconductor day! Tweet your Classical music question with the hashtag and
a maestro will reply: http://j.mp/fPHbY7
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9:59
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

FOTJS: RT @mcmvanbree: Nicely done! RT @BPOrchestra See all Q/As answered by Music
Director JoAnn Falletta for #askaconductor http://cot.ag/hEBzuw

9:59
pm

j_darlington: #askaconductor Back on again for another couple of hours. I see there's been a heck of
alot of traffic...

9:59
pm

AmericanPhilMD: @cellogirl24 #askaconductor No idea. Perhaps fewer women haven't given themselves
permission to try? No clue really.

9:59
pm

s_haskins: Regaining my faith in twitter through the great interactions at #askaconductor

9:59
pm

bgreinhart: #askaconductor Introducing a piece with some spoken remarks. Do you do it? If so,
when; if not, why not?

9:59
pm

SuperRPO: @LACOtweets #askaconductor Don't think we expect ed concerts to lead to immed
increase in young audiences. Our job: intro music into lives

9:59
pm

JoshuaSManuel: #askaconductor Thank you to all the participants yet again, I will probably be back later
tonight.

10:00
pm

youngconductor: @PhoenixSymphony It's great when orchestra and audience are engaged in a
performance. When this happens music comes to life. #askaconductor

10:00
pm
10:00
pm
10:00
pm
10:00
pm
10:00
pm
10:01
pm
10:01
pm
10:01
pm

ClassicalChops: #askaconductor is it hard to explain what a conductor does to non musical people?
NGC6544: RT @bgreinhart: #askaconductor Introducing a piece with some spoken remarks. Do
you do it? If so, when; if not, why not?
j_darlington: @bgreinhart #askaconductor I very often do - I love having a direct contact with the
audience
VancouverOpera: And he's back! RT @j_darlington #askaconductor Back on again for another couple of
hours. I see there's been a heck of alot of traffic...
ingridktw: Have u seen this video of a 3 yr old "conducting" Beethoven's 5th?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0REJ-lCGiKU #askaconductor
MC_Conductor: @LACOtweets #askaconductor Having a person who u know really dislikes what you do
genuinely connect with something you've done or asked 4
AudienceDevSpec: Oh no! :O) RT @orionrountree: Are the brass really always too loud... : http://bit.ly
/ggv9EA Answer: Often YES. #askaconductor
EmoryArts: Ever want to know what goes on inside an orchestra conductor's head? Check out
#askaconductor with conductors from around the world today!

10:01
pm

j_darlington: @ingridktw #askaconductor Yes - I think all children are capable of this..

10:01
pm

LACOtweets: @SuperRPO who do you believe is the target audience to keep music alive? children?
young adults? #askaconductor

10:01
pm

AmericanPhilMD: Creating something beautiful with people going beyond their level of ability. Clearly a
joy!@PhoenixSymphony @YOUNGConductor #askaconductor

10:01
pm

youngconductor: @ClassicalChops I actually have a hard time explaining conducting to non musical
scientist. I find it a welcomed challenge. #askaconductor

10:01
pm
10:02
pm

ingridktw: How old were you when you knew you wanted to be a conductor? What steps did you
take at that moment to make it happen? #askaconductor
LACOtweets: RT @MC_Conductor: @LACOtweets #askaconductor Having a person who u know
really dislikes what you do genuinely connect with something you've done or asked 4

10:02
pm

GeertvanBoxtel: RT @otterhouse: #askaconductor When I listen to my 78Rpm and 33Rpm collection, I
hear many "local" styles. Why has this disappeared?

10:02
pm

j_darlington: @ingridktw #askaconductor Very late in life - I never set out to do this. It just happened
almost by accident

10:02
pm

MDaveyMusic: @LACOtweets @SuperRPO #askaconductor I believe it'll be children! Adults have
been through music all their life and have seen the changes.

10:03
pm

philharmoniker: RT @VancouverOpera: And he's back! RT @j_darlington #askaconductor Back on
again for another couple of hours. I see there's been a heck of alot of traffic...
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10:03
pm
10:03
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

LACOtweets: @MC_Conductor great answer - do you mind sharing your experience? #askaconductor
NGC6544: RT @VancouverOpera: And he's back! RT @j_darlington #askaconductor Back on
again for another couple of hours. I see there's been a heck of alot of traffic...

10:03
pm

sashamakila: @s_haskins #askaconductor Singing is always a good model for phrasing and even
tone. Intonation is a bit touchy subject always.

10:03
pm

j_darlington: @GeertvanBoxtel #askaconductor I think it's coming back because people want a more
'engaged' listening experience

10:03
pm

MC_Conductor: @LACOtweets #askaconductor My hunch is that it is the 35-55s.More life experiences,
ability to bring others, commit for the coming chapter.

10:03
pm

JoshuaSManuel: RT @cellogirl24: #askaconductor why are there so few female conductors?

10:03
pm

AmericanPhilMD: @bgreinhart #askaconductor I ALWAYS do this. But I don't lecture. I create a clear
context to shape the listening of the audience. Key!!

10:04
pm

DonatoCabrera: @ingridktw #askaconductor I was 15. I started finding opportunities to conduct where
ever I could. First with my highschool band!

10:04
pm

LACOtweets: @MDaveyMusic @SuperRPO how do we keep the adults interested to keep their
children interested? #askaconductor

10:04
pm

89on: #askaconductor Who has the most difficult job in the orchestra (not counting the
conductor)? Who's got it the easiest?

10:04
pm

j_darlington: @VancouverOpera #askaconductor It's a white handkerchief - like Pavarotti used to
ha!ha!

10:05
pm

MDaveyMusic: @ingridktw I was 17! When I first played in Toronto Youth Wind Orchestra and saw my
conductor! He's an inspiration! #askaconductor

10:05
pm

batonflipper: @ingridktw #askaconductor After 5-6 yrs as a pro Violinist in @TheCBSO I grew into it.
Spent a lot of time since working and studying though

10:05
pm

SuperRPO: @LACOtweets #askaconductor We must work to engage all ages by facilitating deep
sense of connection btw music and modern life

10:05
pm

sashamakila: @LACOtweets #askaconductor Playing in an orchestra. And preferably many times!

10:06
pm

youngconductor: @ingridktw I was 16 when i knew I wanted to be a conductor. I got my friends together
to play for me and I went to workshops #askaconductor

10:06
pm

AmericanPhilMD: @LACOtweets @MDaveyMusic @SuperRPO #askaconductor By not playing boring
music! The program has to be sensual, emotional, intellectual, etc.

10:06
pm

NGC6544: RT @EmoryArts: Ever want to know what goes on inside an orchestra conductor's
head? Check out #askaconductor with conductors from around the world today!

10:06
pm

MC_Conductor: @LACOtweets #askaconductor Being a younger conductor and an American Music Dir,
it happens fairly often with musicians and audiences!

10:06
pm

DonatoCabrera: @89on #askaconductor All positions are equally challenging. Playing triangle part in
Brahms 4 is as equally nerve wracking as violin part

10:06
pm

s_haskins: RT @GeertvanBoxtel: RT @otterhouse: #askaconductor When I listen to my 78Rpm
and 33Rpm collection, I hear many "local" styles. Why has this disappeared?

10:07
pm

sashamakila: @s_haskins #askaconductor Techniques vary even according to each different moment
in the score. when you're experienced it's automatic

10:07
pm

ShapingSound: @89on #askaconductor not necessarily difficult always, but the concertmaster takes
great responsibility for the ensemble as well

10:07
pm

MC_Conductor: @LACOtweets #askaconductor A lot of that relates to people's tendency to glorify the
past!

10:07
pm

MDaveyMusic: @LACOtweets @SuperRPO Good question, We could show them the benefits and
effects that music has on children and adults alike. #askaconductor

10:07
pm

askthemusicians.com

SuperRPO: @LACOtweets #askaconductor recipe: provide spark at young age, start music study,
stay engaged w/young adults thru their kids (fam concrts)
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10:07
pm
10:07
pm
10:07
pm
10:08
pm
10:08
pm
10:08
pm
10:08
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

batonflipper: @sashamakila @LACOtweets #askaconductor Couldn't agree more - the best place to
learn, from the inside.
stuartsims: @s_haskins Absolutely. Different groups, sizes all have different needs.
#askaconductor
sashamakila: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor No, but usually the explanation is bound to last the
whole night. I always have fun explaining what I do.
ClassicalChops: @YOUNGconductor I can imagine! Thanks for the response! #askaconductor
cjreddenliotta: @j_darlington #askaconductor any advice for ppl interested in opera conducting that are
not accompanists
AmericanPhilMD: Ha! This is dangerous! Playing triangle can be terrifying. Violins often have the most
notes. Oboists and horns hope! @89on #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @s_haskins same copy - make notes in book, green, red, blue crayon and 3b pencil highlighter with singers and soloist #askaconductor

10:08
pm

sashamakila: @bgreinhart #askaconductor Whe It's opera overture or incindental or programmatic
music AND I know most players don't know the story

10:09
pm

sashamakila: @bgreinhart #askaconductor Oh did you mean introducing it to the orchestra or to the
audience??? :D

10:09
pm

j_darlington: @cjreddenliotta #askaconductor Conduct as many singers as possible and follow as
many stage rehearsals as possible

10:09
pm
10:09
pm

AmericanPhilMD: @ShapingSound @89on #askaconductor Yes. The non-playing staff have huge
headaches - library, personnel, psychologist!! :-)
MDaveyMusic: @89on #askaconductor hardest : everyone trying to follow some orchestra conductors
;) Haha!I know some conductors that "fish" for the tempo

10:09
pm

Musicshosh: What is your main instrument? #askaconductor

10:10
pm

sashamakila: @ingridktw #askaconductor I knew it when I was about to finish my cello studies in the
conservatory. Must have been like 25.

10:10
pm

stuartsims: @ClassicalChops Ha, often. I find I need to explain idea of developmental, symph
musical thought first; then how I lead it. #askaconductor

10:10
pm

ingridktw: @YOUNGconductor What was your musical experience prior? Was there an Aha!
moment, performance or conductor that inspired you? #askaconductor

10:10
pm
10:10
pm
10:10
pm
10:10
pm
10:10
pm
10:11
pm

s_haskins: A LOT to think about! Giant THANK YOU to all #askaconductor participants!
otterhouse: #askaconductor What do present day conductors learn from recordings like this ->
http://bit.ly/elJG68 or even this -> http://bit.ly/d1thYX
fergusmacleod: @sashamakila its so true though - wish I had balls to do that like Beecham!
#askaconductor
MDaveyMusic: RT @DonatoCabrera: @89on #askaconductor All positions are equally challenging.
Playing triangle part in Brahms 4 is as equally nerve wracking as violin part
sashamakila: @ingridktw #askaconductor At that moment I just tried to enter a couple of conducting
programs and ended up in St Petersburg, russia
bgreinhart: @sashamakila audience! #askaconductor Sorry I didn't say!

10:11
pm

choppedparsley: RT @mcmvanbree: Was away for a bit. Looks like #askaconductor is still going strong!
Getting close to 2,500 tweets! What does it take to become trending?!

10:11
pm

sashamakila: @ingridktw #askaconductor Studying conducting in Russia was some of the most
exciting time of my life. I learned and experienced a lot!

10:11
pm

GeertvanBoxtel: @ otterhouse @s_haskins #askaconductor @j_darlington: I think it's coming back
because people want a more 'engaged' listening experience

10:11
pm

askthemusicians.com

stuartsims: @bgreinhart Often, esp. if it's an unfamiliar or new work. Am brief though, 2 mins. or so,
talk about sound world of piece. #askaconductor
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10:12
pm
10:12
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

AmericanPhilMD: Opera conducting is technically very demanding but is often done poorly. Learn the
music COLD @cjreddenliotta @j_darlington #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @LACOtweets its about a feeling - you have to create a working atmosphere and then
invite the players to commit + enhance it #askaconductor

10:12
pm

sashamakila: @89on #askaconductor Principal horn player vs. last desk viola ;-)

10:12
pm

batonflipper: @Musicshosh #askaconductor Violin, Second Violin at that - the engine room!!

10:13
pm

wnbrgr: #askaconductor spoken remarks: almost always, often as a planned, interactive
segment. getting great feedback on that approach. @bgreinhart

10:13
pm

LACOtweets: @batonflipper @sashamakila which section in the orchestra did you learn from?!
#askaconductor

10:13
pm

BisonMain: Hope so! RT @bellevuephil: #askaconductor I have a question. Do you think live
classical orchestral music will last through 21st century?

10:13
pm

otterhouse: @DallasSymphony Wake up jaap and join! #askaconductor almost 2500+ tweets in just
a couple of hours...

10:13
pm

ShapingSound: @Musicshosh Piano first, then organ, in the Stokowski tradition; though much instruction
in other instruments #askaconductor

10:13
pm
10:14
pm
10:14
pm

sashamakila: @Musicshosh #askaconductor Cello!
SuperRPO: #askaconductor Headed to rehearsal now. Thanks to all for the great discussions.
j_darlington: @cjreddenliotta #askaconductor It sounds like you're ideally placed to understand what
opera conducting is about

10:15
pm

AmericanPhilMD: Fishing for the tempo is a betrayal of trust. No integrity in preparation. Hood ornament
was used earlier. @MDaveyMusic @89on #askaconductor

10:15
pm

fergusmacleod: @s_haskins if pro - I would rarely comment on intonation quite often they will sort out
themselves - imp to include 'we' #askaconductor

10:15
pm

AudienceDevSpec: Most difficult job or nicest or both? RT @sashamakila: @89on #askaconductor Principal
horn player vs. last desk viola ;-)

10:15
pm

fergusmacleod: @PhoenixSymphony making chamber music with so many people #askaconductor

10:15
pm

otterhouse: @GeertvanBoxtel #askaconductor So, from a more generalized (I think we should
sound more middle-European), to a more individual style?

10:16
pm

fergusmacleod: @cellogirl24 there are more on their way - hangover from sexism #askaconductor

10:16
pm

stuartsims: @ingridktw Young, for me--I've always had a kinesthetic response to music though;
started by creating opps when I was young #askaconductor

10:16
pm

89on: OK, here's another political question for all of you. Generally speaking, which
instrument's players are nicest? :) #askaconductor

10:16
pm

ShapingSound: #askaconductor for those like @DonatoCabrera who have vast operatic experience how does you find it informs your symphonic conducting...?

10:17
pm

AudienceDevSpec: We already have the transposition part down! :O) RT @katherinejyang: #askaconductor
delighted to see that some conductors are horn players!

10:17
pm

otterhouse: #Askaconductor Maybe pop musicians are more "loners" then classical ones :)

10:17
pm

BeccaPiano: @myloyalflowers What're,say,3 works commonly felt by many conductrs to be the
daunting yet alluring "Everests" of conducting? #askaconductor

10:17
pm

fergusmacleod: @otterhouse they are now individual styles due to promulgation of CD'd internet etc.
#askaconductor

10:17
pm
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stuartsims: @GeertvanBoxtel @otterhouse Record industry + internationalization of conducting
careers #askaconductor
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#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

10:17
pm

AmericanPhilMD: Percussion and voice. Rhythmic and lyric. @Musicshosh #askaconductor

10:17
pm

youngconductor: @ingridktw I never saw an orchestra until I was 16! (education is important everyone!)
#askaconductor

10:18
pm

wnbrgr: #askaconductor good-ol-boys club in conducting world: ever less prevalent, could not
become fully obsolete soon enough. @GCComposer

10:18
pm

AudienceDevSpec: I'm starting to get confused on what answer goes with what question. #askaconductor

10:18
pm

batonflipper: @LACOtweets #askaconductor Violin 2 - the engine room! Hear everything and feel all
the lumps and bumps from within!

10:18
pm

fergusmacleod: @bgreinhart yes if I think the programme allows or the audience does...#askaconductor

10:18
pm

GeertvanBoxtel: RT @AudienceDevSpec: I'm starting to get confused on what answer goes with what
question. #askaconductor

10:18
pm

fergusmacleod: @ClassicalChops i think the best is they allow things to happen in a unified way.
#askaconductor

10:18
pm

AmericanPhilMD: Wonderful to hear! If you are speaking in service to them, they know it and engage with
the music more. #askaconductor @wnbrgr @bgreinhart

10:19
pm

katherinejyang: @AudienceDevSpec lol, me too. RT: I'm starting to get confused on what answer goes
with what question. #askaconductor

10:19
pm
10:19
pm
10:19
pm

otterhouse: #askaconductor But do music critics prefer individual styles? The word "idiosyncratic"
always lures around the corner...
LACOtweets: @sashamakila haha which section did you learn the most from? @batonflipper
#askaconductor
s_haskins: #askaconductor How do you adapt your style/technique/preparation when working with
amateur, student, or non-pro groups?

10:19
pm

fergusmacleod: @LACOtweets both ;-) #askaconductor

10:19
pm

MC_Conductor: @BeccaPiano #askaconductor Of the pieces ppl would actually program... Rite of
Spring, Tristan und Isolde... thinking of a 3rd

10:19
pm

bgreinhart: Glad to hear that - we really do appreciate it! What kind of interactive techniques might
you aim for? @wnbrgr #askaconductor

10:20
pm

sashamakila: @89on #askaconductor Nicest? Harpists and double bass players. Some flute players I
know are REALLY nice too...

10:20
pm
10:20
pm
10:20
pm
10:20
pm
10:20
pm
10:21
pm
10:21
pm

AmericanPhilMD: Big ensemble music will always be there I think. What genre of compositions? My
guess? contemporary #askaconductor @BisOnMain @bellevuephil
Musicshosh: Me too! RT @DonatoCabrera: My main instrument is french horn. First instrument was
piano. #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @ingridktw 14 yrs old went to my school music director and asked if I could conduct
school orch and formed my own ensemble #askaconductor
j_darlington: @otterhouse #askaconductor "Court not the critic's smile nor fear the frown" - Sir Walter
Scott (My maxim)
MC_Conductor: @s_haskins #askaconductor Patience but absolutely no pandering. They know how it
goes, you just need to work to get them there!
AmericanPhilMD: Too many conductors in the conversation!!! :-) #askaconductor @katherinejyang
@AudienceDevSpec
stuartsims: @BisOnMain @bellevuephil Yes, absolutely. Generally, we have lost very little music
through the past century, only grown #askaconductor

10:21
pm

sashamakila: @s_haskins #askaconductor I worked with amateurs and I must say it is really
dangerous to your conducting technique. You tend to exaggerate.

10:21
pm

batonflipper: @LACOtweets #askaconductor My answer stands - have been lucky to work in the
middle of @TheCBSO and heard it all from Vln 2
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10:21
pm

DonatoCabrera: @ShapingSound #askaconductor Coming to @SFSymphony after having spent 3 years
at @SFOpera has been invaluable.

10:22
pm

fergusmacleod: @batonflipper @sashamakila I learnt so much from my time in the NYO and CUMS
#askaconductor

10:22
pm
10:22
pm

sashamakila: @s_haskins #askaconductor I had to stop doing that consciously and tell myself: I will
conduct this bunch like they were Berlin Phil
GeertvanBoxtel: RT @stuartsims: @GeertvanBoxtel @otterhouse Record industry + internationalization
of conducting careers #askaconductor

10:22
pm

katherinejyang: I don't know if this was asked already, but do your board/donors ever get any say in your
artistic programming? #askaconductor

10:22
pm

fergusmacleod: @cjreddenliotta become really knowledgeable about the voice and how it works
#askaconductor

10:23
pm

batonflipper: @BeccaPiano #askaconductor Agree "Rite of Spring" - was once told Movt 2 of Mahler
10 is harder - gotta conduct that next year!!

10:23
pm

sashamakila: @s_haskins #askaconductor You need to speak more and repeat more, but in the end
it's good for everyone. Just conduct them like pros.

10:23
pm

j_darlington: @katherinejyang #askaconductor Not in europe

10:23
pm
10:23
pm

otterhouse: RT @j_darlington: @otterhouse #askaconductor "Court not the critic's smile nor fear the
frown" - Sir Walter Scott (True, but in reality...)
ingridktw: RT @YOUNGconductor never saw an orch until I was 16! (ed. is important...!)
#askaconductor //imagine the #s of kids we're missing #musiced

10:23
pm

twORCHESTRAS: LACOtweets: great question! @FOTJS @SuperRPO #askaconductor has lack of music
ed in us schools played a rol... http://snipurl.com/1m08s2

10:23
pm

twORCHESTRAS: LACOtweets: #askaconductor how friendly should a conductor be with the ensemble?
how do you find a balance ... http://snipurl.com/1m08sr

10:23
pm

twORCHESTRAS: philharmoniker: RT @schwarzesgold: #askaconductor Take a deeper look inside the
work of @J_Darlington and v... http://snipurl.com/1m08u3

10:23
pm
10:23
pm
10:23
pm
10:24
pm

fergusmacleod: @Musicshosh my main inst is violin #askaconductor
j_darlington: @otterhouse #askaconductor You're right of course. Easier said than done...
AmericanPhilMD: I find trombonists, 2nd violins, bassists, and violists to be generally lovely well tempered
folk. #askaconductor@89on
philharmoniker: @j_darlington #askaconductor Aber nicht unmöglich.

10:24
pm

AudienceDevSpec: @katherinejyang @AmericanPhilMD I guess what matters is the person asking the
question gets a direct answer. #askaconductor

10:24
pm

otterhouse: #Askaconductor Being noted and truthful to the composer at the same time seems
paradoxing sometimes. How do you cope with that?

10:24
pm

fergusmacleod: @otterhouse tonnes - even more from Mengleberg Brahms and Mahler - allows you to
see how much freedom u can have #askaconductor

10:25
pm
10:25
pm
10:25
pm
10:26
pm
10:26
pm

askthemusicians.com

ingridktw: #askaconductor is Gr8! Thank you conductors for all of your time and for being so
accessible.
askthemusicians: RT @ingridktw: #askaconductor is Gr8! Thank you conductors for all of your time and
for being so accessible.
ClassicalChops: #askaconductor how many foreign languages do Conductors know/need to know?
GCComposer: Cool question. RT @ClassicalChops: #askaconductor how many foreign languages do
Conductors know/need to know?
j_darlington: @otterhouse #askaconductor I try and stay faithful - or what I see as being truthful to the
composer. Of course my truth isn't everybody's
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10:26
pm

stuartsims: @s_haskins Less skilled ens. need more precise technical guidance; reh mode is more
pedagogy than just expressive leadership #askaconductor

10:26
pm

otterhouse: #askaconductor Wouldn't Mengelberg be chopped to pieces by music critics these
days? @fergusmacleod

10:26
pm

fergusmacleod: @89on violins are the most expensive #askaconductor

10:27
pm

katherinejyang: @j_darlington is that because music organizations are supported (govt
sponsored?)differently in Europe? #askaconductor

10:27
pm

sashamakila: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor Depends where you work and whether you conduct
opera,

10:27
pm

BeccaPiano: @MC_Conductor ..of course, with RiteOS it's not only the difficult rhythms, it's also the
risk of being stuck with hatpins.. #askaconductor

10:27
pm
10:27
pm

AudienceDevSpec: RT @MC_Conductor #askaconductor (w/amateurs)Patience but absolutely no
pandering. They know how it goes, just need to work to get them there
LaceyH: #askaconductor - do you have a favorite funny experience as a conductor?

10:27
pm

j_darlington: @otterhouse #askaconductor Probably. Musicians resist that way of making music as
well today. Our society seems to want something else ..

10:28
pm

sashamakila: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor English can take you quite far, but in Opera you need
Italian, German and French. The more the better!

10:28
pm

wnbrgr: #askaconductor concert presentation: we invite players to share their POV, solicit
audience ?s, and engage using imagery/video. @bgreinhart

10:28
pm

MC_Conductor: @LaceyH #askaconductor The lights went out completely during a perf of Shos Cello
cto 1 and everyone kept playing. Lasted about 10 seconds!

10:29
pm

MC_Conductor: @LaceyH #askaconductor Hard to keep a straight face for performer and audience alike
when something like that happens!

10:29
pm

DonatoCabrera: @ingridktw If you're working in opera, German and Italian are definitely required.
#askaconductor

10:29
pm
10:29
pm

sashamakila: @LaceyH #askaconductor Here's my funny conducting experience:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMvro_-d78c
fergusmacleod: @sashamakila you know I completley disagree about working with amatures - I found I
could try things out, perspective needed #askaconductor

10:30
pm

askthemusicians: RT @MC_Conductor: #askaconductor lights went out completely during a perf of Shos
Cello cto 1 & everyone kept playing. Lasted about 10 secs!

10:30
pm

MaestrosLover: Anybody carshare their most embarrassing conducting moment?? :-) #askaconductor

10:30
pm
10:31
pm
10:31
pm
10:31
pm
10:31
pm

alexwn: @AmericanPhilMD what a great problem! #askaconductor
AudienceDevSpec: Yay a YouTube! RT @sashamakila: @LaceyH #askaconductor Here's my funny
conducting experience: http://youtu.be/dMvro_-d78c
MaestrosLover: *care to share #askaconductor
j_darlington: @philharmoniker #askaconductor Nicht immer der fall..
AmericanPhilMD: (Donors programming) Absolutely not! Would you expect to do your own surgery
because you are paying for it? #askaconductor @katherinejyang

10:31
pm

fergusmacleod: @otterhouse i try to express what i feel the composer wants #askaconductor - how he is
trying to communicate! #askaconductor

10:32
pm

stuartsims: @LaceyH Like dropping a baton? No, that definitely never happened. I don't care what's
on the video ; ) #askaconductor

10:32
pm

askthemusicians.com

LaceyH: @sashamakila Looks like you have a super excited audience there! :) #askaconductor
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10:32
pm
10:32
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

bgreinhart: @otterhouse I think conductors can still be unique but highly praised. Celibidache - late
Bernstein - Norrington perhaps - #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @ClassicalChops as many as posible - but english pretty essential and prob German
#askaconductor

10:32
pm

batonflipper: @MaestrosLover #askaconductor Once 'fell' off the box sideways after a very big beat
towards cellos- one foot off then lunged straight back!

10:33
pm

LaceyH: @stuartsims That's fabulous. The real question is, did the baton fly into the audience &
hit anyone, allegedly. :) #askaconductor

10:33
pm

sashamakila: @MaestrosLover #askaconductor I have one embarrassing but funny with a happy
ending. It's long so do you care to read?

10:34
pm

fergusmacleod: @BeccaPiano I didn't find RiteOS that hard 2 conduct (only done it once) things like
Mahler slow movements r much harder #askaconductor

10:34
pm

katherinejyang: @AmericanPhilMD thanks for your reply! I completely agree! I just wanted to hear
different experiences.#askaconductor

10:34
pm

askthemusicians: fun question from earlier - to new conductors: How do you study a score & prep for a
concert? #askaconductor

10:34
pm
10:34
pm

cjreddenliotta: @AmericanPhilMD @katherinejyang I find that interesting since in choral world you are
often doing donor chosen commissions #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @otterhouse i don't think so #askaconductor

10:35
pm

stuartsims: @LaceyH Ha, hypothetically this would have been an injury-free but very noticeable
dropping. All one can do is laugh, truly. #askaconductor

10:36
pm

sashamakila: @MaestrosLover #askaconductor I was conducting a band in a university celebration
and we were supposed to accompany one of their trad songs

10:36
pm

cjreddenliotta: @j_darlington thanks - what I've always been told though is that the way in is through
being a coach. Thoughts #askaconductor

10:36
pm

AmericanPhilMD: (Embarassing moment) Conducting Colorado Phil, Otto W. Mueller says, stand still while
they play ROS. Wow! #askaconductor @MaestrosLover

10:36
pm

ClassicalChops: #askaconductor THANKS for the responses! @ergusmacleod @sashamakila

10:37
pm

sashamakila: @MaestrosLover #askaconductor The problem was, when they announced the song
everyone just burst into singing without waiting for us! Then...

10:37
pm

otterhouse: @Suziefjool03 wow... the Mengelberg autographs are still there? #Askaconductor
#Askaviolinist

10:37
pm

alexwn: Fun to watch! RT sashamakila @LaceyH #askaconductor Here's my funny conducting
experience: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMvro_-d78c

10:37
pm

fergusmacleod: @batonflipper @MaestrosLover #askaconductor I fell backwards off the stage
rehearsing at St Johns Smith Square London into seats (3 feet)...

10:37
pm

sashamakila: @MaestrosLover #askaconductor To players' disbelief I just boldly brought the
orchestra in at the beginning of the second verse...

10:38
pm

AmericanPhilMD: Yes, for commissions to raise $$. But I find that committees have no vision/wisdom
/coherence #askaconductor @cjreddenliotta @katherinejyang

10:38
pm

fergusmacleod: @batonflipper @MaestrosLover #askaconductor + stage manager said 'oh i forgot you
said you wanted a rail on the podium...' orch lauged alot

10:39
pm

sashamakila: @MaestrosLover #askaconductor Luckily we were IN THE SAME KEY that they had
started singing in :D :D I only realized afterwards how risky...

10:39
pm
10:39
pm
10:41
pm

askthemusicians.com

AmericanPhilMD: I also think that an MD is hired for her/his taste, vision, and character. Hence
programming.#askaconductor @cjreddenliotta @katherinejyang
sashamakila: @MaestrosLover #askaconductor Many of the plrs thought long afterwards that I had
perfect pitch and had very coolly calculated the odds. :)
AmericanPhilMD: Wonderful! I often sing in rehearsal BUT it is dangerous. The Plrs seem to appreciate
the risk. #askaconductor @sashamakila @MaestrosLover
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10:41
pm

DonatoCabrera: For my first audition for asst conductor position, I tripped on podium as I stepped up.
Whole orchestra laughed #askaconductor

10:42
pm

marisagreen: @LaceyH I stepped backward off a podium - IN REHEARSAL, thank goodness - and
tripped and fell against the piano, on wheels. #askaconductor

10:42
pm
10:42
pm
10:42
pm
10:43
pm

mlaffs: @DonatoCabrera are we doing "most embarrassing moments"? maybe i should check
out this #askaconductor thing...
MaestrosLover: @sashamakila lol! Excellent! #askaconductor
AmericanPhilMD: And who is Mozart?? #askaconductor @dandeutschoo @BeccaPiano
JonPowles: Embarrassing moment (1): 5 minutes before going on, dropped baton, bent down to
pick up, ripped huge hole in seam of trousers #askaconductor

10:43
pm

katherinejyang: addicted to #askaconductor today. hah.

10:43
pm

DonatoCabrera: @LaceyH Act I finale Barber/Seville. Tenor forgot entire phrase. Orchestra caught it and
saved day. Guess who bought 1st Rnd? #askaconductor

10:43
pm

AudienceDevSpec: With all those falling off the podium moments. Next question is, do you have good
insurance? #askaconductor ;O)

10:43
pm

lovepudge: #askaconductor how do you recover from a performance that wasn't your best?

10:43
pm

otterhouse: #Askaconductor "I really like an audience when .... " (fill in the blanks)

10:44
pm

AmericanPhilMD: Rather than "getting in" make your own opportunity. "getting in" is the source of much
angst and compromise. #askaconductor @cjreddenliotta

10:44
pm

AudienceDevSpec: RT @otterhouse: #Askaconductor "I really like an audience when .... " (fill in the blanks)

10:44
pm
10:44
pm
10:44
pm
10:45
pm
10:45
pm
10:46
pm
10:46
pm

JonPowles: Embarrassing moment (2): had to do quick pants-change with first trumpet. Hole in back
of trousers not good for conductor ;) #askaconductor
LACOtweets: #askaconductor Margaret Batjer will be tweeting from @LACOtweets in 15 minutes - i'll
be over @lovepudge
s_haskins: RT @katherinejyang: addicted to #askaconductor today. hah.
fergusmacleod: @otterhouse when there is intense silence at the end of piece that I don't have to hold
or when they just love the audience #askaconductor
AmericanPhilMD: Almost none of them are. Remember that it is not my place to judge, rather to do the
work with integrity. #askaconductor @lovepudge
otterhouse: #Askaconductor Especially after John Cage's 4'33" I guess :) @fergusmacleod
AmericanPhilMD: I also had to take the tux pants from my Board Pres. once!!! I paid later. :-)
#askaconductor @JonPowles

10:46
pm

DonatoCabrera: @lovepudge #askaconductor You try to learn from what didn't work as objectively as
possible and move on!

10:47
pm

askthemusicians: RT @mlaffs: @DonatoCabrera are we doing "most embarrassing moments"? maybe i
should check out this #askaconductor thing...

10:47
pm
10:47
pm
10:47
pm
10:47
pm

askthemusicians.com

pmkotla: @MaestrosLover #askaconductor 5 minutes before a choral concert at church I realised
I left at home buttons for my black concert shirt
marisagreen: RT @AmericanPhilMD: I find trombonists, 2nd violins, bassists, and violists to be
generally lovely well tempered folk. #askaconductor
JonPowles: RT @AmericanPhilMD: Yes, for commissions to raise $$. But I find that committees
have no vision/wisdom/coherence #askaconductor @cjreddenliotta @katherinejyang
wnbrgr: #askaconductor auditions: what @MaestroMitchell said ? http://twitter.com
/maestromitchell/status/12605833904918528 @teniralCist
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10:47
pm
10:48
pm
10:48
pm
10:48
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

petertjonker: #askaconductor Do you have a favorite piece you always especially enjoy to conduct?
MC_Conductor: @petertjonker #askaconductor Favorite... hands down, Handel's Messiah
j_darlington: @petertjonker #askaconductor Mozarts Marriage of Figaro
LaceyH: @DonatoCabrera #askaconductor never good when people forget a whole section!
Says good things for the orchestra quality!

10:48
pm

ClassicalChops: #askaconductor do you find that today's critics have the musical education to back up
their articles about concerts/performances?

10:48
pm

otterhouse: Some background music while following #askaconductor --> http://bit.ly/chCXWK
Massenet "El Cid" ballet. Unknown gem...

10:48
pm

AudienceDevSpec: Also learning that conductors need to bring a change of pants. The light side of
#askaconductor

10:48
pm

fergusmacleod: @ClassicalChops some do such as Richard Morrison of the Times #askaconductor

10:48
pm

marisagreen: @AudienceDevSpec @katherinejyang I only knew one conductor who was a horn
player, but he was SO smart and empathetic! #askaconductor

10:49
pm

sashamakila: RT @katherinejyang: addicted to #askaconductor today. hah.

10:49
pm
10:49
pm
10:49
pm

musicapologist: Thx 4 responses @etienneabelin @DonatoCabrera @MaestroMitchell @MaestroDSCH
@CDWestover @fergusmacleod @stuartsims Gr8 ideas! #askaconductor
batonflipper: @petertjonker #askaconductor Yes - I take great pleasure in conducting Walton's
Symphony No.1 - just a masterpiece!!
pmkotla: @MaestrosLover #askaconductor luckily I found some black paperclips in my bag, I still
wonder if sopranos caught a glimpse of my bare chest

10:49
pm

J_Loeckner: RT @ClassicalChops: #askaconductor do you find that today's critics have the musical
education to back up their articles about performances?

10:50
pm

lovepudge: #askaconductor what are your thoughts on broadcasting concerts? does it take away
from the charm of going to a concert hall?

10:50
pm

JonPowles: @petertjonker The opposite: I most love premieres of (good) new works. Being part of
giving birth to a new thing #askaconductor

10:50
pm

AudienceDevSpec: RT @lovepudge: #askaconductor what are your thoughts on broadcasting concerts?
does it take away from the charm of going to a concert hall?

10:50
pm

SMilwardL: RT @londonsymphony: Got a burning question for a conductor? It's #askaconductor
day on twitter! Find out more here http://bit.ly/eAEwwc.

10:50
pm

sashamakila: @otterhouse #askaconductor "...when they outnumber the performers." (had some bad
ones with my string trio back when)

10:50
pm

ClassicalChops: @fergusmacleod how do you as a conductor respond to reviews, whether they are
good/bad? #askaconductor

10:51
pm

fergusmacleod: @lovepudge its not the same at all but I love the attention it brings - tv allows you to
open the piece up as well! #askaconductor

10:51
pm

MC_Conductor: @AudienceDevSpec change of pants... Absolutely should bring a second pair
ALWAYS!!! #askaconductor

10:51
pm

Musicshosh: Favorite composer? Might have been asked, but missed the answers. #askaconductor

10:51
pm

fergusmacleod: @ClassicalChops good ones make you feel great - the bad ones you can always learn
from - at end of day it is one persons idea #askaconductor

10:51
pm

MC_Conductor: @ClassicalChops Critics.. depends on the town. #askaconductor

10:51
pm

askthemusicians.com

sashamakila: @lovepudge #askaconductor Haha, happens very rarely. Usually I go through everything
that happened in my head to make sure next time is OK.
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10:52
pm
10:52
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

batonflipper: @pmkotla #askaconductor Very funny - btw saw Peter Thomas on Saturday & he
mentioned working with you. Hi from us @TheCBSO
katherinejyang: @AmericanPhilMD thanks! my ED said exactly the same thing when a prospective
board member asked about artistic influence #askaconductor

10:52
pm

AmericanPhilMD: Given that ppl are looking at our backsides the whole time, well fitting pants are critical!
#askaconductor @MC_Conductor @AudienceDevSpec

10:52
pm

marisagreen: @Musicshosh Depends on the day. Generally my top 5 are Monteverdi, Bach, Mahler,
Stravinsky, and maybe Elgar. #askaconductor

10:52
pm

otterhouse: LOL RT @sashamakila: @otterhouse #askaconductor "...when they outnumber the
performers." (had some bad ones with my string trio back when)

10:52
pm

NGC6544: @J_Loeckner That's a good one. #askaconductor #critics #education

10:53
pm

AudienceDevSpec: @AmericanPhilMD @MC_Conductor always wondered if that's the reason why the tails
are so long for conductors. ;O) #askaconductor

10:53
pm

AmericanPhilMD: Thank you for supporting the artistic accountability of the Music Director. It's a fading
practice in places #askaconductor @katherinejyang

10:53
pm

sashamakila: @lovepudge #askaconductor Nope, it's a different thing. As is a CD or Youtube. For me
the real thing is live, in the hall.

10:53
pm

MaestrosLover: Thanks for sharing all those embarrassing moments :-) Tell me, is it true the flute section
are always the best looking? #askaconductor

10:54
pm

otterhouse: #Askaconductor This hall ( fill in ...) and this orchestra (fill in ...) I wanted to have
conducted (in) before I die...

10:54
pm

twORCHESTRAS: LACOtweets: @sashamakila haha which section did you learn the most from?
@batonflipper #askaconductor http://snipurl.com/1m0gle

10:54
pm

twORCHESTRAS: LACOtweets: @batonflipper @sashamakila which section in the orchestra did you learn
from?! #askaconductor http://snipurl.com/1m0glh

10:54
pm

batonflipper: @Musicshosh #askaconductor Depends but normally 'up there' are Shostakovich,
Walton, Berlioz, Mahler, Bruckner ......

10:54
pm

lovepudge: @sashamakila @DonatoCabrera how do you help a musician/soloist recover if there is
still more performances? #askaconductor

10:54
pm

pmkotla: @MaestrosLover #askaconductor luckily I found some black paperclips in my bag, I
wondered if sopranos caught a sight of my bare chest...:-)

10:54
pm
10:54
pm
10:54
pm
10:54
pm
10:54
pm

AudienceDevSpec: Has anyone asked about favorite Children's Concert format? If not, I'm asking!
#askaconductor #auddev
marisagreen: @MusSolutions Have you followed any of the #askaconductor conversation? It's
awesome (MANY people, incl several big names, participating!)
Novemberbeetle: #askaconductor what other instruments do you play?
sashamakila: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor I have noticed that the level of the music criticism is
going down. def an education thing...
katherinejyang: @marisagreen @AudienceDevSpec I actually know more horn player arts
administrators than conductors #askaconductor

10:55
pm

AmericanPhilMD: (Flts & looks) No, but they often behave that way. There is something about sopranos &
flutes and male MDs... #askaconductor @MaestrosLover

10:55
pm

fergusmacleod: @otterhouse Symphony Hall Birmingham with the CBSO before I die! SO envious of
@batonflipper #askaconductor

10:55
pm
10:56
pm
10:56
pm

askthemusicians.com

cjreddenliotta: @katherinejyang @marisagreen @AudienceDevSpec I started my college career as a
horn player, but now am a choral conductor #askaconductor
fergusmacleod: @Novemberbeetle piano and I sing tenor (other instruments) #askaconductor
lovepudge: #askaconductor do you read your concert reviews? wait a day or two? any special ritual
before opening the newspaper?
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10:56
pm
10:56
pm
10:56
pm
10:57
pm
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grumpator: RT @AudienceDevSpec: Also learning that conductors need to bring a change of
pants. The light side of #askaconductor
sashamakila: @lovepudge #askaconductor You take him/her for a nice dinner and talk about
something else ;-)
AudienceDevSpec: Great question! RT @lovepudge: how do you help a musician/soloist recover if there is
still more performances? #askaconductor
pmkotla: @katherinejyang #askaconductor Norman del Mar was obviously one of the most
respected and knowledgeable horn players/conductors.

10:57
pm

batonflipper: @fergusmacleod @otterhouse #askaconductor I am a lucky chap, I admit! I desperately
want to spread my wings but what a place to call home!

10:57
pm

marisagreen: @katherinejyang @AudienceDevSpec whoa, so do I! I think the top instruments of
conductors I know: piano, percussion, violin. #askaconductor

10:58
pm
10:59
pm

AmericanPhilMD: The Board's job is to fund the org. The MD's job - be the artistic chief exec. The ED's
job - biz CEO. #askaconductor @katherinejyang
musicapologist: Whoever started #askaconductor / #askamusician had a great idea. Thx 2 all
conductors/musicians who stepped up and answered questions today.

10:59
pm

marisagreen: @batonflipper @petertjonker I ADORE Walton's music. Particularly some of the film
stuff. Using some as my wedding recessional #askaconductor

10:59
pm

sashamakila: @Novemberbeetle #askaconductor Voice, Saxophone, Double Bass, Piano (badly)

11:00
pm

fergusmacleod: @batonflipper Tippett's Symphonies are incredible to and I think v programmable
#askaconductor

11:00
pm

DonatoCabrera: @sashamakila @lovepudge #askaconductor Well said, Sasha!

11:00
pm

philharmoniker: RT @musicapologist: Whoever started #askaconductor / #askamusician had a great
idea. Thx 2 all conductors/musicians who stepped up and answered questions today.

11:01
pm
11:01
pm
11:01
pm
11:02
pm

lovepudge: @AudienceDevSpec thanks! :) are you enjoying #askaconductor day?
sashamakila: @lovepudge #askaconductor I love to read reviews. And sometimes notice the critic
totally missed the point :-D
AudienceDevSpec: @lovepudge it's been a blast! #askaconductor day!
ezesilber: Back after some rehearsal, ready to keep answering questions concerning youth
orchestras! @askthemusicians #askaconductor

11:02
pm

batonflipper: @fergusmacleod #askaconductor Played Tippett 4 with Rattle - was an awesome piece
until the breathing bit at the end. Might investigate more

11:02
pm

JonPowles: @marisagreen @katherinejyang @AudienceDevSpec Hey, that's freaky, I know lots of
horn players turned administrators too. #askaconductor

11:02
pm
11:03
pm
11:03
pm
11:03
pm
11:04
pm

mozartlim: RT @klassikakzente: RT @DavidFeltner: Don't need drugs if you have Mozart!
#askaconductor
MaestrosLover: @DonatoCabrera lol! Absolutely not!! #askaconductor
JonPowles: @marisagreen @katherinejyang @AudienceDevSpec And the horn professor at the
Music School where I work is doing his MBA ... #askaconductor
batonflipper: @marisagreen #askaconductor Very wise - Walton can be so full of pageantry. Don't do
Walton 1 at the wedding - bit too violent!!
MaestrosLover: @noswadneb The keyboard section!! Of course ;-) #askaconductor

11:04
pm

marisagreen: @batonflipper HAHAHA, no. I'm using the FInale from Wartime Sketchbook. Imperial
and triumphant. Awkward title though :-p #askaconductor

11:05
pm

MaestrosLover: With apologies for asking again some questions I asked earlier, new perspectives are
always interesting.... #askaconductor

askthemusicians.com
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11:05
pm

youngconductor: @lovepudge #askaconductor I have to say I love broadcast concerts. we all can't be in
NYC OR BERLIN. but there is something always missing

11:06
pm

fergusmacleod: Am of to get some work done and then bed - great event here today, loved talking to
everyone - email me if you have more Q's! #askaconductor

11:07
pm

marisagreen: #askaconductor I may be alone but - true confessions: I have always wanted to be able
to play trap set well and are jealous of those who do!

11:07
pm

lovepudge: @sashamakila do you try to contact the critic to discuss the concert further or just leave
it at that? #askaconductor

11:07
pm

MaestrosLover: are there any circumstances in which Hans Keller's description of 'phoney professions'
could be justified? #askaconductor

11:07
pm

marisagreen: @fergusmacleod Thank you for all of your contributions to #askaconductor today! I
learned a lot.

11:08
pm

pmkotla: @marisagreen especially when considering that Walton 1's 2nd mvt was inspired by him
splitting with his long time girlfriend #askaconductor

11:08
pm

MC_Conductor: @lovepudge #askaconductor Must critics I know feel their job is done on a specific
concert but r often happy to chat more generally.

11:08
pm

ClassicalChops: #askaconductor conversations are addicting!

11:08
pm

sashamakila: @lovepudge #askaconductor I just leave it, it's not my job to correct the critic.
Sometimes there's a back story...

11:08
pm

ChamberBoston: Interesting conversation on twitter today #askaconductor http://fb.me/PS8Oc8la

11:09
pm

AmericanPhilMD: I have to go now. Duty calls. It was a delight to chat with everyone today. Keep it up!
Yours in music - Gabriel Sakakeeny #askaconductor

11:09
pm

MaestrosLover: @fergusmacleod Thankyou :-) #askaconductor

11:09
pm

katherinejyang: RT @ClassicalChops: #askaconductor conversations are addicting!

11:10
pm

MC_Conductor: #askaconductor Ironically, I need to go soon to pick up two pairs of tux pants that have
just been altered. :) See... TWO pairs!

11:10
pm

MaestrosLover: @AmericanPhilMD Thankyou :-) #askaconductor

11:10
pm

batonflipper: @pmkotla @marisagreen #askaconductor The first 3 movts are all about his split from a
Baroness - last movt = new woman.

11:11
pm

sashamakila: @MaestrosLover #askaconductor These days conducting is not a phoney profession.
But there are many phoney conductors nevertheless ;-)

11:11
pm
11:12
pm
11:12
pm
11:12
pm
11:12
pm
11:12
pm
11:13
pm
11:13
pm

askthemusicians.com

mollyblock: For @MC_Conductor & others: What are your thoughts about audience members using
phones to tweet &/or text during concerts? #askaconductor
AudienceDevSpec: RT @mollyblock: For @MC_Conductor & others: What are your thoughts about
audience members using phones to tweet &/or text during concerts? #askaconductor
J_Loeckner: Thnks everyone 4 a great #askaconductor event! Esp. @mcmvanbree & @LaceyH ! All
my followers pls also follow maestro @j_darlington
MC_Conductor: @mollyblock #askaconductor Phones in concerts are ok with me. Recognizing that
others are listening I would say please turn the sound off.
lovepudge: @AmericanPhilMD thanks for answering our questions! #askaconductor
pmkotla: @sashamakila what one looks for in review is passion for music, knowledge and
constructive(!) criticism to help us to improve #askaconductor
askthemusicians: RT @ClassicalChops: #askaconductor conversations are addicting!
lovepudge: agreed! i can't get enough! :) @ClassicalChops #askaconductor conversations are
addicting!
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pm
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LaceyH: @LACOtweets good question from earlier - what inspires you? #askaconductor

11:13
pm

philharmoniker: RT @J_Loeckner: Thnks everyone 4 a great #askaconductor event! Esp.
@mcmvanbree & @LaceyH ! All my followers pls also follow maestro @j_darlington

11:14
pm

MC_Conductor: @mollyblock #askaconductor I think we need 2 make more points of contact before,
during & after concerts anyway.Texting will find its place.

11:14
pm
11:14
pm
11:14
pm
11:14
pm
11:14
pm

pmkotla: @sashamakila #askaconductor I hate getting positive reviews if all what they say is for
example "wonderful conductor - all done from memory"
AmericanPhilMD: It was a real pleasure. :-) #askaconductor @lovepudge
JonPowles: @mollyblock Love tweeting during performance. Recently did new choral piece of text
entirely of tweets http://bit.ly/aKcVbA #askaconductor
marisagreen: @mollyblock I honestly don't mind it a bit. #askaconductor
J_Loeckner: #askaconductor almost 3000 #tweets http://bit.ly/h9lCjV Lkng forward to the next
#askthemusicians event! @j_darlington is online another hr

11:15
pm

AudienceDevSpec: RT @JonPowles: @mollyblock Love tweeting during performance. Recently did new
choral piece of text entirely of tweets http://bit.ly/aKcVbA #askaconductor

11:15
pm

philharmoniker: Die Idee für #askaconductor stammt von @mcmvanbree und @LaceyH - denen in
etlichen Tweets momentan gedankt wird. Tun wir hiermit auch. ;-)

11:16
pm

DonatoCabrera: @LaceyH @LACOtweets #askaconductor What often inspires me is simply being
surrounded by such great musicians and music making.

11:16
pm

lovepudge: @MC_Conductor do u know most of Phx music critics or do u try to keep ur distance so
they can keep open mind about concert? #askaconductor

11:16
pm

mollyblock: @MC_Conductor Good! I know @HouSymphony & @PacificSymphony have had
"tweet-certs" w/ staff tweeting real-time program notes. #askaconductor

11:17
pm

pmkotla: @batonflipper #askaconductor so maybe it is a good wedding piece for... a second
marriage, after all...:-)

11:17
pm

MaestrosLover: And: At recent @londonsymphony concert patrons were admitted late causing some
disruption. What are conductors views on this? #askaconductor

11:17
pm

MC_Conductor: @lovepudge #askaconductor We have one critic and he keeps HIS distance. That's sad
to me because many cities have v. engaged writers.

11:18
pm

NGC6544: Interessant: Momentan wird bei #askaconductor die Frage verhandelt ob twittern
während des Konzerts stört - in den USA offenbar nicht...

11:18
pm

MC_Conductor: @MC_Conductor #askaconductor So many of the really creative things we have done
here have gone completely uncovered.

11:18
pm

sashamakila: @pmkotla #askaconductor And sometimes you have this kind of "sweet nothings"
review which ends with some totally irrelevant criticism. Ha!

11:19
pm
11:19
pm
11:20
pm
11:20
pm

mollyblock: @JonPowles That's great. #askaconductor
DonatoCabrera: @LaceyH @LACOtweets And being inspired by my colleagues at the @SFSymphony
is a daily occurrence! #askaconductor
mlaffs: @LACOtweets Margaret, how does your role differ from that of the conductors we've
heard from so far? #askaconductor
philharmoniker: @LaceyH #askaconductor Oh, just a little "Thank you for #askaconductor" :-)

11:20
pm

askthemusicians: Very cool! RT @JonPowles: Recently did new choral piece of text entirely of tweets
http://bit.ly/aKcVbA #askaconductor

11:20
pm

LaceyH: @JonPowles How did you get the tweets for the choral piece text? #askaconductor

11:21
pm

askthemusicians.com

Musicshosh: What was your favorite Children's Concert format? #askaconductor
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11:22
pm

LaceyH: Good question for @LACOtweets: RT @Musicshosh: What was your favorite Children's
Concert format? #askaconductor

11:22
pm

pmkotla: @lovepudge #askaconductor interesting.in 19thC agent would introduce new guest
artist to local critics at dinners before the first rehearsal

11:23
pm

NGC6544: #askaconductor Someone mentioned that they have staff twittering liveupdates in a
concert? Where was that? #Twitterjockey ;-)

11:23
pm
11:23
pm
11:23
pm
11:23
pm
11:24
pm

Addieyoga: Music lovers, check out #askaconductor - there is a huge conversation going on today!
MaestroDSCH: !!! RT @philharmoniker: @LaceyH #askaconductor Oh, just a little "Thank you for
#askaconductor" :-)
jose602: Hey, #PHX! Phoenix Symphony Orchestra conductor/musical director @MC_Conductor
is running #askaconductor!
theArtsNoticed: RT @sfsymphony: Following #askaconductor? @DonatoCabrera, our Resident
Conductor, is in - send him your questions on what it's like working w/SF Symphony!
sashamakila: @LaceyH @LACOtweets #askaconductor What inspires me? You go to the concert,
close your eyes and listen, and the music tells your life story!

11:24
pm

twORCHESTRAS: philharmoniker: @LaceyH #askaconductor Oh, just a little "Thank you for
#askaconductor" :-) http://snipurl.com/1m0nlt

11:24
pm

twORCHESTRAS: philharmoniker: Die Idee für #askaconductor stammt von @mcmvanbree und @LaceyH
- denen in etlichen Tweets m... http://snipurl.com/1m0nni

11:24
pm

twORCHESTRAS: philharmoniker: RT @J_Loeckner: Thnks everyone 4 a great #askaconductor event!
Esp. @mcmvanbree & @LaceyH !... http://snipurl.com/1m0no3

11:24
pm
11:25
pm
11:25
pm
11:25
pm

lovepudge: RT @mlaffs: @LACOtweets Margaret, how does your role differ from that of the
conductors we've heard from so far? #askaconductor
AudienceDevSpec: Wow! RT @sashamakila #askaconductor What inspires me?You go to the concert,
close your eyes and listen, and the music tells your life story!
sashamakila: @LaceyH @LACOtweets #askaconductor The way music speaks to people - it's one of
the most magical things I have ever experienced. Inspiring!
LaceyH: @marisagreen Ouch! (Both physically & to the ego..) Good story though!
#askaconductor

11:26
pm

lovepudge: #askaconductor tweeting during a concert: does it bother you & musicians to hear the
clicking & see the cell phone glow?

11:26
pm

sashamakila: @LaceyH @LACOtweets #askaconductor Also, what a profession! you are working with
geniuses every day - Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert...

11:26
pm

Addieyoga: RT @sashamakila: @LaceyH @LACOtweets #askaconductor What inspires me? You
go to the concert, close your eyes and listen, and the music tells your life story!

11:26
pm

NGC6544: RT @lovepudge: #askaconductor tweeting during a concert: does it bother you &
musicians to hear the clicking & see the cell phone glow?

11:26
pm

DonatoCabrera: RT @sfsymphony: Following #askaconductor? @DonatoCabrera, our Resident
Conductor, is in - send him your questions on what it's like working w/SF Symphony!

11:27
pm

MC_Conductor: @Musicshosh #askaconductor Favorite children's concert format? How about content?
That's the pressing issue in my mind.

11:28
pm
11:28
pm
11:29
pm
11:29
pm
11:29
pm

askthemusicians.com

MaestroDSCH: .@LaceyH Rehearsals inspire me most. Gradually hearing a wk transform from mny
ideas to one statement by whole orch. Amazing! #askaconductor
Musicshosh: @MC_Conductor sure, favorite content for children then. #askaconductor
JonPowles: @LaceyH Sent a tweet around the world posting a link to the invite on my blog. Got 86
responses in 24 hours #askaconductor
NGC6544: @lovepudge The question is: Are the other visitors bothered if you are tweeting? That's
the real problem I guess... #askaconductor
sashamakila: @Musicshosh #askaconductor Well we did great Halloween show
http://blog.sashamakila.com/post/2010/11/06/More-Halloween-photos-from-Cleveland
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11:29
pm
11:30
pm
11:30
pm
11:30
pm
11:31
pm
11:31
pm
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lovepudge: @j_darlington yes! i feel concerts are special & time to escape daily life... and
disrespectful to orchestra! #askaconductor
FOTJS: #askaconductor is gr8. <3 conductors bringing their experiences, knowledge, views 2
twitter. Gr8 questions,too. Thx @askthemusicians.
sashamakila: @Musicshosh #askaconductor It worked out well with a theatre troupe. Musicians in
costumes. Kids loved it!
JonPowles: @LaceyH If interested, the texts I used are the tweets I have favourited. You can see
international flavour #askaconductor
MC_Conductor: @Musicshosh #askaconductor I enjoy having at least some of the concert with
musicians in the audience with basic music memorized.
lovepudge: @NGC6544 ur absolutely correct - @PacificSymphony was easier in aud b/c outside in
ampitheater... blends with surroundings! #askaconductor

11:31
pm

Musicshosh: Looks like fun! RT @sashamakila: #askaconductor Well we did great Halloween show
http://bit.ly/fk2dkj

11:31
pm

pmkotla: @batonflipper #askaconductor so how is CBSO these days? I used to be an assistant
there a decade ago. wonderful ppl and amazing facilities!

11:33
pm

Musicshosh: @YOUNGconductor thank you! Engaging with the children is very important with or
without Disney music. #askaconductor

11:33
pm

MaestroDSCH: .@mollyblock Honestly... I truly dislike txting & phones during concerts. Music shld be
enough! Is it adding to the exp.? #askaconductor

11:34
pm

lovepudge: @MC_Conductor @LaceyH coordinated with bloggers to come to one of our concerts pretty awesome idea & increase exposure #askaconductor

11:34
pm

sashamakila: @lovepudge #askaconductor I wouldnt tweet from th hall unless th concert is
uninteresting.Don't mind others as long as they don't make noise

11:34
pm

MarcellaD: RT @Addieyoga: Music lovers, check out #askaconductor - there is a huge
conversation going on today!

11:34
pm
11:35
pm
11:35
pm

batonflipper: @pmkotla #askaconductor CBSO is on fine form & loving every minute with Andris
Nelsons.Remember you working with us and Simon on Szymanowski
cjreddenliotta: @MaestroDSCH what do you think about groups like the NSO purposely tweeting during
concerts? #askaconductor
MC_Conductor: @lovepudge #askaconductor Yes, good point. Will take that to the marketing staff.

11:35
pm

lovepudge: @j_darlington not lots, but i always see a few... #askaconductor

11:35
pm

mollyblock: @GCComposer I saw that thx to @gsandow! Many ensembles are tenants, so may be
challenging to get venue management approval. #askaconductor

11:35
pm

MaestroDSCH: .@MaestrosLover I see conductors frequently who don't take the music/music-making
seriously. Really drives me insane. #askaconductor

11:38
pm
11:38
pm

AudienceDevSpec: Asked earlier - do you have a blog? Do you contribute regularly? How often?
#askaconductor #auddev
NotexNote: Want to see what kind of response #askaconductor is getting on Twitter? Monitor its
traffic at http://bit.ly/hi7Fhh

11:38
pm

pmkotla: @batonflipper #askaconductor happy memories. I'll be doing Szymanowski with new
European youth orchestra soon with P.Thomas as string tutor!

11:38
pm

BeccaPiano: @MC_Conductor ..Have ya thought of a 3rd "Everest" (challenging + alluring) work in
addition to RiteOS and Tristan & Isolde? #askaconductor

11:38
pm

DonatoCabrera: @SFSymphony performing concerts since 1919. We try to focus on the
music&musicians. A simple concept but hard in todays world #askaconductor

11:39
pm

MaestroDSCH: Agreed, & drinks! RT @sashamakila: @lovepudge #askaconductor You take him/her for
a nice dinner and talk about something else ;-)

11:39
pm

lovepudge: #askaconductor tweeting at concerts - do you have a twitter section? how do you seat
as to not disrupt other audience not tweeting?

askthemusicians.com
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MC_Conductor: @AudienceDevSpec #askaconductor I do have a "journal" rather than a blog. http://bit.ly
/cuBOi6

11:40
pm

sashamakila: @MaestroDSCH @MaestrosLover #askaconductor I know the feeling. It makes me try
even harder! :-)

11:40
pm

mollyblock: @MaestroDSCH Others likely feel the same. @HouSymphony & @PacificSymphony's
were outdoors, so potentially less distracting. #askaconductor

11:41
pm

batonflipper: @pmkotla #askaconductor Great - which Szym? Love the fidlle concertos, Stabat Mater,
King Roger....

11:41
pm

j_darlington: #askaconductor Have to sign off. Many thanx to all My site for anythin unanswered
http://bit.ly/7JFQNm & Posterous: http://bit.ly/85PdGb

11:41
pm

MC_Conductor: @BeccaPiano #askaconductor 3rd "Everest" would be the really big standard rep
pieces that show artistic growth. Always on my mind.

11:42
pm
11:42
pm

CornoDiBassetto: RT @philharmoniker: @LaceyH #askaconductor Oh, just a little "Thank you for
#askaconductor" :-)
MC_Conductor: @BeccaPiano #askaconductor New World Sym, Beeth 9, Schubert Unfinished, Mozart
symphonies and requiem, Sym. Fantastique etc.

11:42
pm

sashamakila: RT @NotexNote: Want to see what kind of response #askaconductor is getting on
Twitter? Monitor its traffic at http://bit.ly/hi7Fhh

11:43
pm

jenniferstumm: Oh there's been many a thing I'd like to #askaconductor but I probably shouldn't say
them here. :)

11:43
pm

katherinejyang: RT @NotexNote: Want to see what kind of response #askaconductor is getting on
Twitter? Monitor its traffic at http://bit.ly/hi7Fhh

11:44
pm

sashamakila: @AudienceDevSpec #askaconductor I blog and use social media regularly:
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Sasha-Makila/264292819185?ref=ts

11:44
pm

lovepudge: @philharmoniker cool! i'll check out your site for more info! @MC_Conductor
#askaconductor

11:44
pm

stuartsims: @AudienceDevSpec yes, my own site w/ reg updates, www.loosefilter.com
#askaconductor

11:44
pm
11:44
pm
11:44
pm
11:45
pm
11:45
pm
11:45
pm
11:46
pm
11:46
pm
11:46
pm
11:46
pm
11:47
pm
11:47
pm

askthemusicians.com

BeccaPiano: Been enjoying #askaconductor session. I hear, however, in the interests of equal time
there's been demand to follow up with #askaninsulator.
pmkotla: @batonflipper #askaconductor vn concs & 4 symph. CBSO was lucky to have Peter as
leader. I hope he'll inspire young players from E.Europe
MC_Conductor: #askaconductor Have enjoyed this and am hoping for version 2.0 in the not too distant
future. Happy holidays everyone! Take care.
sashamakila: @AudienceDevSpec #askaconductor And here's my blog: http://blog.sashamakila.com/
MaestroDSCH: .@cjreddenliotta I say, "why not try it!?" But not just because twtr is the latest thing.
Primary focus must be performance. #askaconductor
NGC6544: RT @j_darlington: #askaconductor Have to sign off. Many thanx to all My site for anythin
unanswered http://bit.ly/7JFQNm & Posterous: http://bit.ly/85PdGb
batonflipper: @AudienceDevSpec #askaconductor Use Facebook, Twitter and have a website. Not
enough time yet to blog but maybe soon.....
MaestrosLover: @pmkotla Well here's a question I didn't think I'd be asking today, but how do you leave
the buttons for your shirt at home? #askaconductor
sashamakila: #askaconductor And here's my website with contact info. Feel free to contact me:
http://www.sashamakila.com
OpernBlog: Wenn Kapellmeister twittern ? (Review) #askaconductor http://is.gd/ipFK6
batonflipper: @pmkotla #askaconductor Oh he will - fabulous musician and years of experience.
Thoroughly nice guy. Good luck with those.
AudienceDevSpec: @batonflipper @sashamakila @stuartsims @MC_Conductor thank you for sending your
blog/social media links. #askaconductor
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pm
11:47
pm
11:47
pm
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MaestroDSCH: @mollyblock I can certainly see how that wld be less obtrusive. But why pay $25-100 a
ticket to be txting? Enjoy the concert! #askaconductor
SchwarzesGold: #askaconductor Some impressions of @J_Darlington and the Duisburger
@Philharmoniker #duphil
lovepudge: @LACOtweets Hi Margaret! be sure to add #askaconductor to your tweets to they show
up in the live feed! -maya :)

11:48
pm

philharmoniker: @lovepudge #askaconductor - Well, it's in our blog but it's in german: http://bit.ly
/eMFmDB #Dacapo

11:48
pm

MaestrosLover: @j_darlington Thanks :-) #askaconductor

11:48
pm
11:49
pm
11:49
pm

FOTJS: @DonatoCabrera #askaconductor <3 that ur ed program reaches math,sci teachers,etc,
& shows them how to incorporate music into their lessons.
MaestroDSCH: @sashamakila Been a pleasure interacting w/ you today. Will definitely keep following
you! #askaconductor
AudienceDevSpec: RT @FOTJS: @DonatoCabrera #askaconductor <3 that ur ed program reaches
math,sci teachers,etc, & shows them how to incorporate music into their lessons.

11:49
pm

wnbrgr: #askaconductor conductor roles: MD should be fully engaged in the community as civic
leader (via advocacy, edu, development, etc). @alexwn

11:49
pm

pmkotla: @MaestrosLover #askaconductor you buy a shirt with detachable buttons 1st time ever
& then forget to take them after the first wash...:-)

11:50
pm

philharmoniker: Schnell wie Blogger sind gibts schon eine erste Zusammenfassung des
#askaconductor Events - auf deutsch: http://bit.ly/h07mdV

11:50
pm

MaestrosLover: @sashamakila Thanks for all the answers :-) #askaconductor

11:50
pm
11:50
pm
11:51
pm
11:51
pm
11:51
pm
11:52
pm
11:53
pm
11:53
pm

sashamakila: RT @OpernBlog: Wenn Kapellmeister twittern ? (Review) #askaconductor http://is.gd
/ipFK6
SchwarzesGold: #askaconductor why do you think #socialmedia is so important for #classic music ?
BeccaPiano: @MC_Conductor Thx4reply!-So the challenge is 2keep fresh a work that's been done
umpteen times, i.e conductor's art'c growth? #askaconductor
lovepudge: @philharmoniker thanks for the link - google does its best to translate it...
#askaconductor
DonatoCabrera: RT @FOTJS: @DonatoCabrera #askaconductor <3 that ur ed program reaches
math,sci teachers,etc, & shows them how to incorporate music into their lessons.
AudienceDevSpec: I may need to take a vow of silence tomorrow. #askaconductor had me all atwitter today!
;O)
MaestroDSCH: @AudienceDevSpec Yeah, fair enough... I get so lost in the performances, honestly, I
cannot imagine taking out my iPhone. #askaconductor
SchwarzesGold: I really enjoyed reading every single tweet of #askaconductor - how about
#askaoperasinger next ? #netrebko

11:53
pm

krparadis: Multimedia in a concert. Adds another layer to the experience or a distraction from the
music? #askaconductor

11:53
pm

FOTJS: RT @wnbrgr: #askaconductor conductor roles: MD should be fully engaged in the
community as civic leader (via advocacy, edu, development, etc). @alexwn

11:54
pm
11:54
pm

MaestrosLover: @pmkotla stranger and stranger...why would a shirt have detachable buttons?
#askaconductor
JonPowles: @krparadis For me, adds another layer. Did a Messiah with 52 images of Christ
projected onto screens through performance #askaconductor

11:54
pm

twORCHESTRAS: philharmoniker: Schnell wie Blogger sind gibts schon eine erste Zusammenfassung des
#askaconductor Events -... http://snipurl.com/1m0vzq

11:54
pm

twORCHESTRAS: philharmoniker: @lovepudge #askaconductor - Well, it's in our blog but it's in german:
http://bit.ly/eMFmDB... http://snipurl.com/1m0w00
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11:54
pm

FOTJS: RT @AudienceDevSpec: I may need to take a vow of silence tomorrow.
#askaconductor had me all atwitter today! ;O)

11:55
pm
11:55
pm

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

Idee_Fixed: Have been following this #askaconductor Cannot believe no-one has asked how to
conduct and take snuff - just ask that idiot Habeneck!!
MaestroDSCH: <3 RT @DonatoCabrera @FOTJS: #askaconductor <3 that ur ed program reaches
math,sci teachers,etc, &; shows them how to incorporate music.

11:55
pm

mollyblock: @MaestroDSCH Good point. Tweetcert audience did more reading; staff posted tweets
(written in advance & synchronized w music) #askaconductor

11:55
pm

pmkotla: @schwarzesgold #askaconductor helps to break the barrier between performers and
listeners, which always has been a bit of an issue with CM

11:55
pm

NGC6544: Mit #askaconductor hat die Klassik mal wieder gezeigt, dass sie keineswegs verstaubt
ist. Bzw. sie zeigt es ja noch. :-)

11:55
pm

sashamakila: @schwarzesgold #askaconductor Arts need to follow the times. This is a new form of
communication like newspapers or radio used to be.

11:56
pm

mcmvanbree: 24-hour period (GMT) is almost up and it saw just about 3,000 #askaconductor tweets!
http://wthashtag.com/Askaconductor #askaconductor

11:56
pm

DonatoCabrera: @schwarzesgold Because we live in a society that decides on its entertainment in a
spontaneous way. #socialmedia works 4 this #askaconductor

11:56
pm

klassikakzente: RT @philharmoniker: Schnell wie Blogger sind gibts schon eine erste
Zusammenfassung des #askaconductor Events: http://bit.ly/h07mdV
NGC6544: RT @SchwarzesGold: I really enjoyed reading every single tweet of #askaconductor how about #askaoperasinger next ? #netrebko

11:56
pm
11:56
pm

mcmvanbree: But we'll be going on for quite a while here in the other time zones! #askaconductor

11:57
pm

mcmvanbree: @schwarzesgold think we'll have to put what's next to a vote... #askaconductor But
something will be next. Stay tuned!

11:57
pm

lovepudge: @LACOtweets you responded to the right people, it just didn't show up in the
#askaconductor feed

11:57
pm

OpernBlog: @philharmoniker Wenn die dt. Dirigenten schon kaum vertreten sind, muss das Fußvolk
die Scharte eben auswetzen ? #askaconductor

11:58
pm

pacificsymphony: Check out #askaconductor, an event happening all day where conductors around the
world are answering your questions about classical music!

11:58
pm

NGC6544: RT @DonatoCabrera: @schwarzesgold Because we live in a society that decides on its
entertainment in a spontaneous way. #socialmedia works 4 this #askaconductor

11:58
pm

stuartsims: @krparadis depends how it's done--should illuminate and not overshadow music
#askaconductor

11:58
pm

pmkotla: @MaestrosLover #askaconductor some smart "white-tie" ones do, like with cuff links
instead of cuff buttons.

11:59
pm

klassikakzente: RT @sashamakila: Arts need to follow the times. This is a new form of communication
like newspapers or radio used to be. #askaconductor

11:59
pm

MaestroDSCH: Agreed, w/ all my heart! RT @FOTJS: RT @wnbrgr: #askaconductor: MD shld be fully
engaged in community as civic leader. @alexwn

11:59
pm

mariecfeldman: RT @pacificsymphony: Check out #askaconductor, an event happening all day where
conductors around the world are answering your questions about classical music!

December 9, 2010

askthemusicians.com

LACOtweets: @lovepudge #askaconductor That is a relief
Idee_Fixed: Why don't all of you so-called conductors start every one of your concerts with a stirring
overture, Carnival Romain perhaps? #askaconductor
mariecfeldman: RT @pmkotla: @schwarzesgold #askaconductor helps to break the barrier between
performers and listeners, which always has been a bit of an issue with CM
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12:02
am

MaestrosLover: @pmkotla Who'd have believed it, I'd have thought a shirt without buttons was about as
useful as a parachute without strings! #askaconductor

12:02
am

pmkotla: @Idee_Fixed #askaconductor many reasons - too noisy? not enough trumpet players?
the cor anglais player not good enough? etc...:-)

12:02
am

MaestroDSCH: My Q: Does the fact that big named MD's take multiple posts worldwide eliminate a
likelihood of being part of any community? #askaconductor

12:02
am

Prinz_Rupi: @lovepudge I hope, Google Translotor will do http://bit.ly/h07mdV #askaconductor

12:03
am

NGC6544: RT @pmkotla: @schwarzesgold #askaconductor helps to break the barrier between
performers and listeners, which always has been a bit of an issue with CM

12:03
am

mariecfeldman: Have been reading today's tweets at #askaconductor: great insight into the orchestra
world !

12:04
am

Idee_Fixed: and stop doing avant garde merde - if you can't play the first and second subject
simultaneously at the end, it must be crap! #askaconductor

12:04
am

mcmvanbree: RT @MaestroDSCH: My Q: Does the fact that big named MD's take multiple posts
worldwide eliminate a likelihood of being part of any community? #askaconductor

12:04
am

MaestroDSCH: When S. Rattle had CBSO in his youth, he turned dwn opptntys constantly, saying, "I
have a young orchestra to take care of." #askaconductor

12:05
am
12:05
am

pacificsymphony: @GCComposer Definitely agree that tweeting could work as a "scoreboard." Like the
quote at the end. Engagement is key. #askaconductor
DonatoCabrera: I'll check in later after @sfballet rehearsal of Nutcracker but I've really enjoyed the
questions so far! #askaconductor

12:05
am

motmyers: @maestrodsch I think it's possible to commute and still be involved in the community,
just as it is to be local and not. #askaconductor

12:06
am

pmkotla: @MaestrosLover #askaconductor well, there are times when a soprano section might
disagree...:-)

12:06
am
12:06
am
12:07
am
12:08
am
12:09
am
12:09
am
12:10
am

KathleenMcGuire: I'm ready to answer your questions! #askaconductor http://t.co/c30ScRj
MaestrosLover: For @pmkotla it's obviously buttons, but what do other conductors hope to find in their
stockings on Christmas morning? #askaconductor
MaestroDSCH: .@motmyers With respect -- tell that to Mario Venzago. #askaconductor
pmkotla: @motmyers #askaconductor esp that also "the community" these days is very mobile
too. ppl travel round world to listen to their fav artists
ClassicalChops: #askaconductor for concerts/opera performances why do some conductors carry their
scores to the podiums and other have the scores preset?
Stephen_P_Brown: @MaestrosLover #askaconductor Socks.
sashamakila: @MaestroDSCH #askaconductor One of them has to be your main post. Or maybe for a
truly multicultural person it's possible!

12:10
am

SchwarzesGold: @DonatoCabrera @sashamakila @pmkotla it's good to have positive examples, all of
your answers are very motivating #askaconductor #thanks

12:10
am

Idee_Fixed: @pmkotla #askaconductor Noisy?? And you only need quatre trompet players! Blame
the English pigs for bad Cor Anglais playing - saboteurs!!

12:11
am
12:12
am
12:13
am
12:14
am

askthemusicians.com

MaestrosLover: @Stephen_P_Brown ROFL!!! :-) #askaconductor
motmyers: @pmkotla Yep, also I find organizations and their patrons think it positive when their MD
is out and about doing good things. #askaconductor
Stephen_P_Brown: If you could spend an afternoon with any conductor in history, who would it be?
#askaconductor
batonflipper: @Stephen_P_Brown #askaconductor Toss up between Mahler and Carlos Kleiber
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12:14
am
12:14
am
12:15
am
12:15
am

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

motmyers: @stephen_p_brown Kleiber or Fricsay. #askaconductor
MaestrosLover: @Stephen_P_Brown Not telling ;-) #askaconductor
MaestroDSCH: #askaconductor My point is simply that orchestras must be seen as *indispensable* in
their communities to thrive. MD = face of the orch.
mvdaily: @Stephen_P_Brown #askaconductor Has to be Celibidache

12:15
am

batonflipper: @MaestroDSCH #askaconductor and @TheCBSO profitted greatly from this! Not
enough loyalty / orchestra building going on for me these days...

12:15
am

SchwarzesGold: @mcmvanbree a vote sounds good. Thank you for great insights #askaconductor

12:15
am

pmkotla: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor every self-respecting orchestra would send a
librarian/orch. mgr to collect score from conductor & preset it

12:15
am

MaestroDSCH: .@Stephen_P_Brown Mahler #askaconductor

12:16
am

POPMUNDIAL: @Stephen_P_Brown #askaconductor I would spend an afternoon wither Karjan on his
iPod twittering ! :) He was always on the edge of Tec!

12:16
am
12:17
am
12:17
am

BeccaPiano: @MC_Conductor [or maybe you mean pieces that show artistic growth of the
composer. Ay, ambiguity of Twitter 140!] @BeccaPiano #askaconductor
lovepudge: @LACOtweets RT @Stephen_P_Brown If you could spend an afternoon with any
conductor in history, who would it be? #askaconductor
wheresstephane: @Stephen_P_Brown José Antonio Abreu #askaconductor

12:18
am

motmyers: @maestrodsch 100% agreed, was just looking at the side that there are some who do
live in the community but are not involved. #askaconductor

12:18
am

meghanperez: RT @pacificsymphony: Check out #askaconductor, an event happening all day where
conductors around the world are answering your questions about classical music!

12:18
am
12:19
am

askthemusicians: RT @mariecfeldman: Have been reading today's tweets at #askaconductor: great
insight into the orchestra world !
pmkotla: @MaestroDSCH #askaconductor I've been lucky working closely with some of them:
Rattle, Gergiev, C.Davis. But many would prob say C.Kleiber

12:19
am

askthemusicians: RT @Stephen_P_Brown: If you could spend an afternoon with any conductor in history,
who would it be? #askaconductor

12:19
am

LACOtweets: @lovepudge @Stephen_P_Brown #askaconductor Maybe Wilhelm Furtwangler or
Mozart conducting his own operas..

12:19
am
12:20
am

Addieyoga: RT @Idee_Fixed: Have been following this #askaconductor Cannot believe no-one has
asked how to conduct and take snuff - just ask that idiot Habeneck!!
MaestroDSCH: @motmyers good point #askaconductor

12:21
am

ArtsGroupSales: How many conductors out there maintain a blog? What do you write about?
#askaconductor

12:21
am

ClassicalChops: @pmkotla Thanks for the response. #askaconductor

12:22
am
12:22
am
12:23
am
12:23
am

askthemusicians.com

Stephen_P_Brown: Do you like performers to make a sound on your 'beat', or just after? #askaconductor
batonflipper: @pmkotla @MaestroDSCH #askaconductor Pavel, I am assuming that was COLIN
Davis in that list? Just checking.......
wheresstephane: ?@Stephen_P_Brown: Do you like performers to make a sound on your 'beat', or just
after? #askaconductor? interesting. Share the answers!
mcmvanbree: Very timely. Twitter blog post explaining Trending Topics: http://bit.ly/g8Die6 (so
#askaconductor is sustained, not quickly increasing).
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12:23
am
12:24
am
12:24
am

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

motmyers: Off to a performance with the Milwaukee Symphony, enjoy the rest of the discussion!
#askaconductor
TheHelpGroup: This could be cool 4 music students @AudienceDevSpec: anyone asked about
faveChildren's Concert format? If not, I'm asking! #askaconductor
Idee_Fixed: Mon Dieu! Le PC has just died so now having to use this iPhone. Where was I? Oh Oui my Corsair overture - tres bon!? #askaconductor

12:24
am

MaestroDSCH: @ArtsGroupSales I do, but will soon be moving it to my personal site: I write about
music I am studying, or CM issues in gen. #askaconductor

12:25
am

CabrilloFest: RT @jenniferstumm: Oh there's been many a thing I'd like to #askaconductor but I
probably shouldn't say them here. :)

12:25
am

twORCHESTRAS: LACOtweets: @lovepudge @Stephen_P_Brown #askaconductor Maybe Wilhelm
Furtwangler or Mozart conducting his o... http://snipurl.com/1m13hw

12:25
am

twORCHESTRAS: LACOtweets: @lovepudge #askaconductor That is a relief http://snipurl.com/1m13hx

12:25
am
12:25
am

pmkotla: @Stephen_P_Brown #askaconductor pls don't start this.:) I actlly think it's all about
where you've ur ictus. never had probs with late sound
KathleenMcGuire: @Stephen_P_Brown Depends on the music era/style. Slower I like the sound later. Fast
- I want it closer to the beat. #askaconductor

12:26
am

ArtsPR1: RT @pacificsymphony: Check out #askaconductor, an event happening all day where
conductors around the world are answering your questions about classical music!

12:26
am

CornoDiBassetto: RT @MaestroDSCH: When S. Rattle had CBSO in his youth, he turned dwn opptntys
constantly, saying, "I have a young orchestra to take care of." #askaconductor

12:27
am

KathleenMcGuire: @Stephen_P_Brown Dudamel! Watching him and the audience made me think - wow,
our profession is going to survive after all. #askaconductor

12:28
am

kennethwoods: @ArtsGroupSales My blog, kennethwoods.net/blog1, covers tons of ground, but best
posts are about the scores I'm working on #askaconductor

12:28
am

pmkotla: @batonflipper #askaconductor yes he's legend when I studied cond. wouldn't believe
then I'd be reg meeting him with my scores 15 yrs later!

12:28
am
12:28
am
12:28
am
12:29
am

VancouverOpera: RT @j_darlington: #askaconductor Have to sign off. Many thanx to all My site for anythin
unanswered http://bit.ly/7JFQNm & Posterous: http://bit.ly/85PdGb
MaestroDSCH: .@Stephen_P_Brown I ensure my orchestra use ea other to play togethr. If they
feel/play it as 1, my beat's just inspiration. #askaconductor
SingCascadian: Gary Cannon, Seattle choral conductor, reporting for duty. #askaconductor
CMysteryTour: RT @pacificsymphony: Check out #askaconductor, an event happening all day where
conductors around the world are answering your questions about classical music!

12:29
am

KathleenMcGuire: @ClassicalChops I do both - carry it on myself if I made last-minute notes in my score,
or if I forgot to leave it on stand. #askaconductor

12:29
am

marisagreen: @SingCascadian Welcome! The #askaconductor conversation has been great. (I
conduct a lot of choral music and musical theatre in NJ.)

12:29
am
12:29
am
12:30
am

mlaffs: @pmkotla i agree about ictus based on my own observation & experience performing
#askaconductor
Stephen_P_Brown: Why do you like the cellos in the middle or on the right (or anywhere else)(be nice!)
#askaconductor
kennethwoods: @Stephen_P_Brown It depends on the sound I want. Some sounds need time to
develeop. #askaconductor

12:30
am

marisagreen: @Stephen_P_Brown 1st/2nd vlns split vs. together depends on the piece. Do they
function antiphonally or as a string choir? #askaconductor

12:31
am

marisagreen: @Stephen_P_Brown One of the best things about cellos in middle = it's easier for
EVERYONE to be tuned in to the bass line. #askaconductor

12:31
am

NGC6544: RT @mcmvanbree: Very timely. Twitter blog post explaining Trending Topics:
http://bit.ly/g8Die6 (so #askaconductor is sustained, not quickly increasing).
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12:32
am
12:32
am
12:32
am
12:32
am
12:32
am
12:32
am

#askaconductor by Lacey Huszcza and Marc van Bree

ClassicalChops: @KathleenMcGuire that makes sense! Thanks for the response! #askaconductor
conguild: If you are enjoying #askaconductor do it in person Jan 6-9, 2011 in San Fran at our
conference! http://bit.ly/dKNEAs.
SingCascadian: @Stephen_P_Brown I would spend an afternoon with Gustav Mahler (unless a
composer/conductor is cheating on your question!). #askaconductor
mlaffs: RT @MaestroDSCH: #askaconductor Orchestras must be seen as *indispensable* in
their communities to thrive. MD = face of the orch.
MaestroKJarvi: I missed #askaconductor today! Hope to catch the next time.
batonflipper: @Stephen_P_Brown #askaconductor Cellos on the right except Mahler & Elgar. Don't
believe in antiphonal violins for Beethoven - what benefit?

12:32
am

KathleenMcGuire: @krparadis Can enhance a program if done tastefully and if relevant. #askaconductor

12:33
am

marisagreen: @TheHelpGroup Less practical, but doing a side-by-side would be GREAT for a
concert for kids. #askaconductor

12:33
am

pmkotla: @Stephen_P_Brown #askaconductor for me the issue's always been that I wanted to
have 2nds or violas on right. that pushed cellos to mid...:)

12:33
am

marisagreen: @TheHelpGroup @AudienceDevSpec if they were integrated into the orchestra, they
could hear indiv instruments/see conductor! #askaconductor

12:34
am
12:34
am

emanuelecamma: Which instrument did you play before you became a conductor? #askaconductor
POPMUNDIAL: @Stephen_P_Brown again, Stephen? I n anwing ur Q, I also would like to spend time
wth Paul Whitman for the Rhapsody in Blue #askaconductor

12:34
am

SingCascadian: @ClassicalChops It probably has to do with how many helpers are available to move
music scores. #askaconductor

12:35
am

marisagreen: @POPMUNDIAL Violin, later viola, and I'm a self-taught pianist. I also did a LOT of
choral singing. #askaconductor

12:35
am

SingCascadian: @ClassicalChops Personally, I like to have the whole concert's scores at the podium,
space permitting. #askaconductor

12:35
am

ShapingSound: one of the greatest things about #askaconductor is the building of community in an
otherwise isolated profession.

12:36
am

pmkotla: @MaestroKJarvi #askaconductor hello. a question - when are we likely to see your BYP
just across the border in Szczecin?

12:36
am

batonflipper: @Stephen_P_Brown #askaconductor Oh and some Mozart is written quite antiphonally (
eg Mozart 29 IMHO )

12:36
am

marisagreen: YES. RT @ShapingSound: one of the greatest things about #askaconductor is the
building of community in an otherwise isolated profession.

12:36
am
12:36
am
12:38
am
12:38
am
12:38
am
12:39
am
12:39
am

askthemusicians.com

mlaffs: @ShapingSound i would say that's true about twitter in general, not just #askaconductor.
I wrote about this in my blog recently.
marisagreen: @ShapingSound You're so right. In many towns/schools/orgs there are only one or a
few of us! #askaconductor
conguild: @marisagreen @ShapingSound That's the mission of our org. - to foster this network.
Let us know how to better serve you. #askaconductor
mlaffs: @MaestroKJarvi the #askaconductor folks are judging you right now ;)
Stephen_P_Brown: @emanuelecamma #askaconductor piano, clarinet then percussion (plus stabs at
trumpet, bassoon, viola)
pmkotla: @batonflipper #askaconductor I actually think there's case for cellos in mid for Beeth.
they're often not strong enough when respond to 1sts
KathleenMcGuire: @emanuelecamma Guitar, trumpet, clarinet, saxophone, percussion, bass, piano,
recorder, trombone, and I studied singing.#askaconductor
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12:39
am

MaestroDSCH: .@batonflipper Benefit is that's how Beethoven often wrote interplay btwn 1st & 2nd
violins. #9 snds amazing when antiphonal! #askaconductor

12:39
am

POPMUNDIAL: #askaconductor, if I may: does anybody hve a recipe 4 attracting young people to
Classical music on the radio? We play even film music, BUT

12:39
am
12:39
am

SingCascadian: @krparadis Too often, the time it takes to prep multimedia means the music is less well
prepared, though it *can* succeed. #askaconductor
Stephen_P_Brown: RT @mlaffs: RT @MaestroDSCH: #askaconductor Orchestras must be seen as
*indispensable* in their communities to thrive. MD = face of the orch.

12:40
am

batonflipper: So come on then - Mahler 10 ( Cooke perf. ed ) - Yes or No? Reasons please
#askaconductor

12:41
am

BeccaPiano: @MC_Conductor Ah! Yes. -Don't need to answer,I already asked lots,but- curious:
Fav(or hardest) pno conc. to conduct? Rach3? #askaconductor

12:41
am

SingCascadian: @emanuelecamma A little violin and piano, but mostly singing. Then again, I mostly
conduct choirs and opera. #askaconductor

12:41
am

KathleenMcGuire: @MaestroKJarvi The day is still young! We're going strong here on the US west coast.
It's only 4:41 pm. #askaconductor

12:41
am

conguild: is loving the new list of conductor blogs and websites found through the #askaconductor
community. have more?.

12:42
am

Stephen_P_Brown: What was the best advice you've ever been given? #askaconductor

12:42
am

pmkotla: @BeccaPiano #askaconductor Bartok's are pretty tricky

12:42
am
12:43
am

SingCascadian: @Stephen_P_Brown Re: cellos, it depends on the piece. If 1st/2nd violins are handled
antiphonally, then cellos in middle. #askaconductor
conguild: @Stephen_P_Brown Never write a letter and never throw one away #askaconductor

12:43
am

mvdaily: #askaconductor @mlaffs @@MaestroKJarvi More conductors here than people asking
questions of them, methinks ...

12:43
am

pmkotla: @Stephen_P_Brown #askaconductor "don't talk. keep conducting"...:-)

12:44
am

LACOtweets: @mlaffs @MaestroDSCH #askaconductor I agree, but am frustrated that in our country
people don't realize the arts ARE indispensable.

12:44
am

marisagreen: @conguild Can you assemble & publish that list of conductor blogs? Been trying to
check them out but surely have missed some. #askaconductor

12:45
am
12:45
am

pmkotla: @mvdaily @mlaffs @MaestroKJarvi #askaconductor the funny thing is - we conductors
don't often have a chance to ask our colleagues questions
batonflipper: @Stephen_P_Brown #askaconductor Always tell the orchestra why you have stopped
and why you need to play something again....

12:45
am

mvdaily: @Stephen_P_Brown #askaconductor Best advice? "Live the music."

12:45
am

LACOtweets: @Stephen_P_Brown #askaconductor Love what you do and honor it.

12:45
am
12:46
am
12:46
am
12:46
am
12:46
am

askthemusicians.com

conguild: @marisagreen great idea. will create a list and post link tomorrow. #askaconductor
KathleenMcGuire: @askthemusicians Learn all parts, mark up score, listen to recordings, analyze structure,
study history of piece/composer #askaconductor
mlaffs: @pmkotla ready, go. I'll sit back and be amused. #askaconductor
rebranded: RT @pmkotla: #askaconductor the funny thing is - we conductors don't often have a
chance to ask our colleagues questions
SingCascadian: @Stephen_P_Brown If a good group of experienced performers makes the same
mistake repeatedly, then it was probably my fault. #askaconductor
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12:46
am

batonflipper: @MaestroDSCH Yes he did but not constantly and 9 is a good example but a rare one
IMHO. Violin 2's hate sitting there...#askaconductor

12:47
am

BeccaPiano: @MC_Conductor ...oop, I see #askaconductor 1.0 is over. I can wait till 2.0 for this last.
Cheers & thx for thoughtful replies! @BeccaPiano

12:48
am

ClassicalChops: #askaconductor (I know I asked earlier but since there are new conductors on!) what
words of encouragement can you give to young musicians?

12:48
am

crist142000: @KathleenMcGuire #askaconductor maybe if we knew what ALL those strange
gestures a conductor does mean. e.g. what a cue? How is it ordered?

12:48
am

KathleenMcGuire: @musicapologist Share my passion, and show them how classical music influenced the
music they love. Meet them where they are. #askaconductor

12:49
am

batonflipper: @pmkotla Swings and roundabouts for me - Vc better off, Vln 2 much worse off ( sound
going in etc) #askaconductor

12:50
am
12:50
am

Stephen_P_Brown: @ArtsGroupSales #askaconductor I have a blog and post whatever comes to mind usually music, leadership or food related.
rebranded: RT @MaestroDSCH: #askaconductor My point is simply that orchestras must be seen
as *indispensable* in their communities to thrive. MD = face of the orch.

12:50
am

anselmonadir: RT @klassikakzente: RT @sashamakila: Arts need to follow the times. This is a new
form of communication like newspapers or radio used to be. #askaconductor

12:50
am

anselmonadir: RT @klassikakzente: RT @philharmoniker: Schnell wie Blogger sind gibts schon eine
erste Zusammenfassung des #askaconductor Events: http://bit.ly/h07mdV

12:50
am

marisagreen: EXCELLENT advice: RT @batonflipper #askaconductor Always tell the orchestra why
you have stopped and why you need to play something again...

12:50
am

anselmonadir: RT @OpernBlog: Wenn Kapellmeister twittern ? (Review) #askaconductor http://is.gd
/ipFK6

12:50
am
12:50
am
12:50
am

SingCascadian: @ClassicalChops Keep playing/singing at any level, and your life will be constantly
enriched by the music. #askaconductor
anselmonadir: RT @sashamakila: #askaconductor And here's my website with contact info. Feel free
to contact me: http://www.sashamakila.com
marisagreen: Another great piece of advice. This one was tough for me :) RT @pmkotla:
@Stephen_P_Brown #askaconductor "don't talk. keep conducting"...

12:50
am

MaestroDSCH: .@LACOtweets I undrstnd - forget "in this country". Think globally, act locally. Orch's r
local, must dirctly engage comnty. #askaconductor

12:51
am

MaestroDSCH: .@LACOtweets there, on the ground, each member, every day. Everyone must know
who you are. #askaconductor

12:52
am
12:52
am
12:52
am
12:53
am
12:53
am

Idee_Fixed: What do you know@batonflipper? How else would an orchestra sit, you Anglais tete de
Merde! #askaconductor
conguild: Anyone have any funny blooper stories to share? #askaconductor
Stephen_P_Brown: What is your biggest fear about conducting? #askaconductor
mvdaily: @Idee_Fixed #askaconductor Anglais tete de Merde? March him to the scaffold!
LACOtweets: @ClassicalChops #askaconductor Find a good teacher, work consistently with
discipline and patience, and learn to love music.

12:53
am

MaestroDSCH: .@batonflipper Maybe 2nds don't like it, but audiences do! Sell them on it, they'll do it.
Not that hard a sale. #askaconductor

12:53
am

KathleenMcGuire: @crist142000 Complex question! Simplest answer: RH = tempo, rhythms; LH = cues
instr to start, stop. Both = style, phrasing #askaconductor

12:54
am

emanuelecamma: What's the most challenging orchestral solo in your opinion? #askaconductor

12:55
am

KathleenMcGuire: @ClassicalChops Never stop playing. Keep your love of music always. Play everything
you can: classical, pop, jazz, musicals. #askaconductor

askthemusicians.com
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12:55
am

anselmonadir: RT @klassikakzente: RT @VancouverOpera: Wow! 401 contributors & 2425 tweets for
#askaconductor so far. http://bit.ly/hi7Fhh

12:56
am

batonflipper: @MaestroDSCH #askaconductor I am a Vln 2 and I love - not all in the UK do! It also
depends on the acoustic - V2 has to play much louder!

12:56
am

LACOtweets: @MaestroDSCH @batonflipper #askaconductor Splitting the violins or sitting the other
way, NO ONE likes sitting on the outside! It's a no win

12:56
am

MaestroDSCH: .@Stephen_P_Brown Only my frequent nightmares where I'm conducting a score I've
never seen, & only in my underwear. No joke! #askaconductor

12:56
am

KathleenMcGuire: @BeccaPiano #askaconductor is not over yet - we're still going strong here on the US
west coast!

12:57
am
12:57
am
12:58
am
12:58
am
12:58
am
12:58
am
12:58
am
12:58
am
12:59
am
12:59
am

LACOtweets: @emanuelecamma #askaconductor Too many to list!
pmkotla: @emanuelecamma #askaconductor hmm...horn solo in Quoniam (Bach B minor mass)
in a cold church? difficult first entry after a very long wait.
stuartsims: @MaestroDSCH Absolutely. Conducting needs to be a much more local profession.
#askaconductor
MaestrosLover: @MaestroDSCH In yonightmare has your shirt got no buttons? #askaconductor
KathleenMcGuire: @batonflipper @Stephen_P_Brown I couldn't agree more. And give players positive
feedback when problems are resolved. #askaconductor
LACOtweets: @batonflipper @MaestroDSCH #askaconductor Wish I could say there was even 1 in
my orchestra!
anselmonadir: RT @askthemusicians: #askaconductor amazing! @sashamakila has tweeted 200
#askaconductor comments & answers!
ClassicalChops: @KathleenMcGuire Great words for young musicians! Thanks! #askaconductor
MaestroDSCH: .@batonflipper Agreed, but the visual effect for audience makes up for volume issues,
right!? :) #askaconductor
ClassicalChops: @LACOtweets Great advice! Thanks for the response! #askaconductor

12:59
am

batonflipper: @KathleenMcGuire @Stephen_P_Brown #askaconductor Yes, always praise where
praise is due.

12:59
am

LACOtweets: @ClassicalChops @KathleenMcGuire #askaconductor Enjoyed the twitter..off to make
music now!

1:00
am
1:00
am

ClassicalChops: @SingCascadian So true! Thanks! #askaconductor
Klezmerish: Tuxedo, Nehru jacket, or other? #askaconductor

1:00
am

marisagreen: @MaestroDSCH I've had that scary conducting-a-blank-score dream, too (minus the
underwear part, thankfully!!) #askaconductor

1:00
am

anselmonadir: RT @klassikakzente: RT @MaestroMaazel: Arts are the poor family cousins - Buying 1
less fighter plane wld pay 4 Scala's budget 4 years. #askaconductor

1:00
am
1:00
am
1:00
am
1:01
am
1:01
am

askthemusicians.com

rebranded: Following #askaconductor makes me want to watch @BenjaminZander's TED Talk over
and over. http://bit.ly/3lvryU
anselmonadir: RT @klassikakzente: RT @DavidFeltner: Don't need drugs if you have Mozart!
#askaconductor
LACOtweets: @MaestroDSCH @batonflipper #askaconductor I'm old school..sound first
NGC6544: Twapperkeeper #askaconductor Archive should be available here: http://bit.ly/eLQEvM
anselmonadir: RT @klassikakzente: RT @MaestroMaazel: I use social media from iPhone &
Tweetdeck. #askaconductor
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1:01
am

anselmonadir: RT @klassikakzente: RT @MaestroMaazel: I always say to myself before going out on
stage: "listen to the music and smile". #askaconductor

1:01
am

anselmonadir: RT @klassikakzente: RT @MaestroMaazel: The most influential (composer) Stravinsky.
The two most gifted: Sibelius and Britten #askaconductor

1:01
am

KathleenMcGuire: #askaconductor I'm considering creating a legal advocacy org for conductors, to help
with contracts, negotiations, HR stuff. Thoughts?

1:01
am

MaestroDSCH: .@LACOtweets ok - but why shld the cellos/violas always have worst spot? I'm more
interested in what Beethvn mght have heard. #askaconductor

1:01
am

anselmonadir: RT @CleveOrchestra: #askaconductor @MaestroMaazel How do you keep up with all
the social media? You're everywhere!

1:02
am

batonflipper: @MaestroDSCH #askaconductor No, not really. I'd rather they heard what I wanted them
to hear than see it and not hear it well. Just my 2p!

1:02
am

SingCascadian: @Klezmerish It depends on the venue and ensemble. Big venue, formal orch: tails.
Small, intimate venue: just black suit. #askaconductor

1:02
am

ClassicalChops: @KathleenMcGuire #askaconductor I asked earlier if there was a union for conductors
and was surprised that the answer was no.

1:02
am

pmkotla: @Klezmerish #askaconductor I have noticed that the good old tails seem to be going
out of fashion in our profession. pity...:-(

1:03
am

Idee_Fixed: @mvdaily #askaconductor Oh, I see what you did there! Tres Bon! Maybe I should have
called him something else?

1:03
am

marisagreen: @pmkotla @Klezmerish I do love the tailcoats. So classy. Particularly since you're seen
from the back! #askaconductor

1:04
am
1:05
am

KathleenMcGuire: @Stephen_P_Brown Never take it personally. #askaconductor
SingCascadian: @KathleenMcGuire Very curious about your proposed legal advocacy org. Advice could
be quite worthwhile. #askaconductor

1:06
am

emanuelecamma: what's the instruments section that have most pitch problems? tell me the truth...
#askaconductor

1:06
am

KathleenMcGuire: @ClassicalChops Yeah, it's crazy and so important for all conductors. There's often no
one we can go to for help. #askaconductor

1:06
am

Stephen_P_Brown: Do you like to be called Maestro, or something else? #askaconductor

1:07
am

QSOrchestra: RT @ClassicalChops: @QSOrchestra do you have words of encouragement for young
musicians? #askaconductor

1:07
am

conguild: @KathleenMcGuire We should talk. Conductors Guild does some of this already.
Would like to know what else is needed. #askaconductor

1:07
am

QSOrchestra: @ClassicalChops Ran into Nicola Mason in the QSO halls 2day who says: practice,
practice, practice & 2 do it cause u love it! #askaconductor

1:07
am

MaestroDSCH: @Stephen_P_Brown @LACOtweets .@batonflipper I'm unconvinced volume issue is
real. Wasn't when Klemperer performd antiphonlly. #askaconductor

1:07
am
1:07
am

pmkotla: @KathleenMcGuire @Stephen_P_Brown #askaconductor and I would add - "Never
make it personal!"
Stephen_P_Brown: RT @conguild: @KathleenMcGuire We should talk. Conductors Guild does some of
this already. Would like to know what else is needed. #askaconductor

1:07
am

batonflipper: #askaconductor Does no-one have any opinions on Mahler 10?? Really, no-one??

1:07
am

SingCascadian: @emanuelecamma Instruments with pitch/intonation problems: French horn solo and
viola section, hands down. #askaconductor

1:08
am

SingCascadian: @Stephen_P_Brown I prefer just to be called by name. "Maestro" is so needlessly
formal. #askaconductor

1:09
am

askthemusicians.com

jakewillson: #askaconductor what things do you look for contemporary music? (so that it appeals to
you enough to perform it)
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conguild: @KathleenMcGuire @ClassicalChops Conductors Guild has mentors incl lawyers who
work w/members one-on-one. #askaconductor

1:09
am

KathleenMcGuire: @conguild Definitely. I live in San Francisco. Perhaps we can catch up in January?
#askaconductor

1:09
am

batonflipper: @Stephen_P_Brown #askaconductor Hate being called Maestro. Now a joke
@TheCBSO after @tommyrpearson called me "Mikestro" in a kids concert!

1:09
am

pmkotla: @emanuelecamma #askaconductor harps - if have to play for long.

1:09
am

SingCascadian: @batonflipper For what it's worth, I'm a fan of the M10 Cooke ed. Obviously not
Mahler's final will, but better than nothing. #askaconductor

1:10
am

pmkotla: @batonflipper #askaconductor well, there are so many "Mahler 10"s...:-)

1:10
am
1:10
am
1:10
am

marisagreen: @jakewillson Same things I look for in "standard" (older) classical pieces: great
melodies, fun rhythms, meaningful moments. #askaconductor
mvdaily: @SingCascadian @emanuelecamma pitch/intonation problems: in our orchestra it's the
conductor that's always flat! :) #askaconductor
KathleenMcGuire: @Stephen_P_Brown I hate "conductress." Maestra means something else in Europe.
Maestro is just fine with me! #askaconductor

1:10
am

marisagreen: @jakewillson Something I can connect with on some level. #askaconductor

1:10
am

batonflipper: @MaestroDSCH @Stephen_P_Brown @LACOtweets #askaconductor All I'll say is that
you play up enough and some conductors tell you to "shut up"..

1:11
am

marisagreen: @Stephen_P_Brown My conductor friends and I call each other "Maestro" jokingly,
away from the podium only. #askaconductor

1:11
am
1:12
am

KathleenMcGuire: @SingCascadian I'm going to talk to ConGuild more about this. Stay tuned!
#askaconductor
Stephen_P_Brown: @Stephen_P_Brown #askaconductor (btw, I prefer my name. Even my wife refers to
me as SPB!)

1:12
am

batonflipper: @MaestroDSCH @Stephen_P_Brown @LACOtweets #askaconductor I'm just not that
convinced that the benefits outway the negatives ( ie ensemble )

1:12
am

pmkotla: @jakewillson #askaconductor if it is apparent that the composer hears what he/she
writes and uses the simplest necessary mean to achieve it.

1:12
am

MaestroDSCH: .@Stephen_P_Brown Dislike "maestro". Distances me from orch. "Michael" is good.
They've started "godfather"... Long story. #askaconductor

1:13
am

marisagreen: @Stephen_P_Brown On the podium, I feel MUCH more comfortable w/first names. I
don't call the players by titles... #askaconductor

1:13
am
1:13
am
1:15
am

KathleenMcGuire: @emanuelecamma Depends on the orchestra, but in my experience it's often the brass
(ah, I can feel them shooting me now...) #askaconductor
mvdaily: #askaconductor @SingCascadian @Stephen_P_Brown Agreed - 'maestro' has
become so overused in English as to become practically meaningless.
batonflipper: @pmkotla #askaconductor True, but I did specify D. Cooke. Just that I've been asked to
do it - love the music, not sure "a job well done"!

1:15
am

SingCascadian: @KathleenMcGuire Will do. Do let me know via @cannonesque as it unfolds.
#askaconductor

1:16
am

SingCascadian: @mvdaily @emanuelecamma LOL! Yes, that's true often enough too! #askaconductor

1:16
am
1:16
am
1:17
am

askthemusicians.com

MaestroDSCH: .@batonflipper @LACOtweets @Stephen_P_Brown Hope we can agree to respectfully
disagree on this one. :-) #askaconductor
KathleenMcGuire: @conguild @ClassicalChops Good to know. Other problems incl. educating boards
about what conductors do on a daily basis. #askaconductor
SingCascadian: @jakewillson #askaconductor For me, contemporary music is no different from other
periods: if the piece speaks to me, I try to program it.
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am
1:17
am
1:18
am
1:19
am
1:19
am
1:19
am
1:21
am
1:21
am
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batonflipper: @SingCascadian #askaconductor I agree, not his will. Great music but was it the best
realisation?? Asked to do it soon so weighing it up...
MaestroDSCH: .@Stephen_P_Brown Ha! I should. #askaconductor
Stephen_P_Brown: @MaestroDSCH @batonflipper @LACOtweets #askaconductor I'm glad we don't agree
on everything - what would make us different?!
SingCascadian: @pmkotla Well said! #askaconductor @jakewillson
giulia_boggiano: RT @MaestroDSCH: #askaconductor My point is simply that orchestras must be seen
as *indispensable* in their communities to thrive. MD = face of the orch.
sashamakila: #askaconductor I am stuck in snowstorm but I can tweet from my friends phone
MaestroDSCH: #askaconductor @batonflipper So what's the Mahler 10 question? :-)
Jennierach: #askaconductor Are there any up-and-coming composers that you think we should keep
our eyes on?

1:22
am

ericasipes: So sad that I missed #askaconductor today. Hope they do something like that
again...hint...hint... ;-)

1:22
am

ericasipes: And so many folks I respect were involved. #askaconductor

1:23
am

KathleenMcGuire: @jakewillson If players like it, then audience probably will. Needs to be musically 'valid'
in some way, make sense to me. #askaconductor

1:23
am

SingCascadian: @batonflipper I haven't studied all those M10s in detail, so can't speak to specifics.
Sorry! #askaconductor

1:23
am

batonflipper: @Jennierach #askaconductor Couple from my neck of the woods - Richard Causton
and Charlotte Bray

1:23
am

sashamakila: #askaconductor I like maestro though. Clear and simple

1:24
am

batonflipper: @MaestroDSCH #askaconductor Just your opinion of the Cooke version in general doing it soon and can't make my mind up. Love the music but.

1:26
am

pmkotla: #askaconductor hint: I've perf'd quite a few new works with LSO - their most common
remark is why comps don't use our good sound more often?

1:26
am
1:26
am
1:27
am
1:27
am
1:28
am
1:28
am
1:28
am
1:29
am
1:29
am
1:29
am

askthemusicians.com

KathleenMcGuire: @ericasipes You didn't miss it - we're still going! :-) #askaconductor
sashamakila: @emanuelecamma #askaconductor usually woodwinds...
Idee_Fixed: A word of advice to all you conductors - don't marry a "pissed up Irish ex-actress" - it
won't help your career! Bon Nuit #askaconductor
KathleenMcGuire: @Jennierach June Bonacich in California. Also check out Charles Fernandez.
#askaconductor
MaestroDSCH: .@Jennierach My fav living are: Chris Rouse, Michael Torke, Jen Higdon, Amy Scurria,
& Ukrainian named Aleksansr Shchetynsky. #askaconductor
KathleenMcGuire: @Idee_Fixed Thanks - appreciate the good advice! LOL #askaconductor
sashamakila: @pmkotla #askaconductor I usually use tails but sometimes I would like to travel
lighter...
cannonesque: Currently tweeting via @SingCascadian as part of #askaconductor.
ClassicalChops: listening to Le Nozze di Figaro while following all the questions on #askaconductor
mvdaily: @Idee_Fixed @KathleenMcGuire #askaconductor Good night Harold! Good night Italy!
:)
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1:30
am

marisagreen: @MaestroDSCH I love Torke's music. It's so irrepressible and fun. Wonderful rhythmic
pulse/drive/pacing and catchy! #askaconductor

1:32
am

batonflipper: Goodnight all - 1.30 am here and bedtime. Fabulous to meet so many fellow "carvers" had fun with #askaconductor. Until next time, Toi Toi!

1:33
am

pmkotla: @Idee_Fixed #askaconductor advice to comps: don't spend years bldg ur reput. as
orchestrator & destroy it with single "at bow tip" spicc:)

1:33
am
1:34
am
1:35
am
1:36
am
1:36
am
1:36
am

MaestroDSCH: .@batonflipper If memory serves, Alma did finally approve Cooke's ver. But I've not had
the honor of conducting it as of yet. #askaconductor
SingCascadian: @batonflipper G'night, and best wishes for M10! #askaconductor
MaestroDSCH: RT @pmkotla: #askaconductor hint: I've perf'd quite a few new works with LSO - their
most common remark is why comps don't use our good sound more often?
pmkotla: @batonflipper #askaconductor all the best for M10 and nice to recollect CBSO's
Szymanowski days after all these year...:-)
KathleenMcGuire: #askaconductor What are your favorite overtures including 3 trombones + tuba?
Idee_Fixed: @pmkotla #askaconductor Oui, I fucked up there! Still it's had you bastards confused
for 150 yrs or so! On at the tip dear boy,on at the tip

1:37
am

Stephen_P_Brown: @pmkotla #askaconductor Which LSO, London? I can see them saying that, and agree.

1:37
am

lovepudge: Had such a great time participating in #askaconductor! time to go run our donor
musicale. Thanks again everyone!

1:37
am
1:38
am
1:38
am

batonflipper: @SingCascadian #askaconductor Not for another 12 months yet but Thanks in advance!
Stephen_P_Brown: @KathleenMcGuire #askaconductor Shostakovitch Festive Ov!
batonflipper: @pmkotla #askaconductor Good to chat Pavel - ditto for your and your Szym. Say Hi to
PT for me.

1:40
am

mlaffs: #askaconductor what are your coping mechanisms for stress/performance anxiety? The
more juicy or weird, the better ;)

1:41
am

SingCascadian: @batonflipper LOL! With a work like M10, I think 12 mo's of good wishes couldn't hurt. :)
#askaconductor

1:41
am
1:42
am

Idee_Fixed: See I told you #askaconductor ! Silly Irish cow has forgotten to put the electric blanket
on - Sacre Bleu it is cold!
Stephen_P_Brown: @mlaffs #askaconductor I relieve perf anxiety either by cooking, swimming, or talking
with audience in the lobby! #auddev

1:42
am

batonflipper: @SingCascadian #askaconductor You are right - took a cursory glance at Movt II today what have I let myself in for??

1:42
am

pmkotla: @Stephen_P_Brown #askaconductor yes. London. their technical excellence seems to
be used by composers far more often than the musical one.

1:42
am
1:43
am
1:43
am

IdaFiction: Beat my kids:) @mlaffs #askaconductor what are your coping mechanisms for
stress/performance anxiety? The more juicy or weird, the better
sashamakila: @mlaffs #askaconductor haven't been nervous about concerts for years. First rehearsal
is always exciting though
pmkotla: @batonflipper #askaconductor thank you. I will.

1:44
am

SingCascadian: @KathleenMcGuire I'm a William Walton fan, so here's a plug for his crowd-pleasing
Johannesburg Festival Overture. #askaconductor

1:44
am

Idee_Fixed: @KathleenMcGuire #askaconductor Forget that, what about my King Lear Overture?
Not one Tuba, two Tubas! Hurrah

1:45
am

askthemusicians.com

pmkotla: @sashamakila @mlaffs #askaconductor I'd agree. it is always the first rehearsal with a
new orchestra which is the greatest challenge.
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1:46
am
1:47
am
1:48
am
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SingCascadian: @mlaffs I used to do a fancy stretching/breathing exercise to loosen up and get out of
the mind before a tricky concert. #askaconductor
MaestroDSCH: .@KathleenMcGuire Ya gotta hear Higdon's 'Fanfare Ritmico'. Sweet!!! http://bit.ly
/dHXhKt #askaconductor
KathleenMcGuire: @Idee_Fixed Excellent! #askaconductor
Stephen_P_Brown: @pmkotla @sashamakila @mlaffs #askaconductor I do agree the 1st reh is toughest,
but I don't get perf anxiety before a reh!

1:48
am

sashamakila: #askaconductor what would u do to entertain public when half of the performers are
stuck in snowstorm?

1:50
am

MaestroDSCH: @mlaffs I accept that I *will* be nervous, & use it (the nervous energy). Don't fight it pointless. Accept it, & move fwd. #askaconductor

1:53
am

chrisdivalish: What do conductors talk about when they're talking amongst themselves? Answer:
clothes, handles, & who's flat. #askaconductor for more.

1:53
am

gaspsiagore: RT @askthemusicians: Hi Everyone! The official hashtag is #askaconductor. Glad to
see it taking off! Keep tweeting!

1:53
am

sashamakila: #askaconductor any good jokes to entertain public in an emergency?

1:54
am
1:54
am
1:54
am

Diggingpitt: RT @sashamakila: #askaconductor what would u do to entertain public when half of the
performers are stuck in snowstorm? #CLE
mvdaily: @sashamakila #askaconductor No performers? Teach the #audience 2 #clap in time.
Just pick some kind of @Idee_Fixed #music :) #classicalmusic
SingCascadian: @sashamakila Plenty of jokes, though few are actually funny... #askaconductor

1:55
am

sashamakila: RT @chrisdivalish: What do conductors talk about when they're talking amongst
themselves? Answer: clothes, handles, & who's flat. #askaconductor for more.

1:56
am

batonflipper: @sashamakila #askaconductor Viola player leaves Viola on backseat of car-car broken
into! Returns to car to find 4 more violas on backseat!

1:57
am

sashamakila: #askaconductor you need jokes in aspen music tent when the rainstorm drowns out the
music

1:57
am
1:58
am
1:59
am

SingCascadian: @batonflipper Excellent! Must add that to my repertoire. :) #askaconductor
pmkotla: @sashamakila #askaconductor maybe a pre-concert talk? something about the works
and composers you are about to perform
strikingthings: RT @sashamakila: #askaconductor what would u do to entertain public when half of the
performers are stuck in snowstorm?

1:59
am

sashamakila: #askaconductor and who was the conductor who performed on piano with soloists when
rest of the opera house went on strike? In italy?

1:59
am

marisagreen: @sashamakila Since this is a "lighter" concert - I would let some of the musicians
jam/improv on holiday song themes! #askaconductor

2:03
am
2:04
am
2:04
am
2:05
am
2:05
am
2:06
am

askthemusicians.com

SingCascadian: #askaconductor has been fun, but alas I must sign off. Thanks to all for such great
thoughts!
mvdaily: #askaconductor has been fun ... thanks everyone. Looking forward now 2
#askadeadcomposer ... @Idee_Fixed ? @MozartFarting ? @GeorgeFHandel ?
cim_edu: RT @sashamakila: #askaconductor any good jokes to entertain public in an
emergency?
ClassicalChops: Thanks again to everyone involved in #askaconductor, it's been fun!
sashamakila: #askaconductor does anyone else take 2 batons on the podium? I used to break them
all the time...
cim_edu: RT @chrisdivalish: What do conductors talk about when they're talking amongst
themselves? Answer: clothes, handles, & who's flat. #askaconductor for more.
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2:07
am

batonflipper: @sashamakila #askaconductor Always - my Guivier batons would often snap. Hoping
my new custom is going to be a little stronger!

2:07
am

JoseSPiano: @gaspsiagore #askaconductor took place earlier today. @MaestroMaazel said that
?Fanciulla? was the most difficult work he?s conducted.

2:08
am

Stephen_P_Brown: @sashamakila #askaconductor I've done both: talk to the audience about the music, and
got them making music (clapping, stamping, singing).

2:08
am

pmkotla: @sashamakila #askaconductor only in the opera pit. on the concert platform one can get
away with conducting without a baton if needed

2:09
am

DanielleOKeefe: RT @sydsymph: #askaconductor Applause b/n movements: It all depends on the
piece! You try to read the mind of the composer, pay attention to the music.

2:10
am

Stephen_P_Brown: @sashamakila #askaconductor Usually keep a 2nd baton in the wings. Sometimes I
forget to walk off with it, and I like to walk on with it!

2:11
am

gabeplayspiano: I think we shud do #askagayblackman instead RT @ericasipes So sad that I missed
#askaconductor today.Hope they do something like that again

2:11
am
2:11
am
2:11
am
2:12
am
2:12
am
2:12
am
2:13
am

mvdaily: @sashamakila #askaconductor #Jokes ? Only that there are three kinds of conductor ...
those who can count and those who can't.
gaspsiagore: @teniralCist It's always tempting, but always a bad idea in the end. #askaconductor
MaestroDSCH: Well my dear friends, new & old, I'm calling it a day. This has been a blast! Looking fwd
to speaking again in the future! #askaconductor
Stephen_P_Brown: @sydsymph #askaconductor Agreed! Sometimes applause between mvts is
appropriate.
gaspsiagore: @JoseSPiano Seems to still be happening. My assigned time was this evening but I'm
not sure of the protocol, if there is one. #askaconductor
gabeplayspiano: @sashamakila how do you break them? By flicking them too hard? #askaconductor
Stephen_P_Brown: #askaconductor This has been great fun. I look foward to the next one! Thx for all the
comments, replies and follows!

2:13
am

gaspsiagore: @sashamakila Yes. #askaconductor

2:14
am

sashamakila: #askaconductor Q.what's the diff between french language and alto clef?

2:14
am

N8Ma: Let's do another #askaconductor again soon! But first, who should be next? My humble
suggestion: #askaviolist (this is not a joke)

2:15
am

gaspsiagore: @askthemusicians Is it over? #askaconductor

2:17
am

gaspsiagore: @Stephen_P_Brown @marisagreen Thanks for the info...I've had a long day.
#askaconductor

2:17
am

Jennierach: #askaconductor Do you think that young instrumental students should learn more about
the art of conducting in the private lesson or school?

2:18
am

sashamakila: #askaconductor A. Some conductors actually can read french

2:19
am

gaspsiagore: @gabeplayspiano @sashamakile It's pretty easy to lose one in an opera pit in any
number of ways, let alone breaking them. #askaconductor

2:20
am

gaspsiagore: @Jennierach Yes, everyone should certainly learn the basics. Singers should learn how
accompanied recitatives are conducted. #askaconductor

2:27
am
2:28
am
2:28
am

askthemusicians.com

askthemusicians: Contrary to popular belief, #askaconductor is not quite done yet. Although it looks like
things are winding down a bit. Who's still here?
pmkotla: @gaspsiagore #askaconductor I think it would be great if all composers could have a go
at conducting their own pieces.
GCComposer: @askthemusicians It has been a long, impressive day. Well done. Is anyone really still
up for it? #askaconductor
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2:30
am
2:32
am
2:52
am
3:00
am
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GCComposer: Agreed. RT @pmkotla: @gaspsiagore #askaconductor I think it would be great if all
composers could have a go at conducting their own pieces.
gaspsiagore: @askthemusicians I guess it's just me. I wouldn't mind dropping back in later. What time
did it start? #askaconductor
NPAConvention: RT@askthemusicians: #askaconductor is not quite done yet! Though it looks like things
are winding down. Who's still here? #NPAC
audiophilia: @mlaffs #askaconductor good red wine and the love a good woman ;)
scheimer: #askaconductor I was posed an awesome question tonight that I'm going to ask you.
What makes you different from all the other conductors?

3:01
am

gaspsiagore: @scheimer That's a really good (and important) question. #askaconductor

3:03
am

gaspsiagore: @askthemusicians I'm bummed I missed so much of it. I'll read back and reply as I go,
as soon as I have time. #askaconductor

3:06
am

DUBIANBO: #askaconductor What if someone behind U cough or clap at inappropriate time when it
really interupt Yr mind?

3:10
am

askthemusicians: Should we ring the last call bell or something? #askaconductor

3:21
am

JoshuaSManuel: @askthemusicians Unfortunately probably so. #askaconductor.

3:22
am
3:23
am

gaspsiagore: @DUBIANBO Move on. #askaconductor
N8Ma: Hey @askthemusicians I'm still around for #askaconductor day. But, well, so much has
already been said!

3:29
am

twORCHESTRAS: LACOtweets: @MaestroDSCH @batonflipper #askaconductor I'm old school..sound
first http://snipurl.com/1m28sn

3:29
am

twORCHESTRAS: LACOtweets: @ClassicalChops @KathleenMcGuire #askaconductor Enjoyed the
twitter..off to make music now! http://snipurl.com/1m28ss

3:29
am

twORCHESTRAS: LACOtweets: @batonflipper @MaestroDSCH #askaconductor Wish I could say there
was even 1 in my orchestra! http://snipurl.com/1m28st

3:29
am

twORCHESTRAS: LACOtweets: @emanuelecamma #askaconductor Too many to list! http://snipurl.com
/1m28su

3:29
am

twORCHESTRAS: LACOtweets: @MaestroDSCH @batonflipper #askaconductor Splitting the violins or
sitting the other way, NO ON... http://snipurl.com/1m28t1

3:36
am
3:40
am
3:42
am

GCComposer: Alright, everyone, it was a heck of a day in the Twitterverse, w/ #askaconductor, etc.
Wish @DrJRTam luck on his grad school apps. G' night.
krparadis: @laceyh Great job with #askaconductor today. Fun and informative!
SeanMan87: @askthemusicians This is for anyone still out there: Do you believe that the U.S.
Conservatory system will cont. 2 work? #askaconductor

3:47
am

MaestroDSCH: .@twORCHESTRAS "no win"? Klemperer & Blomstedt didn't think so! Evryone wins,
esp. Beethoven. Show audience something new! :D #askaconductor

3:57
am

MaestroDSCH: .@SeanMan87 I certainly hope so. Our best artists are products of that system. You
disagree? :) #askaconductor

4:00
am
4:00
am

chefdorch: #askaconductor logging on for a few last moments to see if anything's still happening,
looks like there was some great discussion going on!
annfaverey: How many conductors will be left in Holland in 2011? #askaconductor

4:02
am

askthemusicians: Still more! RT @SeanMan87 for anyone still out there: Do you believe that the U.S.
Conservatory system will cont. 2 work? #askaconductor

4:02
am

askthemusicians: RT @chefdorch: #askaconductor logging on for a few last moments to see if anything's
still happening, looks like there was some great discussion going on!

askthemusicians.com
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mcmvanbree: @annfaverey plenty. But they won't have any orchestras to conduct with all those cuts...
#askaconductor
askthemusicians: RT @N8Ma: Hey @askthemusicians I'm still around for #askaconductor day. But, well,
so much has already been said!
DanielBarkley: @N8Ma What's your approach when tackling baroque (or classical) stuff? Take some
bits from HIP, or just usual musical logic? #askaconductor

4:06
am

N8Ma: #askaconductor I think musicians must be broadly educated. Now many talented kids go
to Ivy League instead of Conservatory. @BardCnservatory

4:07
am

UkuleleIsle: @chefdorch #askaconductor How did you get experience in front of an orchestra? It has
to be superior to just playing a score on piano.

4:09
am

N8Ma: @DanielBarkley Depends on the materials at hand. Are bows/strings/reeds modern? If
so, try to be logical: purity not possible #askaconductor

4:09
am

chefdorch: @UkuleleIsle fortunately, I had many chances to conduct while in highschool; then in
college, I created my own orchestra #askaconductor

4:10
am

chefdorch: @UkuleleIsle so, essentially, created my own instrument to practice my craft!
#askaconductor

4:11
am

mcgilliland: Just reading some #askaconductor questions. @SeanMan87 asks "Do you believe that
the U.S. Conservatory system will cont. 2 work?"

4:14
am

N8Ma: @mcgilliland I think the Conservatory system will adapt. Provide more vocational
coaching or more liberal arts. Ideally both #askaconductor

4:14
am
4:19
am
4:19
am
4:38
am
4:40
am
4:51
am
4:52
am

DanielBarkley: @N8Ma Thanks for the answer. Have you ever accompanied (or used) a fortepiano?
#askaconductor
N8Ma: @DanielBarkley I wish I were a keyboard player! Hard to believe I'm a conductor at all.
Harpsichord yes but not fortepiano #askaconductor
annfaverey: @mcmvanbree Then they will probably leave for other countries #askaconductor
DonatoCabrera: Orchestra scoreboards - Sandow #askaconductor http://fb.me/FR5ZO8T0
N8Ma: @DonatoCabrera As long as they also let me wear a jersey with a number on it, I'm fine
with scoreboards (also, S$$ from Nike) #askaconductor
DonatoCabrera: #askaconductor Great discussions today! Continue reading about conducting and
classical music here: http://j.mp/bOYolu
gaspsiagore: @SeanMan87 Yes. #askaconductor

4:59
am

alexwn: RT @DonatoCabrera: Orchestra scoreboards - Sandow #askaconductor http://fb.me
/FR5ZO8T0

5:00
am

hipharpy: Thanks @askthemusicians! Your #askaconductor was my guilty obsession today. It's
y'all's fault if I'm unprepared for weekend orchestra gigs.

5:22
am

askthemusicians: Alrighty... #askaconductor is officially closing. We've been at this for 32 hours and about
3,500 tweets!
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